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REHABILITATION OF ALLEN PARKWAY
VILLAGE, HOUSTON, TX

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14. 1993

HOUSK OK Rki'hkskntativks,
SUBCOMMITTKK ON HOUSING
AND COMMUNm- DKVKIX)PMKiNT,

CoMMim-:E ON Banking, Financk and Urhan Afkaii^s,

Washington. DC.

The subcommittoo mot, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in the
Allen Parkway Community Center 1600 Allen Parkway, Houston,
TX, Hon. Henry B. Gonzalez [chairman of the subcommittee!

presiding.
Present; Chairman Gonzalez.
Also present; Representative Green of Texas.
Chairman G<)NZAIJ-:z. The subcommittee will please come to

order.

We are running about 3 mmuu> In-hind time and vsr havi- a lot

of witnesses today and have to begin. I am going to ask consent
here that my prepared sUitement be entered in the record at the
outset of this hearing, and I will sum up in order to save time and
catch up on the 3 minutes

First, I want to remind all of you present that this is one of quite
a number of hearings that the ^subcommittee on Housing and Com-
munity Development of the Banking Committee of the U.S. House
of Represent^itives has conducted, and will continue to conduct, as

oversight hearings on the basic Affordable Housing Programs that

Congress has devised as national policy over the course of many
years, from F'HA to public housing.

In this case, it is the second visit to this area. The first visit

which pertained to public housing, was on October 14, 1985, and
it had specifically in mind the same purpose and the same area,
Allen Parkway Village, that we are visiting today.
At that time, we were denied haNnng a hearing here on the prem-

ises of Allen Parkway or any other public housing project. The then

housing authorities director was feeling quite bitter and resented
the fact that the subcommittee was coming to Houston. Neverthe-
less, we found a place at a public city service facility to have a nice

hearing.
In 1979, I joined the then-Congressman for this area in a meet-

ing with then-Secretary of HUD, Patricia Harris. It was agreed to

target $10 million that was funded, appropriated, and directed for

the modernization of Allen Parkway Village. That money was never

spent.

(1)



When we visited in 1985, and this was 6 years afler that 1979

intervention, less than $1 million had been spent on what was ob-

viously one of the most shoddy jobs I have ever seen. It amounted
to about a three-quarters-of-a-million-dollar expenditure in tarring
over some of the roofs because they had been leaking. They were
still leaking. It was because of this problem that there was a deter-

mined effort to demolish totally this housing project in Houston.
There is no question about it. There is no question that the at-

tempt was made to not only privatize; that is, demolish, clear, and
then sell for private use this area, but also the adjacent area, one
of the most historic in the Nation, known as Freedmen's Town. So
the rest is history. We have all of that in the printed hearings of

that day.
Here we are now about 8 years later and nowhere closer to what

originally the intention, as set forth by Secretarv- Patricia Harris,
was in providing that funding. One good thing. We have a Sec-

retary of HUD that is not only knowledgeable but very reactive. In

less than a year's time in which he has been the Secretary, he has

become, I am sure, sensitive to the need.

We in the Congress, and I took the leadership in that, added the
first addendum to the 1937 Housing Act which originally provided
that for each slum dwelling demolished, one housing unit would be
constructed. That was modified soon after and it allowed housing
authorities to buy unoccupied, that is, nonslum areas or partially

occupied slum areas, for the construction of new public housing.
My city of San Antonio was the leader in the most extensive

building program up to date in 1950. In 1953 it embarked on a $28
million expansion program at a time when $28 million would mean
in today's terms about $250 million. At that time, I went to work
for the public housing authority as assistant director in charge of

land acquisition and family relocation. As a result of that construc-

tion, which was also debated, fought—in fact, we had a referendum
and the people voted in favor of the expansion program, believe it

or not. It was resisted, however, and fought very bitterly by some
of the then interests, homebuilders and the like. So public housing
has always been philosophically a very controversial program.

Allen Parkway Village is probably the best designed, fundamen-
tally, and from an aesthetic as well as functional standpoint, public
housing project in the country. It won an award in 1943 when it

was built. We think it is indispensable.
We hear so much about the desirability of giving freedom of

choice for the veir poor, to be able to find housing anywhere in the

city. But those of you who live in real life know how false that is

and how cruel, how cruel a joke it is on the very poor. The very
poor have had only one program that the Congress has defined on
a national basis and that is what we call public housing.
Now, there are a lot of forms of public housing today other than

the orthodox public housing project as you and I have gotten used
to hearing about. The warenousing and decrepit old public housing
is often publicized but it doesn't mean that the commitment made
in the 1937 Housing Act should be changed at all as a national pri-

ority. We pledge to every American family a safe, decent, affordable

place to live in.



Shelter is one of the three absolute indispensable ingredients for

human existence anywhere you want to go in the world. I think it

is a blot on our country when we have retreated and receded from
that commitment, particularly within the last 15 years. So we are

here today to renew the pledge made in the first hearing held here
in 1985.

And with that, I want to recognize our distmguished colleague
who has come up to the House, elected by you folks here in Hous-

ton, and in my own way of describing it, he has come aboard run-

ning. He has done a great job in just less than a year since he has
been sworn in. In fact, Gene, I think Januar>' 3 will be your first

year since inauguration and swearing in.

He has been for the people in his votes. I have been very, very
happy and I have welcomed his presence. And I want to assure you
that we work cooperatively and together and will continue to do so.

And without any further ado, Congressman, we recognize you for

any opening statement.

IThe prepared statement nf Chairman Gonzalez can be found in

the appendix. I

Mr. Ghkkn f)K Tkxas Thank you, Mr. (Chairman. 1 appreciate
the opportunity to be here even though I am not a meml>or of the

Banking (^ommitteo nnd I havr* an nprninr >tatoment that I would
like to present
Chairman Gon/.alkz. CertJiuil.

Mr. Gkkkn of Tkxas. And I know im iiiurcst is predominantly
Allen Parkway Village and I represent a district that skirts Allen

Parkway Village and I am concerned alx)ut public housing in Hous-
ton as a whole.

I would like to thank you for calling this hearing today to discuss

our efforts to provide adequate housing for t^ • m need. Over the

past several years, we have seen the enthu i for the housing
assistance waiver and we must continue to draw the attention to

the problem if we ever hope to overcome the problem of homeless-
ness and substandard housing.

Serving in Washington this year has been a rewarding experi-

ence, but I also witnessed a great tragedy in our Nation. Tne death
of a woman in front of the Housing and Urban Development ofTjce

in Washington served as a chilling reminder we have much to

accomplish.
Aside from the problems of the homeless, we have a severe lack

of affordable housing for lower income working families. In the

29th Congressional District, there are few publicly assisted housing
projects, even though the average income in the district is well

below the national average, and I am real familiar with that.

WTien I was bom, my family lived in, at that time, Ir\'ington

Courts, now Irvington Village. It is in the 29th district. There is

simply no excuse for the lack of Federal rt granted in Hous-
ton or as in comparison to the rest of the .'....,. ii.

On Monday, my office received a letter from the Houston Harris

County Coalition for the Homeless which stilted that Houston re-

ceived no funds under the grants made under the McKinney Home-
lessness Assistance Act. The latest appropriation authorized $150
million for assistance nationwide. Although Houston is the fourth



largest city in population, it received no funding for the 18 appli-
cants that applied from Harris County.
We know that the problem of affordable housing can be overcome

if we put our resources where they will do the most good. Hard-

working men and women all over the Houston area should not
have to live in substandard housing. They should have a dry,

warm, and safe place to come home to after a long day at work.
We also know that the best way to ensure that homes retain or

increase their value is to allow people who live there to own their

homes. Homeownership lies in the very heart of the American
dream and any efforts we make to increase the availability of hous-

ing for working families should be projected toward that goal. And
again, my family's experience, having been bom and lived my first

year in Irvington Village, Irvington Courts, thank goodness for the
GI bill that my father was able to afford a house as a World War
n veteran.

Homeownership leads not only to pride in the community you
live in but it builds a foundation for building wealth and leaving
a family legacy. As a Representative for the Houston area, I can

verify that there is sufficient need to warrant Federal housing as-

sistance, and I look forward to working with the chairman and
members of this subcommittee to ensure that the opportunities for

Houston are not overlooked.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for calling this hearing, allowing me

to participate even though I am not a member of the subcommittee,
and I appreciate your kind words earlier.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Green of Texas can be found in

the appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, thank you. Congressman. Your vote

has been there when we needed it. We have had some narrow votes

and Congressman Green has been on the right side.

As I said, obviously, he really remembers where he comes from
and has been on the people's side as far as I can tell in the votes

that have come to my attention. But I want to also assure you that

he may not be a member of the subcommittee, but you know you
have access to him. Also, any time that you think the resources of

the subcommittee or myself personally are needed, all you have to

do is advise me.

Well, without any further ado, it is a great honor to have the

mayor of this great city here to welcome us, as well as the Sec-

retary of HUD. I know of no Secretary—and I was there when we
created HUD, and I have known every one of the Secretaries since

1965—that has actually made a Housing Subcommittee hearing in

the field. Some have even refused to go to the hearings in Washing-
ton, but not our Secretary, Mr. Cisneros, fellow San Antonian and
one whom I have known, I guess, all his life. I certainly knew his

family, his parents even before they were married, and it is a great
San Antonio family. Of course, the record speaks for itself there.

But, mayor, thank you very much for taking time. I know how
busy you must be. You are recognized by the rest of the sub-

committee.



STATEMENT OF HON. BOB LANIER, MAYOR, CITY OF
HOUSTON, TX

Mr. Lanier. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I have a great respect for the

work that you have done in this and other fields over many years
of service, as well as Secretary Cisneros and Congressman Green.

I think we have a chance in history to make more progress on
affordable housing than any city in the country. The basic oppor-

tunity that is given to us is that we have an oversupply of housing,
came about prior to the oil bust, a big part of ownership by the

RTC, and so what we have is an opportunity to expand the housing
stock far beyond where it has been.

We have about a 4,000-unit housing stock, including Allen Park-

way Village, accumulated over some 50-plus years. Our program is

to add to that 4,000 units, in addition to making these houses in-

habitable, by 8,000 units in round numbers over the next 5 years.
I think there is a good chance that we can exceed that.

To this end, we have acquired well over 1,000 units in this last

year. We have a couple of thousand units that we are looking at

on the agenda this next week and pretty much the formula has
been stated, and my dedication is to take what money we have and

provide the highest quality of housing we can at the lowest cost.

And I have also been dedicated, Mr. Chairman, to something I

heard you mention when you were speaking to the news people

outside, which is to achieve diversity of location, to really make the

public become aware that the only possibility is not just the ghetto,
it is throughout this city, and we have to accomplish this. And if

so, how?
What we have done is we have bought units—the cost of renovat-

ing these 50 old units we estimate at $40,000, and up, a unit. We
just spent $38,000 a unit redoing Cuney. The people in the housing
authority tell me it costs more to redo this project. We are buying
10- to 20-year-old property at a low of $2,500 a unit and up to—
the top of the market would be probably $5,000 a unit. I don't

think we want to pay that much.
What we have done is put a deed restriction on there to where

half the units roughly are set aside for low- and moderate-income

people, and half for market rates so the project is self-supporting.
We rehab them with the private sector, we sell them to the private
sector, leave deed restrictions on there, and so far what we are

finding is we have low- and moderate-income families, and I have
a map here, living throughout this city. They are living in a unit
where they work, maybe 1 mile away from where they live, but

they are a guard there, a clerk, telephone operator, low income, but

they are working people. And instead of having a 10- to 20-mile

trip, they have a one-half mile or a 1-mile trip, and what we are

trying to do is create a peer group within a given project of diversi-

fied income rather than crowding 1,000 families, low income, into

one location.

The thing we are trying to avoid there is what we try to talk

about in the book, "There Are No Children Here," that related to

the housing projects in Chicago where they said these youngsters
were afraid—their biggest fear was they would not reach maturity.



They talk in terms of quality of life there, which was dismal, and
we are trying to avoid that.

But we are trying to create diversity in another project. We are

trying to move into a neighborhood where there will be not only
ethnic, but also economic diversity, and we are trjnng to do it so

it will make the dollars stretch. Probably the most expensive pro-
gram we are going to have, no matter how we do it, will be Allen

Parkway Village.
The way we get the cost down is to move outside the heavy regu-

lation and the heavy involvement with everything from the courts
to who knows where, to where we can move, fix a project up, and
give people quality of life. And let me say this very respectfully. I

came on this job. I have been on this job now a little less than 2

years and when I got here, this project had been sitting here for
10 years, everybody was mad at everybody else. It is absolutely
true that the project had been abandoned, but I had the fact of it,

not the motivation of it, and the first thing I did, I met with Mr.
Johnson, met with the other side, said, look, what we need is some-
thing other than what we are doing. I don't have to have my solu-

tion and I would even sign off on a sorry solution, but nothing
could be worse than to have people needing to live in a home, being
available to buy a home by the marketplace, and have this situa-

tion in dismal shape.
I would invite you, Mr. Chairman, and you. Congressman Green

and Secretary Cisneros, and the press, to walk into a couple of

these vacant units and look at them and just estimate to yourself
what it would cost to fix it up. And it is a matter then of measuring
that cost to fix up on the one hand versus what you can buy for

these families on the other, and you know, when you are looking
at a one-bedroom unit here, you are looking at 440 square feet.

That is a substandard unit. They are not geared for air-condi-

tioning. The closets are tiny. The construction in my opinion is to-

tally outdated.
I have built maybe 5- or 10,000 units. I have had friends of mine

in the business look at them and I have not had a single one who
has come back and given me an encouraging answer as to what we
can do.

Now, we will do what we are dictated to do, but my objective is

to provide the best quality of housing in the best locations for peo-
ple who can't afford good housing, and let me give you the
macronumbers just for a moment, and I am probably talking too

long, but we have 725,000 units, Mr. Chairman, in this city. Half
of them, roughly 375,000, are renting units or apartments. We
have 20 percent of the people living below the poverty level. That
means we are trying to deal with something to improve the quality
of life for about 150,000 families.

Now, if we got hung up for 10 years debating over 30 units here
or 50 units here, it is not possible to address the problem. As I

said, we have a problem—the program has 8,000 units, they have
accumulated 4,000 in the course of over 50 years, 1,000 of which
are nonoperable, and one thing is this. We are taking neighbor-
hoods inside 610. That is an area about the size of Washington, DC
and we are picking out 14 neighborhoods a year. That is about 1

mile square, undertaking to redo the entire neighborhood, bring up



the quality of life for the neighborhood, so we are doing streets,

sidewalks, water, sewer, ditches, parks, street lights, tearing down
old and dangerous buildings, putting in law enforcement, trying to

improve the quality of life. But I will sign off on any plan that
stretches our dollars to provide the most housing at the highest
quality for the people, and that is what I think we have proposed.
And let me say this to you, too. I have such great admiration and

respect for the Secretary. If he suggests a modification to our plan
or anybody, yourself, that would make some sense, then I am for

it. I don't come to you as an offeror of a single option and say every
word on this has got to be that way, but just the idea that we have
a lot of housing to provide, we need to stretch our dollars, we need
to diversify locations, we need to diversify the people living in each

particular project.
I thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lanier can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much. Mayor.
Mr. Secretary, thank you again for taking time to be with us and

as I understand it, you will be with us the day after tomorrow in

our hometown of San Antonio. I wish I could have been with you
last Saturday in Dallas, but as you know, it is the first opportunity
I have had since the Congress adjourned and in quite a number of

years to be free during the week.
So I wanted to thanlc you again. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY G. CISNEROS, SECRETARY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Secretary CiSNEROS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Con-
gressman Green, Mr. Mayor, distinguished leaders of the Houston
community, and most importantly, friends of Allen Parkway Vil-

lage. Thank you for inviting me to appear today to share with you
the Department's vision for public housing in the country, as your
invitation requested that I do, to speak on the implementation of
the Urban Revitalization Demonstration Program and the applica-
tion to Allen Parkway Village.

I am pleased to say to you, Mr. Chairman, that I have with me
today in the event that their expertise is needed the Assistant Sec-

retary for Public Housing, Joe Shuldiner, who is in the audience.
He has responsibility for some 3,200 public housing authority
working relationships that we have at HUD. Mr. Frank Wing, who
is senior adviser to the Secretary and very helpful to me on specific
localities; and Mr. Greorge Latimer, the former mayor of St. Paul,
who is also working on special projects, and he has been instru-
mental both in Dallas as well as in helping me understand the di-

mensions of the Houston Allen Parkway situation.

We are here today, Mr. Chairman, for one primary reason, and
that is because your views, opinions, philosophy on public housing
are important to HUD, to me, to the residents in public housing
across the country and, indeed, to our country. We want to listen

to you. We want to put our own views on the record, and we want
to engage in a dialog that will allow us together to do good for lit-

erally millions of people, some 4 million Americans who live in pub-
lic housing.
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We all owe a debt of gn^atitude tx) you, Mr. Chairman, for your
longstanding support in public housing and assisted housing pro-

grams. These programs have been under severe attack in recent

years, and it is only throu^ the efforts of Members of the Con-

gress, such as yourself, that the Public Housing Development Pro-

gram was saved and other initiatives, modernization, distressed

public housing, were advanced.
What we have seen is the imposition of a series of policies that

have had a detrimental effect on the condition of public housing in

the country and the lives of the families who live in them. Federal
rules on development, design, amenities, site locations, the con-

struction of unattractive boxes in a limited number of neighborhood
locations, rules related to concentration of the very poorest of our

population, frequently in neighborhoods segregated by race and in-

come, micromanagement on the part of HUD, all of these have
been problems.
Mr. Chairman, though on occasion people have tried to focus on

differences between you and HUD or even between you and myself,
I believe that at the core we agree on a central inviolable principle;
and that is, we believe that there is a place for public housing in

U.S. public housing policy. My predecessors had done their best
over a number of years to denigrate public housing. In fact, my im-
mediate predecessor referred to it as the last vestiges of socialism
in the United States.

My view is we need the units much in the same way that you
stated a moment ago, that the very poorest of our population relies

upon one housing program in the final analysis, and that is public

housing. It is a place, it is a transitional location which can be
matched to necessary services that can improve people's lives. We
can do a lot better.

But the first thing we have to do is we have to make public hous-

ing livable and in too many places the conditions in which people
have to live, the lengths to which the housing is deteriorated, are

not livable.

I was in Newark, yesterday, Mr. Chairman, where we announced
one of these HOPE VI grants to the city of Newark, and I stood
in the middle of a field surrounded by 10 almost completely vacant

highrise buildings. You look up 10 stories, 14 stories, and see com-

pletely knocked-out windows, see through buildings literally. You
have got to wonder, how did we get to this stage?
Or in Chicago where you drive for 2 miles literally

—you can
check it on the odometer, 2 miles—and never leave the shadow of

highrise public housing that is in the most deplorable condition

imaginable. Children shouldn't have to grow up in such settings.

Or Baltimore, where the mayor and I were walking through the

development and the police department wouldn't let us walk into

the building where we expect people to live, but the mayor and the

Secretary weren't allowed to walk in for fear that the drug lords

who run the buildings would take a shot at somebody who came
in that they didn't recognize. Yet, we ask little children to live in

such places.
Or Dallas where, as you know, in west Dallas, there are 3,700

units, the largest concentration of low-rise public housing in the



country, and about 2,900 of those units are vacant today. What a
waste.
Or here in Allen Parkway where we have 1,000 units where peo-

ple could be living, but through a mixture of mismanagement and
obsolescence, we find circumstances which are not livable in their

present state.

We at HUD want to work with you but we want to put on the
record today some working ideas that have to do with the scale,
that have to do with the incentives we put in place, that deal with
rules related to impaction and replacement, because I believe we
can reverse the trends of recent years and rebuild public housing
for what it should be, an asset to the community and a place where
people can live with dignity and go on to build their lives.

I would like to share with you a vision for the future of public

housing as your invitation requested. It is my firm belief that pub-
lic housing ought to be characterized, where possible, by low den-
sities so that we don't jumble people up together, by attractive de-

sign, so that people can feel they are entitled to live in conditions
that are as attractive as anyone else in America. If we say people
deserve housing, then they deserve good housing and not just what
we can put together with minimal effort, where people can live

with safety and security, where residents have a role and a sense
of involvement, where there is job training and jobs, and where
there is motivation for children and families to be able to do better.

I am committed to ensuring that public housing is safe and af-

fordable and there are supportive living environments for families,
and that is why we have initiated ways to relieve the concentra-
tion. Instead of making 1940's and 1950's construction, to try to

build units that are suited for today's families and their expecta-
tions, that we are working to include tenants with a greater mix
of incomes in developments by improving the incomes of people
within the developments. This is not a strategy for bringing people
in from the outside with higher incomes, but to increase the in-

comes of the people who presently live in public housing by match-

ing them to jobs, including the jobs that the housing authority has
with the money that we advance.

Through our public housing programs, we are seeking to em-
power lower income families by giving them opportunities to take
control of their lives, to experience the dignity of meanin^ul work,
to be self-sufficient, to live where they choose without discrimina-

tion, to participate in a significant way in the management of their

housing, and that means changing the rules as they operate today.
Rent rules which discourage a person and a family from working
without the rent rising so that it frequently becomes an inhibiter

to work, or putting in place ceiling rents so that when people do

go to work, tneir rent is capped at a point, and then we have a mix
of higher income persons within public housing who don't have to

pay everything in rent.

That brings me to a concept that we have in the works, and I

would like to share it with you publicly for the first time here

today. It is something that I know you believed in over the years.
Public housing in this country was founded in 1937 as a way sta-

tion for families who were a step or two away from realizing the
American dream. Public housing was seen as a way of helping fam-
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ilies get on their feet, in modem language, to become stabilized. It

was a launching pad for families' dreams.
Our hope, and we are calling it Project Transition, is going to be

a launching pad for public housing residents who dream of owning
their own homes. I don't mean owning the highrises or selling the

public housing. That was the last administration's idea. I mean
using FHA-owned housing stock that exists in a community, HUD
homes and RTC acquired properties and others that can readily be
made available to public housing residents who would be interested
in and eligible for homeownership.
We can use the existing HOPE I, H, and HI programs to enable

public housing residents who have developed incomes with our as-

sistance to acquire single family homes or condominium-type
homes in a community and really move people on then to the ulti-

mate in housing, and that is homeownership. People can move from
public housing to their own homes.
Now, a key difference between what we are describing here and

the previous ideas of the previous administration, our homeowner-
ship strategy is that it doesn't mean that public housing would not
continue to be available. We have no intent to sell public housing,
to get it out of the public housing business.

Through this administration we talked about literally getting out
of the business, as if that was possible. I don't believe it is possible.
I don't believe it is advisable. The truth is, we would be getting
back to the roots of public housing as it was originally intended to

be. To create a platform from which people can go to ownership
and at the same time keeping the units of public ownership so that

people who need them, many low-income eligible persons who are
unable to find any other kind of housing, can find it in public

housing.
Today, Mr. Chairman, as you know, we have three times the

number of people on the waiting lists for public housing and for

vouchers as we have people in public housing. We can't afford to

give up this stock. What we have got to do is transition people onto
a better life so that those units are available for the people who
are still coming behind, for those who have been on the waiting
lists for too long.
These are the kinds of concepts that I would like to see us ad-

vance. But what it means is that we keep up the stock. We keep
it livable and we improve public housing as it exists.

As you said a moment ago, what we used to think of as public

housing was one model. Now there are many different approaches
to putting in place publicly owned rental housing that can be made
available to our populations.
Mr. Chairman, you were instrumental in putting in place one of

the vehicles that will allow us to maintain public housing for the
most severely distressed. You were one of the persons who saw to

it that a national commission was created by enacting the HUD
Reform Act of 1989 and charged the commission with proposing a
national action plan to eradicate severely distressed public housing
by the year 2000. Well, I am proud to tell you, we are today imple-

menting your act, and it is working marvelously around the

country.
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Just in the last few weeks I have had the honor of going to Balti-

more, Philadelphia, Dallas, Chicago, Newark, and Detroit, and now
today we are here in Houston, to talk about how the funds that you
made available can be put to work to alleviate the scale and the

density that most experts tell us today are inherently a problem,
to create manageable and livable configurations and sites in old

settings, to reconfigure and reorient building structures in ways
that make sense in 1990's terms where we have learned something
beyond where things were in 1944 when this development, for ex-

ample, was constructed, to coordinate neighborhood improvements,
to provide on-site facilities for the residents that they didn't have
in 1944, like civic centers, child care centers and, yes, air-condi-

tioning, which HUD has recently indicated it will allow housing au-
thorities to put in place. Lord knows it will make a difference in

a place like Houston.
There are those people who believe that people in public housing

ought not have air-conditioning until every single other person liv-

ing in their own private housing has air-conditioning, but first of

all, that would never happen that we could absolutely assure that

every American had air-conditioning; and second, again, if we are

going to say that we believe people deserve to be in public housing,
that there ought to exist a vehicle like public housing, then why
not make it as attractive and livable as any other housing pro-
duced? We can do this. It is not an issue of cost, exorbitant cost.

It can be achieved.
So HOPE VI, the Urban Revitalization Demonstration grants,

represent one of the most innovative and far-reaching efforts now
under way at HUD thanks to you and other Members of the Con-

gress. I am very well aware that my job has been to identify the
cities that have needs and begin to distribute those funds, but that
some far wiser people before me in the Congress saw to it that the
HOPE VI funds could be available, and they saw to it that those
funds were not just for bricks and mortar, but for human needs as
well.

So we have been talking to housing authorities about community
service components, about resident involvement, about environ-
mental improvements, about education and public safety needs,
about conservation corps and student involvement and community-
based involvement of churches and schools going back to an earlier
era where public housing really was a community.
You, the Congress, allocated for 1993 some $430 million which

was allocated in the first round on a competitive basis to some 15

housing authorities across the country. The Congress, specifically
Senator Barbara Mikulski, the appropriator for HUD, saw fit to in-

crease it to $800 million for 1994. So we were able to go right down
the competitive list that had previously been created and fund ad-
ditional cities.

For most cities, Mr. Chairman, this is the largest sum of money
that they will get from the Federal Government for local use. Oh,
it might be topped by a Federal transportation project or something
in a given city, but for most communities that I have been to, the
$45- or the $50 million that they get under this program is the

largest sum of money that they will receive from the Federal Gov-
ernment, and to be able to spend it all in one place, not spread
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thinly across a whole housing authority, but in one development
and really make a difference, is a godsend. I think you have really
hit on something here that is going to work and make a difference.

That brings us to Allen Parkway Village which contains 1,000
units of housing on something like 37 acres, making it one of the
more dense configurations of low-income housing anywhere in the

country. Allen Parkway Village, as you have said correctly, is trou-

bled. Whenever you have 1,000 units and less than 30 families live

where once were 1,000, it is indicative of a very troubled place, and
I think you are correct. The Houston Housing Authority and a pre-
vious administration simply did not manage this as the way that
it should have been, and the result is families are distressed and
there is physical deterioration of the building structures.

One of the questions that has been asked of me is, why have we
allocated the sum of some $36 million to Allen Parkway Village?
The answer is because without the funds, nothing could be done
with it. We start the conversation by saying that the funds are
available to do a good job. We have not signed on to a specific plan.
We have signed on to making the funds available to work with the

mayor and the housing authority to bring this development
through.

Let me say to you that just like the mayor, I inherited as Sec-

retary Allen Parkway Village and many other projects across the

country. In a couple of years, I will accept responsibility for all of

the problems that continue to exist on my watch, but Allen Park-

way and a few others are not some that I can accept responsibility
for today.
What I can say is that I am here to try to make it work, and

I have watched this project for years and years and I have got to

know, just as a matter of common sense, that when there are only
29 families living in 1,000 units, something is wrong and we have

got to do something about fixing them.
So I expect that you intended, and the Congress intended, that

the $36 million is well used if we can end this decade-long impasse
on Allen Parkway. So I welcome the opportunity to work with you
and others to identify just exactly what are tne ground rules of

what will work here at Allen Parkway.
Let me say to you that as we work with the mayor and the city

in looking at how to use this money, what we want to do is make
sure of several things. First, we wanted to ensure that all the laws
are complied with as the implementation of the plan proceeds, that
not one unit—and this is an important point—not one unit of Allen

Parkway Village is demolished until a plan is in place that every-
one can trust and believe will result in one-for-one replacement in

hard units of every one of the 1,000 units.

In other words, we want to make sure. Congressman, that we go
even beyond the law, and the mayor has indicated that he is sup-
portive of this. The law would allow us to use section 8. We are

saying 100 percent hard unit replacement before we move to allow
demolition.

Second, we want to protect the rights of the persons who are
here now, the 29 families who are here now.

Third, and this is a very important principle because I know this

has been in the press over the years and there has always been a
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suspicion that somehow the city, the housing authority, HUD, the
Federal authorities, were in collusion to sell this beautiful tract of
land to developers who would then convert it into highrise commer-
cial development or more expensive residential development. I have
said to Mayor Lanier that to prove that that is not the case, I

would be willing to say with the mayor—and he can speak for him-
self as we go through this hearing, we talked about this the last

several days—that not a single square foot of this site ought to be
sold away from the housing authority, but that will go right back
on the top, it goes right back on this side.

Now, let me say to you, I believe in my own professional judg-
ment that rehabilitating the 1,000 units that are here now is not
the best plan for Allen Parkway. It is too dense. There are too

many small units, and the 1944's construction methodology is out-
dated. What I would hope we could achieve is something like the

following, and I am just laying out some principles now. If I am ac-

cused of much meddling in the local plan, then so be it. That comes
with the job, but I will work with the mayor closely and with you
and with everyone else to see if these principles make some sense.

First, a proportion of the units that exist at Allen Parkwav as

they stand today ought to be rehabilitated, and we can talk about
what that number is. The citv's plan calls for 150 of the present
1,000 and that means, probably means keeping the structures and
expanding them so that families have more room. Families in the
1990's just need more space than families did in 1944, bathrooms,
sinks that make sense, a closet space has to be larger, appliances
are different than they were then. Security imposes some different

needs. So that would be point one, to rehabilitate what is there.

Second, as I have said, I believe that we ought to use the site

for housing, and what I would like to see is a combination of HUD-
assisted town houses, rental, public housing owned and single-fam-
ily houses, as well as some homeownership for affordable single-
family ownership opportunities, such as, Mr. Chairman, what you
have seen in the Colonias in San Antonio that you helped make
possible there where people have single-family housing adjacent to

some of the developments, only these would be geared to people
who are public housing residents, some of them owned by the pub-
lic housing authority for rental as they are doing now, housing au-
thorities all over the country, owning homes and putting them on
a scattered site.

In effect, what I propose is we construct a neighborhood here
with cul-de-sacs, streets, townhouses, and the number could be

anywhere from something on the order of 200 to 400 additional
hard units built right on this site, which then, in addition to the
150, would take us, depending on how you count it, somewhere in

the neighborhood of 500 hard units on this site. It would have to

be a preferable lifestyle than living back in the units as they exist

today.
The mayor is then committed to working with us to acquire hard

units, RTC-owned property, HUD-owned homes, in order to assure
that there is one-for-one replacement, the third piece of this, one-
for-one replacement around the Houston community of the units
that exist here.
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And finally, we wdll work with the housing authority to make
section 8 available in addition to the 1,000 one-for-one replacement
so that we can deal with some of the needs that exist in the Hous-
ton community such as homelessness and others and to basically
show HUD's good faith.

So those are four pieces of a plan, Mr. Chairman, which would
keep this site completely housing but a better quality of housing
than we could ever do by rehabilitating existing units. It would as-
sure that we could never be accused of wanting to sell this to devel-

opers for some commercial purposes or for some higher cost. It

would assure the people of existing neighborhoods, surrounding
neighborhoods like the Freedmen's area, that this is not some col-

laboration or conspiracy to further intrude into the neighborhood
and eventually take their houses as well. That would clearly not
be a part of this. And it would be used for housing and restricted
for housing so that this could not be viewed as some sort of land

banking strategy or something waiting for land prices to come
around and use it for other purposes.

I don't know any other way to show the total good faith of the

Department, except to say it is a commitment that we would make
to work with the city. We would bring resources to the table to do
it, and I offer it today in the spirit of compromise of breaking a

longstanding impasse.
The truth is, Mr. Chairman, we would not be here except for

your presence, your leadership on the committee, and your insist-

ence that we work hard on one-for-one replacement. As a large
Federal bureaucracy, we might be inclined to take an easier route.
Your steadfast advocacy for public housing and for the poorest of
our population has made a compromise of this kind possible.
As I said at the outset, our purpose here today is to achieve a

better sense of working principles, not only for Allen Parkway, but
for what can work around the country. I want to work with you to

solve the massive problems of public housing in our Nation, and I

want to work with you to apply those principles to the actual condi-
tions in which people could live a whole lot better in Allen Parkway
in Houston, Texas.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Cisneros can be found in

the appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much.
I don't know if your time permits, but are you going to be with

us throughout the morning?
Secretary Cisneros. Yes, sir, I intend to stay through the panel

and be prepared to answer questions at the conclusion.
Chairman Gonzalez. Very good. Well, that is very generous of

you and I wanted to make sure you had no other commitments this

morning.
Mr. Green of Texas. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Gonzalez. Yes.
Mr. Green of Texas. Before we go on to our next witness, I

would like to submit for the record not only my statement but also

the Coalition for the Homeless from Harris County and also the
breakdown on the grants for the committee.
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Chairman Gonzalez. Absolutely. Without objection, so ordered,
and it can be placed following your introductory remarks.
[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
The list of witnesses we have for this panel are as follows. Ms.

Joy Fitzgerald, the executive director of the housing authority for

the city of Houston; Mr. Lenwood E. Johnson, president, resident

council of Allen Parkway Village, to whom I guess we owe all the

credit; Ms. Gladys House, president and chief executive officer of

Freedmen's Town Association; Stephen Fox, the architectural histo-

rian and fellow of the Anchorage Foundation of Texas; Mr. Philip
D. Belanger, president of LBA, Inc.; and Mr. Earl W. Hatcher, the
executive director of the S.E.A.R.C.H. homeless project.

Now, unless one of you has some time constraints and there is

no objection to it, I will recognize you in the order that I introduced

you or listed your name. I will recognize Ms. Fitzgerald

STATEMENT OF JOY FITZGERALD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF HOUSTON

Ms. Fitzgerald. Thank you, Chairman Gonzalez.
On behalf of the housing authority of the city of Houston, I would

like to take this opportunity to welcome you and Congressman
Green to Allen Parkway Village despite anything that has hap-
pened in the past. I would also like to thank you for the oppor-
tunity to address on behalf of the authority why we feel the rede-

velopment of Allen Parkway Village as outlined in our URD appli-
cation best meets the needs for housing in Houston.
The question basically can be called—since there is $36 million

funding under the URD, $8.9 million available under the old public

housing urban initiative program available for Allen Parkway Vil-

lage, \my not rehab it all. The authority has looked at many stud-

ies done across the country, most particularly that study completed
by the National Commission on Severely Distressed Housing,
which recognized the fact that concentrating people in low-income

housing on one site in large numbers is not the best way to house

people.
We feel that this funding offers a choice. It offers a choice to

rehab all of Allen Parkway Village as it is presently configured
with the historical commission constraints, which would not allow
us to achieve the kind of modernization that is taking place across
town at Cuney Homes which is changing the appearance of the

government issue design of public housing, and it is creating a

community.
We don't feel that by rehabbing Allen Parkway Village in its

present configuration that we would be able to increase bedroom
sizes, and we would end up with units rehabbed here with bedroom
sizes where a queen size bed and a dresser would not allow any
walking space for a family. The needs of modem families are dif-

ferent and we don't think that total rehab of all of the units here
will meet the needs of the modern family.
We proposed in our plan the rehabilitation of 150 units on site.

Those 150 units would be those units across fi-om fourth ward. We
would reconfigure those units so they would face fourth ward, rath-
er than as they were constructed with their backs to fourth ward.
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We proposed to purchase property on west Dallas to construct a
new multipurpose center to tie AJlen Parkway Village into the
fourth ward, to make it part of the community. We propose demol-

ishing 850 units, but in demolishing these 850 units, replacement
of those units was outlined in a way that we felt would provide
families units within communities throughout this city.

Most particularly, we started with 100 replacement units in the
fourth ward. Rather than putting a 100-unit complex in the fourth

ward, we felt that spreading those 100 units out on 4 to 5 sites

with 20 to 25 town-house-type units constructed on each site would
spur the revitalization of the fourth ward.
We also looked at putting 100 units in third ward next to the

Houston Community College. The community college has asked
that we put public housing near them. It is an institution that has
many programs and training opportunities for our residents. They
want to adopt the property to create self-sufficiency programs for

the residents of that property.

Many people say that you can't tell us today where those units
will be. In preparing a demo disposition application, a replacement
housing plan is being developed presently. We do know that the
market in Houston has available multifamily housing that could be

bought and rehabbed for public housing purposes.
There are FDIC properties, RTC properties, HUD-held prop-

erties, and privately owned properties, but the most important part
of our application was that the current residents of Allen Parkway
Village remain in Allen Parkway Village. All of the replacement
units, including those in fourth ward, were going to be able to ac-

cess a social and community-based service program that is going to

have a $7 million budget, that is going to include adult day care,
child care, vocational and education training, career counseling and
placement, family support services, and a revolving loan fund for

small businesses, particularly for residents of fourth ward who
want to create new businesses.

We learned a lot when we sat in this room with officials of HUD,
with the residents of Allen Parkway Village, in a 7-month medi-
ation process. We did not walk away not learning anything, and
what we did learn during those months was used in developing the

social and community service program that is part of our URD
application.
One of the things that we feel is that if any problem would exist

with replacement housing it would be the acquisition of units in

neighborhoods that don't welcome public housing, the NIMBY con-

cept. Everyone recognizes the need for public housing, but they
don't want it next door.

So we ask you. Congressman Gonzalez, Secretary Cisneros, to

look at the impaction laws that say you cannot build new public

housing in impacted areas where minorities are the majority. We
ask you to listen to the residents of public housing, listen to the

homeless who want to be in familiar communities, by their church-

es, their schools, family institutions and their families, and to look

at allowing the building of new public housing in impacted areas,

particularly where that impaction and the building of new public

housing is going to revitalize those communities.
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We are very thankful that the laws around the URD were re-

vised to allow for replacement of public housing in those areas

where demolition would take place. We would like to see that

expanded.
We say today that the authority wants a resolution very much

to this longstanding controversy. We put together a plan that we
thought could work, but we stand here today to say to you, Con-

gressman Gonzalez, Secretary Cisneros, we are willing to work
with you to bring about a resolution to this longstanding con-

troversy here at ^len Parkway Village. We don't think that reha-

bilitating all units here is in the best interest of those individuals

that we are here to serve, but a resolution is needed.
There are 7,000 people on our waiting list and there are vacant

units here that are not serving the people that are intended to be

served.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fitzgerald can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF LENWOOD E. JOHNSON, PRESmENT,
RESroENT COUNCIL OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE

Mr. Lenwood Johnson. Mr. Chairman. The residents of the

Allen Parkway Village would like to welcome you to Allen Parkway
Village again. And we miss you, miss seeing you here since 1985.

So welcome back to Allen Parkway Village, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you.
Mr. Lenwood Johnson. I also would like to thank the House

and your involvement, Mr. Chairman, in selecting me as a member
of the National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing.
I served for 2 years with 18 additional members from across the

country to work out the solution, work out a solution for severely
distressed public housing.

But, Mr. Chairman, as hard as that 18th amendment commission

works, you have to understand that we are still not God. We are

not God. We are human beings and we can make mistakes and er-

rors. The other thing is that in the democratic process, it requires

debate, review, assessment, and coming to some conclusion. In

some areas, the conclusion we drew that led to the HOPE VI were
not very accurate and it is going to require some fine tuning.
And one of the first things I would suggest is that we set that

commission back up again to fine tune our operation. Just like in

any travel across this country, you have to make course adjust-

ment, and HOPE VI will require some of that, just like anything
else.

The other thing I want to say is that back in 1985, one of your
statements was that you did not see the democratic process work-

ing. Mr. Congressman, a leading political consultant fi"om the Uni-

versity of Houston, Dr. Richard Murray, recently wrote a book
where he said that there was a grassroots factor in the Houston en-

vironment that was making the city of Houston more democratic.
I think we can credit you and your involvement and your help for

helping us to move our city to a city that will represent the inter-

ests of all the people, no matter what their status is.
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The other thing, Mr, Congressman, is there are certain basic
democratic principles that should prevail in a democratic society
anywhere on the face of this Earth.
One of those—and we talked about them in the past—is the right

to self-determination, the right to self-determination.
We call for the right to self-determination for nations. We call for

the right to self-determination of States, but there is not a call for

the right to self-determination for the people of Allen Parkway Vil-

lage and Freedmen's Town.
If those affected parties—whether they are Freedmen's Town,

Allen Parkway Village, Cabrini Greene in Chicago, and a number
of others that I visited as a member of the National Commission
on Severely Distressed Public Housing—if those affected people are
more comprehensively involved in the process of decisionmaking,
we can solve the problem.
The affected people in many cases know what the problem is.

They may have problems articulating that problem in the language
of architects, engineers, and government officials, but if you spend
the time with them, they know the solution. I have done it. In New
Orleans, I lefl the commission and I walked the street among pub-
lic housing tenants and they talked about their situation and they
could show me what was wrong, what would happen, and they
even predicted some failures that have already come true since a

year ago.
We nave to involve the affected population in the decisionmaking

process and not bring upon them what we think is in their best
interests.

Mr. Chairman, the need for affordable housing in this Nation

grows greater each day. Each day. And since Allen Parkway Vil-

lage has a very active resident council, people will see clips in

newspapers, little clips on TV shows and whatnot, and they will

call and come by Allen Parkway Village looking for solutions to

their affordable housing problem.
Just this morning, while I was trying to get ready to come down

here, a young lady from fourth ward appeared at my door and
asked me what could she do to speed up her situation with the

housing authority waiting list. She has been on that waiting list for

approximately 6 years. She has tried to maintain a position on the

waiting list. And for no reason at all, she contacted them the other

day and she had dropped almost to the bottom of the waiting list.

Not quite to the bottom, but almost.
She wanted to know what was happening and what could she do

about it. The reason for her concern is that nearly all of her public-
assisted income is going to pay for her housing, leaving little for

anything else, any of the other basic needs for her.

She asked me what could she do. Mr. Congressman, I had no an-
swers for her. I didn't have an answer for her and I haven't had
an answer for many of the other people who have approached me
again and again, and it just makes you feel so helpless when you
see people who have such great needs and you can't do nothing for

them.
I didn't have an answer for a young lady who came walking

through Allen Parkway Village with three kids. She was dressed
as if she was in a clerical or professional job. And she had come
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to Allen Parkway Village to ask for one of the vacant units here
in Allen Parkway Village. And the management of the Allen Park-

way Village office said we don't have anything available.

When I saw her sitting on one of the park benches on Valentine

Court, I approached her and asked her what was the problem. And
she told me. She said, if they gave her the chance, she would fix

up the unit herself. And what more could be done for any person.
Here is a person who doesn't want you to give them anything. They
want to do it with their own bare hands so they can have a place
to live.

As I talked to her, Mr. Chairman, I began to understand the

problem. She was in an apartment, private apartment. She had
lost her job. She had been evicted and given a date to move. She
had no place for her children's clothes, furniture, toys, and so forth.

No means to store the little food that she had accumulated, and
she was about to lose all of that and end up on the street.

And Mr. Chairman, those few meager possessions of that young
woman was part of her family wealth. And when we lose that, you
have to start from the bottom and work your way all the way back

up. It might not sound like much, but she had spent her portion
of her life accumulating that little wealth as meager as it was.
And she just needed a unit, a unit in Allen Parkway Village, and

I could do nothing, nothing to help her get that unit.

Another basic democratic principle is choice, Mr. Chairman. Just
like in a democracy, there are individual rights. And in a totali-

tarian society, there are State's rights. Choice is one of those indi-

vidual rights in a democracy.
If a yuppie family had the right to decide that they want to live

in an old inner-city neighborhood, acquire a Victorian house that
needs a lot of repair and again to put some sweat equity in there,

they should have that choice. By the same token, if a yuppie family
decides that they want to live in some type of planned community,
enclosed in fences and with security guards on the gate and condo-

tjTJe setting, they should have that choice.

But, Mr. Chairman, if we are going to live in a democracy, poor
people need a choice, too. They should have a choice. It is not a de-

mocracy unless it covers all because, if you take away one man's

right, it leads to all men. You are taking the rights away from peo-

ple, which is a very pervasive thing. It is just like a cancer, you
submit to it in one part of your community, it is bound to spread.
It can't help but spread to the whole body.
The last thing that I want to say about basic democratic prin-

ciple is something my grandfather used to tell me when I was a

little-bitty boy and I didn't quite understand him. We would be sit-

ting at the dinner table and perhaps a little too much on our plates
and be ready to stop eating—which he would permit us to stop eat-

ing—but he would tell us, "waste not, want not." And I never un-
derstood what he was talking about.
And we would be helping him to build a little building or some-

thing because both of my parents worked all of my life, Mr. Chair-
man. And we depended on those grandparents, that extended fam-

ily, to keep us, which kept us away fi-om drugs. It kept us away
from teenage pregnancy, which kept us away from juvenile delin-
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quency. That extended family is probably the reason I am able to

sit here before you today.
But whatever we were doing—and we would break something or

do something a little bit wrong, not pay attention and measure a
piece just right—he would always say, "waste not, want not." I

didn't understand. I couldn't understand at that time what he
meant.
But as I got old, Mr. Chairman, and got a family myself, it be-

came crystal clear. If that was true for my grandfather, it was true
for my family. It is also true for this Nation. If this Nation has a
resource, it cannot squander that resource, none of those resources.
Those resources have to be preserved.

It has to be preserved as long as there is a need. And, Mr. Chair-

man, there is no greater need than it is today. I can't tell you what
tomorrow will bring, but I know we have a severe need tor public
housing today, and if we don't preserve our public housing, our Na-
tion will end up living on the streets with no place to lay their
head.
There have been approximately 850 families that didn't have a

choice and left Allen Parkway Village. I received calls from those
families just routinely, asking me about the progress of Allen Park-

way Village and the possibinties of getting their apartment units
back.
Mr. Chairman, those families didn't have a choice in the matter.

Just like a few weeks ago, some senior citizens who were being
moved around in a manner that they thought was inappropriate
didn't have a choice in the matter until some concerned people in-

tervened, held a press conference for them, wrote some letters, in-

cluding letters to Secretary Cisneros—and I understand they also
wrote some letters to you—asking that those senior citizens be in-

volved in the process before being pushed around.

Choice, like I said, is a basic democratic principle. People should
have the right to choose where they want to live. And this neigh-
borhood, Allen Parkway Village, including Freedmen's Town, has
said again and again that they like their neighborhood, just like

many of those 850 that are moved out.

They want to preserve their national historic district as part of
the wealth of this Nation. We have had experts come to look, who
tell us that we can probably for $7,000 bring the average unit up
to a livable standard, and for as much as $22,000 modernize the
units to a fairly high level of modernization.
We have had experts to tell us about how Allen Parkway Village

has an environment that is conducive to raising children as large,

wide-open green spaces for children to play. Whereas, Mr. Sec-

retary, when I was working in research, I developed a set of

friends, some of those people who are still possible for them to be
in the labor market, lived in garden-type apartments and their
children have no place to play. The apartments are pretty, they are
beautiful apartments, winding sidewalks going through hedges.
But the kids can't play on top of the hedges.

Allen Parkway Village was designed with wide open space. Those
wide open spaces are free from vehicular traffic. The units' two or

three stories are adequate height with expansive windows where
parents can monitor their kids from the inside. And I know, Mr.
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Chairman, I rsiised a family out here. I know. So it is ideal. It is

ideal.

Many of the ills of this Nation, including our problems in public

housing, can be resolved, Mr. Chairman. Whether it is HOPE VI,

problems within the HOPE VI, points in the HOPE VI that need

correcting, if and only if the affected populations are involved in

the decisionmaking process.
As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, and I am going to close with

this, if we could have adequately involved affected populations in

the formulation of the 1937 Housing Act, the public housing as an
institution wouldn't be the undemocratic institution that exists

now. We have, especially in Lloyd City, a mayor who cannot get
elected without substantial support from the business community,
who then appoints a board, who then hires an executive director.

The population and the people are removed from that process.
Those boards, unelected by the general public, is immune to the

voters, including the voters of public housing. They are immune,
and that is as undemocratic as you possibly can get.

I close, Mr. Chairman, using the words my grandfather, who has

long since passed away, "waste not, want not." Waste not, want
not.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.

Johnson, once again.
Ms. Gladys House.

STATEMENT OF GLADYS M. HOUSE, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FREEDMENS TOWN ASSOCIATION

Ms. House. Good morning. Congressman Gonzalez, I would like

to stand as I speak, because I have some exhibits I would like to

share with you, please.
Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Certainly. Why don't you put it on the

stage.
Ms. House. I need a microphone. I need to speak into a mike.
Hello. OK, I guess everybody can hear me, right. All right.

My name is Gladys House and I am very honored. Congressman
Gonzalez, for you to bring the hearing here, and hopefully we can
settle the issue of Allen Parkway Village's disposition once and for

all, but for the first time, public conditions which the community
warrants because we are taxpaying citizens and voters, too.

With all due respect to everyone here, I would like to
clarify

some information—historical information on our neighborhooa.
First of all, I brought a map which outlines the entire Freedmen's
Town area. The northern boundary, of course, is Allen Parkway.
This is Allen Parkway Village here. The western boundary is Tafl

Street, with the eastern boundary being Gulf Coast Freeway—
which is also known as 45—which goes into the central business
district downtown. One block separates the downtown area from
Freedmen's Town now.
What you see here in the southern boundary is Bagby Street

which turns into—Heiner which turns into Bagby, and then
McGowen into Sutton Oak Street and into Willard and it dead ends
or intersects at Tafl. Roughly, Freedmen's Town, as it appears on
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this map, is half the size it was prior to integration. Our commu-
nity today is 2.5 square miles circumference. It was 5 square miles
of circumference at the turn of century up to the 1950's and the

early 1960's.

This neighborhood was founded by freed slaves, some of my rel-

atives, of course. And the oririnal Freedmen's Town was based

right here on Allen Parkway Village. This was the starting and the
settlement of Freedmen's Town, and over a period of time, Freed-
men's Town expanded as far east into downtown to Travis Street—
where Foley's is for some of you who may not be as familiar with
the downtown area—and as far north as Franklin Street where the
old post office is, where the main post office is, and so forth.

But Houston boundaries or city limits stopped at Taft Street in

1921, which was where our western boundary is. We had at least

30,000—at least 30,000 people in our neighborhood during the
1940's and the 1950's. At the turn of the century, the population
of residents of Freedmen's Town accounted for one-third of Hous-
ton's population. Here you had freed slaves only after 1865, a few
years later, at the turn of the century, 1900, that had amassed so

much economic community and social pride and development in

this neighborhood there appeared or posed a threat to the local

power structure in the city.

Now, what I have here next as my second exhibit is an aerial

shot, a photo of Freedmen's Town in 1930. Now, here you see no—
does not show any vacant lots—or raw land, if you are a realtor—
on this picture. This is when you had an abundance of African-
American property owners, business owners, and a lot of segrega-
tion. Segregation was fine when you look at it from a certain stand-

point because now with so much integration, I still feel we are not

integrated. We have lost everything as African-Americans in the

city.

Now, here was West End Park, Congressman, which was the

equivalent of the Astrodome today—Satchel Page, Jackie Robinson,
all of the black—Negro greats in baseball played here. Today it is

the site of private sector HLNP, and the freeway. We had no con-

trol over that, but I am going somewhere with this.

Now, when you come here, this is where you had—this is Jeff
Davis Hospital that was closed, too, for political reasons. I noticed
the Secretary made a statement in his presentation that he was
going to try and assure the good faith that one housing, and all

this good stuff, that HUD would not lose ownership of Allen Park-

way Village. But you must also address in a good faith the disposi-
tion of Jefferson Davis Hospital that our tax dollars are paying for.

The elementary school in this community must also address the

city not applying for Community Development Block Grant monies
that our tax dollars are paying and they can't seem to find a way
back into our neighborhood. So there is a lot of good faith effort

that is at risk in this whole picture.
And as you can see, there is commercial development. Here is

City Hall, that our land was taken through eminent domain to es-

tablish the City Hall, the Coliseum. I can go on and on, but the
war of 1917, the Camp Logan war—they called it a war. They
called it a race riot—but it was black soldiers getting some justice
in a town that was filled with Jim Crow. They came here, the 24th
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Infantry. And Camp Logan is where Memorial Park is now, where
the black soldiers could only come to Freedmen's Town at that
time.

They socialized in Freedmen's Town and they saw a lot of blatant

injustice, so they decided to do something about it. They refused to

continue to be harassed by the so-called police department in the

city at that time. They refused to continue to sit in the back of the
buses and be harassed and called boys.
Now, this is the same infantry who stood up against the injustice

in Houston. The same infantry received worldwide recognition in

awards for their valor and for their outstanding duty to the U.S.

military, but 2 weeks in Houston led to the unlawful hanging of

many of those black soldiers because they stood up for justice. The
hanging tree is still in my neighborhood at West Valentine Street.

Now, what I would like to share with you just briefly is, the

power structure decided to do something about Negroes who want-
ed to stand up and demand justice as a result of the Camp Logan
war. I am not being racist. I am calling it like it was. OK,
But after that, you had the encroaching of the taking—of the

power of taking of land. Of course, the eminent domain powers in

the U.S. Constitution is a very awesome power. Very few people in

case law that I know of have stood up and defeated it. So, there-

fore, during the time when being black was illegal, black folks

stood and fought against the injustice of taking of their land.

Now, the Federal (government—well, the city government, local

government, city council, and they are not new. This isn't new to

Bob Lanier's administration. The injustice goes way back. It start-

ed back during the 1920's with the construction of the City Hall.

It is not quite complete here, but it was complete around 1930. He
went on with the Coliseum and they had to move the black church,
Antioch Church. I don't know if you are familiar with that. But all

of this was taken out by eminent domain or planned intimidation.
So after the 1930's came the 1940's with Allen Parkway Village.

There is West Dallas Street. All of this is what is now Allen Park-

way Village. As you can see—well, some of you probably can't—this

is residential and some commercial, but largely—^predominantly
residential housing properties owned by African-Ainericans.
But these people had to give up their land, although they fought

it, for the construction of San Felipe Courts, and then were told if

they raised too much more hell, they wouldn't even get market
value.

When the public housing was completed 26 years later, they al-

lowed the first black family to move in. Now, what we are saying
is that, for 26 years, blacks could not live in San Felipe Courts
which is known today as Allen Parkway Village.

Now, the housing authority constructed a brick wall to separate
San Felipe Courts from the rest of Freedmen's Town because they
didn't want the whites to mingle with the blacks. This is public
housing or Federal Grovemment doing this and the local govern-
ment. So there was a brick wall. But once the 26 years were up
and the civil rights movement and everything else came up, talking
about integration when the blacks moved in, the wall was torn
down.
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So I am still trying to go somewhere with this because people
talk about, well, it has such a nasty history, why do you want to

keep it? No. History goes way back to my ancestry. So it is very,

very valuable. It may have been wiped out, but it is very valuable.
The housing authority and the local politics have done all but kill

my history. They have come up with all kinds of nice ways to say
tear it down and do away with it. But what I would like to do now
is get into my written presentation. I just wanted to show you, to

see—that you see what was once in my neighborhood, what it

looked like, because it hasn't always looked like a bombed out Bei-

rut. It hasn't. Thank you.
Also, too, I have some closeup shots of the Colored High School.

They called it Colored High because they didn't want any whites

registering, I guess. Anyway, it was the oldest school in Houston
aside from Gregory School, because Gregory School was built in

1872 and Colored High opened in 1894.
Soon it became known as Booker T. Washington Colored High.

And later on, it became known as Richard G. Lockett High. They
eventually dropped the Colored High. After the 1960's, it became
Richard G. Lockett, but the politics and racism ate away at our

community from the school district.

Here this school was located where the One Allen Center is now.
I am seeing a lot of people know what I am talking about. I know
you are not that familiar. So that is the picture.
The next here is of the Rainbow Theater. And, of course, it was

located in the 900 block of West Allen. All you can see now is just
the little pavement. The foundation is still there, but we are in the

process of trying to work and get black markers to go up where our

history used to stand.

And last, this is just an article that was done by a local news-

paper, Public News, giving some brief accounts of the Camp Logan
court-martial. It was so awesome they had to have three court-

martials. They wanted to make sure they hung everybody. Also, we
have the official transcripts of the three court-martials that any-
body can see—and you are welcome to see them whenever you
want to, but now I would like to get into my written testimony.
Thank you very much.
What I brought with me. Congressman Gonzalez, are at least

three brochures. I brought a special one just for you because I don't

want too many people to read about it yet. But I just want to let

you know that this community is not lying back and playing dead

despite all of the obstacles that the local government—when I say
local government, I am talking about not only city council and the

mayor, but I am talking about the Harris County Commissioners

Corps. I am talking about the Houston Bennett School District.

I have to speak from a standpoint, because Freedmen's Town is

the oldest African community in Houston, and it was founded by
freed slaves after the Civil War in 1865. It is the first and only

planned community by Africans in the history of Houston. When
people refer to it as fourth ward, that is really out of ignorance be-

cause Freedmen's Town is no different than Lovely Canyon, which
was a black development that soon became River Oaks once the

whites forced those black property owners out, too.
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But how is it that Houston can give the respect and call River

Oaks, River Oaks, where the mayor lives or used to live, but yet
when it comes to Freedmen's Town, they can't seem to. I know your
name is Henry B. Gronzalez, but if I called you Henry Cisneros, I

think you would be offended.
I am just saying
Chairman GfoNZALEZ. I wouldn't, but he might.
Ms. House. But in any event, fourth ward
Chairman Gonzalez. You know, he is a lot younger. I would love

to be him.
Ms. House. But anyway, the fourth ward, it encompasses a very

large area of Houston. It is not limited to Freedmen's Town. It in-

cludes the Montrose area and all the way up to the center of the
Rice University football stadium. Now, this ward system was estab-
lished by the local government here, the Allen brothers and so

forth, back in the early 1840's as a political region, and the area
that Freedmen's Town was founded in just happens to be in that
fourth ward area that was set aside.

So a lot of people in error refer to Freedmen's Town as fourth

ward, and hopefully the record will be set straight that when you
say fourth ward, you need to specify, well, is it Montrose near
fourth ward, or is Rice University area fourth ward, or is it Freed-
men's Town fourth ward. So, therefore, all of the high crime that

they say is in the fourth ward is over in the Montrose area. I know
this for a fact.

Continuing on with my presentation, I had the opportunity of lis-

tening to Secretary Cisneros' testimony or his presentation regard-
ing some issues. But first, I would like to go to the mayor.
The mayor has stated that he is trying to improve the quality of

life by demolishing housing in the 610 loop. Well, my concern is,
if you are going to improve the quality of life, you must also work
within the community in terms of redeveloping, building, and so
forth.

However, Freedmen's Town received historic district designation
January 1984. Of course, we received the State historic designation
from the Texas Historic Commission. When I went before the city
council, since it had leaked that city council had approved local his-
toric designations for the Affluent Heights area which is a predomi-
nantly white area, amd the old sixth ward which is predominantly
white—but they are friends of Freedmen's Town—I went to city
council too.

I said since they were passing around some justice, I wanted
some for Freedmen's Town. So then I went tnere and it took
months and months. It took almost a year for the city council to

give us the same respect that only took them months to give to pre-
vious areas.

So had it not been for former councilwoman Beverly Clark—and
bless her heart, she is not on the city council now—we wouldn't
have gotten the local historic designation. It took a lot—we have
already got it from the Federal Government, State, and down to

local, we had a problem. But we have that, and I am saying that
because I am going to make a point here.
When vou have a historic district, you cannot just demolish hous-

ing in a historic district. You must go through the appropriate pro-
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cedures. Allen Parkway Village received its historic designation, as

well, back in 1987.
And yet as we speak, houses are semidemolished in my neighbor-

hood and in Freedmen's Town because I challenged the demolition
team on their permit. I said, could I please see your permit? They
could not produce it. When I brought it to the attention of the city

government, they found out the guy did not have permits.
This is nothing new. Congressman Gonzalez. This is another at-

tack on Freedmen's Town. It is like we have to be the police to pro-
tect our neighborhood against the very government that is sup-
posed to be protecting our best interests.

Third, I am concerned that the Texas Legislature passed the Re-

ceivership Act of 1989 which addresses abandoned and neglected
buildings throughout the disadvantaged neighborhoods. And what
that law says, in brief, is that the nonprofit organization in that

neighborhood will be given the abandoned property through the
civil court, and the court in turn would encourage that the local

government applv Community Development Block Grant monies in

order to uphold tnis act.

Now, the Receivership Act has been implemented in Dallas, Cor-

pus Christi, San Antonio, and Austin to name just a few of the
cities in Texas. However, a few years ago, when I found out about
the Receivership Act, I presented it before the city council and the
mavor and nothing happened.
So I went to the comptroller, who got into a fight with the city

attorney. So the bottom line, they ended up with a CURB ordi-

nance. And, basically, the CURB ordinance is another name for

just demolition of property. No Receivership Act, OK, to show you
what the mentality is with this type of government we have here.
And the CURB ordinance is more awesome than the zoning ordi-

nance in the city, which m.eans that if mosquitoes can be found or

any bugs can be found in your attic of your house, you will be cited

and you will have to be held accountable to the city. If not, you
would eventually become homeless because if you cannot bring
your building up to code, that is too bad.

Now, if you don't have the money to fix your house and do a
whole lot of other things, why in the world would the government
think you can go get money to address some very major repairs. So
I did a test case on this. I went to the city to get all this money
that they said they had for community development, block grant
monies to help with houses.
But yet they gave me a 54-page document and then told me, oh,

you must first go to a bank to get the money and then we will work
with you. Well, banks in Houston—I don't know about anywhere
else, Congressman Gonzalez, but they have a bad record when it

comes to making loans to African-Americans and Hispanic citizens

in this city.
But my concern is that the Community Development Block Grant

money is not being applied to this neighborhood on that end of the

community, and then what is going on at Allen Parkway Village on
the public side of housing is it is sort of like a de facto demolition.
When you consider all of the shutdowns of the Jefferson Davis Hos-

pital, the shutdown of old Gregory School, which has been aban-
doned and vacant for 14 years—and it is not that we have not been
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trying to get it, but the politics trying to cut through the poHtics,

Congressman Gronzalez, it is just as bad as the poHtics dealing with
Allen Parkway Village.
But the average person who is a nonresident of the neighbor-

hood, taxpaying citizen, they think, oh, well, the residents in that

neighborhood need to clean up the community, do all this. First of

all, it is not their job to clean up people's weeded lots, vacant lots,

and so forth. They already pay taxes to the city to have that done.

But it is not being done.

And we can go on and on to show demonstrations, what is not

being done with our tax dollars. And as I wrap up my presentation,
I would like to add that the Justice Department of HUD, the office

is wrapping up an investigation because the city of Houston lied to

HUD about having invested so much of the Community Develop-
ment Block Grant monies into their improvement of the Freed-

men's Town.
It took us 2 years, but we finally got them to look into it. And

we applaud HUD for showing some justice. And U.S. Senator Phil

Gramm really had to go to bat for us to make them get back on
the investigation. So you will be hearing more, but from the private

housing standpoint of the discriminatory practices and policies of

this local government.
Now, as it pertains to Secretary Cisneros' presentation—and I

appreciate his show of good faith—^but I only trust Grod. I only trust

God because Mr. Cisneros, Secretary Cisneros, is on a limited term.

Just as Robert Lanier is, they are in concrete. They are not going
to serve an indefinite term and you know we all could just die to-

morrow, and a new government or entity come in and just dis-

regard this so-called good faith.

But I am just concerned that the low-income people and home-
less families, you know, Mr. Cisneros, stated that the rooms are too

small and there are a lot of other minor problems that they have
with keeping Allen Parkway Village's 1,000 units. Well, I think if

you go to the homeless people and these low-income people—20,000
and growing—on the waiting list for public housing and ask them,
I guess they say, well, we don't care. We want to move into the

units, we don't want to be on the street.

So we need to come up with addressing reality in these pictures.
And you already have housing in place. It is better than to try to

tear it down, which takes time, and then try to rebuild new. And
this is a very sound public housing facility.

Now, the one-for-one type housing replacement, housing would
be throughout Houston. It is an insult to Freedmen's Town. Here

you already have taken everything from us. I am talking about the
local government. Now, you are saying, well, look, I have taken

your land, threatened your lives, and beaten up on your neighbor-
hood every day. Now, the money that I am going to get from the

original Freedmen's Town settlement site, I am going to put hous-

ing everywhere else, but only maybe put 100 units in Freedmen's
Town.

Well, I have a whole lot of problems with that. This local govern-
ment has always taken from Freedmen's Town, but it has never

given back. They even took bricks, stole bricks. The city of Houston
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stole our historic bricking out of West Allen Street, when they wid-
ened it back in 1985 and 1987.
And where did the brick go? In the affluent Montrose area on the

sidewalks along Richmond Street from Montrose up to Shelbume.
You drive down there. I will take you down there in my truck to

show you. These people were never compensated. And the brick,

they were bought and laid by freed slaves, Congressman Gonzalez.
Local government is so racist, they refrised to recognize our com-
munity. And we paid for the streets by freed slaves, so that is OK.
We will raise the money and buy our brick and lay our own foun-

dation. And here you have the local government will steal our brick
like they are above the law or something, and then not compensate
us and be arrogant about it when I asked them to give us the

money.
Now, I guess they felt I had a lot of nerve asking for restitution

when they don't even give us the money that Secretary Cisneros
sends down here through Community Development Block Grant
monies to help us.

So in closing, I would like to see the very serious preservation
of the entire iUlen Parkway Village project. All this talk about 150
units here and there, and how they are going to face West Allen
and then have a multipurpose center.

My goodness, we have been trying to get old Gregory School to

be used as a multipurpose center for 14 years, the multipurpose
center which now sits again in the Montrose area was slated to be
built in our neighborhood in the early 1980's, but somehow the

money skipped over this neighborhood. And it lied to Secretary
Cisneros' office when it came to talking about all the money that
went into our neighborhood.
They keep putting it on paper. Congressman, is what I am say-

ing, to HUD. And HUD has all of the country to try to monitor,
and they can't do it. They have to hear from people like us every
day, tax-paying citizens, and folks.

And, believe me, I stay busy trying to keep a watch over our

neighborhood and then try to help other people, but, too, the young
lady who is with the homeless—in other words, Joy Fitzgerald, who
is the executive director of the housing authority of the city of

Houston, they do all this talk about 100 units and third ward, and
all this and that, this and that.

I understand Ms. Fitzgerald lives in third ward. I understand
that they want to put some of the housing in where the black afflu-

ent live, to help improve their neighborhood. But my concern is, I

will not stand by and allow you to continue to beat up and kill my
community for the sake of improving living conditions in these af-

fluent—we call them house Negroes—neighborhoods and other folk.

I am not iust going. I will do whatever I can within the law to—
and hopefully President Clinton's administration, he claims to be
about grassroots people and everybody being just. He is going to

have to prove it to me.
And this good faith is just going to have to come in something

more tangible than trust me. And I am concerned as I wrap up
that the neighborhoods stay on its program that the mayor came
up with—Mayor Lanier, during his first administration. It address-
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es the well-to-do neighborhoods, Congressman, not the serious dis-

advantaged neighborhoods.
It is like you are a medical doctor in an emergency room. I come

in bleeding from the head and my chest, but yet you are going to

see the person who just merely has a cough. So to me, you should
be disbarred and your license taken as a medical doctor, because

you are making a very bad decision. And this neighborhood to

stand is really discriminatory practices and policy against the dis-

advantaged neighborhoods. That is, if I were mayor, I would go
after the seriously disadvantaged neighborhoods. Since the other

neighborhoods don't need but a little help, they can wait. They
won't die from bleeding to death.
But over here, it is a veiy chronic and serious situation. I would

like to add also in closing that we have entered our letter of intent
to acquire Allen Parkway Village and that we have gotten a finan-
cial backer. We had to go outside the State of Texas, and I really
wish Secretary Cisneros would work with us so we can make sure
that the offer is one that is reasonable and that we will not be

given the run-around like we were on Jeff Davis Hospital to buy
it. But they kicked us, Congressman Gonzalez.
But I said that to let you know that this community is fighting

back. We are concerned citizens and taxpayers. But for once, I don't
want to hear any more talk about tearing down Allen Parkway Vil-

lage, or about we are leaving so many—forget that foolishness. Let
us be about preserving all 1,000 units. If it were good enough in

the past for nonaflfluent people, it ought to be good today.
And I am iust real concerned that the Leland Frost Act is being

ignored just like our historic designation, and I really pray that you
will do the right thing. And I feel that your being here, and Sec-

retary Cisneros, hopefully, together with the community, will do
the just thing and the right thing to help us not only with Allen

Parkway Village, but to address all of the problems with public

housing with Houston, because the problem is not just with Allen

Parkway Village, it is just that we fight so much over here with
our ancestry and our history because that, too, is at stake.
So there is a lot that goes in to the decision of Allen Parkway

Village's disposition, and this is why we stand ready to buy Allen

Parkway Village. If the Secretary is being convinced without a
doubt by Mayor Bob Lanier to demolish one unit over here, then
we stand ready to buy it ourselves.
With that, I thank you. And I appreciate the opportunity to

share the historical standpoint of Freedmen's Town with everyone
here today.

[The prepared statement of Ms. House can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much, Ms. House. We

deeply appreciate that presentation.
Mr. Fox.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN FOX, ARCHITECTURAL HISTORLVN
AND FELLOW, THE ANCHORAGE FOUNDATION OF TEXAS

Mr. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to partici-
pate in this session today.

lA-f^i^A n _ Q/1 _ o
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My name is Stephen Fox, I am an architectural historian, and
I want to talk about the cultural value of Allen Parkway Village
and its historical significance.
For the past 18 years I have studied the architecture of Houston

and Texas, I have written a guidebook to the architecture of Hous-
ton. I was one of the contributors to the guidebook to San Antonio
architecture, and in 1987, with the late V. Nia Dorian Becnel, I

prepared an application nominating Allen Parkway Village to the
National Register of Historic Places.
When Allen Parkway Village was listed in the National Register

in 1988 as the San Felipe Courts Historic District, it became the
first public housing complex in Texas to attain landmark status.

Allen Parkway Village was nominated to the National Register
by its Resident Council. The people who live here recognize its

value as a cultural resource. It is recognition of the fundamental
worth of Allen Parkway Village as an exemplary planned residen-
tial community that has encouraged residents to advocate its pres-
ervation and rehabilitation.

Allen Parkway Village was judged worthy to be listed in the Na-
tional Register of Historic Places, the official Federal list of dis-

tricts, buildings and sites significant in American history and cul-

ture, by the Texas Historical Commission and the National Park
Service. This is because of its significance as a prime example of
New Deal era community planning, an important example of New
Deal social humanitarian concern which made safe, decent, well-

planned housing for low-income families a national priority, and an
exceptional example of modem architectural design.
One of the foremost architects to practice in Houston, Karl

Kamrath of the firm of MacKie and Kamrath, was the chief de-

signer of Allen Parkway Village. As in much of the distinguished
body of work Kamrath produced between 1937 and his death in

1988, Allen Parkway Village reflects his debt to America's greatest
architect, Frank Lloyd Wright.
The sweeping horizontal lines of the apartment buildings, the

boldly cantilevered concrete canopies, the imaginative use of tile

and brick to achieve economical decorative effects, and the exten-
sion of low garden walls to tie the buildings to their gently sloping
site were attributes of Wright's organic modem style that Kamrath
adapted in Allen Parkway Village. These endow the community
with a degree of architectural distinction unusual among housing
complexes built during the New Deal under the auspices of the
U.S. Housing Authority.
When Allen Parkway Village was nominated to the National Reg-

ister in 1987, it was less than 50 years old, the minimum age that
the National Park Service requires a property to be in order to be

eligible for historic listing. The Keeper of the National Register
made a special exception to permit the listing of Allen Parkway Vil-

lage because of its historical significance.
It was only the second Texas property of less than 50 years of

age to be listed in the National Register. Of the eight historic dis-

tricts in Houston presently listed in the National Register, only
Allen Parkway Village and the adjacent Freedmen's Town Historic

District in fourth ward were judged to be of national significance,
the highest category of listing in the National Register.
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Ultimately, it has been the residents of Allen Parkway Village
who have taken responsibility for their community. They nomi-
nated it to the National Register of Historic Places because they
knew that, despite its history of official mismanagement and ne-

glect, it is not a hopeless, deteriorated breeding ground for social

pathologies. Rather, Allen Parkway Village is an outstanding and
beautiful example of public spirited architecture, landscape design,
and community planning that states unequivocally that low-income
families have a legitimate place at the very center of Houston, not

as barely tolerated transients, but as citizen-residents.

The quality of the complex's architecture, the intelligence of its

planning, the extraordinary durability of its construction and the

generosity of its park-like grounds are the historical attributes of

the San Felipe Courts Historic District that gave it its distinction

to begin with, and they are the qualities that will continue to make
it, if properly rehabilitated and managed, not only a desirable his-

toric neighborhood for low-income Houston families, but a belated
monument to the success of public housing in Houston.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stephen Fox can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gk)NZALEZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Fox.

Mr. Hatcher.

STATEMENT OF EARL W. HATCHER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
S.EA.R.C.H. HOMELESS PROJECT

Mr. Hatcher. Thank you, Chairman Gronzalez.

I am here to speak not as a spokesman for the homeless, but as
an advocate for the homeless and a friend of the homeless, many
of whom occasionally use the vacant units here at Allen Parkway
Village for temporary shelter for one night, for a week or for a

month, or I have known cases where some of the units have been

occupied for several months illegally, but out of necessity.

According to a study, a comprehensive study of homelessness in

the Houston area completed in 1989, there are on any given night
10,000 literally homeless persons sleeping in shelters, in aban-
doned and unused buildings, on the sidewalks and in various camp
sites throughout the area. Another 150,000 are considered margin-
ally homeless, sleeping in inadequate housing on a temporary
basis. This includes families and groups of individuals occupying
houses and apartments that were intended for individual or single

family housing.
Of the 10,000 literally homeless people in Houston, it is esti-

mated that 1,500 are children. These figures come from a study
that is now outdated. There is little to indicate that these figures
have decreased, but rather is more likely that they have increased.

Additionally, the report stated that there are 250,000 individuals
at risk or one paycheck away from becoming literally homeless.

I am the director of S.E.A.R.C.H., a nonprofit founded in 1988 to

respond to the needs of the homeless. The S.E.A.R.C.H. organiza-
tion is an interfaith coalition of churches and synagogues whose
primary goal is to end homelessness. S.E.A.R.C.H. operates five

separate programs that provide a continuum of care that ranges
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from services necessary for human survival to services that allow

opportunity to exit homelessness permanently.
Our original program is a resource center that operates on a

daily basis to provide access to basic services. These include a hot
meal, laundry, shower facilities, mail service, telephone usage, and
information and referral services. Assistance with transportation
and referral to other programs is available.

Additionally, in cooperation with 22 other service providers and
agencies, an array of services are provided by professional staff
whose mission it is to serve the homeless and the indigent. These
services include mental health and substance abuse counseling,
medical services and referral, HIV testing and counseling, a legal
clinic, services for veterans and other needed but limited services.

S.E.A.R.C.H. operates a Houston work fdnded JTPA job training
program targeting the homeless. We also operate a scattered site,

HUD-supportive housing, transitional housing program, including
rent, utility assistance and case management.
The housing program is limited by funding to a 60-slot program

for individuals and families who are working on a treatment plan
designed to lead to independence. Those served by the transitional

housing program include individuals enrolled in job training, and
job search, people working toward obtaining the entitlements

necessary for independence, such as social security and veterans
benefits, or individuals and families involved in a similar program
operated by another agency. High-quality, licensed child care is

provided through our House of Tiny Treasures Child Care Program
providing care to the children of families active in our Job Training
and Transitional Housing Program.
Our newest program began September 1, 1993, a mobile outreach

program. Funded by a grant from the Harris County Community
Development Agency, our vehicle and professional staff, including
medical personnel, travel throughout Harris County to campsites
and places where the homeless gather to provide basic items such
as food, blankets, and hygiene supplies. Information concerning
available resources, including those provided by S.E.A.R.C.H. and
other entities, is made available.
The outreach team is able, through our cooperative efforts with

other agencies and organizations, to respond to many emergencies
that are encountered on a daily basis. On any given day,
S.E.A.R.C.H. is able to provide a large number of services, 100 to

200 people served at our resource center, 30 enrolled in our on-the-

job training program, 120 people living in our Transitional Housing
Program, 27 children in our day care center, and 35 to 50 people
served daily through our Outreach Program. But compared to the

figures of 10,000, literally homeless and 150,000 marginally home-
less, there is indeed a clear need for increased services or decreased
need.

Quality shelter provided by such agencies as the Salvation Army,
the Star of Hope, and others at most total 2,500 emergency beds.
Coordination of services by the United Way and the Coalition for

the Homeless of Houston and Harris County has led to a degree
of efficiency in effort and cooperation. However, the needs are
much greater than our combined efforts to respond.
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In my opinion, there are three factors that most affect the con-

tinuing increase in homelessness. First, we appear to have an

unhealthy economy, an economy that at this time does not provide
the jobs necessary for the working poor to maintain financial sta-

bihty and thus a stable home. Whether due to lack of jobs, low-

wage jobs, employment issues concerning prejudice, this is not the

job market I grew up in and that provided the Houston area the
level of prosperity that we enjoyed for so long.

Second, the lack. of access to and availability of affordable hous-

ing is very significant. The supply of supportive housing, whether
section 8 housing or a similar program, has not kept up with the
demand.

I am not an expert on housing, but it appears to me there is an

adequate number of units and vacant apartments alone to house
all of the homeless, but something has made it very difficult for the

private sector to respond. Property managers would soon be unem-
ployed if they filled up their units with people with no job or no
stable income. The burden then falls upon the government to ad-
dress this by providing increased affordable housing and the funds

necessary to ensure it be safe and adequate or join with private
sector in creating solutions that work and continue to work.

Third, the lack of adequate services for the mentally ill, whether
or not they be chronic substance abusers. The deinstitutionaliza-

tion of mental health consumers may have resolved some legal con-

cerns, but it has greatly increased the numbers of our fellow citi-

zens who now live on the streets and under the bridges of our
cities.

The primary purpose of this discussion today is to determine the
needs of the community in relation to Allen Parkway Village. I,

personally, have opinions based on professional experience. I can
see positives and negatives on each side of the debate as to wheth-
er the project should be fully renovated and restored to maximum
usage or 150 units be renovated and the rest demolished and hous-

ing oe developed by private sector and the fourth ward community
be revitalized.

In the early 1970's, I was employed as a juvenile probation offi-

cer for Harris County. A number of children on my caseload lived
in Allen Parkway Village and I visited their homes on many occa-

sions. The concentration of at least 1,000 families, all of whom
were living in poverty, appeared to be unsafe and provide a very
low-quality environment. I recall thinking on numerous occasions
that the future of the children of this environment would be much
better if they did not have to grow up here.

In our Transitional Housing Program at S.E.A.R.C.H., families
are placed in apartments large enough to meet their needs and lo-

cated near their jobs, their schools and near public transportation
routes. I prefer the concept of children growing up in the private
community rather than large public housing facilities.

To operate a 1,000-plus unit public housing project with ade-

quate management, maintenance, and securities would be a huge
challenge and very expensive. Scattered site public housing pro-
vides families and children a more normal environment and secu-

rity can be provided through existing law enforcement and private
security at lower cost.
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On the other hand, within 2 miles of this site are hundreds of

people literally living on the streets. Last night, the 970 vacant
units at Allen Parkway Village could have been used at least as

temporary shelter until the renovations or demolition begins.
Allen Parkway Village is to me a great example of our failure to

recognize and respond to the needs of our homeless. There are

many unused apartments and buildings in this city and thousands
of homeless people. If this homelessness was the result of a hurri-
cane or a similar natural disaster, we would respond and housing
would be made available immediately. Instead, we have grown to

accept ever increasing numbers of homeless men, women, and chil-

dren on our streets.

I therefore request that you look upon homelessness as the disas-

ter that it is and take action. Encourage the use of available prop-
erty to house the homeless or at least to use it to provide tem-

porary shelter until suitable affordable housing is made available.

End the debate and begin the process that will lead to providing
the most basic of needs, a place to live.

Finally, I would like to invite any of you to join me and visit the
homeless on the streets and assess for yourselves the needs of the

truly homeless. And I want to emphasize that to me the urgency
of this situation, this is not a problem that we can decide next
week what to do, next month what to do, a year from now. There
were 10,000 people out there sleeping on the streets last night.

They will be there again tonight and we could do something if we
just had the will.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hatcher can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gk)NZALEZ. Mr. Belanger.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP D. BELANGER, PRESIDENT, LBA, INC.

Mr. Belanger. Mr. Chairman, my name is Philip D. Belanger.
I am an architect here in Houston. I am a graduate of Rice and
Harvard Universities, and I was retained in 1991 to prepare a de-

tailed study of the feasibility and costs of renovating Allen Park-

way Village. To help me in this study, I obtained the help of Mr.
Robert Turner of Paisan Construction Co.

Please excuse my voice. I have got a cold. I hope you can under-
stand me.

In preparing this study, we utilized cost figures that Mr. Turner
had available. His construction company had just completed the
renovation of Kelly Village, another Houston housing authority
project here in Houston that was of very similar construction to

Allen Parkway Village. He also worked on the renovation of Clay-
ton Homes. So I want to make it very clear that the figures that
we used in our report were not obtained from a cost estimated

manual; they came from the actual construction of similar projects
in Houston and in some cases we obtained actual bids on Allen

Parkway. We utilized the unit cost figures, including the cost of

change orders from Kelly Village, so they were actual completed
construction costs, and prorated those unit costs to the actual

quantities here at Allen Parkway Village.
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Our conclusion in 1991 was that to renovate Allen Parkway Vil-

lage to the equivalent quality standard to what had been done at

Kelly Village would cost only $17,000 a unit, not the $38,000 figure
that has been mentioned here today. If we added to that some op-
tional costs that were not absolutely necessary, but which we agree
were desirable, the figure would have risen to $22,000 a unit.

Now, these additional costs included increasing the paving and
parking on site to accommodate 600 cars, which is well in excess
of the code requirement for parking in a public housing project.

It also included completely—rather than simply repairing and
replastering the interior walls, as was done at Kelly Village—com-
pletely refinishing the interior of every unit with drywall overlaid
over the existing walls, and also a major addition to the community
center for a job training center. So at that time we were talking
about a figure of $22,000 a unit.

Obviously, the project has continued to deteriorate and to receive

inadequate maintenance and vandalism since 1991. We were asked
to return to the project in August of this year to assess the contin-
ued deterioration of the project since 1991. There has been addi-
tional deterioration to the masonry exteriors of the building, addi-
tional erosion of the site, additional deterioration of the infrastruc-

ture, meaning sewer, water, and gas lines on the project, and also

drainage.
In order to repair that additional damage, we added to our esti-

mate about another $1,200 per unit. We also added the housing
authority's own estimate of approximately $2,800 a unit for addi-
tional administrative costs. So this is not actually part of construc-
tion costs. But including all of those items, our estimate was still

only $26,000 a unit.

One of the latest studies that was done for the housing authority
by a firm outside of Houston of which we are aware, recommended
adding central air-conditioning to the units. There were many other
issues involved with whether that would be a good thing to do, par-
ticularly the effect it would have on historic appearance.
Our original 1991 cost estimate was based on increasing the elec-

trical capacity for the use of window units, as was done at Kelly
Village. But if we added to all the other costs that I have just men-
tioned, their own costs on central air-conditioning, we are still ab-

solutely confident that the project could be renovated today for a
cost of $28,000 a unit or less.

That is below the 1991 HUD guideHnes of $31,000 a unit. It is

substantially below, we realize, the other estimates that have been
presented for rehab. And it is substantially, of course, below the es-

timates for replacement housing.
We have seen estimates of $40,000 to $50,000 a unit for replace-

ment housing, but one must remember that to that must be added
the cost of land, the cost of demolition of these units, all of the pub-
lic hearings that would take place. There would be administrative
costs associated with that, presumably land acquisition costs.

So we feel very strongly that every unit that is renovated here
at Allen Parkway, when all of the costs are taken into account,
would represent a savings of probably between $15,000 and
$30,000 per unit to the taxpayers.
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We have heard various figures given for the number of units

here, also. People rounded off to 1,000 units. The figure that we
were using in our report was based on the housing authority's own
reports which talked about a total of 963 units.

With those sorts of figures, we are talking about a savings of $15
to $29 million for the cost of renovation versus the cost of replace-
ment elsewhere.
That is all I have. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Belanger can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. First let me express my thanks, profound

and sincere gratefulness for each one of you having taken the time
to accept our invitation and participate at this hearing. I am in

debt to the great educational institutions you have in the city
which have given us at this hearing, and most particularly the first

hearing in 1985, g^eat testimony.
I wanted to thank Ms. Fitzgerald for being generous and allow-

ing us to use this hearing hall. As I said earlier, it wasn't that

happy an occasion in 1985, even to the extent of giving me trans-

portation fi-om the airport here. So I wanted to thank you for that,
and I think the subcommittee is not only ready and willing but
very happy to reimburse you for whatever that transportation cost
was fi-om the airport. I did want to thank you for the generous ac-

ceptance and cooperation that the subcommittee has received.
I wanted to make some observations generally that come to

mind. First, Mr. Johnson, if you were to see his own personal back-

ground, preparation, academic and otherwise, you would be most
impressed, as I was in 1985. He consecrated himself to serving the
tenants of this housing complex. I think the common thread that
I weave through what I have heard this morning, whether it is Mr.
Johnson or Mr. Hatcher, Ms. Fox, or Ms. House, is the total histori-

cal background. We had had some partial history in 1985, but not
as complete as you, Ms. House, let us learn today. It is what I have
called the perversity in priorities in our country.
Going back some time now, I have been privileged to serve on

this national level as a Member of the U.S. House of Representa-
tives for 32 years, so I think I can truthfully testify to some of
these things. I say that the most significant has been the perver-
sity in our sense of priorities that has governed our Nation. I say
that with the historical background that overarches everything
since the end of the war. At the end of the war and the period be-

ginning in 1950 when this country embarked on an almost total

mobilization, more specifically on a war bridge. We now find our-
selves quite floundering around because of the priority given to the
national defense, demonstrated by the immense allocation of re-

sources of this country- This all grew out of a sustained cold war
culture. It developed into a culture. This is the reason why our Na-
tion is groping now to exercise the leadership that it either exer-
cises or yields, but domestically we pay a price.

During my first 6 years in the House, my district consisted of the
entire county, in which I had all of the major military bases. Some
of them were the most historical in the country. Even then I de-

fended the rightful and historical place of these defense outposts
through my service.
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However, what we developed in our country was distilling or fil-

tering through this cold war environment a sense and a proportion
which ill serves us today. Domestically, we made an exchange. The
priorities that have been set since before the war became secondary
after the war, but it wasn't until the decade of 1980 when we lost

any kind of balance. The reason I go into this is because, as far-

fetched as it might sound, it is all interconnected.

You have heard Mr. Hatcher to the basic dilemma continuing
and sustained now in an acute form, for I have witnessed for the
3 years that we have suffered a depressed economic situation. Serv-

ing on the Banking Committee for 32 years, I have listened to at

least seven, possibly eight Federal Reserve Board chairmen, and all

of the named national and international economists that you can
list. I have always been impressed by the fact that what I hear in

the Banking Committee doesn't seem to relate to what I hear from

my constituents back home when I go to the grocery store, and
when I make my rounds. And that is that contrary to the opinion
that has been spread that inflation has been controlled. Of course,
we are in a deflationary economic point, but inflation hasn't been
controlled in the most important place of all and that is in our

daily cost of living.
If inflation has been controlled, why is it we are paying more

rent than we were 10 years ago? Why is it that we are paying more
for light, gas and water than we were 10 years ago? And why is

it that we are paying more for our groceries than we were 10 years
ago per item?
You know, my wife and I have eight children. They are all mar-

ried now and we have 21 grandchildren, so I think that it gives me
a pretty good perspective. Certainly, if I ever stray from realizing
where I come from, I have 21 reminders right there. Anyway, Mr.
Hatcher, are you an ordained minister?
Mr. Hatcher. No.
Chairman Gonzalez. But you are an interfaith group?
Mr. Hatcher. That is correct.

Chairman GrONZALEZ. This subcommittee was the first on Decem-
ber 15, 1982 to call national attention to what we then called, but
it wasn't until 4 years later that it was finally accepted, a homeless

problem. The hearing on December 15 was called because the num-
ber of people on the streets and sleeping over grates in the Nation's

Capital had grown to the point where it was troubling. The thing
that called my attention above all, since I am a Depression-era kid,
was that for the first time since the Depression, I saw families

sleeping in cars under underpasses or in parks, and it wasn't just
up in the snow belt. It was down in our area too that I saw them,
talked to them, and wondered about it.

In the autumn of 1982, it turned out to be the beginning of a cold

winter, suddenly there were two people freezing to death in the

District, two more in New York City, one in Chicago. A group was
just beginning to form to see if we could intervene to convince both
the city government and the Federal Government to allow us to use
an abandoned building called the Federal College, which was on
Second Street. There was some resistance to its use by the admin-
istration, but we finally, because of that hearing and the testimony
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we heard, were able to break through and provide this group with
the use of that faciHty.

Well, it is tragic because we thought the situation would be tem-

porary, but we know that the cause was economic. We knew that
because in Pueblo, Colorado, the steel mill was closing down and
we were getting reports of over 100 foreclosures a month from sin-

gle-family dwelling units. We couldn't arouse much more attention,
but I realized that we were beginning to receive very alarming sta-

tistics from pockets in the country like Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
and Pueblo, Colorado, and other points where the foreclosure rates

on mortgages had exceeded the highest point since the Depression.
Of course, you couldn't make comparisons because, my gosh, the

country had grown over twice, 2V2 times. The basic housing pro-

grams, such as FHA, had performed a miracle, in that we housed
this Nation for over a 40-y8ar period from 1940 to 1980. Then we
turned our back on the national commitment to housing and that
still hasn't been documented.
But in 1982 when we had that first hearing, it was obvious that

people were coming into the District of Columbia from places

throughout the country because they felt that perhaps there was
some economic opportunity or some kind of a job there. Other

cities, however, were also attracting people from the smaller or me-
dium-sized communities where jobs were being lost.

Well, today the situation hasn't changed any. There isn't a major
corporation that hasn't announced a reduction. In fact, in the last

7 days or less, we had two major corporations announce they were

downsizing and releasing almost 10,000 employees.
Now, where do they go? Where are the job opportunities in this

country? The statistics show us that here in Houston, the job sector

has been substantially impacted as a result of the demise of the

economy as far as the oil and gas market is concerned. In other

words, you had a total loss of about $80 a month in the average
amount paid to a working man, and that is counting those who still

have a job.
So all in all, you know, it is more complicated than just how do

we devise programs for public housing or any of the other corollary

programs. On this occasion, I think one very good thing and one

very promising thing is that today we have pledges from top offi-

cials. This is contrary to what I heard in 1985 where not only was
it admitted, we had testimony from in fact, your predecessor mayor
and the director of community development, or something similar,
testified that part of the fourth ward, Freedmen's Town, had such
a percentage of substandard housing that there were offers to buy
the land. The asking price was $9 million at that time, 1985.

Let me also clarify another thing. I was asked earlier, well, what
can you do about it? Well, of course, our function is not, and it

never has been to interfere with the local determination by the

local people who choose their local leaders and have the right and
the duty to determine their local policies. I never have crossed the

line, even as I served in my first elected position on the city coun-

cil. I respected, and to this day do, the clear line of demarcation
between the policymaking or the political. We are a policy making
entity. There is no record of any Federal agency, or when I was a

State Senator, State agency, that shows that I ever interfered or
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threw my weight around. I respect that, and I think that our sys-
tem works when we are respected.

By the same token, I am very jealous to see that the congres-
sional intent for the programs that we debated, fought over, an-

guished over for years, is diverted in a way that is contrary to that

intent. I have few questions, but I may submit written questions
after this hearing in which I will seek further elaboration on some
facts and so I won't keep you here unnecessarily. I know that sta-

tistics may take some time for you to gather. Also, let me say that
each one of your statements as you gave it to us—I wanted to

thank you for giving it to us in time to read it—will be in the

record following your oral presentation.
When we talk about the fact that—and I believe this would be

appropriate for both the Secretary and Mayor Lanier—^family needs
have changed, we also claim that the need for space is greater.

Well, in San Antonio, in the Alazan Apache halls, recently they de-

molished the units that were four bedroom on the basis they were
too large and that there was no longer any demand. I was a little

critical of that, but statistics do show that demographically since

the war, one of the contributing factors to the vast changes that we
just haven't really recognized or confronted in the Congress, the
size of families has been reduced. In other words, before the war,
the average family size was better than three, a family of three.

The average seemed to be three.

So I don't understand what the problem is here. The reason we
demolish some is because obviously they are too big or too large.
Am I misinterpreting?

Secretary CiSNEROS. Mr. Chairman, the problem of size is, first

of all, that in 1944 there were dramatically different standards for

what was allowed in public housing. I have been in public housing,
for example, where it was not allowed that they could have a tub.

They could only have a shower and that was kind of a stainless

steel or aluminum shower of some sort, but it was against the rules

to have a tub. It was against the rules to have separate plumbing
for the wash basin and that plumbing was essentially back to back

against the shower so it dictated exactly where the kitchen wash
basin needed to be and it had to be only of a certain size and type,

very uncomfortable, and no separation between the kitchen, wash-
ing facilities, and a dining area or others.

Room size was very, very, very small and as Ms. Fitzgerald has
indicated, in this case making available a modem-size bed or a

dresser, well, they simply wouldn't fit in the configuration that
would have been drawn out in 1944. So it is not just a question
of number of rooms or family size, but simply that families need
more than the conditions that were set out in 1944 architecturally.
Now, fi*equently what happens then is that you might have a

building with, say, four units in it and that is reconfigured as a

building with three or a building with two. That is density reduc-
tion in and of itself because what you end up with is a smaller
number of units in the same number of buildings, but what I have
proposed today and I will respond to this in a future question, is

really modern construction in a good portion of the site as opposed
to just trying to remake with deteriorating masonry and deteriorat-
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ing sites, buildings, foundations, and so forth, something that
would be at best, you know, kind of second-rate reconstruction.
Chairman GrONZALEZ. Well, how do you explain the fact that

units being demolished are the three- and four-bedroom units? Is

this because the size of the families does not call for larger units?

Secretary CiSNEROS. You referred to Alazan Apache. I am not fa-

miliar witn that situation.

Chairman Gonzalez. That is one of the original public housing
units.

Secretary Cisneros. I know Alazan Apache but I don't know the
demolition for purposes of family size.

Chairman Gonzalez. Well, density and the fact that if they re-

placed or modernized any of those units they would have to config-
ure them smaller were two of the reasons given. So, obviously,
whatever projects you saw that had these conditions were not the
rule. They must have been an exception to the rule.

Secretary CiSNEROS. My sense is that the rule, what was allowed
and what was not allowed in public housing was some national

standards, and of course they varied over time. I mean, I am talk-

ing about things that go back to the 1930's and 1940's.

My recognition of Alazan Apache, and the first application for

Alazan Apache came during my tenure as mayor in San Antonio,
was that it was more to try to create open space and take out en-
tire buildings. They may have used the rationale of family size.

That, to my recollection, was not the primary case that was made.
The primary case was the buildings were too close together, some
of them were too close to busy streets, like Guadelupe Street, and
they needed some setbacks and space. And that was my dominant
recollection, but that was 5 years ago.
Chairman Gonzalez. Now, I wanted to say this, Mr. Johnson,

when we came in 1985, we were denied an opportunity to sit at
this place, but I wasn't going to be prevented from coming on the

premises. So after the hearing I visited every unit occupied at that

time, and one of the occupants was a little lady that had been Jack
Valenti's nanny.
Mr. Johnson. Yes.
Chairman Gonzalez. She told me about her true neighbors who

had been compelled to move out. And I wanted to come back to

your description about compulsion, and it being the reason for ex-

pelling or moving out some of the families.

She mentioned and, in fact, this is on the record the two ladies

who, as far as I can remember, were the only ones who were elder-

ly. Now, I don't know how it is now with the 39 or so that you
have, but at that time she told me of the two who were up in years
that had iust been moved out. They were told to board up, because

they would have to leave. It wasn't 1 week before they were dead.

They just couldn't meet the transition and they died. That to me
was terrible. Her parting request was that I contact Jack Valenti
and have him do something.

Well, Mr. Valenti is out of the public and he was then. He has
been the head of the National Motion Picture Association. I did re-

port to him that I had met this little lady who had helped rear

him, and I believe his brother. I don't remember exactly. It seems
to me that we are not looking at the same statistical accoimt here.
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Incidentally, I want to introduce the staff director of the sub-

committee, Mr. John Valencia, and Angela Garcia, who is profes-
sional staff for the subcommittee. Mr. Valencia will complete his

first year next month.

Now, he has given me the information concerning the spread of

these 963 units: 316 are one-bedroom; 351 are two-bedroom; 176
are three-bedroom, and 113 are four-bedroom. There is one five-

bedroom and there are six six-bedroom units right here in Allen

Parkwav. While I am addressing this question of density, I under-
stand that some luxury apartments are going to be built a few
blocks from here. They will be renting from $600 to $1,000 a
month. Obviously, it is quite attractive to be wanting to live in this

area, but let's talk about density.
When these are completed, there will be 50 units per acre. Allen

Parkway right now is 26 units per acre. Also, on the way to the
River Oaks community, and that is less than 2 miles down the

road, there appears to be a large number of what I would say very
dense market rental structures. If Allen Parkway Village is not re-

habilitated, then low-income tenants will not be able to enjoy the

same mobility as other more fortunate citizens of Houston in this

area. I have those things to ponder.
Mayor, I believe we didn't give you a chance to reply.
Mr. Lanier. I will tend to say on the size of the units that what

you are dealing with is a small square footage in terms of the bed-
room allocation. You are dealing with a 480-square-foot one bed-
room. That is going to produce about a 10-by-lO bedroom. That was
allowed by the Fannie Mae standards back in the 1940's. That real-

ly wouldn't be allowed in government financial housing today in

the marketplace, so that size bedroom is—it also produces about a
3-foot closet and it doesn't—and the structure here doesn't—when
you are dealing here with a two-bedroom, they are talking about
600 or 670. The two-bedroom normally would be 840. When you are

talking about a three-bedroom, their three-bedroom size is smaller
than a normal two would be today, and the four-bedroom size is

about the same size as a two would be today.
But to me functionally it just comes down to if I look at these

units, it is probably better just to go walk in a couple as it is any-
where in Houston to describe them. My job at a macrolevel is to

try to find the most housing we can for the money.
We have got 50,000 vacant units in this city as a result of over-

building. Those units present immense economic opportunity. And

any numbers given here today, including the numbers given by Mr.

Belanger for this specific project, much newer, at a fraction of the

price it would cost to rehab, you have still got a real old project,
and I have been in this business.
You know, we would be better off fixing it up than leaving it the

way it is. The tragedy to me is that this asset is sitting the way
it is, and I wasn't around when the fight started, and by the time
I got here it was kind of too hot to try to—it required skill beyond
mine to solve, but I would like to get more housing for more people
with whatever money we have.
Chairman Gonzalez. I agree, but there is also some hidden di-

lemmas there. In the late 1950's public housing during that era,
the Eisenhower administration, was under almost extinction.
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Now, believe it or not, it wasn't a Democrat, it was a Republican
who saved the day for public housing. Believe it or not, it was Sen-
ator Robert Taft of Ohio. As a result of the constrictions then,
which were very similar to today, the city of St. Louis, which was
working under the same fonnula, how much X number of units can
we put with Y limits of dollars, built what was known as the Pruitt

Igo highrise. I visited the Pruitt Igo after it had been abandoned
really. In fact, there were no families. The last ones had left, and
that was around the earlv 1970's.

I walked around and there was a little neighbor there, an elderly
man. He said, say. Mister, what are you doing here? I said. Oh, I

am here with the subcommittee. Chairing the subcommittee at that

time, was a distinguished lady, Ms. Lenore Sullivan of St. Louis.
He said, well, tell me something, who planned this building? And
I said, Well, it went back to 1959. He said, well, do you think it

was somebody from China? And I said, I didn't think so, but why
do you ask? He said. Because we are not used to living this way
in America.
You know, it is true, when I went in, the elevators, of course,

weren't functioning so I had to walk. The stench was terrible be-
cause it had become the site for the homeless, if you want to call

them that, and others. Somebody said they were drug peddlers or
addicts. I climbed up and finally reached the top of this 10 story
building called Pruitt Igo. Then I looked out and saw these tran-
som windows that swung open all the way down the building. I no-
ticed that each window from the 10th down, the 9th particularly,
were all broken. The little lady who had been the last resident

manager there said, well, you know what happened. I said, no. She
said, well, they put four-bedroom units with families and children

up on top, and the first thing the kids did was to get a coke bottle
and see how many windows they could break. When the elevators
didn't function and the children v/ere up there, we were in trouble
if there was any kind of a serious problem. So what are you all

going to do now? And I said I don't know, and I called the chairlady
over and I talked to her. That same project was destroyed by dyna-
mite. In other words, was it true or was it false economy when that

thing was ordered to be built under those constrictions.

What I said after my first visit here, when I heard that if we
were to keep Allen Parkwav up, you would have to do this, you
would have to do that, was that it reminds me of the mythical town
of Podunkville. That is where the city fathers decided that they
were going to build a new school building under two conditions.

The first condition was that the new building would have to be
built with the material from the old. And the second condition was
that you couldn't demolish the old building until you had the new
one built.

So you know we can work under those conditions if that is what
we want to do. I am not here to say that we, on our level, are going
to try in any way to dictate, but I do feel that the value of the hear-

ing is in direct proportion to the information we are able to gather
during the hearing. This one has been probably the most inform-
ative of any in which I have ever participated.
The fact remains, Mr. Secretary, and you correct me, Mr. Mayor

or Ms. Fitzgerald, that with the announcement by the Secretary of
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HUD the total available for Allen Parkway Village would be
around $45 million. This was a very important decision.

Secretary CiSNEROS. $36-plus million.

Mr. Lanier. That is right. Counting reserve money.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, you have almost under $9 million

from the old money.
Ms. Fitzgerald. Correct.

Mr. Lanier. That is right, part of the $45 million.

Chairman GtONZALEZ. So that would still be available?

Ms. Fitzgerald. That is correct.

Chairman Gonzalez. There was a lot of pressure in those inter-

vening years to remove that from that pipeline. Fortunately it was
withstood, so with that and the figure by Mr. Belanger of $28,000
average per unit, why can't it be rehabilitated?

Secretary CiSNEROS. We want to see it rehabilitated. The ques-
tion is how many units do we end up with of the present exact

buildings and how many do we have additional configurations so

that we end up with a real working neighborhood. So it seems to

me that the fundamental disagreement, the implications in your
position and
Chairman GONZALEZ. I am just phrasing the question.

Secretary Cisneros. Yes, sir. It seems to me the fundamental

disagreement is whether or not it is possible to make 1,000 units
work on this site. Now, history tells us it is not. It may be that the

housing authority mismanaged, but my judgment tells me two

things.
First, that even if we kept every single building that is here, we

wouldn't end up with 1,000 units because they absolutely cry for

reconfiguration internally. There would be something less than

1,000, even if you kept every building, because we want to create

larger rooms. The worst thing to do is walk down the same road
as Pruitt Igo and build things that are not correct or right for hu-
mans in the 1990's. So that is the first way that we would end up
with some reduction.
What I would hope we could do is to agree on some number of

the present buildings that remain. The city's position has been 150,
there is nothing magic in that it could be 200 or 250 or more. What
I would hope, beyond that, we could build some new housing of

1990's vintage, some townhouses, some single-family homes, that

give people more room to work with.

Mr. Hatcher earlier indicated that when he came here as a social

activist and worked with children, he in those days was torn by
several emotions, and one of them was that it is just real hard to

make things work in the—with children involved and a concentra-
tion of persons to make things work.
The second thing, apart from what I have just said would re-

duce—the numbers—the reconfiguration of what we do. The second

thing is that times have changed and some of the social rules that
worked in the 1940's and the 1950's, they don't govern society at
this juncture. So we have to build for the new social circumstances,
and that means playgrounds, it means child care, and it means
other social services that didn't exist before.

Now, I will tell you that in my absolute honest judgment, replac-

ing as the persons behind me are shouting, 1,000 units on this site
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in the present configuration would be a fear—it would be a trag-
edy. It would be a waste of the public taxpayers' dollars to put it

exactly the same as what it is today.
I would argue that we can discuss back and forth as to what

makes a good solution, but I would argue that building a neighbor-
hood with streets and cul-de-sacs and single-family houses and
townhouses match to some remnant to what is here today, add to

that scattered site, hard units that the mayor has promised to

make available, add to that other homeownership models we can

put in place, and we begin to do what I believe is the right thing
to do by this site.

Chairman Gonzalez. Mr. Secretary, when you say that you
would conceive it tragic to think in terms of restoring a full 1,000
units, what is the basis for that?

Secretary CiSNEROS. That the rooms—that the units would have
to be exactly the same configuration that they are today, because
if you are going to put 1,000 back, you have to work with the same
space that exists or additional buildings, even crowding the site

further. That is the basis for the point about 1,000 being too many
on the site.

In other words, I think if we are going to spend this amount of

public money, we ought to have a product that is better. That
means, to me, larger rooms. The only way to get larger rooms is

to gut some of the structures and rebuild them with larger square
footage, with tubs instead of standup showers, with the proper
plumbing for kitchens, with entranceways that are secure, with a

playground space that is separated for children with fences, with
all of the modern security treatment, with proper parking near the

buildings so people don't have to walk with bags of groceries long
distances to their buildings.

People tell me this across the country is what they want in pub-
lic housing. It didn't exist in 1944. There wasn't the same impera-
tive to be able to put your car right up against your building for

security reasons, and because a single mother is going to have to

carry children and bags late at night. These are all practical con-

siderations today.
That is why I think just trying to put money into replicating

what was here in 1944 is not the right answer. I am not enough
of an architect to say what is the right answer, but I know that
is not the right answer.
Chairman Gonzalez. We have heard from a competent architec-

tural source. But I am still puzzled. This complex was built before

you had the restrictions you speak of in the construction and the
limitation of size of the units. So this doesn't hold true to those
that you visit that are somewhere else in the country.

I have visited many housing developments, and it seems to me—
and each given the testimony of such experts and people like Mr.
Fox—that this project is like very few I have seen. Even in my own
hometown, where you have excellent design, this is one of the most
functionally well-designed developments and even from an esthetic

point of view. I haven't seen the enclosed playground areas that

you speak about which are in very few, if any, projects other than
here.
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It seems to me that we don't want to be too hasty in trying to

force particular construction standards on this development. Maybe
they ought to be compelled somewhere else where you had the later

dimensions and the restriction on the dimensions and size of the
rooms and all.

Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Lenwood Johnson. Mr. Chairman, I do live in a one-bed-

room apartment, and when I became disabled—the mike isn't on.

Chairman Gonzalez. Just get closer to it.

Mr. Lenwood Johnson. Mr. Chairman, I do live in one of those

one bedrooms. When I came here in 1980 with my son, we stayed
in that one bedroom. The only furniture we had was furniture I

had when I was working and living in the private market housing,
and that was a king-sized bed. We brought that king-sized bedroom
suite to my one-bedroom apartment, and it is currently in my one-

bedroom apartment.
Mind you, it is not an ideal situation, I will admit that, but I

couldn't afford to go out and buy another bedroom suite. The same
thing is true for the EPA—Environmental Protection Agency—
when they change standards for our automobile, when they change
standards for downsizing engines and that sort of thing. This man
cannot afford to eliminate all the old cars that have the larger
sized engines. If that happened, Mr. Chairman, 99 percent of the

people in this country with automobiles today would be walking
tomorrow.
Ms. Fitzgerald. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Gonzalez. Yes.
Ms. Fitzgerald. You asked the question as it related to

rehabbing, using the $28,000 figure that Mr. Belanger referred to.

First of all, you pointed out the bedroom circumstance of Allen

Parkway which includes over 50 percent of these units being one-

and two-bedroom units, so that if you look at our waiting list, you
will see that the biggest need for families on the waiting list for

Houston is not for one and two-bedroom units, it is for three-,

four-, and five-bedroom units.

So that if Allen Parkway Village, or any portion, were to be reha-

bilitated, it would have to be done so as to allow us to meet the
needs of the people on the waiting list, so the reconfiguration would
have to be included.
When you look at the $28,000 figure that Mr. Belanger is speak-

ing of, he based it on Paisan's experience at Kelly Village. During
my administration, we have completed the 72 units at Kelly that
Paisan did not complete. We did it the right way, and it cost twice
as much because we did the underground distribution system over

completely. It didn't make sense to modernize units as they had
been done before, and people still had backups in those units be-
cause the sewer system was inadequate. So it cost $28,000 when
we did it per unit for the 72 units at Kelly. So I don't think the

$28,000 figure for Allen Parkway is realistic.

When you look at Cuney Homes where we are completing units

currently, even if we took out the pitched roofs for historical consid-

erations, you are looking at $33,000 per unit. That is an actual fig-

ure at Cuney without the pitched roof. And Cuney looks very much
like Allen Parkway.
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So I think in looking at any rehab costs for Allen Parkway, you
are looking at a higher figure than $28,000 to rehab what you
have. But to rehab what we have here does not serve the people
who are waiting to be served. We do not need one- and two-bed-
room units, we need three and four. So that $33,000 figure is going
to be increased significantly to convert units and make them larg-

er, so that I think the rehab costs are going to be greater.
And you have to take that into consideration when you listen to

statements like they can be replaced or the replacement is going
to be much higher than the rehab.
Voice. Get the money from the Space Program.
Chairman Gonzalez. Space Program. Let me tell you what hap-

pened there. Two years ago, we had finally gotten the administra-
tion and the Appropriations Committee to appropriate $500 million

for new construction of public housing.
All of a sudden, the committee that had jurisdiction on appro-

priations and authorization of the Space Program decided they
would not fund I think it was the space station, so immediately the

pressure arose. Now, it wasn't that they didn't have the money to

appropriate, the committee that had jurisdiction said we don't want
to spend it by appropriating for this program.
When it came to a shove and a push and we got to the House

floor, all of a sudden the motion was made, and an amendment was
offered to take the $500 million from public housing. Where do you
think that went? The Space Program was funded. So that is some-

thing that, according to your predecessor. Secretary, was due to an
order from the White House that he had to support.
Of course, nobody testified on the House floor, but it moved that

way. So that showed where priority fees will go when you get a

push and a shove.

Nevertheless, the fact is that the Congress and the Appropriating
Committees twisted things. They didn't follow the very, very rule

that we set up because we had the authorization, and the appro-

priation at a certain level—$500 million. The committee that had

jurisdiction over the Space Program would neither authorize it nor

fund it, yet it got on the House floor.

Now, I have voted in support for the Space Program, but I have
also never deviated from recognizing the prime need of shelter for

all Americans in our country. So you do have those dilemmas.
When I heard the question, oftentimes it isn't, "Well, why don't you
take it from here and put it there?" It is down to a sort of a shoving
and pushing contest in which whoever has the clout at that mo-
ment is going to get it.

Nevertheless, it has nothing to do with our function, you know.
What you and the administrative branch devise is something that

I wouldn't want to, if I could, dictate or order. I do insist, though,
that the congressional intent all through the years, as far as I

know never has been abandoned.

Yes, Mr. Secretary.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I would like to, if I may, just draw clearly
how close I think we are on this and the decision that needs to be

reached.
Chairman Gonzalez. I appreciate it.
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Secretary CiSNEROS. First of all, I have stated my own opinion
about how it would be incorrect to proceed to rebuild all of the

1,000 units in exactly the configuration that they are today. And
I have stated that even if we kept every single building to get to

modern configurations of space, and as Ms. Fitzgerald cited, the

needs of families on the waiting list, that would result in a reduc-

tion that would be less than 1,000. So that assumes that we keep
every building.
Now, what I have said today is several things new for a Sec-

retary to say about a situation like this. First, I have said, along
with the mayor, that we will assure that there is one-for-one hard
unit replacement for every one of the 1,000 units that exist, or 963
that exist today. That is a new statement that has not been on the

record before.

Second, I have said HUD will insist on the entire acreage re-

maining in housing so that any suggestion that there was ever any
thought of using it for any other purpose can be dismissed.

And any suggestion that this is a further encroachment on
Freedmen's Town, that development is coming with this site being
the beachhead that pushes further into Freedmen's Town, that no-

tion can be dismissed.
What we have said is that we think it doesn't make sense to

build the buildings as they are, and that in the process of refur-

bishing some—whatever the number is, and we will work with the

city on it—that we would like the opportunity to rebuild some as

freestanding houses, single-family units as well as townhouses and

bring other HUD resources to bear and do as much as is reasonable

on this site, and then hard unit replacements off site for the re-

mainder, so we convert what was a 1944 development into a mod-
ern neighborhood for poor people right in the shadows of downtown
Houston where there could be access to jobs and so forth.

Now, one further complication for us, for me, is that the law that

set up the Urban Revitalization Demonstration Program, HOPE
VI, the URD grants, allows us work in a maximum of 500 units in

any development. So I am restricted to using that money to do 500,
under the law as it stands, but I am today committing to bring
other HUD resources, other of our HOPE monies for homeowner-
ship as well as new development public housing funds and others

to really build out this site in an attractive, motivational, and mod-
ern way, and that is what I would like to be able to proceed on.

Obviously, as HUD Secretary, my job is to let the mayor and the

housing authority and the local community and the residents take
the lead, but I am saying today that we—this is an outcome that

we would like to work toward with the local officials, and I have
outlined it in general terms, but I must be honest with you and
with everyone present, the likelihood that we would look at the full

1,000 being the result of this on this site is not g^eat for the rea-

sons that I have cited.

Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much.
Do any of the other panelists have anything they wish to say or

ask?

Yes, Mr. Fox.
Mr. Fox. Thank you. Chairman Gonzalez.
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As a historian, I am aware of the origins of public housing in

Houston and I want to respond to some of the comments I have
heard here today. Allen Parkway Village was built at the same
time as three other public housing complexes, Cuney Homes, Kelly
Courts, and Irvington Courts to use their original names.

All of these complexes were built to the U.S. Housing Authority
standards. That means they had the same internal space planning
standards, the same site planning standards, the same construction

standards, and the same architectural design standards. In fact,

Irvington Courts and the second phase of Cuney Homes were built

designed by Karl Kamrath, the architect of Allen Parkway Village,
and basically are a duplication of the residential units here at this

site.

Over the past 10 years, the housing authority of the city of Hous-
ton has carried out rehabilitation of Kelly Courts, of Irvington
Courts, and of Cuney Homes. So that many of the reasons given
here today why such issues as construction and unit planning rule

out the reasonable rehabilitation of Allen Parkway Village do not
seem to have been an obstacle to the rehabilitation of these other

housing complexes.
There also has been the suggestion that because Allen Parkway

Village is listed in the National Register of Historic Places any al-

terations to it, including such alterations as internal unit reconfig-
uration or perhaps additions or alterations to the exteriors of the

complex, would not be possible, so that one would in fact have to

restore it exactly to its 1942-1944 configuration. This is also in

error.

And indeed we have here today Stan Graves, the deputy State
historic preservation officer from the Texas Historical Commission
in Austin. Mr. Graves has worked with the housing authority of

the city of Dallas. That Housing Authority nominated to the Na-
tional Register Cedar Springs Place in Dallas, the oldest public

housing complex in the State which actually predates the National

Housing Act.

The Dallas Housing Authority then proceeded to rehabilitate

Cedar Springs Place, working with the Texas Historical Commis-
sion in order to bring that complex up to modern-day amenity and
current use standards, but at the same time to preserve its historic

integrity. So, indeed, one can see that the housing authority of the

city of Houston has had no problem in rehabilitating the other

three housing complexes built to the same standards as Allen Park-

way Village and that, moreover, the Dallas Housing Authority has

compatibly rehabilitated Cedar Springs Place in recognition of its

dual role as both a historic landmark and a currently functioning
low-income community.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, I believe Ms. House has indicated—

well, Mr. Belanger.
Mr. Belanger. I would just like to correct what I think was a

misinterpretation of some information that I gave. We did not just
take the total costs of Kelly Village and apply them to Allen Park-

way. We applied the unit costs to the larger area of construction

at Allen Parkway, and the infrastructure costs of the portions of

the infrastructure that were not replaced at Kelly Village. We
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added those, and included those in our costs at Allen Parkway, so

we do have infrastructure replacement figured in here.

Also, I want to say that the scope of work at the other projects

were defined by the housing authority itself. The fact that the re-

placement infrastructure was left out there was because it was not

included in the contract documents, not because a contractor did

not perform some of the work that he was supposed to.

Ms. Fitzgerald. However, as Mr. Fox has indicated, Allen Park-

way Village and Cuney Homes are quite similar. They were de-

signed by the same architect. So regardless of what happened at

Kelly Village, I think. Congressman Gonzalez, the use of the reha-

bilitation figures at Cuney Homes is a good example of what the

costs ultimately would be to rehab Allen Parkway Village if we
rehab them in their present configuration.

However, there are a lot of other issues that the authority looked

at when we were looking at whether to rehab Allen Parkway Vil-

lage or not. And as Secretary Cisneros has indicated, there is per-
. haps a way to design a reuse of this property to include buildings
that exist now as well as new construction of units.

I think that if you look at new construction of public housing in

this country, you will find that the design is much different than

Cuney Homes, Allen Parkway, Irvington Village, and it is much
different for reasons—^reasons that include larger space because the

conditions of families call for larger spaces in today's living.

In addition to that, the way that these units are laid out from
a crime prevention standpoint, it does not lend itself to the ade-

quate surveillance by officers, to control crime. People can easily
hide between buildings. It also does not have the kind of accessibil-

ity with its drives for vehicles and emergency vehicles to have good
access and to get in easy, get out easy.
When Allen Parkway Village was occupied about 65 percent in

the early 1980's, late 1970's, parking here was atrocious. If you
have 1,000 units in this one area with the kind of parking available

here today, there is not adequate parking in Allen Parkway Vil-

lage. Our families have cars. Many of our families work. And they
have to have that transportation.
When you look at the heating system in Allen Parkway Village,

it basically requires gravity to carry heat from the first floor to the

second floor. There is a better way to build housing for families

today. And we need to be able to take advantage of allowing people
to have a better living condition.

Chairman Gonzalez. I am going to place in the hearing record

at this point the average occupancy rate from the year 1979 to the

present; 1993 Hsts 28 units occupied, and 1979 lists 845. Ever since

then it has been empty. So I think that ought to be part of the

record here at this point.

[The information referred to can be found in the appendix.]
I believe Mr. Belanger was also wanting to speak.
Ms. House. Mr. Belanger can go ahead and I will speak after

him.
Chairman Gonzalez. She has deferred to him, and since we are

still on the same subject matter—Mr. Belanger.
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Mr. Belanger. I just wanted to say, I agree about the parking,
but that also was included in our figures

—to increase the parking
to 600 cars on the site.

And also, I want to make the point again that the construction
of Kelly Village is very similar to Allen Parkway and that is a

project that we modeled it on.

We feel that the work that was done at Kelly Village was much
more comparable to what we are talking about here than in Cuney
Homes. We did not, for instance, include such things as totally re-

building the rooflines of the units to change the appearance of the

buildings by putting pitched roofs on them.
Chairman GrONZALEZ. OK Of course, things change. For instance,

you now have the Disability Act of late 1970's. There are certain

mandates that you didn't have in 1943 concerning the accessibility
of the handicapped that apply today. Those aren't overwhelming
impediments that can't be overcome.

Yes, Ms. House.
Ms. House. Yes, sir. Congressman Gonzalez, I just wanted to

add, since we are on the issue of fraudulent figures on renovation
costs and so forth, the estimated renovation costs of $36,000 per
unit has been disputed since it was announced, first by resident ac-

tivists and as early as 1983, and again in 1990 when Paula Phillips
was then the director of Housing and Community Development for

the city of Houston reported to a major publication here in Houston
that the typical apartment renovation cost the city $6,500 per unit.

And, of course, Ms. Phillips was soon terminated by the then-

Mayor Whitmire. Also, I would like to just briefly touch on the

statements made by Secretary Cisneros, how in giving an account
of Mr. Hatcher when he was a student here doing some work in

Allen Parkway Village. My first concern is when Secretarv
Cisneros makes the statement about how difficult it is to work witn

children and how the housing should not be revitalized, rehab to

1,000 units.

I would like to know what types of surveys has he done. Since

he gave his personal opinion, I would like to know what personal
research and study has been done, because he is in a very political

position and you just don't go on your assessments without being
well informed to even make a personal opinion.

Second, Mr. Hatcher, are you a graduate of social work?
Mr. Hatcher. At the time that I was working in Allen Parkway

Village, I was a juvenile probation officer.

Ms. House. Thank you. You answered my question. What I am
getting to is this man was a student who is not African-American,
who has never been around probably—and correct me if I am
wrong, Mr. Hatcher—around African-American people for any long
or substantial period of time to arrive at the issues, well, why the

type of service, if the housing authority was doing its job, to ad-

dress the problems that Mr. Hatcher alleges that he saw during his

student days in Allen Parkway Village.

Second, why didn't Mr. Hatcher—and I stand to be corrected—
Mr. Hatcher, why didn't you—since that is your job to work with

juveniles, why didn't you take your concerns to the housing author-

ity administration to bring this concern to their attention since
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that is your job. You can't just stop, you have to go full circle if

you are going to go ahead and assess some things.
I would like to touch briefly on Joy Fitzgerald's comments about

the crime and the difficulty in getting access in to or out of Allen

Parkway Village's inadequate parking or heat.

First, let's address the crime issue. Houston is not a crime-free

city. And if you can find a crime-free city anywhere in this country,
let me know.
Metro monies can't seem to stomp out the crime in Houston ei-

ther. So I am concerned about the crime, too.

Second, accessibility. This local government closed a street. Con-

gressman, that would give you access into Allen Parkway Village
off West Allen immediately coming in from downtown Houston. The

city of Houston shut off that street so that you could not come into

Allen Parkway Village. You can only come out of Allen Parkway
Village. That is not the doing of residents of this facility nor the

residents of Freedmen's Town, in general. Since Ms. Fitzgerald
raises that issue now, she should have raised it then prior to the

actual implementation of that violation.

And last, the issue of heating. Well, I guess, Mr.—what is your
name, Belanger? He has answered or addressed, rather, the issue

of heating, and really so have you. Congressman, in your presen-
tation about the handicapped accessibility. You know, you can go
on and on.

But in closing, Mr. Cisneros has repeatedly referred or used the

word "modern." We must make Allen Parkway Village modem.
Well, whatever happened to the issue about making it for what the

people want. The people say, look, just go ahead and fix the damn
place up so I can move in there. You don't have to worry about
modern.

In closing, Mr. Cisneros is going to be so generous in applying

my tax dollars from HUD for HOPE HI, HOME, and all those acro-

nyms about promoting ownership for low-income people. I want to

know, well, why is it so difficult to just go ahead and renovate the

1,000 units?
It appears that the issue has been clouded by the Secretary, the

Secretary's issue. But he states that his position is to do the best

thing for the residents, but here today I keep hearing, well, it is

just conditional, now, that I want to address what the mayor wants
to do. Well, I really don't care about what the mayor wants to do.

I am just real concerned. Congressman Gronzalez, that you know
all this back and forth, and really how this local government ig-

nores you, the Federal Government, the State government, and it

doesn't even abide by its own laws that it sets for itself to break—
to make and break.

I am just concerned, in order to try to keep faith in my govern-
ment and to work with the different agencies and HUD has helped
us in the past on the community project which we did pretty good
on, but that was for private housing. So I am not trying to body
slam the Secretary or disrespect him. But I am just real concerned
that this local government here has got away with murder, you see.

And if I went and remodeled the mayor's house, I would be thrown
in jail. But yet they can do this to our neighborhood as well.

Thank you.
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Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you, Ms. House. Let me assure you
that I know how you feel. I am concerned as well. I think the oth-

ers are concerned, but we have got to keep working at it, and you
have just got to keep on pushing. I mean, as hard as it may be.

I have always said, when our leaders don't lead, then the people
must push. I want to thank you for the pushing you have been

doing and are doing now.

Well, we have another panel following this. Let me say for the

gentleman raising his hand and the lady who had gotten up earlier

in the back of the room, that after we complete the panels as listed,

I will be glad to hear from citizens. At this point, we want to

proceed.
Again, let me thank you, Mr. Mayor. You have been most gener-

ous with your time. The Secretary has been especially generous.
You are welcome to join us here, but I know you have a lot of

things to do.

Secretary CiSNEROS. I take the HOPE VI to Chicago and Spring-

field, so I will see you back in San Antonio.

Chairman Gk)NZALEZ. OK. Have a safe trip.

Secretary CiSNEROS. We will see Senator Moseley Braun in that

on Cabrini Green.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you ladies and gentlemen. Thank

you.
We still have quite a number of witnesses to hear from. And they

are very important witnesses and have very important testimony.

Also, it is very important to the subcommittee that we receive this

testimony and have it as a matter of record. They have been most

patient and have been sitting here through the morning. At this

time, we will proceed through this hearing.
Let me introduce the members of the next panel. We have Dr.

William Simon who is a professor of the Department of Sociology
of the University of Houston; Ms. Catherine M. Roberts, a commu-

nity activist, accompanied by a health care representative; Dr. Nes-

tor P. Rodriguez, associate professor. Department of Sociology, Uni-

versity of Houston; of course, our very well-known Ms. Frances

"Sissy" Farenthold, local attorney and a most active State citizen;

Ms. Deidre Smith, housing attorney, Texas Legal Services Center

in Austin Texas; and Dr. Robert Fisher, professor of social work at

the Graduate School of Social Work, University of Houston.

Ms. Farenthold. Joan Denkler is sharing my time.

Chairman Gonzalez. Ms. Joan Denkler is sharing Ms.

Farenthold's time. Now, unless one of the witnesses has a time

problem and has to get out of here real quick I'll proceed as or-

dered. Do you, Ms. Smith?
Ms. Smith. Yes, I do.

Chairman Gonzalez. What is your time limit? How long can you
be with us?

Ms. Smith. I can be with you until 4 p.m. I have a plane that

I have to catch that leaves at 5 o'clock.

Chairman Gonzalez. If there is no objection, we will recognize
her first.

Mr. Fisher. I don't need to be recognized first. I have another

commitment also, so if I could go after her, perhaps.
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Chairman GrONZALEZ. Unless there is objection to Ms. Smith, we
will recognize you.

STATEMENT OF DEffiRE SMITH, HOUSING ATTORNEY, TEXAS
LEGAL SERVICES CENTER, AUSTIN, TX

Ms. Smith. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for inviting me
to this hearing. I consider it one of the highest honors, and I hope
that what I have to say today will be helpful.

First of all, my name, again, is Deidre Smith, and I am an attor-

ney with Texas Legal Services Center. Texas Legal Services Center
is the State support office for the Legal Aid Societies across the
State of Texas. I have always been a legal aid attorney for the past
13 years, and I have been involved with public housing during that
time and I have been in housing projects in the Vaughn Project in

St. Louis, Missouri, and King Kennedy in Cleveland, Ohio, so I am
very familiar with public housing.
And I just want to make three points here; I will be very brief.

First of all, public housing is needed in Houston as it is every-
where, and every single unit possible must be preserved. As we
have seen over the last two decades, the rental housing in the pri-
vate market goes up and down. But there is economic growth, the
market gets very tight, and it is even difficult for middle-income
families to find affordable housing.
And as a landlord-tenant attorney, I can tell you, Mr. Chairman,

that there are so many people out there who are paying well over
50 percent of their income for rent and who are being evicted daily
across the country here in Houston and around the State of Texas,
that we must preserve as many units as possible here at Allen

Parkway Village and elsewhere.

My second point is that I am very troubled by the trend toward
not replacing public housing units one-to-one. That is just so impor-
tant. I don't think it is a coincidence that over the last decade or

so, that while public housing units were little by little being taken
off the rolls because they were in such deteriorating condition, that
the homelessness population has consistently been rising during
that period. It is just unbelievable that we have vacant public

housing units when there are homeless families living on the
streets.

Another thing that I have had to do during the 13 years that I

have been with Legal Services is visit homeless shelters where
there are women with children with no place to live. We must have
one-for-one replacement so that those people have someplace to

live.

I also want to say that there needs to be constant monitoring and
early intervention of HUD when there are troubled public housing
projects. The public housing authorities must be prevented from

allowing their projects to deteriorate to such an extent that demoli-
tion becomes an inevitable outcome. Public housing authorities
must be held accountable for their neglect of public housing
developments.
And third, what I would like to say, what is even more important

than the bricks and mortar of one-for-one replacement, is that pub-
lic housing communities must become viable communities.
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The President recently talked about the problem with the very
fabric of our Nation being torn apart with the support systems not

being there for our children. One way to do that is to ensure that

public housing developments provide the support for families, for

elderly and particularly for the socialization and education of the

children who live within those projects.
Public housing should contain community centers that offer tu-

toring for children and other support systems, there should be

quality day care for mothers who need to work, especially with the

possibility of changes in the present system for Aid to Family with

Dependent Children and there should be support services for trou-

bled teens.

We have many—both male and female—troubled teens within
our community. Many of these teens live in public housing. We
have to see that not only are there units available for these fami-

lies, but support systems.
We have already lost or appear to be losing one whole generation

of children, and it is because these support systems are not there.

And we will be putting money into housing. It is either we put
money into housing like Allen Parkway Village or the money will

be put into housing that is—that the housing gets called

temporaries.
The other thing that I last want to add is that one of the con-

cerns I have had as a legal services attorney and working with
residents of public housing and other poor people is just the sheer

hopelessness that anything can ever change, and I think the
human factor is a really important factor to consider.
Here at Allen Parkway Village people have hope, they have

dreams, they have visions. We have to support those visions, and
when we have people who are willing to put efforts forward to look
at how their communities can be viable and functional, the govern-
ment has to help those people maintain that viability and maintain
an environment where their children can be socialized and edu-
cated and where the cycle of poverty can be broken.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Smith can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. I want to thank you, Ms. Smith. Dr. Fish-

er, we will recognize you and proceed from there. Then we will see
how to handle it after he testifies.

STATE]VIE>rr OF ROBERT FISHER, PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL
WORK, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK, UNIVERSITY
OF HOUSTON
Mr. Fisher. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman.
Well, Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a great pleasure to be invited

to participate in this subcommittee and to present to you my analy-
sis as a professor of social policy, as an author of tnree books on
community organizing and community development, and as the
chair of the pioneering program we have at the University of Hous-
ton called Political Social Work, where we get social workers to en-

gage directly in the political process. This process is exactly the
kind of thing that we are encouraging our students to be part of.
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I should add that it seems Hke yesterday when you conducted

your last hearing in Houston and I had the pleasure then to give

testimony.
Chairman Gonzalez. I wanted to thank you again.
Mr. Fisher. It was an important and significant hearing that you

held.
When I was asked again to participate, I was elated not only for

the opportunity to have some of my opinions and ideas shared in

public, but also because I knew of the importance that that hearing
had on sustaining AJlen Parkway Village. I am positive that if it

wasn't for the efforts of Lenwood Johnson, if it wasn't for the sup-

porters on this but significantly, very significantly, the hearing you
held in 1985 and the progressive role that you played in this, there

would be no Allen Parkway Village now. It would have been razed.

Despite what we keep hearing from public officials about how well

intentioned they are and how they are interested in helping poor

people, either something has happened in the last 48 hours, but
that has not been the history of this town. It certainly has not been
the history of Allen Parkway Village.

I think that you have understood that and you have played an

incredibly positive role in making it possible for us 8 years later

to still be engaged in this debate. Some people out there say. Well,

you know, Allen Parkway Village, is that still going on? It is going
on because it is significant and, I think, because you played an ab-

solutely critical and important role, and I would personally again
want to thank you for that.

Chairman Gk)NZALEZ. Thank you. Thank you.
Mr. Fisher. And I think the people of Texas who value and

honor progressive politicians thank you for that as well.

What I wanted to do is just share briefly how I see this issue in

a larger context. What I talked about in 1985 was that I thought
this was ftindamentally an issue of democracy. I still think it is

fundamentally an issue of democracy. It is fundamentally an issue,

as I think someone pointed out, maybe Gladys House pointed out

about Secretary Cisneros's comments about let's sit down with the

city, iron this out, come to some agreement. The fundamental issue

is, who participates in determining what Allen Parkway Village
looks like? For too long the grassroots, the people who live here,
the people who have been active on it, have been shut out of that

process.
And the other critical issue I think is what is the positive role

of the public sector. And in this sense I think what happens in

Allen Parkway Village, as always, has a global dimension.

Throughout the world, as you well know, privatization and moving
increasingly to letting the marketplace make determinations is the

hot strategy. It is hot in Western Europe. We see it in Eastern Eu-

rope. It has been encouraged all over the United States.

You know what the strategy looks like. It says that the public
sector is fundamentally bad, that it creates dependency and that it

is fundamentally coercive, that it is inefficient, that it is corrupt,
and that what we need to do is turn to the private sector, to the

marketplace, to the developers, to the people who know, you know,
how to solve these issues or to deal with housing. It is going on all

over the world.
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It is somewhat of a joke to me but a while back it was limited

to a bunch of conservative economists at the University of Chicago
who used to be called the Milton Friedman School of Economics at

Chicago. Now it seems like it is throughout the world. It is seen

as common sense that everybody has to ascribe to this vision.

The interesting thing about this for me was that when I was in

Austria right after this hearing in 1986, I became more and more
aware how people in Europe were using Houston as the model for

privatization and as the model for the private city. The argument
was, "Look at Houston, look how well they do it. They don t have

public planning. They don't really deal much in terms of social

planning. They are lower on taxes, certainly lower on progressive
taxes. There is very little funding for the public sector. The public
sector is illegitimate. It is not supposed to do things. The business

community is supposed to do it. There isn't any zoning. Look at

Houston."
Of course, they were looking at Houston pre- 1982 rather than

Houston since 1982, but the argument is basically to dismantle the

public sector and in part get rid of things like Allen Parkway Vil-

lage. And I would encourage you again, and I know I don't need
to encourage you on this, that the intentions of those who are now
all of a sudden advocates of the poor and the homeless and for ad-

dressing social problems need to be examined with great care, not
that they are not well intentioned. They just need to be examined
with great care.

For me and in some of my writing, in some of the testimony that
I am putting forward here, Houston shows two of the fundamental
problems with this whole strategy of privatization and especially as
it relates to Allen Parkway Village. One of the problems is that so-

cial problems get ignored. The business community has never been
in the business of addressing social problems. To the extent that

they advocate policy, like all of a sudden being interested in mass
transit or improving the educational system, usually the policy
tends to deal with how they are going to be able to be more profit-

able, how their profits are going to increase. They tend to be inter-

ested in what they should be interested in, and they are fundamen-
tally interested in making money. That is what they should be.

They shouldn't be in the business of determining social policy and
making social policy, nor should we be expecting them to be.

In cities like Houston I think and in places throughout the world
where they are emphasizing this kind of privatization strategy, so-

cial problems and especially the social problems of the powerless go
neglected and ignored and in some ways become illegitimate. Don't
talk about homelessness. We don't have any money for that. Don't
talk about AIDS. We don't have any money for that. Don't talk
about a variety of social problems. We don't do those kinds of

things. And even now in the city when they talk about community
development, it gets determined that it is basically about streets
and more street lights and things like that, not the social, fun-
damental social issues that are affecting people.
The other thing about privatization, which I think is very det-

rimental as it relates to Allen Parkway Village, is the effect that
it has on grassroots citizens' efforts to affect social change. The ar-

gument I would present, that I present in some of my research, is
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that it fundamentally undermines the ability of people to engage
in democracy at the grassroots level. Basically, if you say that the

public sector is no longer an arena where this is going to be dis-

cussed, that the public sector is illegitimate and is not going to be
a target for these kinds of claims about poverty or about housing,
if you basically shut out the people, if you don't serve as a protec-

tor, not as an arena, not as a target, not as a protector, where do

the people go who organize the grassroots, who we encourage to be
involved in democracy and be good citizens, where do they partici-

pate in the decisions of the nation? What happens when the public
sector says, we don't want to hear that, we don't do that? Allen

Parkway Village has been shut out of this kind of public discourse,

except for the hearings that you have been holding since 1985. It

is not enough discussion.

These groups need a responsive and responsible public sector to

serve as an arena, as a target, as a protector. And the curious

thing for me is that if these things go on in Eastern Europe, you
know, if people are engaged in democracy and talk about challeng-

ing the public sector or using it as an arena or demanding the pub-
lic sector serve as a protector, we think of them as American
heroes.

I was thinking back there about this. If Lenwood had changed
his name to Lechwood Johnson, or if he changed his name to Boris

Johnson, you know, maybe we would feel more sympathetic to him.
Or if this was going on in Russia, Lenwood Johnson would be a

hero, a grassroots social action hero. People who have been en-

gaged in this advocacy for years are heroes, and yet in this city,

by many who have power, and not simply in this city, many of

these heroes are viewed as pariahs. You know, go away, let us do
what we want to do. Let us develop and let us turn it over to the

private sector to engage in free enterprise and do what is right for

the city, which essentially would be a kind of gentrification.
On one level I was encouraged by the Secretary's comments, but

again I would like to see in clear writing about what it ultimately
means and whether low-income housing is actually built into that.

So briefly then, in Houston, the public sector is on most social

issues, especially social issues affecting the poor and minorities and

especially Allen Parkway Village, not an arena or target or protec-
tor. I think that is where the Federal Government plays an incred-

ibly important role,

I know that you are a sensitive and responsible politician and

you are aware, you can't just barge into the local arena and say
this is how it is done. That is not how our democracy is set up. And
yet in a context like Houston, there is very much, I think, a critical

role that the Federal Government can play in establishing, as this

hearing shows, an arena for the discussion of issues that are not

usually discussed locally or don't want to be discussed locally. You
know the role; to have professors like myself here testifying about
these kinds of topics, or activists talking about these topics, and es-

pecially to have the Federal Government here as a protector of the

people—poor people and people of color and the powerless, when
that protection isn't there. After all, the free market guarantees no

protection.
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Adam Smith said something about an invisible hand being up
there that would make it all work right and protect it, but we saw
in the 1980's clearly what the invisible hand ultimately does. It is

invisible and the market ravages, ravages the poor, ravages minori-

ties, ravages a citv.

So what I would encourage—I know there are people here who
are eloquent and who will argue in a similar fashion—is to send
a message, send a message from Houston to Washington back to

Houston, that there is a place for the public sector. You under-

stand, Mr. Chairman, that to intervene and help in a private city
like Houston to address social needs is a fundamental role of the
Federal Government and a fundamental role of the public sector.

We don't want the Federal Grovernment to come in and try to pri-
vatize things. That is not what the public sector is about. The help
of enlightened Federal officials, the help of an enlightened public
sector is absolutely essential in Houston and we need your
assistance.

In closing, as I move through this very quickly, the fundamental
issue, again, is this issue of who decides, and if you can participate
and help facilitate the process by which the people who should be
at the bargaining table are at that bargaining table, the Lenwood
Johnsons, the Gladys Houses, the residents of Allen Parkway Vil-

lage, ^the residents of Freedmen's Town, the advocates for these

folks, if they get to the bargaining table, in a fair bargaining ar-

rangement, then perhaps things that the Secretary is suggesting
and then things that the mayor is suggesting, perhaps they can be
hammered out.

The process of democracy isn't easy. If other voices are legiti-
mized and demanding to be participating in this process, I think
what happens at Allen Parkway Village will be an example of what
democracy can do rather than an exampe of democracy that shuts
out the people and rather than an example that the private sector
can do it all and there isn't any role for the public sector.
Thank you for the opportunity to talk.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fisher can be found in the
appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, thank you once again, as I said ear-

lier. You were, of course, of great help in 1985. We have your testi-

mony in the printed hearings. I think we sent you a copy of the

hearings once they were printed.
Mr. Fisher. I refer to it all the time.
Chairman Gonzalez. If you look back on that hearing, you will

see how significant that testimony was.
Well, you mentioned Adam Smith's invisible hand of the free

market. Well, that is the invisible hand that is picking our pockets.
Bankers don't like to hear from the city. I know that fact quite well
as I am still the chairman of the Banking Committee as well. The
subcommittee is one of the subcommittees of the Banking Commit-
tee, but I have been on both since I went to the Congress 32 years
ago.

Yes, I don't like to improperly interfere, but we have been in the
last 8 years for sure in very, very constant and close contact with
Mr. Lenwood and others. I did make myself obnoxious to the then
leaders of this city, both the housing authority as well as the city
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government, It was a tough job because they hadn't reached the

point—when I say "they," I mean those officials and the then HUD
administration—in their decision to demoHsh this housing complex.
There is no question about it, however, the intention was very
clear.

The families and individuals, along with the elderly who had
been evicted, demonstrated a very consistent pattern of evacuation
and eventual demolition of this place. As both chairman of the Sub-
committee on Housing and as an individual intervenor, I attempted
to ward off" the demolition by going through several levels in order

to have some impact.
So, yes, it is important. Our system is predicated on these three

levels functioning in a cooperative manner. I have always said that
when we reach a point where a President in one Congress vetoes

more bills than all of its predecessors put together, you know there
is something wrong in our system. If the two major branches here
aren't at least headed in the same direction, you have stagnation
and, of course, the system doesn't work. Therefore the country will

sooner or later, even though it may take years and much difficulty,
heal the disastrous consequences. In this case, it is essential that
we maintain a consistent and a sustained interest and input.
The day after we had our hearing here on October 14 we went

to Dallas on October 15 where we had pretty much the same pre-
dicament involving the more substantial public housing unit in

Dallas. Again, we heard from citizens that had the omy oppor-

tunity to be heard at that session. You are correct. The processes
of citizen participation has been dammed up for whatever reason
in our cities. I saw that problem in both Houston and Dallas.

In my hometown, I still don't have the acceptability of the ruling,
or the media if you want to call it that, because I continue to speak
the way I did when I was on the city council 40 years ago. So I

can understand the dilemma. We can say easily that ultimately it

is up to the people. They are not interested in what I have heard
from my colleagues, whether it was the city council or the State
Senate or the Congress. Time after time they say, what are you
ranting and raving about? The people don't understand.
And my answer to that is, what were you and I before we were

holding this power of elected office? Weren't we part of the people?
Were we dumber or smarter than we are now? When you look at

it from that perspective you recognize that all through history,

power does work in strange ways, in the mind and the will, but the
issues are so deep. For instance, you heard the Secretary expound
on his wishes.

Now, he did not commit to any particular plan; rather he is going
to work with the local officials, as he must. I think his most far-

reaching statement was that he categorically stated he would not
allow any privatization of this property. No matter what happened,
it would be dedicated and maintained for housing, low- and mod-
erate-income housing. We are not talking about low- and moderate-
income housing, however, we are talking about the very poor.
You heard his very desirable, very hopeful idea of scattered hous-

ing. I am going to ask you and Ms. Smith what your views are as
to the supportive services' ability to perform when you get into this

question of scattered housing?
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Now, Ms. Smith, I think it would be a httle more appropriate to

start with you because you have been on that end of the direct sup

portive service area not only as a legal aid counselor, but in your

present capacity with respect to housing particularly.
Ms. Smith. Well, I would like to say that I am not opposed to

scattered site housing, but here is the problem. What has happened
with many communities, they have become devastated as we have
little by little withdrawn resources, not only monetary resources

but the people who have been the aunts and uncles and cousins

who are supportive, all of the people who form a community, and
the only way—there is an African proverb that people say over and

over, and that is that it takes a whole village to raise a child, and

part of the problem with the scattered sites and not paying close

enough attention to the actual communities as they exist is that

those communities have to be made viable and we can't pick them

apart and move some here and some there unless we are going to

just disperse the whole community and make new communities,
and that is not what people want. They want to have their own
vital neighborhoods where they have not only good schools, a

good—the kinship network, they want to leave that intact.

Part of what has happened with scattered sites and integration
and desegregation is that some of that kinship network that was
so important for the raising of the children has been torn apart,
and what we need to make sure of is that we keep the communities
and neighborhoods intact the way the residents want them.

And, again, I am not opposed to scattered site housing, I am not

opposed to desegregation of housing. But I am really concerned
that we are devastating communities when we take away, again,
not only the monetary resources but just resources—I mean, just
the idea that Lenwood Johnson and Allen Parkway Village has in

terms of having students available to tutor young children. Those
kinds of things are critical if we are going to have children who can
make it all the way through the education system and to college
and to other gainful employment. So my main concern is we keep
communities intact and keep them viable.

Chairman Gonzalez. Well, what I had in mind, is that we are

speaking about scattered housing based on public housing eligi-

bility. It seems to me that from what I have observed, even in pub-
lic housing management, when you have a diversity of locations,

you have problems in both management as well as in the range of

supportive services that are available. I just wondered if you had
had any observation or conclusion with respect to that.

Ms. Smith. The only other observation I would make is that I

was very involved with the Vaughn housing project when there was
the possibility of demolition of that project, and part of the proposal
was for the scattered sites in addition to some housing there at the

original site, and many residents simply did not want that. They
were used to their own neighborhood. They had lived there, their

grandparents had lived there and so forth, and I do think that that
has to be one of the criteria is to keep neighborhoods intact and
I also think that it is more difficult with scattered sites.

But, again, I don't want to say I am completely opposed to it be-
cause for those people who may want to live in other areas, that
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is one option, to live in scattered site housing where they can live

in areas beyond the impacted area.

So I don't want to say I am opposed to it but I do think that first

and foremost is to make sure that services are delivered to the pub-
lic housing residents and to make sure that the original housing re-

mains—that neighborhoods remain viable.

Chairman GtONZALEZ. I may have some questions in writing that
I will submit to you.
Ms. Smith. Be happy to answer them.
Chairman Gonzalez. I will excuse you to go on ahead and meet

your commitment, and those questions will have to do with your
present functions in Austin and perhaps some statistics on fore-

closure and the like.

Ms. Smith. And I can get those statistics for you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Overall, I am very proud of my State, but

I am also very concerned. We have about 374 individuals, 4 of them
women, on death row right now at Huntsman. There is no other

country or combination of countries that has that, even Iraq. It just
is trouoling that a legislature, unable to grasp what the elemental

principles of justice in public school funding, would be able to find.

The people voted to allow over $1 billion fund for the construction
of eight new prisons. We have a very large prison population.
There is something radically wrong.
Even though the previous witness, Mr. Hatcher's testimony, was

misinterpreted somewhat, he expressed his experience as a human
probation officer. Well, that is where I started, though it wasn't po-
litical or anything. In fact, I was hired onto the Bexar Countv juve-
nile court right around the time the war was winding up and I was
trying to figure out what I wanted to do. I had studied engineering
first and then law and I didn't know what I wanted to do with ei-

ther one. I found working for the Bexar County juvenile court coin-

cided with the crisis that is no different than today.
Perhaps there were fewer inhabitants in the city at the time, but

the headline in the San Antonio press was "Human Outcry," big
two inch headlines. I started at the Juvenile Court at that time
and it was a challenge.

I worked at it as an assistant and within IV2 years I was made
chief juvenile probation officer. That period of time, a little under
4 years, ended up as probably the most challenging, the most edu-
cational and the most rewarding period in its own way. Fortu-

nately, that problem didn't turn out to be a sustained problem. We
met it head on and we were solving it without any restrained laws
such as today's daytime curfew. We didn't have to do it. Oh, there
were efforts to do that kind of stuff, and I am proud of the fact that
I have testified before the city council, went to the grand jury and
argued against those extreme measures. It was that the very few
people themselves, the poorest of the poor, the single household
mother working as a bar attendant on a west side bar, who made
the difference. If you were able to get her and some relatives' co-

operation to work out the problems, essentially overwhelming ones,
you did not have to result to the extreme measures.
Within less than a year we were able to reduce the population

of the Bexar County Training School fi-om about 86 to 8. Then the

judge complained, because he was also the county judge, and said
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I can't ask for a single appropriation from the county commis-
sioners for the 8.

I said, well, Judge, I think our whole objective is to reach a point
where we can close it down. Isn't that our objective? Well, he didn't

see it that way, but we worked at closing the State training school

in Gatesville.
And I worked closely then with the chief juvenile probation offi-

cers in Houston, Harris County that is, and Dallas, where we had
had 106 from San Antonio and Gatesville. Within a year's time, I

reduced that to 6. At the same time I had the police commissioner
render testimony favorable to me.
The main thing wasn't recorded, and let me tell you what it was.

When I came aboard, we had about 80 percent referral to the juve-
nile court through police arrests. When I left as chief juvenile offi-

cer, it was the other way around, only 20 percent. The rest were
families that had enough confidence to phone and ask us to help
them with their kid who was beginning to develop problems. Luck-

ily, we were able to help.

Now, I have had the privilege of having served in that capacity,
then later with the Public Housing Authority of San Antonio. If you
think it has been mean here, let me tell you it was mean in San
Antonio. When public housing first got started, it was due to a Jes-

uit priest on the west side by the name of Father Carmello

Conquese. The feeling was so bitter in the late 1930's.

I was in school, college then, and a few of us worked with the

priest. When he was attacked, hoodlums were hired by the oppo-
nents of public housing. One dav when they attempted to stone

him, we chased them away. Thanks to his courageous crusade, San
Antonio got the first public housing.

Later, from 1950 to 1953, it was a great privilege to work with
the public housing authority and its expansion program. I worked
under the chief that had been brought into San Antonio from Hous-
ton, the great Marie McGuire, because a reform council came in

and decided that they were not going to continue to allow the direc-

tor of the public housing authority be a political appointee.
They brought in Ms. McGuire, I worked for her 3 years, and then

later President Kennedy appointed her the national U.S. Public

Housing Commissioner. That was before HUD was created. One
year after that I was elected to the Congress and I was assigned
to the House Banking Committee, because of my housing back-

ground.
I am giving you this background only because it will be most

relevant to be able to get some statistical input from the State

standpoint.
You are based in Austin?
Ms. Smith. That is correct.

Chairman Gonzalez. I will be sending you the specifics of that
request.
Now, Dr. Fisher, you are absolutely correct, people are there, but
ou must inform them and you must give them choices. I wouldn't
e here today as an elected official if the people hadn't been in-

formed. I have never had any resources in tne way of money or so-
cial position and I have been fought very hard and very bitterly
from the very beginning.

I
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Now the opposition has lessened after some of the forces got tired

of putting money in a losing cause. Even after 3 years on the city
council and 5 years in the State Senate when I first ran for the

Congress, which coincided with that being President Kennedy's
first year, the Republicans decided to test the New Frontier. As you
know in Texas, there was ample room to believe that it wasn't tak-

ing effect.

So they sent President Eisenhower down 5 days in a row for our

opponent. The newspapers were not for me, yet the people came
through. When they counted the votes, I won. A few times after

that, efforts were made again, but the people have come through.
In this last U.S. senatorial race, last May in the runoff, my coun-

ty has over 605,000 qualified people registered to vote. But the suc-

cessful winning senatorial candidate won the whole county with a
little over 78,000 votes, total, and the defeated candidate barely got
under 35,000, out of a total voter reservoir of 605,000.

In 1956, when I first ran for the State Senate, the district was
the whole county. Also, there were less than 115,000 qualified elec-

tors, which was less than that in the whole county with a poll tax.

Of that number, the Mexican-American was about 39 percent of the

population.
Our fellow Americans of black descent have never been more

than 7.5 percent of the total in their county, yet they had about

1,500 less registered to vote. Both the poll tax and the Mexican-
American put together didn't arrive at 10 percent of that total of

less than 15,000, yet we had a turnout that was just 9,000 less

than the turnout we had last May.
So what is happening here? That is fatal to democracy. We can't

forget about our democratic participatory system. The people have
to be an ingredient. The reason they don't feel they are, is that

they are not informed, they are not given a choice.

The Democratic standard bearer in that last senatorial race could

only get less than 35,000 votes where the great overwhelming ma-
jority of those 605,000 registered called themselves Democrats.

Why? Well, to me, I think the reason is amply clear. People see no
difference. They see no reason why they should be impelled to vote.

As we see it, it is a mistake. If the people aren't informed in the
affected areas—and thank the Lord for ladies like Ms. Smith, and,
of course, Mr. Johnson—there wouldn't be any information as to

what is happening in this area.

The overwhelming majority of Houstonians, I am sure, have all

of their successes employed in trying to earn a living. If they are
not immediately associated with this area, they are distant from
the process and that is very troubling. As a member of the Banking
Committee I see what is happening. This country faces probably
the greatest danger it has ever faced, yet that danger is not

recognized.
Wnat I mean by that is, it is anguishing to see things that you

know can't end well. You don't have to be a prophet. It is anguish-
ing to see the largesse for the richest and the most powerful sector

of our society, yet we have legislation or legislative acts that are

going to inure to that sector's benefit in terms of billions of dollars.

To see that just zoom by the legislative processes that are supposed
to be so cumbersome is disheartening. Here we are fighting for
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public housing since I got onto the Housing Subcommittee 32 years

ago, and every year it has been a struggle to fund any program
that has to do with the disadvantaged and the most exposed and
weakest rungs of our society.
For instance, we fought for 4 consecutive years, 1985, 1986, 1987,

for an allocation of $100 million for the homeless and it wasn't

until 1988 that we got it. It takes everything I know and every-

thing I have to keep from being demoralized or cynical.
The reason I don't lose hope is I know that the people are there.

They just are not getting a fair shake. They are not being informed.

And as Madison said, if any people, any nation thinks it can be free

and ignorant, it is wrong.
Our people are not informed. I think saying that is bringing coals

to Newcastle, to you who have been laboring for this and writing
the books. In essence, you are right. I believe, along with a very
great U.S. Senator Costigan, who I have always held as a model—
nobody hears of his name today, but he was one of the first from
the State of Colorado after it had left its territory status—in the

public ownership of the government. Of course, for about 12 years,
we have experienced the other.

We are still not out of the woods. I don't know how this adminis-
tration will do when you come down to it. I am afraid of the so-

called new Democrat. To me, it sounds like it is light Republican,
sort of like light beer. Anyway, I have said enough, and we have
been unfair to the other witnesses. Do you have some additional
statements?
Mr. Fisher. I have a lot to say, but I think we need to proceed.
Chairman Gonzalez. All right, sir. I may be submitting some

questions of a more specific nature to you later, but thank you
again, Ms. Smith and Dr. Fisher. You may be excused.

Next, is there any objection to my recognizing you in the order
that I introduced you? And if not, we will recognize Dr. William
Simon, and then we have Ms. Catherine Roberts.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM SIMON, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT
OF SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Mr. Semon. Thank you. Let me begin by saying I thoroughly en-
dorse everything that the preceding two speakers mentioned. I am
not going to consume time by just repeating these important ideas.
This morning we had a kind of an historic breakthrough with

Secretary Cisneros. I came into this room thinking we were fight-

ing a death penalty appeal for Allen Parkway Village [APV]. We
didn't get a pardon, but we got a very strong reprieve. And I also
think we wouldn't have gotten it but for your intervention. Con-
gressman. I think all of us owe you an enormous debt.

I say this not merely because of those of us who have been inter-
ested in the issues of public housing but because of the general po-
litical climate. Over the years, as I have come back to my class-
rooms and occasionally the students noticed I am wearing a tie, my
academic drag, I say I have been off fighting for Allen Parkway
Village.

They look at me with such hopeless sympathy and contempt.
What kind of fool is he? Because what they know is the common
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wisdom throughout this community, "that it was a done deal," a

private deal, one made without public scrutiny.
I think this morning's event begins to suggest somehow it may

not "be a done deal" and that citizens do have recourse and govern-
ment isn't always the implacable enemy. I think we owe you an
enormous debt. Because it is not only the issue of housing, as you
suggested, there is the issue of the growing amount of political cyn-
icism on the part of the young who often don't vote because it real-

ly doesn't make any sense to them. And in that kind of climate, I

am not at all surprised that so many people failed to vote, but why
as many continue to vote as do.

To save time, let me move to three central points, one of which
is, of course, the issue of history. Somehow we Americans are not
noted for a concern for history and sometimes that is an advantage,
but often it is a disadvantage because we somehow keep making
up the world every day.
As I listened to testimony this morning, I was struck by the

question, when did all of this happen? Was it an accident that one

day suddenly somebody looked around and said, ye gods, Allen

Parkway Village has deteriorated very rapidly? Of course, not. It

didn't deteriorate. It was a victim of an attempted assassination.
And the very people who now talk about their concern for the

size of bedrooms are the major culprits, the co-conspirators in that

attempted assassination.

But, again, we forget that people like Hector Garcia (former di-

rector of Houston's Planning), said it out loud when this whole seg-
ment of Houston was designated as a kind of field of dollars to be
harvested for those who had sufficient political clout. Recall the old

joke about the meaning of chutzpah, the person who kills their par-
ents and then asks mercy from the court because he is an orphan,
reminds me a great deal of exactly what Houston's housing author-

ity is asking; they distress housing, they abuse it, abuse its occu-

pants and now turn to HUD and say, now reward us with even
more dollars to take care of the very distress we created.

The mind really does boggle, not only because of their chutzpah
but the success with which they practice it.

Among the substantive issues I would like to deal with again, is

the myth of warehousing, that warehousing is a matter of num-
bers. By the way, when Joy Fitzgerald talks about warehousing, I

am prepared to defer to her. I think she is a great expert in it. The
Houston Housing Authority has been practicing just that literally
from its inception, warehousing. Of late it has discovered a commit-
ment to social services and a much more comprehensive view. I am
delighted, though doubtful of its sincerity.
As an educator, I am glad to see education wherever and how-

ever it works, however belatedly, but warehousing is not the ques-
tion just of numbers. I am not sure it is ever a question of num-
bers. Warehousing is the separation of residents from necessary
and vital services.

As a result, one of the problems with scattered site housing may
in fact be precisely that. You can warehouse people so much more
easily, so much more invisibly in scattered site housing because it

doesn't, at least for the larger city, become too visible.
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The mere notion that housing has the capacity to change people's
lives is nonsense. With needs unattended, the people will change
the housing before the housing will change them. It is not merely
a question of numbers. Indeed, large numbers of people, even small
numbers of people sharing the same demoralized outlook, the same
bleak prospects, indeed represent a kind of pathogenic moment,
that this need not happen. I was very heartened by Secretary
Cisneros' language urging that we create housing, in a way that
will try to create communities, neighborhoods.
Poor Adam Smith gets a great beating every time harsh logic of

blind market forces is raised. Adam Smith, author of the "Wealth
of Nations," is seen as one of the architects of this. We tend to for-

get he also wrote another book. It was called "A Theory of Moral
Sentiments" suggesting that without the latter, the free market in

many ways can be as dangerous as anything else.

For too long Houston has been viewed not as community but
merely as an economy, a real estate market imposed on a job mar-
ket or a job market imposed on a real estate market. And the abil-

ity, the viable sinews that create community have for too long now
been neglected.

Warehousing is a buzzword which is used to disguise still some-
thing worse than that, a denial of community resources, of commu-
nity building efforts, a denial of services that can hopefully trans-
form people's lives in positive ways and do in it a more cost-effi-

cient way because even at its best, when people are scattered, you
achieve victories as you help transform only one family at a time.

In larger numbers with a community climate, and I think Kathy
Roberts will speak to that, families become active agents in trans-

forming each other's lives. This is what we have learned, I think,
from the earlier waves of immigration. It wasn't that independent
immigrants came and suddenly found their place in America.

It was the growth of ethnic communities that somehow buffered
the trauma of changing cultural norms and helped position people
for new opportunities. It is not done easily. It can't be wished. Ap-
proaches or programs without this vital component will fail. The
Houston Housing Authority has maintained unremitting indiffer-
ence for as long as I have known it.

Let me go on to one other aspect of scattered site housing. If you
look at the list in the curious proposal that HACH's salaried au-
thors generated for HUD and look at some of the prospective apart-
ments that they are going to use to replace Allen Parkway Village,
numerous disturbing questions emerge. Several of them may have
problems with asbestos, but more importantly as everyone knows
these units were built in a city that may have the weakest building
codes in this country, building codes, and lethargic code enforce-
ment to match the weakness of the codes themselves.

Virtually all of these complexes were built with an expected via-
ble lifetime of 25 years assuming it would be occupied by what I

like to call temporary people who needed temporary housing, large-
ly for adults.

These houses in most cases are thoroughly into their middle age.
They were not built for intensive use by families needing
playgrounds.
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Moreover, to the degree we acquire these aging complexes proxi-
mate to other complexes experiencing comparable aging, we become
a tipping force where HUD becomes the subsidizer of growing
urban blight or indeed, as is very common in Houston where there
is no zoning, many of these apartment complexes were cheek and
jowl to townhouses and single-family detached structures, owner-

occupied, who have been taking much better care of their homes
than the apartment complexes that were designed to deteriorate, to

self-destruct as it were, in 25 years.
Once again, public housing and the poor will be blamed for some-

thing that by and large Houston, in its reckless passion for past de-

velopment, did not attend to 20 years ago: Solid, meaningful zon-

ing, comprehensive planning, and effective building codes. They
were sending people into very dangerous housing, as a matter of

fact, dangerous to themselves, to their immediate neighbors, and
dangerous to the very concept of public housing.

Last, let me make one last point and that is the matter of over-

sight. As I have watched this now for some 7 or 8 years, frankly
I can only describe HUD as being a very neurotic codependent par-
ent to a very sick child. That no matter how abusive HACH has
been, how self-destructive HACH has been, HUD insists on con-

tinuing to reward them with huge sums of money.
The housing authority of the city of Houston has been getting

about $1 million a year to maintain Allen Parkway Village. Now,
I want to know as a taxpayer, where did that money go? And no-

body seems to know. I think the oversight function here has been

criminally neglected.
And if I can make one very practical suggestion. I think, like

many, the scattered site housing has real value in the housing
authority's portfolio of solutions because there are many different

kinds of people needing the community's help. But if we insist, fail-

ing all else—a way of paralyzing their program by the way—that

any scattered site housing meet not the building codes of Houston
but the building codes of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, decent housing building codes, and the real problem
is I don't think this side of River Oaks, they are going to find any.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Simon can oe found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much. Doctor.
Ms. Roberts.

STATEMENT OF CATHERINE M. ROBERTS, COMMUNITY ACTIV-
IST; ACCOMPANIED BY REBECCA T. KIRKLAND, PROFESSOR
OF PEDIATRICS, BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, AND
PRESIDEr^, AMERICAN LEADERSHIP FORUM, GULF COAST
CHAPTER
Ms. Roberts. Well, it is very difficult to follow Dr. Simon, but

I will try. My name is Catherine Roberts and I am the coordinator
of the Allen Parkway Community Campus plan, a therapeutic edu-
cational environment. This is an alternate plan that I proposed for

Allen Parkway Village.
Before I start, I will tell you a little bit about the state of the

children's health and safety in Houston. Our report card is from a
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variety of sources, "Children at Risk," a 1992 book, and the medical

community. i j ^i •

There are 150,000 homeless which you heard this morning;

26,000 on the waiting list for housing. And that was from Gary
Moore at the housing authority: 7,143 births to teenagers; 300

teenage mothers now attending just one high school; of those 300

teenage mothers, 200 have two children; 45 births to seventh grade

girls in one middle school; 204 births to girls between the ages of

10 and 14; and 31 percent of children under 5 are living in poverty.

Houston is the third highest in child abuse deaths in the country;

69,000 high school dropouts in Houston, it is the highest in the

State; and 89.2 percent of 2-vear-olds are not vaccinated.

What does this have to do with public housing? Well, we have

69,000 high school dropouts that are probably going to need public

housing in the future. We continue i^oring the health needs and
the educational needs of the community. The roof you put over the

heads of people isn't going to make a difference no matter what
size the unit is or where it is located if you don't address these

needs together with housing. It is time to redefine housing.
I know the housing authority said they are going to provide com-

prehensive health and education programs. They haven't defined

what that is and how they are going to deliver it. The way they
delivered it in the past is they build a multipurpose center building
in a community. Tliey put a fence around it. It is open from 9 to

5 every day.
It is very intimidating to the residents to use. There are no serv-

ices administered there, or rarely. They are usually referral agen-
cies and it is a building that sits out alone in a community. They
bring in health professionals or tutors once in a while. And then

thev leave and someone else comes in and then they leave.

This is not delivery of services. Our community campus plan is

based on a program that my husband and I participated in when
he was in graduate school in the 1970's in Seattle, Washington.
The Federal Government set aside a housing development the size

of Allen Parkway Village, similar layout, lots of green areas, said

what happens when you mix the community with one-third univer-

sity student graduate families, one-third senior citizens, and one-

third families at risk, and you have this community managed by
a nonprofit educational institution, University of Washington?
The medical school supplied the health professionals students to

live there in exchange for running a clinic on site, reconfiguring a

unit to accommodate those clinic services. The Education Depart-
ment ran the school. It was a school started for early childhood de-

velopment and all the way through first grade, on-site

reconfiguring some of the units for that and the students working
hours to live there.

The student families were assigned family-to-family mentoring so

when vou entered the complex, you had to tutor a family—one fam-

ily's children daily. You had ti) make contact with teachers in the

schools and that was organized through their school district. A rap-

port was developed with the community, so there was nobody left:

unassisted on a daily basis, 24 hours.
Child abuse cases dropped 2 percent in 2 years. The absenteeism

in elementary school dropped from 32 percent to 6 percent in 2
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years. The problems that the mothers had could be attended to be-

cause the parents were required to take their children daily to the

day care which was more than a baby-sitting service, it was an
educational day care center. And this, again, was run by the

community.
The population mix was very important. We were talking about

security this morning. Everyone says you can't have 1,000 ren-

ovated units with families in there and not have it be drug and
crime infested. This is not true when you mix a population of this

type. We have a law enforcement group. Local, State, and Federal
law enforcement people have volunteered their time to put together
a security plan for a fully renovated Allen Parkway Village that
will ensure the security would be the best that they could ever

imagine for a center.

These are people who have expertise in military security as well

as local and city agency security programs. They recommend that
we have 40 law enforcement families newly graduated from acad-
emies or law enforcement training centers living in the complex in

exchange for hours in the complex to run a security training pro-

gram for the residents who are at risk. And they would be assigned
one-on-one with one of these families.

The resident families at risk would then be required to attend se-

curity training classes and work in the community alongside the

law enforcement professionals.
The young couples getting out of the academies, law enforcement

academies like a little start, reducing their rent in exchange for

hours, help them to get a start on a new life.

We also propose that one-third of the residents be senior citizens

and 30 of those senior citizens are retired law enforcement officials,

so the security needs can be met. We have been told that with the

closing of military bases, we would have at our disposal for free,

electronic surveillance equipment that we need to have in the
classroom setting and around the perimeter. We will have con-

trolled access to the community.
We would be working with an architectural team to create com-

mon areas that are safe and secure. We would have community pa-
trols by the residents under the supervision of the law enforcement
team.

I hope that is enough information. There is more beyond that as
far as security that I can go into, but I would like to move on to

the educational part of the community.
The other mix of one-third senior citizens will be retired, and I

am embarrassed to say that retired teachers and health profes-
sionals qualify to live in public housing and they would love to par-

ticipate
in this program. The Texas State Teachers Association has

encforsed this program and they are excited about assisting in the
educational preschool day care, early childhood development center.

And the health professionals, again, would help with the clinic

also. And there will be disabled veterans who are employed but do
not make enough money to manage on their own. They have fami-
lies and they have skills and trades that could be used in the com-

munity to help with our Job Training Program.
The Education Program was not just a day care. The population

that has been recommended to me by Dr. Bruce Perry at Texas
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Children's Hospital would be 1,000 infants to early elementary-

aged children. There is a problem in Houston with providing the

physical services, health services to a population, especially young,
that age, and doing followup and tracking work, and this would be
a great opportunity to start them from birth, work with them on

an educational and a health level, get them on line by the time

they enter school, they will be physically ready for school, they will

be emotionally ready and at level educationally because of their

interaction in this type of a community, a very nurturing commu-
nity.
The developmental center, we have commitments from Dr. Shir-

ley at Rice University as soon as he finishes building his school,
wnich will be in a few years. He will join in. Dr. Carsfecken from
the University of Houston Education Department, and soon to be
Dr. Peterman who established the Pearl Elementary School very
successfully, will put in place an age appropriate educational pro-

gram for the
. community and that will be on site. The security

being exceptional because we want to have 1,000 infant to early el-

ementary population. We feel they deserve the security that we are

providing.
I did see a plan the housing authority had for their renovation

of their 150 units and to make it safer they are going to add more
streets so more people can get in from all different directions and
do whatever they would like in the community with absolutely no

security. But since the population we are targeting is children, we
want to address the needs of children. They have not been met in

a focused manner like this in the city of Houston anywhere.
This is not new to the country, mixing populations. I even read

in the Wall Street Journal lately that Mr. Cisneros, Secretary
Cisneros, does like the idea of having mixed communities, different

economic levels, and so he can support this.

We would have 900 units renovated. The rest would be renovated
to accommodate the health clinic and the education centers. Simi-
lar to Dr. Basil's program in other parts of the country working
with the Residential Education Trainers, 300 health and education
trainers would be living in the complex, 300 seniors, and 300 fami-
lies at risk. This focus again has long-term goals that we hope to

achieve to be on target with children's education, to handle their

health problems. Because of this close monitoring and the

mentorship program, the possibilities of them getting involved with

illegal activities is very small because they just won't have the op-

portunity in this kind of environment.
The rotation of residents off public assistance is possible because

of the community structure. We can screen the adult residents in

the population for employment skills and then pinpoint the types
of work that they can do to really permanently get them off of pub-
lic assistance, not Band-Aid, but real career programs to get them
involved in those programs and have them monitored and be on
those programs so they can make the step out of public housing
permanently.
This rotation then would utilize the 300 units more effectively

than making it permanent housing. It would accommodate many
more people over the long haul.
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We can preserve the historic integrity of Allen Parkway Village.
We have already been in touch with the Houston Greater Preserva-
tion Alliance. As long as we maintain integrity of the buildings, the
Texas State Historic Commission also endorses this plan, and all

the renovation for the schools and clinics can be done within the
units without changing any of the exterior and without altering its

historic value.

We can provide for the downtown business district an edu-
cational corridor. We hope to have a world-class child development
center on this site. Once it is on-line, we can make this available
to the resident's children in the fourth ward Freedmen's Town
area. We can have classes through the University of Houston down-
town campus. They could put in evening classes, adult education
classes that would be available to the general public.
We are close to the downtown area. We could have bookstores,

galleries, and strictly residential area be rebuilt in Freedmen's
Town fourth ward with moderate- and low-income housing near
and retain its historic value.

This link to downtown is really important. It can be a really
beautiful link and very beneficial to the rest of the community. We
are going to have a community program that would utilize the art

services downtown and believe that that is an asset the city can af-

ford to look to. A well-run, well-maintained public housing does not
have to look like a public housing facility. I have seen them in Cali-

fornia. I have seen them in Holland. I have seen public housing in

Canada. In many cases, you can't tell it is public housing from the
outside because they are well maintained.
Each of the residents will be required to work 10 to 40 hours

within the community except for the seniors. That would be a vol-

unteer basis. They will manage all the grounds. They will take care
of their own units, and this will be their training ground to move
thom into private sector housing.
There is more. I could make an hour-long presentation. You can't

believe how detailed this community is, and it is a community of

people. And on unit size, I will tell you, we lived in a public hous-

ing unit when we were in graduate school. Our unit was 500
square feet. We had a son. We had two bedrooms and it was very
fine. It was not that large. My son spends $500 a month now rent-

ing a 400-square-foot apartment in a nice community, UT Medical

Center, units start at 450 square foot and they are well over $400
a unit.

We have a commitment from a huge population within the medi-
cal community. Texas Women's University has a nurse practition-
ers program. They are very excited about having the nurse practi-
tioners living here. Thirty percent of those nurse practitioners are
minorities on financial aid with children trying to get an education.

They would qualify to live here. They would be glad to spend their

30 hours of work here in the community in the clinic while they
are going to school. The medical center said there is also no prob-
lem running transportation shuttles back and forth and the same
can be run through to the University of Houston.

OK, Texas Children's Hospital, and our visitor today is Dr. Re-
becca Kirkland here from Texas Children's Hospital. She also sup-
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ports the plan and she has a hst of other programs she is involved

in, and so she knows what is going on in the city of Houston,

Also, UT Medical School has an indigent population program. It

is a funded program to get medical students and physicians into

the community working on a volunteer basis and they would like

to put that program in place here at Allen Parkway Village, pro-
vide us with the health professionals also.

I could go on. I mean, I really have so many programs that are

ready on line. All they need is a go ahead and a commitment from
this city that they care about creating an environment that is going
to transit low-income families out of this permanent state of de-

pression and no future into a hopeful, forward-moving lifestyle, and
it is just going to take this go ahead.

I am very disappointed that Secretary Cisneros couldn't stay to

hear this because there is more to this plan and parts of this plan
are being implemented around the country very successfully, so it

isn't an experimental thing. We are going a few steps further with
ours by enhancing the community even more because we are so for-

tunate to be so close to all these major universities.

So I would ask that whatever you can do to bring this about, the

city of Houston would be ever grateful and so would all the people
that have worked so hard, and I am talking about well over 1,000
supporters, educational and health professionals.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Roberts can be found in the
appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, thank you very much, Ms. Roberts,

as well as the other witnesses, for your testimony. Your prepared
and submitted statements will be in the record exactly as you have
given them to us after your verbal presentation. Also, do you have
any documentation from your companion, I believe, Dr. Fisher?
Ms. Roberts. Dr. Kirkland.
Chairman Gonzalez. Oh, Kirkland.
Ms. Roberts. Yes.
Chairman Gonzalez. You may submit it for the record too and

it will be immediately following your testimony.
Ms. Roberts. Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. We can benefit from it, and, of course, we

can convev that to the Secretary. He will have a copy of the tran-

script of the proceedings so he will see your plans. Thank you very
much.

Dr. Nestor Rodriguez.

STATEMENT OF NESTOR P. RODRIGUEZ, ASSOCIATE PROFES-
SOR, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF HOUS-
TON
Mr. Rodriguez. Mr. Chairman, based on your invitation, I have

prepared a set of comments on housing perceptions and conditions
in the Houston area.
An assessment of housing conditions and opportunities in the

Houston area presents an ambivalent picture. From a middle- and
high-income perspective, Houston has the third most affordable
housing market in the country. Houston residents who buy me-
dium-priced homes or rent medium-priced apartments pay approxi-
mately 19 percent of their income on housing. In 1993, only Kansas
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City and Omaha had less expensive median priced housing in a list

of 70 U.S. cities.

Low interest rates, slow job growth, and the real estate crash of

the mid-1980's are seen as keeping housing affordable for middle-

and high-income earners in the Houston area. When comparing av-

erage monthly apartment rents, Houston ranks 33rd among major
metropolitan areas in the country with an average monthly rent of

$471.
From this middle- to high-income perspective, Houston becomes

the affordable city, a sort of housing haven for the affluent and eco-

nomically secure residents in the city. From a low-income perspec-

tive, the housing situation in Houston is very different.

Low-income households in the Houston area face a growing hous-

ing problem in the sharp increase of the shortage of low-cost hous-

ing. The shortage of low-cost rental housing units in the Houston
area has risen dramatically from the 1970's to the 1990's. Accord-

ing to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, in 1991, the

shortage of low-cost rental housing in the Houston area reached a
level of 43,100 units. That is, in 1991, in the Houston area, there

were 43,100 more low-income households than there were low-cost

rental housing units available.

The 1991 shortage of low-income housing represents an increase

of about 4,000 units from the 1987 level. Facing a shortage of low-

cost housing units, low-income households are forced to live in

overcrowded conditions and pay more of their income for housing.
The poor also face deteriorated housing problems. According to a

Houston housing study released in 1990, of all poor households in

the Houston area, 31 percent lived in physically deficient housing.
The number of people facing housing problems in the city of

Houston is growing as the number of people in poverty is increas-

ing sharply among African-Americans and Hispanics. Among Afri-

can-Americans in the city, the poverty rate reached 31.9 percent in

1990. This represents a 41.2 percent increase from the 1980 rate.

Among Hispanics in the city, the poverty rate reached 27.3 percent
in 1990. This represents a 50-percent increase from the 1980 rate.

Different groups in the Houston area in general experience dif-

ferent housing conditions mainly as a consequence of different in-

come and occupant statuses. The 1990 census found that Anglo and
Asian-Americans in the city of Houston have a homeownership rate

of over 50 percent while African-Americans and Hispanics have a

homeownership rate of less than 50 percent.

Among Houston Hispanics, U.S. residents share many housing
characteristics but also have important differences. The comparison
between U.S. bom and foreign born Hispanic renters, for example,
revealed two significant differences. The first significant difference

is that foreign born Hispanic renters are about three times more
likely than U.S. Hispanic born, U.S. Hispanic renters, to live in a
low-income dwelling or low rent dwelling but it is a dwelling of less

than $300—rent of $300 per month.
The second significant difference is that U.S. bom Hispanic rent-

ers were about three times more likely than foreign born Hispanics
renters to live in a high-rent dwelling of $500 or more per month
in rent.
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A 1992 survey of Houston area leaders which have participated
in this professory role in Austin and the Houston area showed sig-
nificant differences exist among leaders in the recognition of hous-

ing as an important issue in the areas, different rates in ethnic
communities.
While a majority of leaders in the African-American and Anglo,

Asian-American, Hispanic communities viewed housing as an im-

portant issue for their community, the majority differed signifi-

cantly in size. Large majorities of African-American and Hispanic
leaders stated that housing was an important issue in their com-
munities, while Anglo and Asian-American leaders showed lower
concern was housing issues.

Among all groups of leaders, the concern with housing as a com-

munity issue was diversely related to income. Specifically, leaders
with incomes of less than $30,000 per year rated the housing issue
as important at higher rates than leaders with incomes of $30,000
or more.

In a 1992 survey, a majority of Houston leaders indicated that
it was important to build affordable homes. A majority of leaders
viewed low-interest mortgage programs as an important means to
enhance the affordability of homeownership. African-American and
Hispanic leaders, however, were significantly more likely than
Anglo and Asian leaders to view these programs as important.
The leaders varied greatly in their responses to questions regard-

ing the importance of programs providing ownership and rental

supplements. Almost two-thirds of Hispanic leaders and over three-
fourths of African-American leaders interviewed viewed such a pro-
gram as important while less than one-half of Anglo and Asian-
American leaders shared this view.
A majority of this group of leaders also saw low-interest home

improvement loan programs as important. African-American and
Hispanic leaders rated this type of program as important at a
much higher level than Anglo or Asian-American leaders.
The 1992 survey of Houston area leaders included questions con-

cerning the importance of housing programs for the elderly and for
the homeless. Large proportions of this group of leaders regarded
housing programs for the elderly to be important. A majority of all

leaders also rated housing improvements to be important. African-
American and Hispanic leaders considered such programs as im-
portant at a much higher rate, higher than Anglo and Asian
leaders.

African-American leaders in particular viewed housing programs
for the homeless as important at a very high rate. The survey of
Houston leaders in 1992 were asked to respond and state the level
of importance of subsidized public rental housing. Over three-
fourths of the African-American leaders and about two-thirds of the
Hispanic leaders viewed public housing to be important or very im-
portant, but less than half of the Anglo and Asian-American lead-
ers shared this view.

Regardless of their perception of subsidized public housing as an
important program, African-American and Hispanic leaders tended
to have negative views about the quality of existing public housing.When asked to rate public housing in their communities, a majority
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of African-American and Hispanic leaders viewed the quality of

public housing to be poor or very poor.

Among all groups of leaders, providing incentives for local home-
builders to construct homes in low-income areas was a popular
choice. A majority of leaders in each of the four groups viewed this

problem as important or very important.
Let me proceed to my conclusion. Overall, the housing picture

that emerges from the 1992 survey of Houston leaders and resi-

dents is one in which African-American and Hispanic leaders have
more negative views and complaints about housing conditions than
Anglo and Asian-American leaders. Not surprisingly, therefore, Af-

rican-American and Hispanic leaders favor special programs to en-
hance the availability and quality of housing at a significantly
higher level than Anglo and Asian leaders.

This contrast is particularly stated on the question regarding
public assistance to improve public housing conditions. Large ma-
jorities of African-American and Hispanic leaders viewed public
housing as important or very important.
African-American and Hispanic leaders share many views re-

garding housing needs in their communities. This is not coinciden-
tal. African-American and Hispanic residents are the most eco-

nomically stressed in the Houston area. With high poverty rates
and large households, African-Americans and Hispanics are bear-

ing the brunt of the Houston area's severe housing shortage for

low-income households, disproportionately experiencing conditions
of overcrowding, exorbitant housing costs, and homelessness.
There does not appear to be a low-income housing effort in Hous-

ton equal in magnitude to the low-income housing problem. While
important efforts have evolved to provide low-income housing in

various neighborhoods across the city, none matches the enormous
challenges of the low-income housing shortages of 43,100 units.

Moreover, the recent passage of the city ordinance, the so-called
CURB ordinance, to control housing quality, including overcrowd-
ing, may in fact increase the city's housing problems by reducing
the size of housing for low-income households.

In my opinion, given this threat to the low-cost housing market
and given the absence of the major systematic effort to substan-

tially expand the housing market for low-income Houston resi-

dents, it is only logical to resist the reduction of the low-cost hous-
ing market by a single unit in the public housing sector of Houston,
including the units of the Allen Parkway Village.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you, Mr. Rodriguez. Ms. Farenthold.

STATEMENT OF FRANCES "SISSY" FARENTHOLD, ATTORNEY;
ACCOMPANIED BY JOAN DENKLER, DIRECTOR, HOUSTON
HOUSING CONCERN
Ms. Farenthold. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't think you

really fully realize how welcome you are in this community.
Chairman Gonzalez. You are welcome.
Ms. Farenthold. I was sitting here during this testimony think-

ing where would Allen Parkway Village be today if you weren't
here. What would be the stage of this urban revitalization proposal
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which apparently was accepted, I must say, in an almost unques-

tioning way by HUD at one point. We thank vou for being here.

I saw Mr. Henrickson from HUD here or has he left? Do we have

any other representatives of HUD here? Because we had reallv

hoped that this could be an educational process for HUD as well

as the media which has mostly left us and so forth. But be that

as it may, because of the redundancy of some of my remarks and
also because I want to share my time with Mrs. Denkler who has
been involved longer than I, I have submitted my written remarks
and I will sort of skip over some things but they will be there.

Upon my return from the east coast in 1980, I took note of the

obvious deterioration and lack of maintenance at Allen Parkway
Village and attributed it to the indifference of the tenants. That
was my observation. Sometime in the early 1980's, the suggestion
of demolition, replacement housing, and the creation of a park was

brought to my attention, by my kin folk, as a matter of fact. I actu-

ally entertained such a suggestion.
However, over the years, my perspective has been fundamentally

altered. One cannot be involved in the local peace and justice move-
ment without becoming sensitized to the Allen Parkway Village sit-

uation and its tenants.

Frankly, I initially became involved because there was no public
official in this city after the death of Congressman Leland the resi-

dents could turn to. But they struggled on in a most spirited and
tenacious manner. They have been dispossessed and marginalized;
their leadership vilified. Through it all, they have retained their

vision for Allen Parkway Village. Through their commitment and
efforts and despite very few material resources, they have built a
remarkable network of community support, some of which you have
seen today.

Secrecy abounds in the prior practices of the housing authority
of the city of Houston, hereafter referred to as HACH. For example,
in 1977 and 1982, two secret proposals for demolition were submit-
ted to HUD in secret. Even today, openness is hardly a hallmark
of the HACH.

In contrast—and never did I think I would laud either Metro or
the city of Houston—but in contrast to both of those, they make in-

formation publicly available for public education and comment, it

is extraordinarily onerous to obtain public information from the
HACH. This grant proposal, for example, is not in a public libraiy.
A copy costs $300. Only within the last week was I able to obtain
this well-used copy of a copy, and it is lacking section 11 which is

the audit of the HACH.
First, a general comment about the proposal. I take exception to

the HACH's recitation of causes of distress for the condition of

Allen Parkway Village. I would argue, that the not-so-hidden agen-
da of demolition and sale to private interests were the causes of

that distress. There was a pattern on the part of management of
intentional neglect. Constructive eviction over the years reduced
the tenants to a minuscule number while the working list—while
the list for public housing grew into the thousands. And racial

steering was also part of that policy.
In addition, and I was appalled when I heard from HUD yester-

day what an outstanding proposal this was, and all I could say was
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it behooves you to come into a community and find out what is be-

hind this stuff. I have just a few comments to make. We had an

update on the proposal itself. We heard fi-om Mr. Belanger and his

update, and I think it would come to—what?—around $28 million.

Let's just look at that figure. That was for 1,000 or slightly, 960

units, I think. Contrast that with the $36 million grant fi-om HUD
which involves only 500 units of both new construction and reha-
bilitation. We don't even talk about that.

In other words, whether the argument is as it was in the past,
that the sale of land would provide for over 1,000 units or the one

today which is buried in that proposal that the city will make up
the shortfall, they are that anxious to dispose of this property and
this project. I didn't hear the mayor. It is in here, and I have it

cited.

For creativity and demographic description, this is all in section

4—just what I mention is in section 4, notice section 4-7—where
to avoid a minority impact, a new neighborhood midtown, Montrose
is created. Well, HUD, take another look.

Frankly, in the light of the HACH's past record of real estate

transactions—and let me just cite two, the aborted purchase of Hol-

iday Inn Memorial Drive which never came about, but the whole

point of it was to get the people out of here. The purchase didn't

come about. But $2 million at least in renovation funds were ex-

pended. Another is the purchase and the sale of the Saint Reg^s
Apartments.

So in the light of its past record, one can understand one's wari-
ness and curiosity over the HACH's replacement in the proposal.

Having a personal familiarity with having the grandchild living

just by coincidence once on Boone Road then moving to the High-
way 6 area and the Dairy Ashford area almost 20 miles from down-
town, I consider it unconscionable to locate tenants who are pri-

marily dependent on public transportation for jobs and services at

such distances. I can't speak of those areas, but I know those three
areas well.

In section 7-1, there is a curious budgetary item for relocation.

It says $5,000 for 150 units for the sum of $750,000. First, I

thought it was for moving phantom families from Allen Parkway
Village. On second thought, perhaps it is for moving them in or ul-

timately moving them out again. Also, note 7-5, the HACH is pro-

posing to acquire fourth ward property for a full multiservice com-

munity center. This reeks of redundancy.
Right where we are sitting today is the largest on-site commu-

nity building in the public housing projects in Houston. In addition,
a few years ago, the city built a multiservice community center on
West Grave, less than 2 miles from here and across from the Amer-
ican General, River Oaks Development ostensibly for the fourth
ward. How many multiservice centers are we going to have?

I would conclude with one observation, and we have heard it

many times, but it bears repeating. It is difficult to see simple jus-
tice prevail if it involves the poor in this community. For example,
this land was originally taken for public housing by the power of
eminent domain. Since at least 1977, efforts have been made to sell

this same land for private use and gain. Simple justice is a concept
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that escapes the attention of many exercising both political and
more importantly, economic power in this town.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you again for coming.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Farenthold can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you, Ms. Farenthold, very much,
Ms. Denkler.
Ms. Denkler. It is hard to follow a leader like Ms. Farenthold.

I am Joan Denkler. I am happy to say that I participated in 1985
in your hearings and our comments about the drops in population
are in your Congressional Record at the end. We submitted testi-

mony, we were not witnesses, but we did do that—those statistics

for you.
I want to say that I have a column from the Wall Street Journal

on my refrigerator. I do education, too, for my grandchildren and

eight children. It is from the Wall Street Journal and it tells about

somebody going to heaven and somebody going to hell. And it

seems that the people we know are going to Dante's Inferno, the

bad, bad place were the S&L money lenders, and the only knock
on Heaven's door was going to be from Chairman Henry B.

Gonzalez.
One of the nicest things about that story was it was by one of

the most conservative columnists in the Journal. Another beautiful

thing I can tell you, just to say one more, is that it says that Chair-
man Gonzalez uses his congressional hearings to educate the pub-
lic. And he said that that is one of the most valuable things that
a Congressman can do.

I want to thank all of you for your figures, your testimony, Ms.
Roberts left out one beautiful thing. She lived in this public hous-

ing with her husband for 3 years. Everybody had a 3-year commit-
ment. Their clients were an Eskimo alcoholic single mother with
three children. All those children graduated from high school. And
the mother became employable after the longer uses of this dy-
namic plan.

Professor Rodriguez, you forgot two things—no, I am just kid-

ding, forgive me.
Mr. Rodriguez. More than two.
Ms. Denkler. I want to say that only 15 percent of poor renters

in this town get help. The national figure is anywhere from 29 to

33 percent. That is how tough it is here. From the American Hous-
ing Survey that is from HUD figures, nearly 70 percent of poor
renters spend at least half their income on housing costs.

A few more observations on the participants today. We have the
list of sites. It is in the grant. And our mayor today said he was
talking about the low figure. There are some bargains in this town,
but the things he is proposing to build are not necessarily bargains.
One of these of the 10 that is listed also costs $36,000 per unit, just
like Allen Parkway, which he says is too much.
Another thing I wanted to add is that it was almost amusing to

hear about playgrounds and open space when we are surrounded
by the best playgrounds and open space probably in the United
States in public housing. And I went on a HUD tour yesterday with
two gentlemen from Washington and several local figures. We vis-
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ited several of these sites, this housing, and beHeve me, I, again,

support scattered sites under the right condition.

We found one that had almost no open space. There was hardlv

any grass planted at the place. We found them with no playground,
of course. I mean, the adults couldn't even walk on anything but
concrete. Let's forget the playground idea. And the outstanding
thing I found in evaluating these sites and our Houston Housing
Concern, mgmy of whose members are here today, is that services

like buses are missing.
One of these sites Ms. Farenthold talked about today is 20 miles

from the city. They don't have buses on Saturday afternoon, all day
Sunday, or at night. That is a bit lacking, don't you think, in get-

ting to employment. They also have service on this particular line,

I know is once every hour. That is not many buses out of the whole

day. Many of these are not necessarily all these sites, they are not
even near the buses—and there are 10 by 10 bedrooms at Allen

Parkway Village.

My three children who shared beds, my three boys—a professor
at medical school at San Francisco, senior vice president of a bank,
and an investor—they wouldn't have grown up very well because

they were in a 10 by 10 bedroom. Again, these things worrying
about king-sized beds and small bedrooms astonished me.

I want to thank you for those years, is it 38? For so many things.
Your banking reforms which I follow with great interest, the Cran-
ston-Gonzalez Housing Act. I wish I could have told Secretary
Cisneros, keep the Comprehensive Housing Affordable Strategy.
We need it.

There are people like me in the reviewing committee in Houston
that we monitor. We aren't getting much accountability, but we can
work on it. And we are having more and more people interested in

housing. That is a blessing, I must say.
Another wonderful thing is this Allen Parkway Community Cam-

pus. Ms. Roberts had about 10 minutes to describe this. This is the
most innovative, dynamic plan in the United States. And in re-

searching for this presentation, I found that parts of it are already
being used. I looked to Atlanta, some clippings.

Atlanta has homes, students are living in those—at the Univer-

sity Homes public housing at Clark Atlanta University. They are

education and social work students and the president of the At-

lanta City Council proposed the tie-in with this new program. He
says it will provide positive role models and educational help espe-

cially for young black males.
Another analogy to that Atlanta rehabilitation is that the homes

were built in 1937, much older than Allen Parkway Village. An-
other quick example is Chicago Lake Park where we have mixing
of different income levels. The Wall Street Journal commented that
a Harvard public policy lecturer said that this solution by the hous-

ing authority there, the middle-class apartments, is not like subur-
ban mixed housing but a real integration of inner-city communities.
He looks to it as being very, very positive and successful. They
have the same kind of units that Allen Parkway Community Cam-
pus does for these—for the middle-class mix.

They fixed up those apartments. They gave them good security.

They took the cinder block walls, they put stucco on it and, of
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course, it is a nice place. I am fascinated by what Secretary
Cisneros says about this place being a public housing site. It has

got to be. It has got to be. We need it because the news in Houston
was this place was going to be a park.

I have a long statement on that, and I am prepared to tell you
that the place for parks in Houston is downtown anvway. We have

got a park bigger than Central Park right next door—Memorial
Park. It is not right next door, I am exaggerating. Sam Houston
Park is there next door. Park lands across the street. Memorial
Park is very near. Also Herman Park is huge.
The thing I have been sad to see in this fight is that we are get-

ting down to a pretty low level in this battle for public opinion. Mr.
Lenwood Johnson has been demonized the last years. He has been
accused of using funds from tenants. Those funds he raised from
his family, his friends, and churches. Newspapers are saying, "Mr.

Johnson, what are you doing with that money?"
Well, I would like some of them to visit Mr. Johnson's apartment.

I would like them to view his car. They can—^he doesn't have a
bank account so anyway, I don't see any use of money. I see ten-

ants going to college, through nursing—well, I don't know whether
he is a nurse, I wouldn't be a bit surprised, but he fixes furnaces.
He gives housing advice to everybody all over the city. The section

8 people call him. You can hardly reach him on the phone.
I hear there was a charge that he didn't live at Allen Parkway

Village. Well, I can get him 7 days a week, night and day, so his

phone works. His number is in the phone book. So we are getting
to a pretty low level. I was veiy distressed by simply some accusa-
tions that he didn't take care of the mediation. It wasn't successful.

It was his fault.

I have checked into mediation. You should have a balanced num-
ber of lawyers, balanced number of advisors, balanced resources of

services, for instance, photocopying, and so forth. You should be
able to trust the mediators, the tenants asked that the mediators
that were used would not be used because they had some local ties,
it seems, to some of the local people who chose them.
You also have to have good faith, and they had good reason not

to have that.

I would like to end by saying there is a dirty secret here. We
have a housing deficit. We are 4th among great cities in popu-
lation, but we are 25th in helping people, the people who need it

with housing. By percentage of subsidized housing to population,
San Antonio is outstanding, particularly in Texas. I want to con-

gratulate you for your work, your dedication, and the people that
have followed you.
Thev have a lot of housing units for their population. I'-Tot

enough, but they are leaders in Texas. Dallas is way ahead of us.
It is time to make changes and Allen Parkway Village community
campus is an excellent place to start.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Denkler can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gk)NZALEZ. Thank you very much.
Well, actually, there was a study and it was at least locally pub-

licized quite a bit about 2 weeks ago saying that San Antonio had
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the worst housing of any city. Now, we are going to have a hearing
in San Antonio the day after tomorrow, andf we will get a little bit

of a chance to analyze and see what is what there.

I think, essentially, Houston is probably no different. The history

given by the head of the Freedmen's Town Association was most
educational and it shows the complexity and the roots of the very
serious situation in Houston. Other cities have similar, maybe not

exactly the same, problems. Since I have had the honor of serving
as chairman of this subcommittee, I have been able to go from one
end to the other of this country, from coast to coast, from the Cana-
dian border to the Mexican border, and in between and I have seen

similar situations.

You know, we kind of have accepted things. I believe it was Dr.

Simon or one of the other witnesses that said that we were getting
used to homeless parents and children. This is a thing that I feared

the most 12 years ago, and that is that like other things, we would
become accustomed.

I also feared, on the ethical side, that we would stop being in-

censed and morally indignant if a public servant goes wrong, and
turns out to be a crook. If we reach the point where we kind of ac-

cept some things, then we are no better or no different than coun-

tries that we have tended to look down our noses at for years. For

instance, who would have thought that we would have had a bomb-

ing appear, in an entire low-income impoverished community in

Philadelphia, in which bombs dropped from a helicopter killing
women and children.

The subcommittee has been in Philadelphia. It is very interesting
that I had intended to take this subcommittee to that area just less

than a month before that very, very sad and tragic incident. Also

Philadelphia is where the city moved into areas where there were
abandoned properties. They demolished them as well as adjacent

properties that were occupied mostly by our black citizens of Phila-

delphia, vet they demolished them equally. A woman in Philadel-

phia told me, well, the city hasn't given me any compensation.
Now, I don't understand why the forces in those communities that

should be indignant then, and literally revolt at such practices, are

nonexistent.
The question I had and was going to ask both Dr. Simon and Dr.

Rodriguez, since they are analysts and participants in the commu-
nity, why is it $300 for a public document. Well, that is almost like

President Clinton's health plan, which you can buy from the Gov-
ernment Printing Office if you have $45.

So, finally, when they sent it in legislative form the other day,
it had to be printed for the committees and we were finally able

to get our hands on some Government Printing Office versions of

it. Still, it is very hard to get hold of it in order to provide it to

the constituent who requested it.

I think that is absolutely abominable. Why should you have to

pay $300 for a document that is public. It is public matter. It is

in the public domain and you shouldn't have to pay for it.

Let me add one observation. You say HUD, where are you? Well,
to give you an example of what the Department faces, there are

only three personnel handling the entire national urban revitaliza-

tion pool. 'Two of them were in Houston yesterday, and well, that
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is two-thirds of them. If a plan has been ill-considered on that

level, you can see why that would happen. This is happening in

other areas too. I have been on that ever since 1972.

Norm Roman was Secretary and HUD was mandated to cut just
across the board. Many of us that have dealt with these matters
over the course of years, beginning with the city council, have dis-

covered it to be foolish, false economy, not real economy.
But why is it in Houston, Drs. Simon and Rodriguez, that there

is this apparent lack of neglect or inability of the local groups to

find expression through their city councilmen. Isn't there a city
councilman that represents this area?
Ms. Roberts. I believe when this went to council, the council

members never had a copy of it. They voted on it without reading
it.

Ms. Smith. That is right.
Ms. Roberts. Because I met with them after and they didn't

know what was in it.

Chairman GONZALEZ. Well, where is the
Voice. We could not hear Ms. Roberts.
Chairman Gonzalez. Ms. Roberts, would you repeat what you

just said?
Ms. Roberts. I was told after visiting Councilman Rissette, they

cannot have a copy of the urban plan. That was after they voted
on it. They voted on submitting the plan without reading it.

Chairman Gonzalez. Did you hear that?

Well, I can't be too critical. The Congress just voted for NAFTA.
And as far as I know, the document was five volumes, each the size

of a telephone directory. As far as I know, it was my committee
that held the first hearing on September 8, which only addressed
three areas of just one chapter, 14, which had to do with banking
and finance. So everybody was talking about something they really
have not read.

How was it put together over 14 months? Total secret. We can't

get our hands on minutes or records of the proceedings or who par-
ticipated. Now, I did get the list of those who participated in creat-

ing the banking chapter, and that is every one of the most promi-
nent lavvyers of the biggest banks of this country. If you think they
are looking out for the public weal, then I guess you believe in the
tooth

fairy also.

I can't be critical if a city council, sight unseen, votes on a matter
that is as involved and as important as this. All I can say is, I am
sorry to hear that, because it means our system isn't working. The
people elect us as their agents, not their masters.

For instance, you have State representatives, you have State sen-

ators, of course, you have your U.S. Representatives. Now, in 1979,
I joined the Congress in asking Patricia Harris for $10 million for
the rehabilitation and modernization of this development.
When we came to the hearing in 1985, however, the Congress-

man was not on the side of the tenants' organization. Isn't that
right, Mr. Johnson?
Mr. Lenwood Johnson. That is correct.
Chairman Gonzalez. Now, we never go into an area without in-

viting the area Congressmen, not just the one, but the area, wheth-
er they are Democrat Members or Republican Members. We do that
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all the time, but what I don't understand is why there wouldn't be

an outcry.

Now, we heard that she had little or no access. Is there any rea-

son that you could give us, Dr. Simon?
I mean, I don't want to put you on the spot and I don't mean

to give any criticism to the locality. After all, I could say the same

thing in my area, but there has to be some reason why this lack

of accessibility to the decisionmaking levels on the local level.

Ms. MUNOZ. I know why.
Chairman GONZALEZ. If you don't mind, we will hear from Mr.

Rodriguez, and then we will get back to you.
Mr. Rodriguez. Mr. Chairman, I think that the officials of the

city administration, and certainly I cannot speak for them, but I

can only think of my experience in the assistant manpower in plan-

ning many years ago in Corpus Christi, information is the resource

to provide access to power and it is a resource for critical analysis,
and more and more it seems to me that the nature of large-scale

organizations and bureaucracies and governments is to try to con-

trol access to resources, especially by controlling information.

So I can only theorize and hypothesize that $300 and the lack

of access in the public library
was an attempt to control the infor-

mation that was being used to criticize the review of what was

being done. That is just my theory, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simon. Let me perhaps add two seemingly contradictory in-

puts, though I am sure there are many more that are necessary.
You asked a question, didn't you have a State representative, for

example? Indeed, we had one who now sits in Congress.
Virtually, all of the amendments to the tax increment financing

district that took a very modest piece of legislation and trans-

formed it without public hearings, without public debate into a
land grabber's opportunity were offered by the representative from
this District, most of those amendments were probably authored in

the offices of the law firm representing American General Insur-

ance Co., who had plans for this district.

Nestor Rodriguez, my colleague and good friend, raised the issue

of information. Those of us who have been trying to support
Lenwood Johnson and others, must deal with the indifference of

the media. You will notice the celebrities have gone and so have
the media. Thank you and your staff for staying.
One wonders why the message is difficult to get out and why, for

the most part, the larger community assumed that somehow this

was all done. I think the biggest battle we have all fought is trying
to convince people, no, the battle isn't over; Allen Parkway Village
is not gone, because the newspapers either virtually or by neglect

kept delivering the message that it was gone.
As someone who has now lived here in Texas, here in Houston

more years than I have ever lived in any other city and I call it

home and I plan to finish my days here, Grod willing. One of the
unfortunate articles of Texas faith is that government sucks. Some-

how, you know, the whole notion that it is an alien force out there,
such that wherever you need money, the fat can be found in

government.
We look around to see how the private sector has devastated our

landscape during periods of relative underregulation as we can see
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the result of the savings and loan scandals, and yet somehow their

inefficiencies, their chaos is not noticed, but the chaos of govern-
ment is emphasized.
We have allowed a culture to grow up that, in a curious way, has

marginalized government. Government is that alien force out there.

It ain't us, and so people talk about sort of taking back the streets,

taking back their communities.
What they have got to do, I suspect, I haven't tried the formula

for it, is learn to take back what has been theirs all along, their

government, not to think of it as an alien agency that comes in and

drops bon-bons or sometimes a constraint, but something that is

the exercise of their will. It is what you stand for, I know, as the

populist you are. The real question is how we can translate this

into politics. I wish I knew.
Chairman GONZALEZ. Well, I think you certainly more than an-

swered my question.
I just haven't observed that, nor have I been able to articulate

it as well. I must say that you are correct, and I have worried very
much because I can see how it is eroding the veiy foundations upon
which our government is founded. In essence, it goes back to the

colonial times and the development of a representative form of gov-
ernment. The people elect their representative, their agent, and en-

trust to him this mediating or resolving capacity, along with the

policies that are to govern the people who have elected these

agents. You are absolutely correct.

Of course, today seeking public office is, as you say, very expen-
sive. In Texas, it took an average of over $350,000 to lose a Con-

|

gressman's race. That was to lose a race. We had several million-

dollar-plus campaigns in the country in the last election round. We
had one $5 million race, a host of over $2 million races. Where does

that money come from?

Now, in the case of the $5 million, he was a very wealthy individ-

ual and much of that money was his own that he was able to

spend, and that is a loophole. In other words, any amount of money
that you spend on yourself from your own resources is not within

the limitations. It is one big loophole.
The trouble as I see it and as I have observed it through the

years is that then it is so difficult and it is so costly. When the in-

dividual wins, a very peculiar mental transformation takes place.

He suddenly feels, I have done the job. I got elected, instead of just
the license to do the job, and immediately the feast becomes fever-

ish. It is quite feverish up there in DC. We must have fund raisers

in DC in order to either pay off the debt or prepare for the next

round. So I can expect that on the Federal level, but it seemed to

me that on the local level, it would be a little bit closer to the

people.
Ms. Denkler. Congressman Gronzalez, part of this problem is the

length of this fight. People are tired. To sustain the momentum, to

keep the political officials active and interested is an enormous dif-

ficulty with few resources.

We have had officials, you know, elected officials help us, but
when we are against multimillion-dollar development companies
and a disinterested housing authority, it has been very difficult.
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We have indeed enjoyed some success in city council at times and
with
Ms. Farenthold. That means the voters, too.

Ms. Denkler. But this has been going on, I have been working
8 years. Mr. Johnson has been working 15.

Chairman Gonzalez. Well, I know we have held you here all day
long and you have been most patient. I thought I would ask a cou-

ple of questions before we close and then, of course, I will have
some that I may be submitting in writing.
On this matter of scattered site housing, the argument that has

been advanced more or less is the one that the Houston authority
is proposing. That argument is to acquire the most desirable solu-
tion one must provide cost-effective public housing by this scattered

housing approach. Well, I will ask you. That is a first. Is it the
most effective way?

Second, is acquisition of scattered site housing an effective way
for providing a long-term solution to the current crisis of the hous-
ing problem?

Third, concentrating public housing in large number has proved
to be problematic as they constantly tell us in many cities. Will the

keeping of this project in approximately the same or similar con-

figuration be an invitation for the perpetuation of such problems?
I know you have addressed that in your opening remarks, but

could you enlarge a little bit on those ideas. These are the constant

arguments we get from all levels, including HUD.
Mr. Simon. I am sure others may want to comment. Let me reply

very, very briefly. One is a poor investment. Again, in Houston it

is a verj' poor investment in housing again that is presumed to
have a viable lifespan of only 25 years. Most of these are thor-

oughly middle aged when they come. Why will we be making an
investment now on stuff that is sort of deteriorating?

Second, a program of acquiring secondhand housing will require
enormous amounts of maintenance to keep them at their present
level. Recently, Professor Rodriguez and I were asked by the city

attorney to consult on some apartment complexes they wanted to
tear down because they were in such wretched shape. We both
toured it together and I remember walking out with one of the law-

yers and I said, God, and I said. When was this built? He said,
1970. In Europe they are living in houses that were built 500 years
ago. Where have we gone wrong? In less than 25 years this com-
plex had disintegrated.
So that is a silly investment in terms of hard—real dollars.

Every time I heard Secretary Cisneros, who I have a great deal of

respect for, talk this morning about hard units, I said, be careful,
they may not be that hard. The amount of maintenance, and again,
let's face it, HACH has a notorious record for being enormously
inept in maintaining its properties.

Let me also very briefly answer, I knew Pruitt Igo, having done
research in Chicago at the Institute of Juvenile Research for many
years, I knew Cabrini Green, I knew the Robert Taylor homes, and
anybody who can compare those to Allen Parkway Village, I just
don't understand. I mean, these were the monoliths, 12 and 14

story studies of alienation. In contrast, Allen Parkway Village re-
minds me of the Herman Gardens projects of Detroit during World
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War II, which were probably the very best dream pubhc housing
ever dreamed in this society in terms of what it should look like

by way of landscape, what it should look like by way of scale, and

when you also recognize how little a chance it has really been

given.
Those of us who work in the human service area have one great

frustration because we are not allowed to fail. Every time a missile

went into the drink off of Cape Canaveral, the scientists quickly

told us how much they learned from that $300 milhon disaster.

The problems of managing a community and human relations is

really infinitely more complicated, frankly, than getting a rocket to

the Moon, and yet when we fail we don't even get a chance to learn

what not to do next time. Programs become politicized. They are

pushed through. They fail, they are swept under the rug and a new
slogan comes along, and the worst part of it is, as a community we
haven't even learned what not to do next time.

I am not sure in many ways that there is an absolute guarantee
that the Allen Parkway Village rehabilitated would keep all the

promises we make. I have got a feeling there is a good shot at

keeping most of them, but I think for the first time we have a

chance at taking a critical experiment in national housing policy

and giving it a good shot, trying, in fact—and to learn from it how
to improve the model, what not to do next time.

That is one of the problems with HACH in a certain sense, its

secrecy. It is a great deal for me to become sympathetic for those

overpaid staff at HACH. I am hostile not because they are over-

paid, because they seem so insensitive to the needs of their clients;

I am sympathetic on one level, that they are not allowed to fail,

that they are not allowed to say, gee, this was really a mistake but

this is what we have learned from doing next time.

If nothing else, Allen Parkway Village, as we have talked about

it, represents a wonderful opportunity to really test a certain kind
of housing for America in terms of national policy and to do the

kind of monitoring and the kind of political neutrality that says.
Let's look at it, let's give it our best shot and let's learn from it.

Let's learn how to do it better next time.

Chairman Gonzalez. Very good.
Dr. Rodriguez.
Mr. Rodriguez. My response to the question on scattered hous-

ing, I guess in some cases in some conditions it could very well

work, but I think that it has to be implemented with commitment
of community support and you just don't implement a social engi-

neering blueprint and just go and decide based on whatever statis-

tics where you are going to locate people. You need to have commu-
nity support, because in a way we already have scattered housing
of low-income families and groups, and it has been in the private

sector, as poor and low-income people have moved out to the west-

ern half of the city into apartment complexes where rent levels

have been reduced considerably. And one of the things that we find

there is that in fact there has been a middle-class reaction, almost
a middle-class rollback of scattered housing in the private sector

where many have resisted the presence of new communities of low-

income people. In fact, I suspect that that was the source of one
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of the recent ordinances of that very stringent housing code that

the city has accepted for its residents.

So to be honest, I suspect that with commitment and community
support, that in some cases it will work, but I am hesitant to think

that for Houston this is the right time. In many ways, we are put
off with a phobia right now, integration and any new residents

going into any new community, especially low-income, poor people,

historically have been rejected, meeting resistance if we try to scat-

ter people about.
In fact, I see that in the western half of the city, in the Spring

Branch area and other areas, that middle class, for reasons that

may be very valid, they are rejecting the scattering of low-income
families and households, affecting health and the educational sec-

tor and the whole issue.

Ms. Denkler. May I add, with the amount of money that we are

adding up today, we have the chance to do both solutions. We have
the opportunity to rehabilitate Allen Parkway Village and buy scat-

tered site housing, and as I understand, besides the $36 million

URD grant, the $8.9 million still remaining for some housing, there

is another figure that may be available.

Ms. Roberts. There is a total of $50.9 million available.

Ms. Denkler. And another thing about the Allen Parkway site,

this has the possibility of moving people out of public housing bet-

ter than any system that has yet been devised. This is a system
which in the 8-year Seattle model, did act as very much transi-

tional housing. It services more tenants in effect and it saves the

government money because they do not remain in subsidized hous-

ing for the length of time which they often do.

Chairman Gonzalez. Ms. Roberts.
Ms. Roberts. I know what is difficult. It is difficult for you to

visualize the city at large, to visualize 1,000 units in one place. The
mayor made reference to the "There Are No Children Here" that

was recently aired on the "Oprah Winfrey Show." Again, that is a

comparison that doesn't work. This is not a highrise community.
This is a garden community, as they are called in Seattle, and if

it were well maintained, it would run well.

But as far as security, when you take a population like we are

going to put in here, it is essentially doing what the city said, well,

they will tear it down, put in 150 units, then they will put in other

housing to handle different income levels of people. So they are

mixing the population. We are mixing it in the same units and we
are bringing in another component. We are bringing in service that
doesn't have to be contracted out. So this is more cost effective.

We are bringing in the ability for families at risk that live here
to interface with another economic and education level population
for a period of years that gives them the ability then to transit into

scattered site housing and not be disliked by the community they
are attending to. They will be prepared. They will know how to

maintain properties. They will have already been paying bills. They
will be employed and this is what scattered sites should be.

We should have levels of public housing where one public com-

plex focuses on health problems and issues of people who have

major drug problems. Then when they finish that rehab program
within that housing complex, they move to the next one that then
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addresses other needs and starts to move them into the commu-
nity, and then they go to the final reward which will be scattered

site housing. They are already employed. They are confident. Their
health problems have been taken care of and it is very difficult

then for the community at large to dislike them and treat them
badly, and we haven't approached public housing this way before.

We just randomly put families into a public housing complex. We
don't really screen them by their needs and problems and we don't

address them in that complex.
It is very hard for a health service professional to go into a public

housing community of even 100 families if there are 50 different

problems that need to be attended to, mental health, physical, child

abuse. It is really better to try to do a better job of screening and
then focus your energy on each of those projects on certain issues,
and the idea is to move people on and give them an opportunity
to the next step.
Chairman Gonzalez. Dr. Rodriguez, given your analysis, do you

believe that the number of those on the list awaiting public hous-

ing, and other forms of housing, will continue to grow? I believe
Ms. Fitzgerald mentioned that 8,000 were waiting for public hous-

ing, but there are another 22,000 waiting for other forms of

housing.
Mr. Rodriguez. Certainly, for the short term, and I think with

good probability for long term. The reason I say that is that the

poverty rates I quoted to you earlier, Mr. Chairman, were growth,
as I said. The African-American poverty rate was just enormous,
was a growth of over 40 percent. The Hispanic growth poverty rate
was a growth of over—well, of 50 percent.

I understand that those growth rates that occurred during the

crisis, the economic recession that occurred during the 1980's, but
at this point, I don't have anything to be optimistic about. I hope
that I am wrong, obviously. I hope that those numbers will not go
up. But I don't have any reason to be optimistic.

So my answer to you, Mr. Chairman, is I think certainly for the
short term, they will continue to grow.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, I may have some followup questions

in writing and probably will ask for some statistical count, like
what do existing unemployment rates show and the like. But that
I may submit in writing, no use burdening you further as we have
thus far.

Unless one of you has an additional few words or questions, we
will go on ahead and move on. We have notice of about 21 different
individuals who want to be heard from the general public after the

hearing. I believe some have left, but we are going to find out how
many we do have.
Ms. Farenthold. Chairman Gonzalez, if I could just add one

thing. Given the background of the HACH hearing and so forth, I

basically have a great curiosity about how these units were se-

lected, not the verbiage in the program.
Chairman Gonzalez. I understand.
Ms. Farenthold. We do not have access to the information that

would indicate how they were selected. Are we profited by it or
what have you?
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Chairman Gonzalez. When I was asked by the reporters, I think

it was kind of hostile, "What did you do about all of this?" Well,
I know what I would like to do, but one thing we can do is try to

answer questions such as yours because we, too, want to know.
That we can do by just simply having the inspector general of HUD
render us some service and get behind these figures and plans.
After all, it is quite a downgrading from 1,000 units to a much
smaller number of units.

I agree with Dr. Simon, but what do you mean by hard? All I

have ever seen has been very soft. Of course, I do not mean to deni-

grate the Secretary, because I know he is very sincere. I was one
of those that recommended his appointment to HUD. When he
called me and talked to me, he asked me if I would give him ad-

vice? There is only one thing I am going to note, and that is you
must always keep in mind that you are being selected and not

elected.

I have seen the best of intentions on the part of Secretaries, but
the Office of Management and Budget or the White House, has
some other agenda. Of course, the appointed hand is the one that

is going to be the ruling hand. It isn't like it is when you are elect-

ed. Of course, you have the people to answer to, but you also have

your own conscience and your own planned approach to carry out
with that of the people. When you get appointed to an administra-
tive job, you are not your own boss.

Of course, we are going to be very intensely following through.
In fact, we have preliminarily worked together but we are going to

formally follow through this hearing with specific requests to the

inspector general. When we get the information, we certainly will

share it with you.
We will be in sustained contact with you, not just for the pur-

poses of this hearing. You will get a transcript of these proceedings
as soon as they have been typed up and formulated and sent to

you. If the questions in writing get to you within that period of

time, we would be grateful if you would address them. Of course,

you have the right to look over the transcript and correct errors or

modify and then they will eventually be printed as a printed
hearing.

So this is an off-period in the Congress. The Congress adjourned
right about Thanksgiving, and most of the Members, the new ones
not so much but some of us that have been there some time, find

that this is the first opportunity that we have to be out and work
during a weekday period. Many of the Members committed them-
selves either to their own districts or to some traveling, and that

is the reason we didn't have more participation at this hearing.
As I said earlier, we will have a hearing the day aft«r tomorrow

in San Antonio. We don't know how many will turn out for that—
that is. Members of Congress—^but we hope to have some. We will

convey to you as soon as those transcripts are printed, copies of

that hearing to see where you have similarities of problems in

these cities.

I don't know how to thank you with words. I started out by
thanking you for being so quickly responsive. I know, Ms.

Farenthold, you have supplied us and the staff with some very val-
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uable statistical information. The rest of the information we will

try to find out through the inspector general.
Ms. Roberts. Chairman Gonzalez, since I was sharing with my

medical professional, may she take the mike just for a few minutes,
Dr. Rebecca Kirkland.

Chairman Gonzalez. If you don't mind, give your full name and

your title to the reporter so she will be able to record it.

Dr. Kirkland. I am Dr. Rebecca T. Kirkland, K-I-R-K-L-A-N-D,
and I am a professor of pediatrics at Baylor College of Medicine
and medical director of ambulatory services at Texas Children's

Hospital. I also am president of the American Leadership Forum,
Houston/Gulf Coast Chapter, and that is of interest because that

probably explains one of the reasons that I am here.

I would like to speak to the issue of the educational corridor.

Universities and hospitals are often expected to solve a lot of soci-

ety's problems, and many of the health problems that we see today
are not necessarily the result of poor medical care, but are a result

of the difficulties that society faces. Resources at the hospitals and
the medical field and universities are limited and resources are

also not given for the same purpose that we are here today.
But I must say that hospitals and medical professionals and uni-

versities and the academic community do depend heavily on the

quality of life in our region. So we believe that in partnership with
the business and academic community, we can solve some of these

problems, and that is one of the reasons that I think that the part-

nership that we are talking about with health care and child care

and business that is working together to revitalize this community
is really important. We have outstanding world class secondary in-

stitutions of higher learning in Houston that we are not utilizing
as fully as we might for some of our local problems. And I think,

working together, we could do that—our most urgent problems—
and education, health care, and housing can be addressed if we do
that.

And I think that the plan that has been proposed of putting
graduate students and their families, at-risk families, and elderly
retired persons together is one that can succeed to rehabilitate or

habilitate many of these families and get them out of the state in

which they find themselves, so I would like to encourage it.

I think that the medical community—although I cannot speak for

all of them because we have not organized to that point—we have

encouraged this kind of relationship and I thank you for allowing
me to speak today and I would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Kirkland can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, if you don't mind, then you have

some documentation.
Dr. Kirkland. I have provided that.
Chairman Gonzalez. As we indicated before, we would be grate-

ful to you and we will probably have some questions, with those
we will ask Ms. Roberts, that we will address to you.

Dr. Kirkland. Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. More specifically to you. Thank you very

much.
Mr. Simon. Thank you.
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Chairman Gonzalez. I have been notified that the staff has a

list of about 21 names, and I am going to start with those Hsted
in chronological order here. The first we have is Mr, F. Bruce

Pegelow.
Mr. Pegelow.

STATEMENT OF F. BRUCE PEGELOW, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Mr. Pegelow. My name is Bruce Pegelow. I only learned yester-

day morning of your arrival here today from the newspaper article.

And my very first thought is, what is he doing here? I live just a

few blocks away and every day I drive by here at least twice a day
and have done so for a number of years and this place is always
the same, nothing has changed.
And I find it ironic that one level of government back in the late

1930's or later 1930's determined a need for public housing, an-

other level of government implemented construction or subcon-

tracted it, and another level of government manages it. And you
see what we have got right here, right now, and for well over a
decade.

I found it entertaining, listening earlier today, that this is on the

register of historic places and the thought came to me as far as the

design looking up to the ceiling here, I thought, well, is this a
World War I era bomb shelter, Art Deco, or just what?

I think an analogy we draw from the former Soviet Union and
Allen Parkway Village Apartments is that no government can be
all things to all people and all the time. Everything has got its life

expectancy, but you can have all the studies in this world that you
can have and make all the determinations and preponderances of

thought, but when you make a decision, then you do something.
You do it.

I think good people don't get involved in government because,

yes, it just does not seem to matter. You stated you were here in

1985, and I don't think vou have found any difference in this place.
Who is responsible to whom to what? To where and when and how?

My thought when a decision is finally made, just as John Q. Citi-

zen, then do it. Get it over with. The general public is exhausted,
even with incredibly as we find hostility between different levels of

government and we have a form of functional impotence. No matter
who believes what on what subject area, as this Allen Parkway Vil-

lage when you make that decision, do it. And somebody has got to

be responsible.

Bearing all that we hear in the general public as everything
from, I don't know, I don't work here, that is not my job, to a Can
Sagan vernacular form of I don't know, I merely exist on the planet
Earth, it is just amazing how long this has gone on like this.

I am not here for any group. I am speaking here individually by
myself I thought of, yes, it would be good to just level this over

and add it on to Allen Parkway as that what it is, Allen Parkway,
and additional housing while concurrently allowing people to live

in empty housing that is offered by other governmental entities.

Yes, I fully agree with the gentleman that sat here earlier that
Houston has one of the worst reputations as far as housing code

requirements and the largest city in the United States without zon-

ing of any form. I found it humorous when zoning was voted upon.
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and one group that wanted zoning was against another group with-

out—that wanted proposed zoning, but they stated in their tele-

vision advertisements, zoning without planning is like no zoning at

all. But, gosh, I thought zoning was planning.
Someone in my age group seems to have been through the mill

experiencing so much in so few number of years and so many peo-

ple are not together on so few things. All I am saying—and I need
to leave now to let others testify

—is that when the decision is

made, let's do it and move on with our lives.

Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Mr. Bill Bradshaw. Mr. J.W. Hershey. Mr.

David Marquez. Leslie Perez. Anna Elwood. Don Terrazas. J.

Gersh. Mr, Allan Romano.
Mr. Romano. Present.

Chairman GONZALEZ. Yes, sir. Mr. Romano, we usually allocate

about 5 minutes. I didn't mention that to the last gentleman and
I didn't stop him. Actually, he consumed about 7 minutes. So I

thought I would tell you that.

STATEMENT OF ALLAN ROMANO, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Mr. Romano. Thank you. Congressman. My name is Allan Ro-

mano, retired civil engineer. I have been in the apartment owning
sector for some 30 years. My parents owned apartments before

that. One of the things that I have listened to today is a lot of emo-
tional testimony without very little substance.

I come to you as somebody who is about to put in some affordable

housing apartments and to tell you some of the problems that I am
arriving at. First of all, most of the Affordable Housing Programs
that are set out are not for the poor. Therefore, fairly wealthy peo-
ple get the money before it gets to the poor.

I am in the process of getting $25 million in tax credits of which
$4 million will finish up being in construction. The rest of it van-
ishes through brokers, attorneys, banks, and everybody else. We
have heard the RTC give apartment complexes over to the cities to

refurbish and sell. That is the greatest joke perpetrated on the poor
since last spring. The FDIC is no better. The city council has pro-

posed a CURB ordinance, and that is the city council trying to do

something, and they lost that in the zoning vote.

We have been told that Allen Parkway Village is 1,000 units and
that it is not manageable: 1,000 units is not manageable. I happen
to be a financial partner in 500 units. Across the street are 300
units and across the catty-corner street are another 250. We don't
have that crime, and I live up in the Greens Point area, west of

Greens Point.

We have had problems and we have addressed them. I happen
to know that you have been personally involved in the Los Ameri-
cas apartments that are coming up, the 500 units that are being
done under the low-income housing act being put together by
Hector Garcia.
So the size of the apartment complex is not a problem. It is the

management of that and it can be done. We have heard this morn-
ing people say why it can't be done. Most of those people who say
it can't be done have very little to do with it.
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We see people come here who are egocentric. They are out there
to tell us what they would like them to be remembered for. I re-

member Henry Cisneros being remembered for Disaster Plaza in

San Antonio. I remember Cassie Whitmire for Mikado in Houston.
And I remember Cuney Homes at $38,000 per unit. I am in the

process of building 1,000 units at less than $30,000 per unit and
they will be B-plus apartments. They will not be low-income

housing.
The mayor has on his list a set of apartments called the Seville

Apartments which he built some 20-odd years ago. They are dere-
lict now. The RTC has gotten them back and he is going to refur-

bish them and put them back into low-income housing. I think that
is kind of running circles around and kicking yourself on the
roundabout.

I just happen to live about half a mile from the Seville Apart-
ments. Next to them is another set of apartments which I tried to

buy, 176 apartments for $300,000; $2,000 per unit. I went down to

city hall and they said you can't rehab those less than $2.5 million,
yet 2 months ago, people moved into those apartments, paid
$400,000 for the whole complex, and they have people moving in.

We have got to stop the money coming down from Washington
and going into people's pockets. It has got to go into construction.
I would like to see Henry Cisneros, Bob Lanier, and anybody else

who is serious about building apartments for the dollar—we heard
about cost economy and all of that. Let them meet me on the other
side of the table and I will show them apartments that are cost
economic.
You said about being elected and selected. My Dad told me that

most politicians are appointed but when they get into office, they
think they are anointed. You talk about the present structure code
versus the 1940's code. I would have liked to seen Allen Parkway
Village in Miami. I don't think it would have been blown over and
Miami has a pretty stringent code, so the code argument is false,
too.

I am building some low-income public housing. My appliances
are not the same as they are in my apartments. My carpet is not
the same in my low-income as it is in my apartments. My walls are
built differently because it is going to be for low-income housing.

I am just going through some quick notes that you said 5 min-
utes because I can give you half an hour.
Chairman Gonzalez. That is all right.
Mr. Romano. You talked about scattered housing. My apart-

ments on buildings start at 500-square foot and go up to 1,100-
square foot from one to three bedrooms. Scattered housing would
start and run about 900-square foot and probably go up to 1,800-
square foot. You could not put scattered housing K)r the same price
as you can put something in an apartment. You would be putting
them into a smaller square footage.

Before we heard about why don't we have three- and four-bed-
room apartments and five- and six-bedroom apartments. They don't

bring in dollar per square foot. As an apartment owner, I like to

rent single bedrooms and double bedrooms. Triple bedrooms. Quad-
ruple and quintuple do not bring in money. I get 65 cents a square
foot for single and doubles. I get 54 cents for triples.
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So as an apartment owner, I know where I want—what size my
apartments will be. Also, when I get into triples and quadruples,
I get three and four children. I only have to have five or six of

those, and I own my own baseball team and the opposition to play
a baseball game. And we are talking about four or five and six?

The only reason you need four, five, and six bedrooms is because

you have six, seven, or eight children to put in there. If you put
in 100 units in here with more than three bedrooms, you could

have your own kindergarten. You could have your own school here.

Then we would have to go and rebuild the school that they knocked
down just across the road from here.

My solution to Allen Parkway Village: It was taken by eminent
domain. Give the people of the fourth ward back by eminent do-

main. It can be done, don't say it can't. Give me the $36 million

and I will give you $18 million and we will go find some other

homes with $18 million. We can renovate Allen Parkway Village.
And we will do it with tax credits, section 42 of the IRS Code, and
I know you are quite conversant with that.

The people in fourth ward, instead of sending their dollars to

Washington to get 60 cents to come back to go through city hall

and finish up with a dime on construction, they can send their dol-

lar to the tax credit and get a dollar-for-dollar construction.

Mayor Lanier, I continue to follow him. Henry Cisneros is wav-

ing the flag. He wants to be everything to everybody for all the

time. Henry Cisneros will be a one-time housing Secretary as

President Clinton will be a one-time President. The mayor wants
to revitalize the city. The only way that you can revitalize the city
is to put life back in the city, not buildings. You put life back into

the city by putting people back into the city, and you can only put
'

people back in the city if you put them in density.
The last thing I want to say—I have got another page, but I

won't take your time. Density. I like all this technical jargon and
then you kind of cut the last part off. What is density? Is it one

family per apartment? Is it one family of two, three, four, five, or

six?

I have some apartments I am building now. They are allowing
me 15 units per acre. And I said, how many people per acre? Well,
we don't care, just 15 units per acre. I said, right, I am building
one- and two-bedrooms units. Then I had somebody from the coun-
cil said, what about three-bedrooms and four-bedrooms? I said they
don't make money. I said you change the 15 units per acre and
allow me to build what I want to build and I will build some three-
bedrooms.
Next week I go up there and I have got an approval to go ahead.

The trouble is, we have too many people taking Federal money,
putting it in their pocket, and not getting it down to the people
who need it. Marvin English said it is hell to be poor.
Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Romano.
Ms. Sarah Martinez,
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STATEMENT OF SARAH R. MARTINEZ, GRAY PANTHERS OF
HOUSTON

Ms. Martinez. Good afternoon, and I am veiy happy to be here
with you all. And, Mr. Henry Gonzalez, you came here as a praver
because we need somebody and I think you are the only one that

cares what is going on with us, with people around here.

The reason I am telling you this, because they tried to buy my
house and I want to tell you something that I think I learned a lot

from these people when they showed what they did to their prop-

erties, and what they did to them thev are going to do to the sec-

ond ward in Magnolia, and I would like for you to send somebody
to take care of us because we are going to be the second homeless.

They tried so hard, they are trying so hard to take our land away
from us and it is nothing but Hispanics. Especially right there

where this young man talked a few minutes ago about Mercado, we
have been trying to get in Mercado. Mercado has the money but

they don't want to do it, and Mercado will really serve second ward

people all around, because in Mercado right there we can have
some education for everybody, all kinds of nationalities.

But really what I want to talk to you about is this. A company
from New York came to my house and offered me $89,000 10 years
ago and you know as well as I do that when they give me that kind
of money for my house, it costs about three or four times more than
that. You see, I went to the Sun University. The government sent

me to school, to the Morris City Program and I graduated from
PSU and I know everything that is going on. And you know what?

People already offered me a job to go out of Houston but I don't

want to do it because that is my home. I was raised here, Guada-

lupe Church is my church, and my grandparents were from here.

We have been here for generations and generations.
The same thing they are doing to these people over here in Allen

Parkway, they are doing it to us, but they are doing it in a slow

way. And I would like for you to send somebody to take care of this

because they are not taking these people out. They are sure going
to take us out of there. Where are we going to go? We don't have
that—we don't have the Mercado. Somebody came and stole it. You
heard r-bout that.

Chairman Gonzalez. Not really. I haven't, but you know how it

is.

Ms. Martinez. Well, they just took it in a nice way and took the

money and I don't know—I don't care too much about that, but I

am concerned because I have been a volunteer and I have been
honored for 10 years service in the community and I am very proud
to do that, but I really would like for you to send somebody or

somebody that cares or you come over here and look after us and

tiy to do something.
And as I was telling you, they got plans for second ward. When

they offered me that money, I said, why you going to buy my
house? My house is not for sale. And these men said, well, if you
sell, everybody in this block is going to sell. I said, well, how
come—I don't want to move. This is my house. Where am I going
to go to? Buy another house. I will never buy another house. I will

not buy another house other than the one I got. I can live there

and everything.
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We live in a ship channel, the ship channel where they get all

those—for navigation, everything that they pass all those things

imported and all those things from everywhere, all right. He told

me, if we sell, he said, we got plans to put warehouses here. So you
see, they really have—they really want to take us

Chairman Gonzalez. Excuse me for interrupting you. Do you
*

know the kind of business he was representing, or on whose behalf

was he trying to buy your house?
Ms. Martinez. Well, they are people from New York.

Chairman Gonzalez. Do you know what kind of business? Were

they investors?
Ms. Martinez. They are investors. They want to put up ware-

houses, and you know what I told them. I went to Texas, the gov-
ernment sent me to school to Houston Development, a program,
and I am glad I went there because if I didn't know what I know,
what I learned there, I would sell very easy and not even know
what was going on, but I know what is going on. I really know.
But I would like you to come and have meetings with these peo-

ple. They don't know. Just because I know, other people don't

know.
Chairman Gonzalez. Ms. Martinez, are efforts still being made

to buy this land, this area, the Magnolia?
Ms. Martinez. Well, let me tell you, I am not a very smart per-

son but I am glad I went to college there and I told them, you got
the money, I got the place, we are going into business but I am not

going to sell. I am going to lease this place to you, but this property
belongs to me all the time. I will lease it to you for 25 years. I

know I am not going to live to that year but I got my chilclren. He
said, well, you are going to die. I said, I know I am old, I have got
children. This house belongs to my kids. But he sees that is what
I am trying to say.
Chairman Gonzalez. Are they still trying to buy land?
Ms. Martinez. No. They made an offer on my house. I don't

want to sell my house. I ran them off.

Chairman Gonzalez. Was any other property in your neighbor-
hood sold or purchased?
Ms. Martinez. Nobody wants to sell because we are waiting for

them. And let me tell you something. They gave me a—I know that

you can be pressured because I know—they considered me as a
leader there. They already offered me a job out of Houston so I

could get out. Once I get out, I have got to sell my house, you un-
derstand what I mean? But I am not alone in my house.
The water department, you know what they did? They went out

there and turned my water off for 1 week. For 1 week. I am a sen-

ior citizen. They said I am not sick, but you know what? Everybody
takes care of me. I got a beautiful family—I got beautiful neignbors
and everybody knows me and they keep an eye on me—I am not

by myself. When thev found out that I was going to report them,
they put my water back and everything. It was just a mistake.

They turned the water off because they were trying to harass me,
trying to get away with it. But I am not going to do it.

Chairman Gonzalez. They are still trying to?
Ms. Martinez. They are still harassing me. A whole week with-

out water.
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Chairman Gonzalez. Why don't you do me a favor and let the

staff have your address and phone number, if you have one. We
will have someone look into it.

Ms. Martinez. I really appreciate it very much, sir, and even if

it is a help, and God bless you and I am sure everybody around
here is very grateful to you, sir.

Chairman Gonzalez. We will try to do what we can but please
let the staff have your address and where we can reach you.

Also, I should have obtained that information from the other wit-

nesses so we can send you a copy of the transcript of the proceed-
ings. Let the staff have your addresses. I will be grateful.
We are going to proceed. Next is Ms. Maconda Brown O'Connor.

Mr. Peter Waring. Mr. Drexel Turner. It looks like the next name
is Laurie Kluth.

STATEMENT OF LAURIE KLUTH, CHAIR OF THE HOMELESS
TEAM, SOCIAL JUSTICE AND PEACEMAKING COMMITTEE,
PRESBYTERIAN YOUTH GROUP
Ms. Kluth. Thank you for being here. I am Laurie Kluth and I

am Chair of the homeless team of the Social Justice and Peace-

making Committee of the Presbyterian Youth Group, which is the

Presbyterian Church of the United States.

We were most impressed when we had heard Cathy Roberts give
us her proposal for Town Parkway Village. We supported her. Our
committee, the Social Justice and Peacemaking Committee, sup-
ported her and we carried it to our Presbyterian meeting in No-
vember. This is made up of 112 churches which is in an area from

Laughin to College Station to Beaumont to Bay City, 112 churches
and they supported this proposal. We think it is most important in

that it is a plan which is moving people from a homeless stage out
into the community to be citizens that we all desire to be.

Also, one of the things that I think is important within this plan
where one-third are the transitional families, one-third are the

graduate students who will be there for a 3-year commitment, but
the other third are made up of senior citizens, possibly disabled
veterans or retired teachers. These people will be permanent resi-

dents in the complex and will provide a stability that is necessary
in a community.

I can't help but mention that some of the other things that have
been said, and we keep mentioning the bedrooms, that all housing
30 years ago that were medium-priced housing all had two 10-by-
10 bedrooms and maybe even one was 8-by-lO and the fact that
these are made of steel and cement. When they are refurbished,

they will still be steel and cement and are permanent structures,
whereas the rehabilitation of the scattered type housing is once

again Band-Aid treatment housing that will deteriorate again.
Thank you so much.
Chairman GrONZALEZ. Thank you. If you don't mind, let the staff

have your name and address. We want to send you a copy of the

transcript of the proceedings.
Next, I believe, is Stephanie Munoz.
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STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE MUNOZ, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Ms. MUNOZ. Thank you. Congressman Gonzalez. Thank you for

coming. Thank you for being yourself and thank you for bringing
Cisneros dowrn to get a little reality check of what life is really like.

He is a very likable young man.
Chairman Gonzalez. Yes, he is.

Ms. MUNOZ. Compared to him twice because of his great beauty
and because I think the Congress is going to have to exert a httle

bit better control over these administrative bodies because they
tend to take a position and stick to it.

I thought Mr, Cisneros was being disingenuous to speak of mis-

management without recognizing that the management is delib-

erate. It is malign neglect. It is an anticipation of demolition or

sale. Nobody ever accused HUD of conspiring with developers to

destroy it and sell it, but there is an understanding that some de-

sirable economic benefit will go to some people if Allen Parkway
Village is demolished and to ignore that is—I think, not entirely

—
is a little hypocritical.

It is disingenuous to say that children don't deserve these poor
conditions of being in a small bedroom when the de facto condition

is that many don't have any living conditions at all to speak of.

Dr. Fisher mentioned that one of the things of which government
is accused is being coercive. Well, it is coercive and there is hardly

anything more coercive that you can do than control a person's

housing. That is the reason that there isn't an outcry. It is because

by controlling the housing, you make sure that you have an ephem-
eral constituency, people who by definition are not going to have

any power at city hall and the rest of the people suffer from a cer-

tain amount of xenophobia, not virulent, but they really don't care

that much about the people whom they perceive as, in a certain

sense, outsiders, certainly outside of wealth and the wheeling and

dealing culture.

I would say that it seems disingenuous to say that people don't

want this kind of housing if there is a waiting list of 7,000 people
to get public housing. Surely, amongst those 7,000 there are some
households that are willing to put up with substandard bedrooms.
I think you have to realize that regulations make it impossible for

many of those to do so.

It is my understanding that HUD and other government agencies
at all levels have regulations forbidding people to be more than a
certain number to a certain square feet or a certain number to a
certain number of bedrooms, and I think that is where the Con-

gress could really benefit with some legislation that would not wan-

tonly destroy the protections that we have for good housing but yet
allow people to improve themselves, allow people, allow poor people
to make the same tradeoffs that rich people do.

The most expensive real estate in the country occupied by some
of the richest people is in Manhattan, and it is the densest popu-
lation in the country, too. Well, poor people should at least have
the opportunity for a short time and under controlled conditions of

living in close quarters if that is the way that they can get to a
iob without a car instead of being 20 miles, 40 miles out. Nicer

housing, bigger bedrooms, no car, no job. I think they should be
able to make those choices.
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And I would propose that yon do for poor people the same as the
market sector does for rich people, that you let Allen Parkway rec-

ognize that it is unique because it is right in downtown and put
it out to bid. And by the way, this certainly doesn't mean—this

suggestion in no way is in opposition to the really wonderful pro-
posal that Ms. Roberts has brought forth. I think that is a mar-
velous thing and I think it has a great chance of success because
it is new, it is different and it looks really good.
There may, for instance, be a single mother with four or five or

six children and she obviously can't get a job because her job is at
home with the children, but that doesn't mean she can't use a ham-
mer or a nail or put up sheetrock. I say have those people have
apartments who will pay the subsidized rent and improve the

property.
Another suggestion is if private developers have to have, in many

of the developments that are done with a certain type of public fi-

nancing, 5 percent below market rentals, well, maybe HUD's devel-

opments would benefit by having 5 percent at market rates because
in order to attract people at market rates, they would have to have
security, landscaping, proper plumbing that everybody would bene-
fit by.

I think that you should make an experiment at least, since Presi-
dent Clinton wants to do some new things, and give us a chance
to try. I think vou should make an experiment with enlarging the
classification of those considered deserving of public housing to our
veterans, our disabled, our disabled veterans in particular, teachers

aides, people who don't qualify necessarily for public housing but
who could definitely benefit by it if that is—that is, if, amongst the
7,000 applicants you don't find anybody who is willing to live in a
bedroom—in a house with a tiny bedroom.

I would suggest that another thing that the Congress could do
would be not to use HUD money for child caring clinics but have
broad-based clinics in child care that apply to all the people in the
Nation so that people wouldn't have to stay poor in order to keep
their children's health entitlements.

I would say don't use HUD to regulate people's lifestyle, at least
to the extent of children. Stop excluding people from having too

many children. The situation we have now is if a woman has six

children and all there is is a one-bedroom apartment, she is going
to be out on the street rather than going to the one-bedroom apart-
ment because we couldn't stand that, the same as we have de-

stroyed the veterans hospital that was last year, although it could
have housed all our homeless veterans, because it is inconceivable
that they should be housed in substandard, old construction, better
that they be out on the streets. These are not sensible decisions.
Chairman Gonzalez. Ms. Munoz, I hate to interrupt you but you

are now pushing a little better than 8 minutes. Do you think you
could sum it up in another 30 seconds?
Ms. MuNOZ. Yes, I do, sir. I think that if you can put your intel-

ligence and your energy into Mr. Cisneros and HUD, that will pre-
serve Allen Parkway Village, will rehabilitate them at a low cost,
that the $36 million, the $45 million, the $50 million, can be put
to very good use in other buildings that are available for more
housing, for more people.
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Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much. Let the staff have

your maiHng address.

Ms. Mary Bright. Is it Bright? Mr. Johnny Matta. Mr. G.M.—^is

it Younger? We have a notification of a representative from the

Houston Area Urban League. Obviously, that was withdrawn. So
with that, our Hst is complete.
Ms. Gersh. Sir, I wasn't here when you called my name. I was

on the list.

Chairman Gonzalez. Well, no wonder.
We have a problem. I have listed here a total of 15, 15 persons

that have indicated they want to speak. We are not going to be able

to allocate 5 minutes to each, so we are going to have to reduce this

to 2 minutes. That will then be a total of half an hour for testimony
and then we are going to have to leave to catch a plane. The first

one listed here is Patricia Moore.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA MOORE, PHOTOJOURNALIST
Ms. Moore. It is an honor to be here today. I am a Houston

photojournalist, sir, and I have been documenting Allen Parkway
Village for several years. And what I have todav, what I would like

to present to you to look at, and I will turn tnese over to you, is

where HUD has violated Federal law through destruction of Allen

Parkway Village. This is where they have torn up the sidewalks,
and then I have documentation where they have excavated and
torn up the water pipes. They have already started demolition. I

mean HACH, I am sorry. HACH. I am sorry.
There was a lawsuit that the resident council had in the Federal

Court that in 1987, it was like 450 units—here it is, in 1987 mass
disconnect of 450 Allen Parkway Village units to the place, the

housing authority dug up and cut off water pipes and removed gas
and electrical meters. Lenwood Johnson stated in court testimony
that concrete blocks of pieces of pipe and manifolds were scattered
around the grounds and high lethal wires were exposed. Though
the disposal of these units violates the Federal mandate restricting
removal of safe and viable housing units from the market, their

lawyers failed to pursue the matter and—but anyway, it was
dropped.
But what I was saying is this was—I took these pictures several

months ago and last year as well. They have dates on them and
the housing authority's maintenance department is coming in here
and destroying Federal public housing stock, which I believe that
there is a lot of it.

In Houston there is a law to remove Federal—viable Federal

housing units from the marketplace.
Chairman Gonzalez. I want to thank you, and if you will get in

touch here with the staff director, he has the copies of these pic-
tures you took. I think they are very important. We can then follow

through and see in what manner, shape, and form the inspector
general should proceed.
Ms. Moore. And one other instance, and I am sorry I made the

error at first. I guess I am just real nervous to be in front of you
today.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, that is understandable.
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Ms. Moore. This is another—and now in a way of maintenance
department, now I am going to show you how they treat their ten-
ants. OK, this—I reported. This—I also write a little, but excuse
me for being so nervous. In 1991 I published this in the public
news article. I am going to turn this in.

There are a lot of things in this article. At least a long-time resi-

dent senior citizen who lived in a unit isolated from other tenants
made repeated requests to move closer to friends. Besides feeling
unsafe, she complained that her bedroom ceiling leaked and flooded
her room when it rained. In 1991, she was raped in her apartment
after having requested for several weeks that her exterior door be
fixed.

Residents believed that the rapist hid out in the vacant apart-
ment next door. The apartment remained open until Federal com-
missioners came to Allen Parkway Village.
This was written in 1992, August 1992: "Maintenance failed to

repair her broken window after two burglary attempts last Feb-

ruary." This is a dated article. "Maintenance personnel did come
out but the apartment still was not secure. Later her bed, recliner

chair, telephone, and personal effects were stolen."

Chairman Gonzalez. Pardon me for interrupting. We have at
least 13 more witnesses. I am asking you to contact the staff here
and give us this information.
Ms. Moore. I am turning this all in right now with that.

Chairman Gonzalez. We need your mailing address and all, be-
cause all we can do is pass this on to the inspector general who
will ascertain whether or not we can find out about this destruc-
tion. It is very helpful, I appreciate it.

Ms. Moore. Thank you very much.
Chairman Gonzalez. Mr. Sam Muscamere. I don't know how to

pronounce that.

Mr. Muscamere. Muscamere.
Chairman Gonzalez. I thought I hit it right there.

STATEMENT OF SAM MUSCAMERE, PROPERTY OWNER
Mr. Muscamere. You are right on the money.
Mr. Gonzalez, thanks for the opportunity to present the view of

a property owner who has been in this neighborhood for 70 years.
My family—through the efforts acquired in the fourth ward and
after 25 years, as I was in the family with death taxes, I was asked
to intervene and become manager of their properties.
One of the first decisions that I was confronted with, we are con-

fronted with here today, is what to do about Allen Parkway Village.
We had many shotgun-type houses that had small bedrooms, kitch-

ens; no dining rooms; no central air or heat; no access for handi-
capped people; lead paint, asbestos, unsafe utility systems, inad-

equate fire lanes and parking. The cost was not only difficult to

predict, but impossible. So we opted to start a demolition program.
We were able to give tenants proper notices—of recent time, in

March 1990, we had two units on Baylor between Sutton and
McGowan. I was able to provide them with $150 for one of the ten-
ants as relocating money, and another Hispanic, in this case, a fel-

low who did some work on the house, $300 for some of the work
he had done, because the houses were not for human habitation.
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So the question that I am going to focus on here is, let's keep in

focus the human element to warehouse poor people in houses that

are not for human habitation is wrong. People deserve a better life

to fulfill their dreams, they need something better than Allen Park-

way Village. They need safe neighborhoods, with access to good
schools, with mass transit employment centers. Young people, in

particular, need to be part of a diverse neighborhood that offers a

range of role models to observe, as well as more opportunities.

They need to escape from drugs, gangs, daily violence that now re-

stricts their lives.

By demolishing the Allen Parkway Village, we will have demol-
ished a cancer that is destroying our young people's lives in our

neighborhoods. I speak from a historic perspective, having watched
the fourth ward for the last 60-some odd years; it has declined. We
do not need to continue to create these same opportunities for the

young people being raised. Let's give the future generations—we
have had our chance here. We blew it. We haven't done a good job.
Let's renovate it and give the young people an opportunity to wake
up in the morning in bright sunshine, with birds singing, and let's

see if we can't have a future generation that won't be blowing its

brains out.

Thank you, sir.

Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you.
Be sure to let us have your address. You live in the neighbor-

hood?
Mr. MuscAMERE. My business is in the neighborhood, sir, my

home is near Hobby Airport.
Chairman Gonzalez. Our next witness is Ms. Faye Herring.

STATEMENT OF FAYE HERRING, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Ms. Herring. Thank you. I am late for work but I do want to

speak to you.
Chairman GONZALEZ. Thank you, I am sorry.
Ms. Herring. I work second shift, city of Houston Municipal

Courts.
One thing we do need at Allen Parkway is a 24-hour certified

child care. Because too many are going to part-time, full-time work
and it gives no benefits to the young mothers.
This place around here has been trashed. So have L I am a real

estate broker. I worked for Harris County Housing Authority. I was
sick and in the hospital, not expecting to live, and I got fired by
certified mail. When I was sent home, I was under 24-hour oxygen.
That is when the certified letter arrived.

I have pleaded to Congressmen, Senators, the Housing Board

Commission, the Harris County Housing Authority. Nobody cares.

Just like nobody cares about Allen Parkway being trashed.
HUD is not doing their job. I know that Mr. Cisneros has not re-

ceived mv letters because I would have gotten some sort of answer.
I handed him an envelope today. It contains two or three letters

here, there, and yonder. I have been writing these for 2 years. You
have one back there also, sir. That is about it.

I would like to see people at HUD doing their job. They are get-

ting paid for it. The reason I got fired, I reported that my boss had
attempted to pay his child support through the general fund. In
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order to get a check issued through the general fund it takes two
signatures, that of the requesting party and the executive director.

Nobody listened. We had a HUD audit coming up. And we were
in a meeting, this was the section 8 staff, and the counselors were
told if the contracts are not signed by the homeowner or by the ten-

ant, either one, sign it. I said that is forgery. He said sign them.
The order stood. I wrote a letter to the local HUD office. I listed

quite a number of violations. That was 2 years ago. I still don't
have an answer.

I applied for a job at the HUD main office by written letter. A
copy is in here. I still don't have an answer.

I need a job. The only job I have right now is part time with the

city of Houston. I may not have that long because Bob Lanier signs
my paycheck, but I certainly hope that somebody at HUD will

listen.

My resume is also in the envelope. I have been in the apartment
business for approximately 20 years.
Thank you.
Chairman Gk)NZALEZ. Well, thank you. And you say you have

given us a copy of that letter?

Ms. Herring. Yes, sir. And my business card.

Chairman Gonzalez. Ms. Delorce Elwood.
Ms. Elliott. Elliott.

Chairman Gonzalez. Elliott.

STATEMENT OF DELORCE ELLIOTT, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Ms. Elliott. Good evening. I want to thank you all for your pa-
tience today, staying and listening to all of us and our concerns
about Allen Parkway Village.

My name is Delorce Elliott. I am a scattered site resident. I have
heard you all question or bring up concerns about scattered site

residents and how you all think that scattered sites as it relates
to Allen Parkway Village would be feasible. Scattered sites came
around about 1986, and in 1988, I transferred to a scattered site.

Scattered site is conventional public housing but it is not treated
as such. It is among the 4,000-unit stock, but the way that it is

written up in most of the housing authorities papers you would
think it was some kind of a glorified heaven.

I appreciate the opportunity of living in a scattered site. I lived
at Forest Green, which was one of the family developments. I am
also an ex-employee and resident who was wrongfully terminated
and assaulted this summer by the housing authority. Those two
children over there that are sitting there, 8 and 10 years old, they
are now going through a lot of changes as a result of how the hous-

ing authority, city of Houston cares about public housing residents.
I am very supportive of the plan that Allen Parkway Village has

for having supportive services for the residents here and rebuilding
Allen Parkway Village. I think that even a scattered site plan could
be utilized here on 37 acres.

The next point that I wanted to bring up was maintenance. I feel

like if our maintenance could be improved, whether it be manpower
or the housing authority even cared about employees, not just pub-
lic housing residents, but employees also—^I worked there from
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1987 to 1993, with only a 3 percent cost-of-living increase. I started

out at $16,800, when I left there I was at $17,330.

My circumstances are different in that now I am unemployed
and I have no income. I am being denied unemployment, I am
being denied workers' compensation and any benefits that would

provide for my two children, and I wanted to go on record in saying
that.

I have tried very hard to take an active role but take a fair role

with my interests as a public housing resident. All I have experi-
enced is retaliation. That is all I have experienced. And I am sorry.
Now I have to start out again and I am not an unintelligent per-

son, I have a B.A. degree in social work.
I care about public housing residents and I care about the agen-

cy, the housing authority of the city of Houston, and I care about
HUD. But I would like to see some change take place and I think
that it could start with Allen Parkway Village. You know, they
say—I was in a meeting with HUD last Friday, and this is going
to be my last comment, and they said that they had—and their re-

sponse to me was they needed a creative way to respond to the
needs of scattered sites.

There is no creativity involved in informing people, in allowing
them to organize and address their concerns, interests. If the hous-

ing authority employees; namely, Margaret Yale, Chris Brown, if

they can inform their family members and utilize housing author-

ity funds to fly their children across the United States to go see

Santa, or to misuse drug elimination grant funds, then surely they
can inform scattered site residents so they can take part.

Scattered site residents are utilized to get funds into the housing
authority of the city of Houston but are receiving none.
Chairman Gonzalez. Would you please let me have your correct

spelling of your name?
Ms. Elliott. D-E-L-0-R-C-E. E-L-L-I-O-T-T.
Chairman Gonzalez. OK. All right. They hadn't crossed the last

two Ts.

Thank you, Ms. Elliott.

You will pardon me if I commit a mistake here.
Is this Jacqueline Beckham?
Mr. Johnson. Mr. Chairman, it is Jacqueline Beckham. Her hus-

band was ill and she had to go see about him.
Chairman Gonzalez. All right.
Thank you very much.
Mrs. Andralene Taylor Cook.
Same?
OK
It looks like Margaret?
Mr. Johnson. Zwiebel?
Chairman Gonzalez. Yes. Zwiebel.
Ms. Zwiebel.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET ZWIEBEL, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Ms. Zwiebel. I just wanted to say that there is such a tremen-
dous need for affordable housing in Houston. And every time there
is a new ordinance or something like that, it is always just for the
middle class. And after the last 12 years, I think it is about time
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that our government is doing something for people that need help.
And to just take people out of their houses and promise within 15

years that they find housing for them is absolutely ridiculous; be-

cause nobody follows up, nobodv can follow up because those people
don't have lawyers that will fignt for them.
And every time I ask someone, when I look at these places here

and the conditions under which these people live, and if I ask why
do people take them—and then I am being told that people are so

intimidated by being threatened constantly with this and that and
the other thing, I mink it is outrageous. I heard last night that
Toni Morrison, the author, is writing a book on how all these black
towns that grew up after slaves were freed, have all just dis-

appeared all over the country. Wouldn't it be wonderful if we took

something like that and be proud of that and refurbish these places
so people can live there again and have a historical kind of feeling
about the whole thing, and Ms. Roberts' program would be so abso-

lutely invigorating for the whole country. We could really be an ex-

ample to the whole country if we followed up with things like that.

Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, thank you.
There is no question that this could be an example of what could

be done. You are right, Ms. Zwiebel.
Mr. Jeffrey McCrary.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY McCRARY, PRIVATE CITIZEN

Mr. McCrary. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to begin by introducing you to my wife, Daimy

Penichet, and she arrived here just 2 weeks ago from Havana,
Cuba. I just wanted to bring that up because where she just left

from living her 27 years, she came here to see two things she has
never seen in her life—the first is homes all over this neighborhood
and my neighborhood, which is the third ward, that are completely
boarded up, which you will never see in Havana. And the other is

hundreds of homeless men sleeping on the streets, not even in shel-

ters, but on the streets, on Santa Manuel, Bowling, and some other
streets in my neighborhood on Blodgett, and so on. These things
are really shameful. I really hate to say that our country provides
such a poor comparison about issues like this that are so basic.

And I hope you keep that in mind as you make some policy deci-

sions here.

There is just one thing I would like to add to what many other

people have said very well, and that is something that I know very
well, about what happens here at Allen Parkway Village. It may
not look pretty to the first speaker who came here because he is

looking at some of the ugly spots of the physical structure. And
some other people may have some complaints about 10-by-lO
rooms, or some of the utilities, or other types of facilities that are

present here. But what those people haven't examined very closely
is that this place has "community." And what makes community
has nothing to do with the 10-by-lO bedroom or how many electric

fixtures there are in the apartment building—and they haven't
talked to Lenwood very long if they don't think that this place isn't

a community even though it is beleaguered and just about com-

pletely shut down.
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This place has a lot of hope. There are probably not very many
instances in the entire country where there could be so many re-

sources from the community pulled together voluntarily, where

people really want to do something about this place. And I could

not imagine, really, personally, very many other places that could

have so much hope as this one—and all kinds of people in the com-

munity, from architects, professional people, on down the line. And
I, as a graduate student at Rice University, would just love to live

here, /^d I am closing my days now there, so I suppose I will

never get the opportunity as a low-income person to do that. But
I hope that this ends up providing a good example that experi-
ments can be done in this country about housing and I hope that

we will be able to guide this into a happy and successful experi-
ment.
Thank you.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, thank you, Mr. McCrary. I hope that

you will continue to involve yourself.
Let me give you a statistic that is equally disturbing. If compari-

sons are going to be made, the Nation's Capital, Washington, DC
has quite a higher rate of infant mortality than Cuba.
Mr. McCrary. I know.
Chairman Gonzalez. I think it is always difficult to make com-

parisons, because you have to provide a lot of considerations. You
are right, I have been to many places in this country, for instance,
the south Bronx, soon after I became chairman of this subcommit-
tee. When I first visited it, it was devastating. I mean, you had en-

tire areas that looked just as if they had been bombed out, but then
the people got together with church leadership. You had some very
dedicated ministers and one priest. Father Gigante. Then the city
was able to donate the land because they had no tax proceeds and
it had been absolutely destroyed. An allocation of some housing
funds came from the State, then the churches got together, these
two ministers and the priest got together and got other churches

involved, and they raised the seed money, $2 million, then they got
to work. They used unemployed young men of that area, and the

help of two retired builders and construction men. Those men
trained the young how to use tools and implements, and they re-

constructed the entire one-half, and built modern, really modern
housing. When you visit, you would never know that that had been

part of the still remaining destroyed part. It hasn't been completely
renovated and all, but it is brand new housing, family housing. It

is occupied by the people that once had to stare at this empty
place.

It can be done. It has been done. The reason why they had to

do it was because the Federal Government had retreated from its

commitment and had withdrawn many, many of the funds that
otherwise had been allocated for the city of New York and the
State of New York. Those are really extreme cases. They are fine

as far as they can go, but you do need a national commitment. So
I wanted to thank you for your participation, Mr. McCrary.
Mr. McCrary. Thank you.
Chairman Gonzai^z. Next one is Ms. Wessie Scyrus.
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STATEMENT OF WESSIE SCYRUS, PROPERTY MANAGER,
FREEDMEN'S TOWN, AND RESffiENT, AIXEN PARKWAY
VILLAGE
Ms. ScYRUS. Good evening, Mr. Gonzalez. I am a property man-

ager in Freedmen's Town. I am a long-time resident of Allen Park-

way Village, too long, some think. I won't talk to you about bed-
room size and costs, because those misstatements have already
been refuted here today, but I will talk to you about families like

mine.
I have a minimum-wage earning capacity, as do many single

mothers who are trying to rear three, four, five children. If we do
not have subsidized housing, I don't know what is going to happen
to our families, unless we end up in shelters and along the road-

ways, as have so many other families.

You have heard from a lot of people here today and I think we
have to understand that those people have ulterior motives from
wielding power to their personal avarice. We have got to cut

through that stuff. Brick and mortar is important and it is inciden-
tal to what we are actually talking about; elderly people, infirm

people, and children who require and deserve public housing.
As long as we live in a system—I won't talk about racial oias be-

cause the socioeconomic bias is just as debilitating to indigent folk.

As long as those conditions exist, as long as this country creates

poverty, the only humane thing to do is to provide subsidized hous-

ing to the indigent, the elderly, and the infirm.
It is in the oest interests of a lot of people; the absentee land-

lords in the Freedmen's Town, different politicians and business

persons around this city want to raze Allen Parkway Village. It is

certainly not in the interests of indigent folks in this town, without
some humanity. Of course, we have to be dollar wise and, of course,
we have to consider all these factors, but we cannot let all these
other factors and all these people who have ulterior motives talk
us into locking those people out of housing.
We had some freezing weather about 2 weeks ago. There are peo-

ple who would like to stigmatize families like mine by living in

public housing but my children had the security and the privacy of
their walls. They had the stability of knowing where their dolls

were, and their favorite skates and all that kind of thing.
They are not a family being deprived by vicious self-serving indi-

viduals, being deprived of the stability that my family enjoys. I

would say to anybody hearing, do consider all these factors. Please
let the need of indigent people who are faced with overwhelming
circumstances, circumstances that they are not responsible for, be-

yond their control—we have to—we can't keep claiming to be a
Christian country and a democratic country and lock out these

poor, the poorest, most helpless people in our society.

Again, welcome to Freedmen's Town, and thank you for this op-

portunity to share our story.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much.
Let me ask you, you live here in Allen Parkway?
Ms. ScYRUS. Yes, sir, I do.

Chairman Gonzalez. What size unit do you occupy?
Ms. ScYRUS. We have five bedrooms.
Chairman GrONZALEZ. Five bedrooms?
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Ms. ScYRUS. Yes, sir, we do.

A very short time ago, the housing authority took Mr. Cisneros
and some others to see some very terrible looking units. Now, in

Texas you may know we have an expression of throwing a rock and

hiding your hand. These conditions exist. They are mindful they
have been created—people saw some really horrendous cosmetic,
esthetic problems that comes from boarding up a unit. They better

not take them to the McCrar/s, which they have a tremenaous job.

They ought to be proud. I wished they had shown those units in-

stead.

Chairman GrONZALEZ. Thank you very much.
Ms. ScYRUS. Thank you, Mr. Gonzalez.
Chairman GONZALEZ. Our next witness is Dornelle Patterson.

Mr. Johnson. She is gone already.
Chairman Gonzalez. OK
Is it Barry Klein?

STATEMENT OF BARRY KLEIN, PUBLIC POLICY CONSULTANT
Mr. Klein. Good afternoon. I am Barry Klein. I am a public pol-

icy consultant and a policy activist in Houston.
I want to say first of all, I admire your stamina. Congressman,

I know you were here at 10 o'clock, I am sure you were up earlier.

You put in a long day. I know you have more time to put in.

I want to in my brief time talk about three different items deal-

ing with this issue. First of all, in the recent discussion of spending
roughly $45 million to replace Allen Parkway Village, and perhaps
acquire some additional units, I would urge on your committee a

suggestion that a cost-benefit study would be done before that step
is taken.

Looking at the alternative of spending, I think, let's say the

$8,000-$8,500 per unit that has been available since 1979, is spent
to repair the Allen Parkway Village units. And that could be done

probably within 6 months, as opposed to spending $45 million to

take a longer period of time to acquire the 1,000 replacement units
and perhaps a few additional units. When a calculation is done,
they should look at the present value, and future value consider-
ation. The fact is that the Allen Parkway Village units can be

brought back on line very quickly, as opposed to the longer time-
frame required for the alternate course that Mayor Lanier pro-
posed.

In that calculation, they should also consider the fact that in

Houston several neighborhood groups have fought successfully
against new public housing, so we can expect a lot of political and
legal resistance to that proposal. That is one thing to mention.

Wessie, who just spoke, lives in a refurbished unit which cost,

roughly, $7,000, and that apparently is the cost of the housing au-

thority of bringing their current units up to a very high level of liv-

ing quality. And that should be kept in mind when you compare
it to the housing authority's claims it is going to cost them, per
unit, $36,000-plus to repair Allen Parkway Village.

In 1983, a man named Charles Taylor, who worked for the hous-

ing authority at the time, manufactured, in his words, a falsified

repair estimate to fix Allen Parkway Village, and admitted this
under oath the following year. And yet the housing authority con-
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tinues to use that false number to justify their position on Allen

Parkway Village.
In April 1991, I thought this issue was settled when Judge Ken-

neth Hoyt ordered the housing authority to prepare a rehabilitation

plan using the $8.5 million set aside since 1979—originally, a $10
million grant, to come up with a plan to fix Allen Parkway Village
in June of that year. They came forward with an estimate based
on the $36,000-per-unit repair cost; obviously, a bad-faith estimate.

At that point, lawyers for the residents should have taken ag-

gressive action to have that set aside and demanded a new, more
honest, a new and honest estimate to be prepared—such a plan
should have been prepared. And this deals with my second point

today, which is that the legal services that were provided to the

residents by Gulf Coast Legal Foundation which is federally fund-

ed, and by some pro bono attorneys, in my mind, has been very,

very poor. I believe deliberately substandard to undercut the ad-

vantage—the legal advantage of the residents and to put them in

a position—they currently find themselves very much in a very pre-
carious position legally.
At that point and in April 1991, I think most people believed

that the issue basicallv had been won when Judge Hoyt issued that

order, and now it is all unraveled and we are at the point of demo-
lition being imminent. I wish that your committee report would
recommend an investigation into the Gulf Coast Legal Foundation's
behavior in this matter and whether they have violated any terms
of their contract with the Federal Grovernment.
Let me check my notes here; one more point. Oh, yes, third mat-

ter, dealing with one of the undesirable consequences of the failure

of the attorneys to pursue their advantage. That is. Judge Hoyt or-

dered mediation, and at this point, the city of Houston, I think it

is the Houston Housing Finance Corporation, came up with

$300,000—it is a loan/grant to the city
—apparently to pay for what

turned out to be 9 months mediation.

Well, I understand typically it only takes a week for normal me-
diation to take place. It was an attempt to wear down the resi-

dents. Also, they were very poorly—let me put that correctly
—^thev

were outnumbered by the proponents of demolition in that 9-montn
period of mediation; mediation paid for by a local agency operating
under a Federal auspices giving money to advance the demolition.

I really think that is questionable and I would hope that your
committee's report recommends an investigation into that local

agency as to whether it is appropriate for it to advance the money
for that purpose. Those are my three points.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Barry Klein can be found in the

appendix.]
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much. It is very important.
I believe we have your address; 1509 Everett?
Mr. Klein. That is correct.

Chairman GrONZALEZ. Thank you very much, sir.

Mr. William M. Green.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. GREEN, RESIDENT, CUNEY
HOMES DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Green. Thank you for your time.
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I am William Green. I am a resident of the Cuney Homes Devel-

opment. They just completed some units. I can only get heat in my
living room; the bedroom and bathroom, there is no heat whatso-
ever—and no consideration.

I think it is a shame for them to pay $31,000—well, they said

they paid $31,000 for each unit. I can't see it. Before they started,
after they completed it it was $21,000. Somebody ran off with

$5,640,000.
Chairman Gonzalez. This is at the Cuney Homes?
Mr. Green. Yes.
Chairman GoNZAi^z. How long have you lived there?
Mr. Green. About 4 or 5 years.
I would like to ask for you to please look into being able to open

up a line of communication from the residents, from someone of

your status, so our voice can be heard. They have a way of water-

ing down our problems. And we can't get our concerns heard.
I would also ask for you, if HUD could train some of the people

on housing and other low-income people to do some of the work and
save money. Also, what could be done to force the housing author-

ity to enforce their own procedures? Also, help for disabled people
and low-income people to go into business for themselves. The
housing authority always handpicked the people they want to get
into GED classes and training, and jobs. They even handpick the

people who they want to get social services help.
The HUD staff is also involved with drugs, not all, but about 90

to 95 percent that I know of on that particular project. They were
involved with drugs, prostitution, and other problems that go on,
thefts.

Gulf Coast Legal is the biggest joke that I know of as far as try-

ing to go to them for legal help. I have been trying to deal with
a situation, I gave the information to your staff and now I am
walking around with heart pills, nitroglycerin tablets.

Chairman Gonzalez. You say you have given this information to

the staff?

Mr. Green. Yes, sir, I gave them some. There is a lot more that

goes with it. I probably need to detail some of that so they can un-
derstand me. If they could pay more attention to the highlighted
areas of the information I gave, it would save a lot of time.
But I would like to thank vou for your time.
Chairman GONZALEZ. Well, no; thank you, Mr. Green. I am sorry

to hear of those problems. It seems to be quite early after Cuney
was renovated, according to what you said.

Mr. Green. It is a big joke. I would like for you to come see it.

Chairman Gonzalez. Well, I have had a pretty good report from
the staff director who visited Cuney Homes yesterday. We have a
pretty good idea of what Cuney really is like.

Thank you very much. We will be in touch with you,
Mr. Green. Thank you, sir.

Chairman Gonzalez. Mr. Edward Young.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD YOUNG, GRAY PANTHERS OF
HOUSTON

Mr. Young. Mr. Congressman, I am Ed Young. I believe brevity
is a virtue. I want to say I admire very much the work that you
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have done in arguing, and I want to complain you have stolen my
opening line about the new Democrats in Washington.
We mentioned the 12 years of Reagan-Bush economics and now

we have got these Democrats. I don't see too much difference. And
[ think you say the appointment process maybe is converting Mr.

Uisneros. He holds his appointment; he is starting to act like a new
Democrat.
With you, we don't have to worry about that. You were a real

Democrat, and thank God for you and a few others.

Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you very much.
Mr. Young. I am sort of pitch-hitting for Anna Elwood for the

Gray Panthers. She would have done a lot better job than I would,
I am sure, but I am a retired engineer, a member of the Gray Pan-

thers. I worked all of my life for the construction industry, so I am
quite familiar with it.

I will dispute this man over here when he is talking about codes.

These buildings were not built by the city of Houston codes, if they
had been, they would have collapsed long ago.
The other one they keep bringing up is red herrings; 10-by-lO

bedrooms. There are millions of people in this country who would

love to have a 10-by-lO bedroom. And we jump—that red herring,
Ms. Fitzgerald brings up the "cost" red herring about the services

and that got shot down. Thank God for Mr. Belanger. He did a

good job.
Then she brings up the red herring of the parking and he shot

that one down, too. Congressman, they keep bringing up these red

herrings; it is amazing, they mentioned four housing projects in

this city, three of which they have maintained they have rehabili-

tated. This one they have not.

As vou say, since 1979, they have had millions of dollars. I refuse

to believe it is just mismanagement and inefficiency. No bureau-

crats can be that bad. They have got to be doing it under direction.

There are a lot of senior citizens and a lot of people who live on

Social Security only. A one-bedroom apartment with a 10-by-lO,

would be heaven to them.
You know, I think it was Senator Lautenberg who mentioned

something about increasing the taxes on Social Security recipients.

He mentioned where he comes from, $25,000 doesn't make a person
a rich man. There are an awful lot of Social Security recipients who
are Hving on much, much less than that; $8,000, $9,000, $10,000.

They are single.
I happen to know a widower. There are far more widows. But

there are couples who are living on that type of money, and a one-

bedroom apartment, such as what is in Allen Parkway Village,

would be a boon to them. I don't know if they can rehabilitate Allen

Parkway Village to save all 963 units, but I think an effort should

be made to rehabilitate as many of the units here as possible.

Thank you very much.
Chairman Gonzalez. Well, thank you.
I believe I am reading this correctly. Ms. Sonya Givens.

Mr. Johnson. She is gone.
Chairman Gonzalez. Oh, well.

We listed Ms. Elliott again.
Mr. Johnson. She has talked already.
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Chairman Gonzalez. V/e have heard from her. They just listed

her twice here.

Well, let me say how grateful I am to you all. We have learned
a lot, especially from these last witnesses.

Mr. Young. Mr. Chairman, could I say one more thing?
Chairman Gonzalez. Yes.

Mr. Young. When you get back to Washington, get back on that
Banca Lavoro deal and get those guys in jail.

Chairman Gonzalez. Which one; the Lavoro?
Mr. Young. That is the one.

Chairman Gonzalez. We had a hearing but we haven't finished

with the BCCI. Now the press has. We had a hearing just this last

week on Thursday on BCCI, but you didn't read about it, did you?
It wasn't covered down here.

Mr. Young. That is that Italian bank.
Chairman GONZALEZ. Let me say this, the Associated Press was

there and they wrote a wire story, so it was available to all the!

newspapers, they just didn't use it. There was little publicity until t

we had the eruptions and everything broke loose. Then you had a ;

lot of publicity; then you had a couple of scapegoats; then the thing
died down.
But we haven't closed it out because our country is very vulner-

able, as we have found out in these hearings. You've got $1 trillion

or more circulating in our country; there is a lot of money in our

system, which is an arterial system of banking and finance. I would
say that better than 80 percent is involved in illicit drug money
laundering.
Now, when you have $1 trillion on the table, you are going to

have a lot of things happen. Not only censoring hearings, but even
such things as knocking off people. It has everything to do with the

safety and soundness, such as it is, of our banking and financial

institutions, which is the prime responsibility of the subcommittee
that I happen to chair.

Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Johnson. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a correction

for the record. When we were talking about an Allen Parkway Vil-

lage representative, as I reminded your staff many times, the resi-

dents here told me that we have a Congressman, a very long time,
his name is the Honorable Henry B. Gronzalez. That is our

Congressman.
Chairman Gonzalez. Thank you. Thank you. I am very honored.

I am very honored by the way you have always expressed yourself.
We are just trying to discharge our duties and oath of office. Hous-
ton is a city that I have always liked and loved, and whatever I

can do in a small or humble way, I am going to do it. I don't want
to exaggerate whatever it is I can do.

We don't have unlimited powers. We have limited powers and
they are really mostly, 100 percent, on a legislative level. It hum-
bles me, and I can't tell you the tribute that I feel in my heart
when you say that you consider me an extended Representative. So
you can put me down as a Representative at large. Thank you very
much.
Ms. SCYKUS. Mr. Gonzalez.
Chairman Gonzalez. Yes.
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Ms. ScYRUS. I was so anxious to share with you the enhanced
state of life we have by living here, and my children, I forgot to

mention before about something about birds and sunshine. The
Sun does shine on Allen Parkway Village and birds also sing.
Chairman GONZALEZ. As I said at the very outset, it is one of the

most beautifully designed developments.
Ms. ScYRUS. We love living here and we have amenities that

residents of other public housing cannot enjoy, as they live in in-

dustrial areas with warehouses, and my children have learned to

dance African dance and paint pictures and they are hung in our
museum.
Chairman Gonzalez. Without any further ado, we want to thank

the reporters for their patience. Tne subcommittee will stand ad-

journed until 9 a.m., the day after tomorrow in San Antonio, Texas.

[Whereupon, at 6:02 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to recon-

vene 9 a.m., December 16, 1993, in San Antonio, TX.1
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN HENRY B. GONZALEZ
REHABILITATION OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE
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TUESDAY. DECEMBER 1993

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RETURNS TO HOUSTON TODAY TO FOCUS

ON THE NEED TO REHABILITATE THE ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE PUBLIC HOUSING DEVELOPMENT. THE

SUBCOMMITTEE REMAINS CONCERNED THAT THERE IS A HOUSING CRISIS FOR LOW-INCOME AMERICANS

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES, ESPECIALLY IN COMMUNITITES LIKE HOUSTON. EFFORTS TO

REHABILITATE VITALLY-NEEDED PUBLIC HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS, SUCH AS ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE,

MUST BE RENEWED.

I AM DELIGHTED THAT APPROXIMATELY $45 MILLION IS NOW AVAILABLE TO REHABILITATE ALLEN

PARKWAY. REHABILIATION FUNDING IS CRITICALLY NEEDED, PARTICULARLY GIVEN THE FACT

THAT THERE ARE OVER 15,000 HOMELESS PERSONS IN HOUSTON, AND THERE ARE OVER 20,000

PERSONS ON THE HOUSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY'S WAITING LISTS FOR PUBLIC HOUSING AND

SECTION 8 RENTAL PROGRAMS.

THE SUBCOMMITTEE REMAINS CONCERNED ABOUT THE DEFACTO DEMOLITION OF PUBLIC HOUSING

UNITS. BASED ON THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S FIELD HEARING IN OCTOBER 1985, AND THE HISTORIC DATA

TRENDS AVAILABLE ON RESIDENT OCCUPANCY FOR ALLEN PARKWAY, IT IS CLEAR THAT THERE HAS

BEEN AN INTENTIONAL AND WILLFUL EMPTYING OUT OF THE PROJECT IN ORDER TO SELL THE

PROPERTY WHICH CONSTITUTES "DEFACTO DEMOLITION" OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE.
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THE PROPERTY HAS BEEN INTENTIONALLY EMPTIED OUT BECAUSE OF THE LOCATION NEXT TO

HOUSTON'S CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF SELLING OFF ALLEN

PARKWAY, WHICH WAS ONCE VALUED AT APPROXIMATELY $108 MILION. OBVIOUSLY, GIVEN

THE ECONOMIC CONDITIONS WITHIN HOUSTON TODAY, THIS CENTRALLY LOCATED PUBLIC HOUSING

PROJECT IS PARTICULARLY VULNERABLE TO RENEWED ECONOMIC PRESSURES TO SELL.

ESSENTIALLY, THE 37.5 ACRES OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE CAN BE BOUGHT FOR PENNIES

ON THE DOLLAR, GIVEN PREVIOUS ASSESSMENTS OF ITS VALUE, AND INTEREST RATES ARE

LOW FOR DEVELOPERS.

THE $45 MILLION TOTAL AVAILABLE TODAY FOR REHABILITATION OF THE PROJECT COMES

FROM TWO SOURCES OF FEDERAL REHABILITATION FUNDS. FIRST, $8.9 MILLION IS

AVAILABLE TO THE HOUSING ABTHflRlT? ERDM THE PUBLIC HOUSING URBAN INITIATIVES PROGRAM,

WHICH WAS ORIGINALLY GIVEN TO THE HOUSING AUTHORITY IN 1979 AS PART OF A THEN

LARGER $10 MILLION GRANT SECONDLY, APPROXIMATELY $36 MILLION IS AVAILABLE UNDER

THE URBAN REVITALIZATION DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM WHICH WAS JUST ANNOUNCED BY THE

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT.

I UNDERSTAND THAT HUD HAS PROVIDED THIS FUNDING BASED ON THE NEED TO REHABILITATE

AND PROVIDE VITALLY-NEEDED HOUSING UNITS FOR THOSE PERSONS MOST IN NEED WITHIN

HOUSTON. I FURTHER UNDERSTAND THAT THE APPROVAL OF THIS FUNDING WAS BASED ON THE

NEED FOR 1,000 PUBLIC HOUSING UNITS, AND NOT NECESSARILY ON THE DETAILS INCLUDED IN

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY'S REVITALIZATION PLAN WHICH CALLS FOR THE DEMOLITION OF 850

OF THE 1,000 UNITS IN ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE.

I UNDERSTAND THAT BOTH THE LOCAL HUD FIELD OFFICE, AND THE HUD WASHINGTON OFFICE

HAVE NOT HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO ADEQUATELY AND THOROUGHLY REVIEW THE DETAILS OF THE PLAN

I BELIEVE HUD, AS WELL AS THE SUBCOMMITTEE, RECOGNIZES THE NEED TO EVALUATE ANY PLAN

FOR REHABILITATION AND PROVISION OF UNITS. I AM ALSO CONCERNED THAT THE TOTAL

CONTENTS OF THE PLAN HAS NOT BEEN AVAILABLE TO ALL RESIDENTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

THE CITY OF HOUSTON FOR THEIR REVIEW.

I LOOK FORWARD TO THE TESTIMONY OF OUR WITNESSES.
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Congressman Green

Opening Statement

Housing Field Hearing
December 14, 1993

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for

calling this hearing today to discuss our efforts to

provide adequate housing for those in need. Over the

past several years we have seen the enthusiasm for

housing assistance waiver and we must continue to

draw attention to this problem if we ever hope to

overcome the problems of homelessness and

substandard housing.

Serving in Washington this year has been a

rewarding experience but I have also witnessed a great

tragedy in our nation. The death of a woman in front
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of the Housing and Urban Development office in

Washington served as a chilling reminder that we have

much to accomplish in this area.

Aside from the problems of the homeless, we have

a severe lack of affordable housing for lower income

working families. In the 29th Congressional district

there are very few publicly assisted housing projects

even though the average income in the district is well

below the national average. There is simply no

excuse for the lack of federal support granted to the

Houston are in comparison with the rest of the nation.

On Monday, my office received a letter from the

Houston/Harris County Coalition for the Homeless

which stated that Houston received no funds under the

grants made under the McKinney Homelessness
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Assistance Act. The latest appropriation authorized

$150 million for assistance nationwide and although

Houston is the fourth largest city in population it

received no funding for the eighteen applicants that

applied from Harris County.

We know that the problem of affordable housing

can be overcome if we put our resources where they

will do the most good. Hard working men and women

all over the Houston area should not have to live in

substandard housing. They should have a dry, warm

and safe place to come home to after a long day at

work.

We also know that the best way to ensure that i

homes retain or increase in value is to allow the people
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who live there to own the homes they live in. Home-

ownership lies at the very heart of the American dream

and any efforts we make to increase the availability of

housing for working families should be projected

toward that goal. Home-ownership leads not only to

pride in the community you live in, but it lays the

foundation for building wealth and leaving a family

legacy.

As a representative from the Houston area I can

verify that there is sufficient need to warrant federal

housing assistance and I look forward to working with

the members of this committee to ensure that

opportunities for Houston are not overlooked. Thank

you.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF
MAYOR BOB LANIER
CITY OF HOUSTON

HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING ON ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE

THE HONORABLE HENRY B. GONZALEZ, CHAIRMAN
DECEMBER 14, 1993

Chairman Gonzalez and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

opportunity to speak to you today about Allen Parkway Village, the City of

Houston's commitment to assist the Housing Authority, and the City's program to

provide first class affordable housing throughout our community.

Chairman Gonzalez, your long tenure in Congress has been dedicated to

expressing your views up front with little chance for misunderstanding by the

party to whom they are directed. I will attempt to do that here today. You have
also established a reputation as a watchdog over governmental programs to

make certain they serve the public interest, not the special interests.

We are attempting to do the same with our housing program and with

Allen Parkway Village. We want to serve the vast majority of citizens who need
safe, decent, public and affordable housing. There is no secret special interest

behind our program for affordable housing or for Allen Parkway Village. We have

simply proposed a program that does the most good for the most number of

people. We have based its development on sound financial principles and our

ability to take advantage of a unique opportunity in Houston to acquire housing
properties at historic lows by working with the RTC and non-profit groups.

Let me discuss, first, my view of the Allen Parkway Village situation and
the City's strong support of the Housing Authority's URD grant, which will help

provide replacement housing for the APV units.

Today, Allen Parkway Village stands as a symbol of urban blight and

futility. During the discussions and disagreements of the last 14 years,
thousands of families have been unserved because of the lack of progress.

Shortly after taking office in January, 1992, I told both sides of the APV
issue that I had no particular attraction to any plan. I asked that a consensus be

developed and a compromise reached. My one caveat was simply that I had
studied the public housing situation across the nation's urban areas and
determined that large scale public housing developments were not usually
successful. The book, "There Are No Children Here", points out that the

concentration of hundreds of poor families in one development leads to a loss of

decent retail in the surrounding area because of a loss of purchasing power. That
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leads to a loss of employment opportunities and model peer groups. Soon, you
have created a development that runs down and consumes more families than it

helps.

The units at Alien Parkway Village are 50 years old. Even renovated at a

cost in excess of $30,000 per unit, you would still have an obsolete 50 year old

unit. Other newer complexes are on the market today for less than $10,000 per

unit. And, $20,000 will buy you a top of the line unit in this market. All these units

have air conditioning, new appliances, and modern electrical and plumbing

systems.

That's why I believe the Housing Authority's URD grant is in the best

interests of its customers. We will undertake to provide a mix of new construction,

acquisition and rehabilitation of existing units, and section 8 vouchers. This mix

will produce public housing in at least six or seven different locations throughout

the City. We will also use other previously authorized funds to renovate 150 APV
units and put in place a social service network to assist all residents with job

training and education, day care and so on.

The City and the Housing Finance Corporation will provide funds for

demolition, $1.1 million in matching funds for social services and will work closely

to weave the Housing Authority into our own affordable housing program.

The 1 ,000 units of Allen Parkway Village will be replaced one-for-one.

Proceeds from the sale of the 29 acres outside the section containing 150

renovated units should provide plenty of funds to acquire and renovate or build

new 350 additional multi-family units throughout the City. If the proceeds from

this sale fall short, the City and its Housing Finance Corporation will provide

funds to make up the difference. Today, the Housing Finance Corporation has

those funds earmarked and available.

In summary, let me recap exactly what the City will provide as our

share of the URD grant to guarantee full one-for-one replacement:

/ Funds for acquisition of ten lots on West Dallas St. for construction of a

multi-purpose center for residents of the 150 units proposed to be

renovated on site.

/ ThQ 15 percent (15%) match in the amount of $1,112 million for social and

community services.

/ All demolition costs will be paid with Houston Housing Finance

Corporation funds.

/ Any funding necessary to provide for 350 replacement units when
combined with proceeds of the sale of APV land outside the 150

renovated units. Combined with funds provided by the URD for acquisition

and the 80 section 8 units, we will meet the 1 ,000 unit goal.
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I believe we have all the funding opportunities covered to insure that the

City will carry out our obligations under the URD grant. I believe that is why it was

favorably reviewed by HUD and approved. However, the truth is that our

affordable housing program will provide more than one-for-one replacement

housing for Allen Parkway Village. Our five year plan calls for an additional 7,994

housing units to be produced through a combination of multi-family acquisition

and renovation, single-family new construction or renovation and mortgage down

payment assistance.

I believe that, dollar for dollar, this is the most ambitious program in the

entire nation. It is also the most likely to succeed. In fact, I believe we are

conservative in our projects and will produce more than 8,000 units.

Why do I think this?

For several reasons: First, housing prices are at historic lows in Houston.

We have the opportunity to purchase units that are in decent shape, do required

renovation, and lease or sell them to low and moderate income families for less

than $10,000 per unit average. Second, we can hire private property managers
and keep the units or we can place income restrictions on the units and move
them out to the private sector, reinvest the proceeds in acquiring more housing
and start the process all over again. The restriction guarantees low and moderate

income families a decent place to live and allows our funding to generate new

housing in neighborhoods close to where these families work in economically
diverse neighborhoods with a diverse peer group.

How do you know we will do what we say?

In FY 1992, we completed 1 ,460 units of our plan. On the City Council

agenda to be voted on tomorrow, we have:

404 units to be acquired through a city loan to a private developer. We provide
about a fourth of the cost through the loan in return for the low-mod income
restriction. The owner and his banker provide the rest.

2,250 more units to be acquired from the RTC in addition to the 771 units we
have already acquired or have under contract.

Combined, the low-mod income restriction on these properties will

produce thousands of units of affordable housing. That's just one week's worth

of activity.

Mr. Chairman, let me pause to personally thank you for the tools you and

your committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs have provided in the RTC
legislation. I can assure you that we are making good use of the provisions of the

law that allows the RTC to negotiate with local governments for the purchase of

affordable housing from their inventory. These are good projects. It is truly a

historic program and you and your committee are responsible.
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Let me close by highlighting some of the other elements of our affordable

housing program for the next five years:

/ 800 units of rooms or beds for the homeless, using $5 million in city bond

funds.

/ 1 ,100 homes of elderly and disabled citizens will receive emergency

repair.

/ 900 single family homes will be totally renovated or replaced.

/ 1,475 families given down payment mortgage assistance using the

Cranston-Gonzalez -- make that Gonzalez-Cranston - Affordable Housing
Act.

Chairman Gonzalez, thank you again for inviting me to testify before you

today. The City has made a lot of changes since you were here in 1985 for a

similar hearing on Allen Parkway Village. I want to extend that progress to the

area of public housing. About 60% of the housing units in the City are multi-

family. An equal number of our families fall within the low to moderate income

guidelines. It is a market that has often been ignored. We want to change that.

We want to put into place a self-funding program that insures affordable housing

for those working families.

I see Allen Parkway Village and our other public housing stock as part of

that mix. We must have affordable housing available so that public housing
customers know that they will still have the opportunity for decent housing if they

manage to save a little money or get a decent job and move out of the public

housing projects. For those who don't have that future to look fonward to,

someone who is elderly or disabled, we have to provide public housing in the

most efficient and decent way possible. That is our commitment to you and to our

customers.

Thank you very much.
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for inviting me to

appear today to share with you the Department's vision for the

future of public housing, the origin of the Urban Revitalization

Demonstration program and the progress of its implementation. I

am pleased to be here at Allen Parkway Village to better

understand the community's plans for the revitalization of the

development, and to continue our dialogue with you and the

community of Houston regarding its plans. While we have

selected the Housing Authority for the City of Houston for

participation in the program, we are engaged in ongoing

discussions in order to ensure compliance with the program and

federal housing law and I hope that today's hearing will be

educational and beneficial to us all.

All of us owe a debt of gratitude to you, Mr. Chairman, for

your long-standing support of public housing and assisted

housing programs. These programs came under severe attack

during the past 12 years. It was only through the efforts of

Members of Congress like yourself that the public housing
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development program was sustained and other initiatives -

modernization, distressed public housing - were advanced.

The previous Administration, however, was able to impose a

series of policies that have had a detrimental effect on the

condition of public housing and the lives of the families who reside

there. Federal rules on development costs, amenity design, and

site location led to the construction of unattractive "boxes" in a

limited number of neighborhood locations. Other rules led to the

concentration of the poorest of the poor, often in neighborhoods

that were segregated by race and income. HUD micromanagement

impeded PHAs from the expeditious expenditure of federal funds.

I believe we can reverse the trends of the past 12 years and

rebuild public housing to what it should be - an asset to the

community and a place where poor people can live in dignity. I

would like to share with you my vision for the future of public

housing. It is my firm belief that public housing ought to have the

following components: low density, attractive design, safety and

security, resident involvement, job training and jobs.
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Public housing design should be attractive as well as

functional. In architecture, massing, and scale, public housing

should blend into surrounding neighborhoods, and housing

density should be reduced. Living environments in public housing

must be physically safe in order to provide an atmosphere in

which families can become self-sufficient.

I am committed to ensuring that public housing provides safe,

affordable housing and supportive living environments for families.

First, the Office of Public and Indian Housing is initiating and

furthering ways to relieve the concentration of low-income families

and providing greater mobility and broader housing and locational

choices throughout metropolitan areas. Second, PIH is striving to

include tenants with a greater mix of incomes in its developments

and to locate them in a more geographically and economically

diverse range of settings.

Through our public housing programs we are also seeking to

empower lower income families by giving them opportunities to

take control of their lives: to experience the dignity of meaningful
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work, to be self-sufficient, to live where they choose, and to

participate in a significant way in the management of their housing.

In this spirit, we are promoting the inclusion of social services,

education, child care, and job training so that public housing

residents can move toward financial independence.

That brings me to another program that we have In the works.

Public housing in this country was founded in 1937 as a way

station for families who were a step or two away from realizing the

American Dream. Public housing was seen as a way of helping

these families get on their feet. It was a launching pad for dreams.

Our plan -- and we are calling it "Project Transition" - is

going to be a launching pad for public housing residents who

dream of owning their own homes. It will make HUD-owned and

other acquired properties more readily available to PHAs for

residents who may be interested in and eligible for

homeownership.

Along the continuum that we envision, people can go from

5
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public housing to their own homes. Homeownership is not for

everyone who lives in assisted housing. And the fact that we're

talking about it does not mean that public housing has failed, and

it does not mean that public housing will not continue to be

available. In fact, by getting back to the roots of public housing as

a transitional program, we will make sure that there are

opportunities at the other end for those with homeownership

potential and will free up units for the many eligible low-income

persons who can not now live in public housing.

For those moving from the waiting lists into the units left

vacant by Project Transition participants, we want to ensure that

they have the safest, cleanest, most structurally sound units

possible. HOPE VI will help us improve the conditions in these

and other distressed public housing developments.

One of my highest priorities as HUD Secretary is to eliminate

the unfit living conditions in distressed public housing, which the

National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing found

is only 6% of all public housing, yet is the most visible
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representation of public housing. It is time to remove the blight on

our urban landscape caused by block after block of dilapidated,

deteriorating "projects" that corrupt the public perception of public

housing. This program offers the best hope for HUD and local

housing authorities to fundamentally transform distressed public

housing in this nation and reclaim its original purpose of building

healthy and viable communities.

With your help, Mr. Chairman, the Congress established the

National Commission on Severely Distressed Public Housing by

enacting the HUD Reform Act of 1989 and charged this

Commission with proposing a National Action Plan to eradicate

severely distressed public housing by the year 2000. As you well

know, the Urban Revitalization Demonstration program, or HOPE

VI, was established in the FY 1993 VA, HUD and Independent

Agencies Appropriations Act. The program, borne out of the

Commission's work, is an attempt to isolate the causes of severely

distressed public housing and develop remedies for turning these

developments back into viable housing resources.
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HOPE VI is a demonstration program. It allows local housing

authorities to evaluate their most severely distressed

developments and present HUD with innovative plans to address

the stated need. Part of the purpose of this demonstration

program is to evaluate many of the strategies proposed by the

various housing authorities and determine which strategies are

most effective in turning these developments around, given the

array of terrible conditions these distressed developments face.

These strategies were developed locally with little HUD

involvement. Some of the HOPE VI proposals includes strategies

such as:

o Alleviating large scale and high density.

o Creation of manageable and livable sites.

o Reconfiguring and re-orienting building structures.

o Coordinating neighborhood improvements.

o Providing on-site resident facilities and services.

o Creating supportive housing environments for families

with children.

8
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o Providing supportive services, including economic

development, lob training and self-sufficiency activities.

o Promoting community services activities.

HOPE VI represents one of the most innovative and far-

reaching efforts underway by the Department. It provides an

opportunity for communities to come together to determine how to

fundamentally redesign their community, it permits the

reconfiguration of developments to deconcentrate areas ~ to get

away from large-scale "projects" and provide tenants an

opportunity to move to small-scale developments in areas of low-

poverty.

HOPE VI provides funding not only for bricks and mortar, but

for human needs as well. Participating housing authorities are

permitted the greatest degree of flexibility to redesign distressed

developments. Proposals receiving funding must contain

community service components, engaging residents and non-

residents to address unmet human, environmental, educational

and/or public safety needs through youth service and conservation
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corps, residents' associations, community-based organizations,

schools or churches. Proposals must also contain supportive

services components, such as economic development, job training,

literacy training, day care, youth activities, health services,

community policing and drug treatment.

HUD's role in this demonstration is as enabler, transformer,

facilitator, a provider of technical assistance, a monitor,

clearinghouse of information, and most importantly, an evaluator.

We have named a new Deputy Assistant Secretary to lead a new

Office of Severely Distressed Housing to chart the progress of the

demonstration.

Even though HUD's role will be transformed, it is still

incumbent on HUD to ensure that all of the applicable laws and

regulations are followed during the Implementation of the various

strategies articulated in the proposals selected for the

demonstration. It will be the responsibility of this new office to

ensure that all applicable laws and regulations are met and to look

for new and innovative ways to interact with local housing

10
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authorities and residents.

As I stated earlier, the HOPE VI program was developed out

of the recommendations of the National Commission on Severely

Distressed Public Housing. The Congress has funded this

important demonstration in two successive Fiscal Years. In FY

1993 the Congress appropriated $300 million for the HOPE VI effort

and instructed HUD to solicit proposals from 52 of the largest most

troubled housing authorities in the Nation.

That initial solicitation attracted proposals from 38 public

housing authorities articulating strategies for both implementation

grants and planning grants. As part of the evaluation process,

HUD hired outside experts to assist us in evaluating the proposals.

In FY 1993, HUD selected 15 of the highest rated proposals to

participate in the program. Eight proposals were awarded full

funding and seven proposals were awarded partial funding due to

the limitation of available funds. In the FY 1994 Appropriations

Act, Congress appropriated approximately $755 million in

additional funds and gave HUD the authority to fully fund those

11
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proposals which were selected but only partially funded in FY

1993, as well as continue to select proposals submitted and not

selected in FY 1993.

At present, HUD has selected 34 proposals submitted by 32

housing authorities, to participate in the program. The total

amount of funds available for these demonstration sites is slightly

over $1 billion. HUD staff are currently conducting fact-finding site

visits to each of the areas selected for the demonstration. Based

on the proposals submitted and selected, and the facts collected

during the fact-finding visits, HUD will be preparing Grant

Agreements to be executed by the housing authority and HUD.

These grant agreements will identify various conditions which may

need to be met prior to HUD releasing funds under the program.

For example, if a proposal contemplates the partial demolition

of units at the HOPE VI development, the housing authority will be

required, as a condition of the grant, to submit a

demolition/replacement housing plan to HUD. No demolition

activity can be commenced until HUD has approved the demolition

12
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application in accordance with Section 18 of the United States

Housing Act. Other conditions may relate to weaknesses identified

in the proposal such as post revitalization management plans,

relocation plans, design and reconfiguration issues, occupancy

plans, and the possible waiver of HUD regulations.

It is our hope that HUD can fully execute grant agreements

with each housing authority selected by early 1994. As you know,

Allen Parkway Village has been selected to participate in the

program and the Housing Authority for the City of Houston is at

this stage of the process. I would now like to share with you my

thoughts regarding Allen Parkway Village.

Built in 1944, Allen Parkway Village contains 1000 units of

housing on approximately 37 acres. It is my understanding, Mr.

Chairman, that the National Commission visited Allen Parkway

Village, held public hearings and toured Allen Parkway Village as

part of its fact finding in December 1991. Less than 30 families still

reside in the development. Allen Parkway meets the criteria for

severely distressed public housing established by the

13
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Commission: families living in distress, incidence of serious

crime, barriers to managing the environment, and physical

deterioration of the building structures.

The proposal submitted by the Housing Authority of the City

of Houston to address these areas of distress at Allen Parkway

Village scored in the top 15 of all proposals submitted to HUD.

The proposal was selected to participate in the demonstration and

was partially funded with funds provided in FY 1993 ($3,296,349)

and FY 1994 ($33,006,412) to the amount originally requested in the

proposal. The total amount available for Allen Parkway Village

under HOPE VI after the two increments of funding combined is

$36,302,761. HUD conducted a fact-finding visit last week and has

met with the Committee staff and residents yesterday.

The next step in the process is for HUD to execute a grant

agreement with the Houston Housing Authority which will

articulate the roles and responsibilities of each agency and the

conditions under which funds will be made available to the

Houston Housing Authority. It is anticipated that the agreement

(
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will be conditioned on a number of items.

In conclusion, we have reserved funding for Housing

Authority of the City of Houston's plan, but we have not approved

the plan. We will only support a plan that is comprehensive, meets

the ideals of the program and is developed locally. Attractive

elements of this proposal include: rehabilitating and replacing all

1000 units for low-income families and deconcentration of a large-

scale project and creation of small-scale developments ~
I would

like to note that the current configuration is among the most dense

with 27 units per acre - revitalization of the neighborhood; and

creation of support services and community service.

It is my understanding, Mr. Chairman, that HUD staff had little

input into the development of the proposal. HUD will play an

active role, however, in the development of the grant agreement.

HUD commits to the following:

o Ensure that all laws are complied with as the

implementation of the plan proceeds and that not one

unit at Allen Parkway Village is demolished until HUD

15
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approves an application for demolition and disposition

in accordance with section 18 of the Housing Act.

o Protect the rights of the current residents at Allen

Parkway Village,

o If the demolition of units and disposition of land at Allen

Parkway Village is the final decision:

ensure that the Houston Housing Authority and

HUD get the full fair market value of the land,

ensure that the proceeds from the sale of the land

will go back to the Houston Housing Authority for

the benefit of low-income persons in Houston,

ensure that all Historic preservation issues are

resolved to the satisfaction of the State Historic

Preservation Office.

Mr. Chairman, again, thank you for the opportunity to be here

today and at this point I would be happy to answer any questions

you may have.

16
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Ms. Fitzgerald

Written testimony of the

Housing Authority of the City of Houston

for the

Congressional Hearing Presentation on Allen Parkway Village

Chaired by Henry B. Gonzalez

It is a pleasure to have an opportunity to present an overview of the Housing

Authority of the City of Houston's (HACH) recently funded plan for the

revitalization of Allen Parkway Village (APV) under the Urban

Revitalization Demonstration (URD) Program and the reasons that this is the

best solution for the longstanding controversy surrounding APV.

For over a decade, the Housing Authority of the City of Houston has been

involved in a controversy surrounding the future of Allen Parkway Village.

The controversy extends back to at least 1978 with the funding of

renovations at the development under HUD's Public Housing Urban

Initiatives Program (PHUIP), which was one of the first programs developed
for troubled and high modernization needs public housing developments.

The HACH, the City of Houston, the residents of APV, the neighborhood

groups of the Fourth Ward, other instimtions in Houston and HUD have

struggled to address the needs of APV. No one seems to have benefitted

from this struggle. The result has been a deteriorating housing development
that has created an impediment to the provision of quality low income

housing for public housing eligible households, creation of a negative public

image for public housing that stigmatizes all those associated with the

program in Houston, a tremendous lack of positive economic development
in the Fourth Ward, and exacerbated problems that exist in the historic

Freedmen's Town section of the greater APV neighborhood.

Hearings have previously been held on the APV controversy, first by

Congressman Gonzalez in 1985, by Congressman Washington in 1991, and

now again by Congressman Gonzalez. Many things have changed during
this time. For one, the value of land has decreased drastically. Even
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though the proceeds of a sale of a major portion of Allen Parkway Village

may not result in proceeds of such magnitude that units may be replaced on

more than a one for one basis, the position of HACH to demolish and

replace 850 units remains unchanged because it is the best solution to this

longstanding controversy.

The other change is that the ability of HACH to realistically replace units

is much improved. With an approved Urban Revitalizalion Demonstration

Grant in the amount of $36.302.761 .00 funding for 500 of the replacement

units has been made available along with $7,485,105.00 dollars in social and

community services programs. With the assistance and cooperation of HUD
and the City of Houston this goal will be realized.

The fact of the matter is that the controversy of whether to rehab or

demolish APV has not served a useful purpose except to deny the

opportunity of affordable housing to hundreds of homeless and low- income

families in the city of Houston. It is time to recognize that the rehabilitation

of 1000 multifamily Public Housing units in one location, whether at APV
or in any other Public Housing site in the country, is not necessarily the best

solution when other alternatives exist.

Historical and Sociological studies have clearly demonstrated that high

concentrations of economically distressed families does nothing but

exacerbate an already bad situation. Most recently. Congress commissioned

a study by the National Commission on Severely Distressed Housing which

ultimately reconfirmed this fact. Mr. Lenwood Johnson, a resident of APV.
was a member of this Commission. The Commission found what Local City

Administrators arkl Housing Authorities across the country have known for

years. High density construction and the warehousing of low-irKome

families in economically distressed neighborhoods, without adequate support

services, causes the continued deterioration of the housing stock and lack of

economic development for the surrounding commumty.

The Urban Revitalization Demonstration (URD) Program was designed with

the needs of severely distressed public housing developments such as APV
in mind. It is important to note that the National Commission on Severely
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Distressed Public Housing (NCSDPH) developed the program proposals on

which many of the URD program elements are based. This Commission

actually visited the HACH, held public hearings, and toured APV as a pan
of its fact finding activities during the month of December, 1991 . Conditions

of the developments such as APV and the important program initiatives and

activities that HACH had undertaken at other of its public housing

developments helped the NCSDPH shape its proposals for severely

distressed public housing developments. It is important to note that many of

the proposals and programs recommended by the NCSDPH are included in

this application for a revitalized APV.

When developments such as APV were built the construction was to consist

of basic housing with little or no amenities and definitely no thought given

to the need for upward mobility or economic development of its residents.

At the time this type of housing was considered "good enough for the people
it would house."

The HACH has chosen to take the high road of change in improving the

quality of life for all of our residents. It is incumbent upon us to carefully

utilize our Modernization Funds to upgrade our housing stock while also

implementing programs and activities that promote social, economic and

personal upward mobility opportunities for our residents.

The ongoing modernization of Cuney Homes typifies this type cutting edge

design and rehabilitation strategy we plan to pursue in the Future. We
firmly believe that improved quality of life must begin with the living

environment. The development must be conducive to promoting a sense of

community, self-esteem, upward mobility and economic development.

Cuney Homes with its 562 units is already demonstrating all of these things

and we have only completed about 200 units to date.

Some ask that if rehabilitation is being done at Cuney Homes why can't it

be done at APV. APV could be rehabilitated, however, funding is available

in sufficient amounts to offer alternatives. We could use all funds to

rehabilitate APV and continue to concentrate families warehousing them on

37 acres. The rehabilitation, however, would be subject to the constraints
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of the Texas Historical Commission and unlike what has been achieved at

Cuney Homes, we would continue to maintain a government issued design

of public housing. However, this funding offers a choice. The choice is

outlined in our approved URD plan which has been funded in excess of 36

million dollars.

It is a codified and structured plan to replace outdated and dilapidated

housing. We are committed to investing these funds into the Houston

economy and specifically in the communities surrounding the replacement

housing planned under this grant. Wc propose to rehabilitate 150 units

directly on the APV property and to replace 850 by constructing HX) imits

in Fourth Ward, 100 units in Third Ward acquiring 570 existing multifamily

units and 80 Section 8 Certificates totaling the 1000 units. All of the 850

replacements units as well as the 150 units on site will have access to day

care, adult day care, education and vocational training, career counseling

and placement and other family support services.

These programs are all part of the Social Supportive Services and

Community Support Services outlined in our URD application which were

funded in excess of 7 million dollars. The units to be constructed in Fourth

Ward will be constructed in clusters of 15-25 units on 4-5 sites to provide

pockets of investment. HACH believes that this will be more effective in

stimulating subsequent private sector investment throughout the Fourth

Ward.

The units to be built in Third Ward will be constructed near the Houston

Community College. The administration of HCC has expressed strong

interest in the development of Public Housing near its Central Campus so

that the Institution, as part of its Training and Education Program, can

provide supportive services to residents of public housing. With respect to

the units to be acquired and rehabbed, the Houston market has an inventory

more than sufficient to meet these needs.

In developing the Demolition Disposition application that will be submitted

to the Department of HUD in February, the Housing Authority and its

consultants are currently examining all properties that meet the
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neighborhood and site criteria for replacement housing. The availability of

these properties is also evidenced by the inventory of HUD, the FDIC, and

RTC. In fact the City of Houston has purchased and is currently negotiating

to acquire hundreds of RTC units. If any difficulty is encountered, in

implementing the replacement housing plan it will be with the requirement

that replacement units other than those in the areas of APV be in non-

impacted areas.

We are all familiar with the NIMBY philosophy and the opposition of

residents in non-impacted areas to public housing in their communities.

Please listen to the homeless and to the low-income families needing

affordable housing
-
they want to be in familiar neighborhoods with familiar

schools, churches, institutions and relatives. Please listen to the advice of

your own Commission on Severely Distressed Housing. Please reconsider

and allow development of new public housing in impacted areas particularly

in cases where such developments add to the revitalization of inner city

neighborhoods.

Currently , there are only 29 units occupied at APV. Our plan, through the

leveraging of additional resources will return long term vacant public

housing units to the available low income housing inventory and create

significant additional housing resources for a city greatly undeserved by

public housing. Not only will the new housing and neighborhood

improvement efforts support additional public and private sector investment,

the URD Program design intends that the low income residents of public

housing and the neighborhood participate in the benefits of this investment.

One such way is through the provision of economic development initiatives

that even include a "revolving loan" program for new business start-ups in

the community including those which are public housing resident owned.

The major emphasis and focus of this revitalization effort is the turn around

of severely distressed public housing. It must be recognized that not only

will the poor living conditions of APV residents be improved but the

prospective household at the revitalized APV site and in the replacement

units will benefit from the program. The neighborhood stands to gain a great

deal as does the City. The economic climate for the neighborhood is
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expected to change dramatically and a significant number of short term and

long term employment opportunities will result. It is time that the residents

of the Fourth Ward and of public housing were included in the benefits of

such an important economic stimulus as that which can result from the

implementation of the Urban RevitalLzation Demonstration Plan.

To date, we have yet to see anything submitted by the opponents of our plan

that is as comprehensive, inclusive, pro-active and feasible with the requisite

support from City, State, and National officials as the Housing Authority's

Urban Revitalization Development Plan.

Despite all the obstacle facing the HACH during the past 15 years we have

aggressively pursued every possible means of reaching an amicable

resolution to the litigation while establishing a solid base of support for the

redevelopment of the property as well as to promote economic development
in the surrounding community. Every good faith effort has been made to

include residents of APV and the surrounding community in our planning

process but to no avail. The unwillingness of our opponents to negotiate in

good faith, compromise or even mediate an agreeable solution does nothing

but perpetuate non-resolution of this controversy.

The allegations that once the APV units are demolished and they will never

be replaced are totally unfounded and completely ludicrous. Federal

Regulations mandate that when public housing units are demolished they

must be replaced on a one-to-one basis. There are those who fear the Hard

Units to be demolished will be replaced with Soft Units such as Section 8

Certificates or Vouchers whose continued funding may not be guaranteed.
This fear too is baseless, especially given the fact that only 80 Section 8

Certificates of the 850 replacement units were requested.

We realize that we may not at this moment be able to say exactly where the

replacement units are, however, we do know that available multifamily

housing properties exist within the Houston market. The Demolition

Disposition application to be submitted to the Department of HUD will

include a replacement housing plan which will clearly define our

replacement housing options. Let me reassure you or any other pjerson who
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doubts our resolve or ability to complete the URD as designed of our intent

to carry out our plans. The HACH has an excellent track record of buying
and rehabilitating properties all over Houston. For example, Ewing

Apartments, Wilmington House, Lincohi Park, Oxford Place, Forest Green

and all of our Scattered Sites homes total over 1 100 units which we can

point to with pride and say the HACH purchased, rehabbed and now

manages.

Our ultimate goals are the same, namely to insure that there is clean, decent,

safe and affordable housing for those in need. Let us join forces to reach

that goal together and move forward in freeing up alt 1000 units" of housing
which have been denied to over 7,700 homeless and low-income families

on our Public Housing Waiting list in Houston, Texas.
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Gladys M. House Testimony
From Historic Preservation Aspect of Allen Parkway village

Presented before Congressman Henry B. Gonzales
Chairman, Subcommittee on Housing and Community Develooment

Tue. . Dec. 14. 1393

Exhibit 1

In the beginning was land, no buildings. The Civil War of 1965
introduced freedom to African slaves in the United States of
America. Traveling along Washington on the Brazos and on -into

Houston following the route of Buffalo Bayou, freed Africans sat
their dreams on land that they would develop their own community
or town. This land across from Buffalo Bayou soon became known as
Houston's first African developed planned community namec
Freedmen's Town. Growth of this newly sprang neighborhood spread
to an area five square miles circumference.

By the turn of the century Africans had aeveloped an economic
empire overwhelmed with community and social pnde. and of course,
a great love and fear for the God Yahweh who had brought them thus
far. Yahweh was the only salvation Africans knew and therefor
constructed many churches to praise His name.

Africans owned land, businesses, homes, held investments and
made Freedmen's Town indepenaent of Caucasian involvement.

Caucasians became threatened by the African spirit and great
pride of self worth. Efforts begin to formulize to destroy this
unheard of spirit and persistence. Camp Logan War in August 1917
was actually African soldiers saying no" to Jim Crow laws in
Houston and blatant abuse of Africans in general, but soecificaliv
the African sisters. The 24th Infantry had received worldwide
recognition for its outstanding fighting record. However, its first
and only two weeks in Houston drew only racist attacks and hatred
for them. Caucasians were killed that day by African soldiers who
stood for justice that was elusive to them. The result was an

unjust trial and hanging of those African brothers. It is written
that Houston Police Department portrays a different and unfair
account of Camp Logan. They present the brave warriors as wild men
thirsting for the blood of innocent Caucasians. It is unfortunate
that such a story is told their cadets about African history here
and hopefully the record will be set straight in tne near future.

Eminent domain began to eat away at Freedmen's Town prosperity
like an uncontrollable cancer. Local government grasped at land
only in Freedmen's Town for construction of its buildings,
freeways, etc. City garbage dump was one of the first to take
property followed by police substation at Wilson and West Dallas.
But major taking of land from Africans began in 1920s with
construction of city hall. A substantial portion of Freedmen's Town
was taken for construction of San Felipe Courts in 1939, In 1959
Africans lost more land for the newly formed Gulf Coast Freeway.
Harris County Commissioners stepped in and did its damage with the
erection of Jefferson Davis Hospital. Houston Independent School
District joined in by se'i'mg the historic Colored Hign wnich later
became known as Richard G. Lockett prior to its demise in 1966. The
new high school named Abraham Lincoln Jr. Sr. also displaced
African property owners and small businesses m 1968. Private
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sector apDlied D^essures which led to Africans selling •^or oenmes
what was worth millions. Africans felt that it was near imoossible
to obtain any justice in an unjust system ruled by Caucasians.

Following the construction of San Felipe Courts anc ""ts

occupancy in i942, Africans were prombitec admission. It was 25

years later and the Civil Rights Movement before tne first African
family was allowed to occupy a unit in San Felipe Courts. Tne
African population there grew and down came the bnck wa"" i that
separated the once al 1 -Caucasi an project from the predommantl >

African neighborhood. Even the name was changed and the main office
of the Housing Authority o-*" the City of Houston relocatea when
Africans became the dominant tenants. Allen Parkway village was the
new name. However, maintenance was not the focus of HACH nor city
government once Africans had returned indirectly to the land that
had been taken from them. Local government nad otner plans which
included big developers and the private sector.

During the early 1980s large numbers of Inoo-Chmese -efuaees
were being herded into APV while Africans were being forced out.

Foreigners would not challenge the government here since it had
been so generous to them. Eventually though, the refugees were
relocated to other housing throughout Houston. This alloweo hach
to justify boarding up units as tney became vacant. Despite
application ana approval of $10 million to renap APv • n 19''9. no
suostantial maintenance has occurred.

HACH witn tne city council applied under NOFa for uRD funas
o' at "east $36 million to aemolish APV. It is my understanding
that URD funds snould be used to rohab puolic nous^ng. not demolish
It. Also, the Le' and-^rost Act prohibits use o* federal dollars to
demolish public housing. In addition. AP\ s a histor-'c s'"te ana
must be preserved. So whv a*"? all tne laws bema broken tc destroy
OU"" African history?
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TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN FOX
TO

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ON
HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

HOUSTON, TEXAS
DECEMBER 14. 1993

My name is Stephen Fox. I am an archilectural histonan and work for a foundation

based in Houston. The architecture of Houston and Texas has been the focus of my
research for the past 18 years. I have wntten a guidebook to the architecture of Houston. I

was one of the contnbutors to the guidebook to San Antonio architecture. In 1987, with

the late V. Nia Donan Becnel, I prepared an application nominating Allen Parkway Village

to the National Register of Histonc Places. When Allen Park-way Village was listed in the

National Register in 1988 as the San Felipe Courts Histonc Distnct. it became the first

public housing complex in Texas to attain landmark status.

Allen Parkway Village was nominated to the Nauonal Register by its Resident

Council. The pjeople who live here recognize its value as a cultural resource. It is

recognition of the fundamental worth of Allen Parkway Village as an exemplar)' planned
residential community that has encouraged residents to advocate its preservation and

rehabilitation.

Allen Parkway Village was judged worthy to be listed in the National Register of

Historic Places--the official Federal list of distncts, buildings, and sites significant in

American history and cullure--by the Texas Historical Commission and the National Park

Service. This is because of its significance as a pnmc example of New Deal era community
planning, an important e.xample of New Deal social -humanitarian concern (which made
safe, decent, well-planned housing for low income families a national pnonty), and an

exceptional example of modem architectural design. One of the foremost architects to

practice in Houston-Kjirl Kamrath of the firm of MacKic & Kamraih--was the chief

designer of Allen Parkway Village. As in much of the distinguished body of work
Kamrath produced between 1937 and his death in 1988, Allen Park'\\ay Village reflects his

debt to Frank Lloyd Wright. The sweeping horizontal lines of ihc apartment buildings, the

boldly cantilevered concrete canopies, the imaginative use of tile and bnck to achieve

economical decorative effects, and the extension of low garden walls to ne the buildings to

the gently sloping site were attnbutes of Wnght's organic modem style that Kamrath

adapted at Allen Parkway Village. These endow the community with a degree of

architectural distinction unusual among housing complexes built during the New Deal

under the auspices of the U.S. Housing Authonty.

Allen Parkway Village's exceptional architectural standing was recognized at the

time of its construction through publication in the national architectural press. Indicauve of

its architectural significance is the fact that it remains the subject of scholarly and

professional attention. Dr. Dana Cuff of the University of California, Los Angeles, has

written about Allen Parkway Village in the landscape journal Places, published by the MIT
Press. Dr. Diane Ghirardo of the University of Souihem California, who is the current

president of the Associated Collegiate Schools of Architecture of North Amenca, has

written about it in the Harvard Archileclural Review. The National Trust for Histonc

Preservation featured Allen Parkway Village in a cover story in its monthly newspaper.
Historic Preservation News. Joel Barna, in his widely acclaimed book on architecture and
real estate development in Texas in the 1980s, Tlie See-Tlirough Years, spotlights Allen

Parkway Village, as does Professor Jay C. Henry of the University of Texas at Arlington
in his recently published history. Architecture in Texas, J 895-] 945.
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When Allen Parkway Village was nominated to the National Register in 1987, it

was less than 50 years old, the minimum age that the National Park Senice requires a

property to be in order to be eligible for historic listing. The Keeper of the National

Register made a special exception to permit the listing of Allen Parkway Village because of

its historical significance. It is only the second Texas property of less than 50 years of age
to be listed in the National Register. Of the eight historic districts in Houston presently
listed in the National Register, only Allen Parkway Village and the adjacent Freedmen's

Town Historic District in Fourth Ward were judged to be of national significance, the

highest category of listing in the National Register.

Allen Parkway Village spatially preserves more complex and troubling layers of

Houston (and Amencan urban) history. It was built by the Housing Authonty on the site

of the original Freedmantown, the oldest Afncan-American neighborhood in Fourth Ward.

But Allen Parkway Village was reserved exclusively for Caucasian occupancy. It remained

racially segregated until 1964. Street connections to the other black neighborhoods of

Fourth Ward were severed and Allen Parkway Village was faced toward the Buffalo Bayou
Parkway, whose construction as a scenic corridor in 1925 had opened up to public view

what subsequently came to be considered the worst "slum" in Houston. The conjunction
of the Allen Parkway Village £ind Freedmen's Town-Fourth Ward historic districts thus

spatially represents a compelling hislonc continuum; a New Deal "slum clearance" housing

complex and the so-called slum it was meant to hide, if not entirely supplant. This

conjunction represents the way that New Deal programs were used by local governments to

rearrange the civic landscape and replace an unacceptable low income population with one

less offensive to elite sensibilities and subject to official control. Throughout the 1950s and

1960s, a significant percentage of the apartments at Allen Parkway Village were vacant

because of the low demand for public housing among white families. Yet despite a waiting
list of qualified black applicants, the Housing Authonty refused requests to integrate the

complex racially to provide needed housing until passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964.

Even after it began to admit African American families to Allen Park'\vay Village, the

Housing Authority would not fill all vacant apartments in order to preserve Caucasian

numerical supenority. Thus, Allen Parkway Village represents, over the entire course of

its existence, one lamentable chapter after another in the raciiil politics of 20th-cenrury
American housing. Today, historians are much keener than once was the case to the

experiences and culture of marginalized peoples who, because of poverty and racial

prejudice, were judged not to have contributed significantly to Amencan history. In this

respect, Allen Parkway Village and Fourth Ward emerge as important monuments to a

more searching and inclusive view of American history and culture, one that does not

suppress the existence of injustice and discrimination.

Ultimately, it has been the residents of Allen Parkway Village who have taken

responsibility for their community. They nominated it to the National Register of Historic

Places because they knew that despite its history of official mismanagement and neglect, it

is not a hopeless, deteriorated breeding ground for social pathologies. Rather, Allen

Parkway Village is an outstanding example of public spinied architecture, landscape

design, and community planning that stales unequivocally that low-income families have a

legitimate place at the very center of Houston, not as barely tolerated transients, but as

citizen-residents. The quality of the complex's architecture, the intelligence of its planning,
the extraordinary durability of its construction, and the generosity of its park-like grounds
are the historical attributes of the San Felipe Courts Historic District that gave its distinction

to begin with. And they are the qualities that will continue to make it, if properiy
rehabilitated and managed, not only a desirable historic neighborhood for low income
Houston families, but a belated monument to the success of public housing in Houston.
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DECEMBER 8, 1993

STATEMENT OF CONCLUSIONS:
RENOVATION COST OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE

Philip D. Belanger, President

LBA, Inc., Architects

(Previously Leifeste/Belanger & Associates, Inc.)
6100 Richmond Avenue - Suite 22A

Houston, Texas 77057-6219 Telephone: 713/782-0081
and
Robert A. Turner, Vice President
Paisan Construction Co.

6343 Skyline Drive

Houston, Texas 77257-0967 Telephone: 713/974-3500

We, the parties named above, inspected Allen Parkway Village (APV)
and prepared a detailed report on the cost and feasibility of

renovating the entire project during the period February -
August

1991, on behalf of the Gulf Coast Legal Foundation. We are

submitting this report, entitled "Plan for Renovation of Allen

Parkway Village" dated August 1991, for entry into the record.

We revisited the project in August 1993, and reevaluated our earlier

report to determine the extent of additional deterioration since
1991. Our revised conclusions entitled "Allen Parkway Village
/ August 18, 1993" (4 pages) is also submitted for the record.
Our conclusions may be summarized as follows:

In 1991, we concluded that the minimum feasible renovation cost for
the entire project was approximately $17,000 per unit (Base Bid).
The cost for a first-class renovation, with all optional work

included, was estimated at approximately $22,000 per unit. (Please
see the full report for a detailed breakdown of the work included
in each estimate)

Upon reinspection in 1993, we increased our estimate to $26,000 for
a first-class renovation with the optional work. This estimate also
included the Housing Authority of City of Houston's (HACH's)
estimated outside Administrative costs of $2.7 Million. The

majority of our estimated costs were based on actual construction
costs, including change orders, from Clayton Homes and Kelly
Village. Kelly Village is a HACH project of similar construction,
in Houston, which was renovated by Mr. Turner with Paisan
Construction Company in 1990. In preparing our 1991 report on

APV, we took new bids for some subcontract items. For other items,
we adjusted and prorated the unit costs from Kelly Village for
the conditions at APV, and added additional costs for work not

necessary at Kelly Village. In preparing these estimates, we
assumed that every unit interior would totally renovated with

completely new finishes, cabinets, plumbing fixtures, lighting,
etc., regardless of its actual condition. We based on our costs
on inspections of the sample units which were in the worst
condition. Our estimates included renovation and additions to the
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Community Center and Administration Building, project utility infra-

structure, paving and sitework. They also included the cost of the
additional paving necessary to provide parking for 600 cars onsite.
This exceeds the minimuni parking standard of one car for each three
units, which was required by the 1991 City of Houston Code, for
Low Income Public Housing. (Please see Exhibits A & B in 1991

Report)

Even if we were to add upgrades such as new forced air HVAC systems,
instead of the window units which were used at Kelly Village, and
which are typical in other Houston Housing Authority projects, we
are absolutely confident that we can totally renovate the entire
project for a current cost of $28,0O0/unit or less. This is

substantially below HACH's $40,000 - $50,000 per unit estimates
for replacement housing; and their figures do not include land
cost, relocation costs, environmental impact study costs, public
hearings, real estate commissions, demolition costs, etc; nor do

they include the cost of a Community Center or Administration
Building. Our estimate is also well below HACH's previous estimates
for rehabilitation, as well as HUD's 1991 Houston Rehabilitation
Cost Guideline of $31,000 per unit.

It is significant that the existing structures at APV are of fire-
proof concrete and masonry construction, while HACH's estimates
for replacement housing are for sheetrock and wood stud
construction. When the true total project cost of replacement
is considered, we strongly believe that every single existing unit
at APV which is renovated, rather than replaced, will represent
a savings of $15,000 - $30,000. If all 963 units were renovated,
we believe the total savings to taxpayers would be $14,000,000
to $29,000,000.

In our opinion, the current cost to renovate Allen Parkway would
be much lower if the Housing Authority had provided even minimal

building maintenance during the many years that the project was
allowed to deteriorate, and to experience accelerating vacancies
and vandalism. Due to the virtual "abandonment" of this project,
almost 1,000 housing units were lost during a period when waiting
lists for low-income housing were at record levels, and news reports
of 10,000 homeless people living on Houston's streets were common.

We would also like to state, for the record, that if public housing
authorities cannot rehabilitate, construct, and maintain projects
in a cost-effective manner, we believe the applicable laws should be

changed to allow private sector involvement. This could take many
forms. One possibility would be a partnership joint-venture of

experienced private project managers, design professionals and

general contractors to construct or renovate projects on a

competitive bid turnkey basis, using streamlined documentation
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and construction management techniques to reduce project overhead

and costly change orders. Ownership of the completed project could

then be transferred to a Housing Authority, or to a Resident Council
for management. Maintenance could be performed by employees
(including resident trainees), or by private firms on a competitive
bid basis.

We are grateful for this opportunity to present our

findings and opinions. Even if it is too late to change the

decision on Allen Parkway Village, perhaps this hearing is the

first step toward changing a system that has allowed the wasting
of millions in taxpayers dollars, nearly destroyed one of the better

existing public housing projects in this country, put hundreds
of residents out of their homes, tied up the legal system, generated
hundreds of pounds of paperwork, and yet failed to acheive any
sensible, cost effective result for the taxpayers in over 10 years
of futile effort.

Sincerely,

fJ/C^u^.^^^,^-
Philip D/yBelanger, President;/

LBA, Incr

Robert A. Turner, Vice President
Paisan Construction Company
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ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE
AUGUST 18, 1993

OUR CONCLUSIONS

1. Based on our 1991 Study and recent re-inspection, we are

still confident that APV can be successfully renovated

for far less than the cost of new construction. In

addition, the cost of a new site would need to be added

for an "apples to apples" cost comparison. At equivalent

density and similar land value, this would add about another

$31 /SF of building or about $20,000 per unit to the cost

of new construction with no assurance as to the immediate

marketability of the APV site.

2. Even after adding the cost of inflation since 1991; plus

some additional paving replacement; masonry repair;

foundation, step, porch and retaining wall repair; interior

plumbing replacement; and wall repair made necessary by

continued vandalism and lack of maintenance since 1991,

our 1993 estimate is also still well below the $31,310/Unit
1991 HUD Houston Development Cost Limits for Rehab described

in the KDG report.

3. Our 1991 estimate was $17,000 per unit (Base Bid) or $22,000

per unit with all additional optional work. This includes

A & E fees, G.C. overhead and profit, etc. Everything except
HACH administrative costs is included. Even if we add the

additional costs described above, plus a 5% contingency,
and added HACH's $2.7 million administrative load, our

total cost estimate for the renovation would not exceed

$26,000 per unit, over $5,000,000 below HUD's 1991

Houston Rehab Guidelines.

4. Using HUD's own new construction "Development Cost Limits"

as quoted in the 1991 KDG report, a new project to replace
APV would have a 1991 construction cost of $39,469,997,

or $A0,964 per unit. Adding land cost at $12/SF at 27

units per acre would add $19,000,000 making equivalent
new project costs $60,653 per unit. To this would be added

the cost of the Community Center, Administration Building,

Demolition of APV, legal costs, site acquisition costs,

etc. Since HACH seems to feel that APV is too dense,

replacement land costs could be even higher, and the

feasibility of a timely sale of the APV site is uncertain.

Conclusion: Renovation of APV is clearly more cost effective

than new construction.

Archiiecwe & Pionnmg
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II. KEY COMMENTS ON THEIR REPORT

1. Their costs include separately funded conversion costs for

Handicapped Units. This should be added to new construction
costs for comparison, as well.

2. The KDG report includes $l,3A0,O00 abatement costs for lead
and asbestos ($1,390/Unit). However, abatement is required
for demolition, as well.

3. The KDG report includes $2,721,521 in HACH Administrative
costs ($2,823/unit). However, it is likely even greater
administrative costs would be involved in demolition,
finding and purchasing a new site, selling the old, going
through public meetings for approval of new site, and

designing and constructing a totally new project.

A. The KDG report includes a $2,657,754 "Contingency" for

estimating and construction added to the "hard costs".

5. The KDG report includes piecemeal window repair costs of

$27/SF. This is actually higher than complete window

replacement costs (Example: Their estimate would require
$540 to repair a single 4'x5' window). However they argue
that the existing windows don't meet egress codes. We
included total replacement with code-compliant windows
based on a comparison of actual repair vs replacement
costs at Kelly Village and Clayton Homes.

6. The KDG study is based on "Means Cost Data Estimating
Books" and projects in St. Louis, Cleveland, and East St.

Louis. Ours are based on the actual bid cost of almost
identical work at Kelly Village, in Houston, Texas in the
1990-1991 time period, including contingencies and change
orders, applied on a unit cost basis to the actual

quantities at APV.

7. The KDG report's conclusions about parking ignore the

exception afforded HACH and HUD projects in the Houston

Parking Ordinance. They claim a requirement of 2020 spaces
for 964 units (2.09 per unit). This is incorrect, even

using the Houston Code, which requires 1.33 - 2.0 cars

per unit, depending on the number of bedrooms. The actual

requirement for public housing is one (1) space per 3 units,
or 321 spaces. APV presently provides 400 spaces, and

we proposed to provide 600 in our study.
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8. Their report recommends individual forced air gas furnaces
and central air conditioning with remote condensing units
and ductwork for each unit , and claims this to be

cost-competitive compared to the cost of providing
electrical capacity for window units. However, central
HVAC for each unit would still require increased electrical

capacity for each unit, plus ductwork, plus additional
demolition to allow ductwork routing. Kelly Village was
handled by providing increased electrical for window units

by tenants, at their option and we included those costs
in our estimate for APV. HACH used a figure of from

$1,286.52 for a one-bedroom central unit to $4,A98 for a six
bedroom central unit for a total cost of $1,765,925.00, or

$1,831.87 per unit, not including structural modification
for ductwork. Window units could be purchased and installed
for considerably less, whether provided by the authority,
or the residents.

9, The 1991 KDG estimate includes the following expenditures
which we feel may be overly generous, or unnecessary:

Playgrounds $122,385
Additional Landscaping $187,500
Steel Fencing to Divide the Project

Up into Smaller "Quadrants" $230, 85A

Previous estimates submitted by HACH included items such
as "jogging trails," ornamental fencing, barbecue pits
for each unit, window blinds, etc.

10. Their own report refers repeatedly to repair costs made

necessary by lack of maintenance, such as:

a) "No signs or records of roof repairs during past 10-
15 years.

b) Failure to replace and maintain gravel guards and base

flashing causing asphalt staining and water damage to

walls and interior finishes.

c) Rotted wood nailers not repaired.

d) Damage to window and door frames caused by nailing
boards over windows and doors.

e) Exterior door frames allowed to rust-through.

f) Failure to replace broken glass causing interior water

damage.

g) Failure to maintain caulking and sealing around windows,
doors, etc. causing further interior water damage.
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III. ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS ABOUT OUR 1991 REPORT

1. Extent of gas line replacement Covered in $22,000/Unit
2. Extent of interior wall and

plaster repair Covered in $22,000/Unit
3. Extent of interior plumbing

replacement Covered in $22,000/Unit
4. Additional masonry and retaining

wall damage since 1991 Add $350/Unit

6. Use of Window HVAC Units:

Kelly Village and Clayton Homes employed window units by
the residents, and this was the recommendation of the HACH
reports that we reviewed prior to the KDG report. We
assumed this was their preference. Which is less

attractive, ground-mounted and roof mounted condensing
units, or window units? (Screen fencing for 964 condensing
units would be very expensive). Both systems would alter
the historic appearance of the buildings. Is it easier
for a resident to repair or replace a window unit, or
a central unit? Does their estimate include adequate duct-
work to distribute air to bedrooms? Does it make sense to

V cut masonry and concrete floor and walls for ducts and take
up interior floor space? If more detailed architectural
and mechanical engineering studies convinced us that central

.
• units are the best alternative, and their costs are correct,

we could add the additional $1,832 per unit cost and still
not exceed $28,000 per unit.
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Submitted By:

Gulf Coast Legal Foundation

August 1991
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I. INTRODUCTION.

This report presents the result of work performed at the request of

Gulf Coast Legal Foundation. The intent of this report is to present an

honest, unbiased and realistic estimate of the true cost of remodeling and

restoring Allen Parkway Village.

In the preparation of this report, previous estimates of the Houston

Housing Authority and others were obtained and studied for Scope of Work

comparisons. In making these comparisons it became clear that some
costs which were included in these earlier estimates may not be required
to meet HUD's requirements or other applicable local building codes, and
seem unnecessary even by generally accepted standards of moderate
income private housing. They certainly seem questionable for low-income

public housing. In many cases, these proposed expenditures have not been
considered essential at other new or remodeled public housing
developments, including other projects by the Houston Housing Authority.

The costs contained in this report were obtained from reputable
Houston area contractors with recent experience in this type of work. In

some cases, the contractors involved visited the site and prepared a bid

specifically for Allen Parkway Village. In other cases, recent bids from

Kelly Village were obtained direct from the contractors involved and were

prorated for differences in quantities between the two projects. Kelly

Village is another HACH project which was recently remodeled and is

almost identical in basic construction to Allen Parkway Village. We have

used the final costs, including change orders, rather than the original bids

from Kelly Village as our cost guide. We have also included a contingency
to cover the cost of correcting any additional concealed problems which

might be discovered during construction, and we have included completely
new interior finishes, cabinets and appliances for aii units, regardless of

their actual condition.

We believe that any hope of a resolution of the public debate over the

fate of Allen Parkway Village must be founded in truth. To date, the

entire discussion has been poisoned by false claims, exaggeration, and

distortion designed to support a "point-of-view." Regardless of one's

position regarding the wisdom of remodeling all or part of Allen Parkway

Village, it is our position that one must begin with an honest evaluation of

the cost.

We believe the report which follows provides such an evaluation.
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Sincerely,

Philip D. Belanger, AIA

Leifeste/Belanger & Associates, Inc.
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II. SCOPE OF WORK.

A. EXISTING CONDITION OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE.

Very little maintenance work has been performed in recent years

at Allen Parkway Village. As a result, materials subject to deterioration

without routine maintenance have deteriorated - to the extent that

replacement is more economical than repair in many cases. However, the

extremely sound concrete and masonry construction of the original

structures has held up well. Their extraordinary durability has prevented

serious damage, and makes their renovation practical and economical

when compared with equivalent new construction.

We are in general agreement with the structural, mechanical,

electrical and plumbing engineering evaluations of existing construction

previously prepared by Day Brown Rice, Inc. and Louis Lemus. However, we
do take issue with other reports which imply that significant structural

movement has occurred. We believe that most of the visible hairline

cracking of the masonry walls is due to thermal stresses, which are

normal in buildings of this age, and may be easily sealed. With regard to

the condition of other building components at Allen Parkway Village, our

evaluation is as follows:

1. ROOFS;

Neglect and lack of security at the site has resulted in the

theft of more than half of the buildings valuable copper roof edge flashing.

The removal of the edge flashing has allowed water to enter the walls and

migrate back into the structure. In addition, there are leaks within the

roofing membrane itself. A complete reroofing and reflashing of all

buildings is the most practical strategy.

2. EXTERIOR WALLS:

Despite minor damage due to vandalism, roofing tar, graffiti,

glass breakage, and water damage, the exterior walls are sound and can

easily be restored to good condition.

3. INTERIORS:

The interiors are in need of updating with new cabinets,

appliances, fixtures, and finishes. However, there are no major obstacles

to interior renovation. Plumbing can be repaired, and plaster walls can be

patched and painted to correct water damage. The masonry construction

and lack of forced-air heating and cooling creates an ongoing condensation

problem on wall and ceiling surfaces which should be addressed in the
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Renovation Work. However, this problem is partly the result of air

infiltration from vacant units which would be alleviated by full

occupancy.

4. SITEWORK:

Driveways, parking lots, lawns and sidewalks have all

deteriorated from lack of maintenance and water accumulation. Standing

water, aided by the lack of attention to pavement cracking, has washed
out the subgrade support in many areas, creating further structural

cracking of pavement.

This process can be stopped, and the existing damage
corrected by the addition of a storm drainage system, combined with a

program of modest regrading and filling, removal and replacement of

severely damaged concrete paving, and resurfacing with asphalt to seal

small hairline cracks and provide a new wearing surface. Some courtyard
drains should be added to drain isolated low spots. Uplift problems in

pavement and sidewalks around large trees is normal in all parts of the

city. Some limited sidewalk "detours" combined with an ongoing program
of regular maintenance should be sufficient to handle the problem.

B. ISSUES INVOLVED IN SELECTION OF RENOVATION TECHNIQUES AND
SCOPE OF WORK.

Our report differs significantly from the 1991 Housing Authority
Draft Report regarding the best method of renovating Allen Parkway
Village in several respects, as follows:

1. ROOF:

The HACH draft report assumes the construction of new

pitched roof structures of wood framing, plywood, and composition

shingles above the existing concrete roof slabs, abandonment of the

existing flat roofs and the addition of new exterior gutters, downspouts
and splash blocks. We do not believe that this is the best approach. Aside

from its enormous cost, and the fact that it will permanently alter the

appearance of structures which are currently listed in the National

Register of Historic Buildings, it seems to create as many new problems
as it solves. Although it certainly creates positive roof drainage, it would
have the following severe disadvantages:

a. Introduction of flammable wood construction into

fireproof structures, creating vulnerability to arson, vandalism, termites,

etc.
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b. In order to overcome disadvantage 'a.' above and meet

fire codes, some HACH reports have recommended the use of "fire

resistant" treated wood. This would be even more expensive. The

material is expensive and is very labor intensive to work with due to its

dense abrasive qualities which damage fasteners and saw blades.

c. The new roof will require extensive tree clearance and

pruning, at even greater expense and loss of natural beauty.

d. The attempt to construct such roofs would delay the

work and would create legal challenges due to this historic status,

possibly holding-up the project for additional years.

e. Aside from the historical issue, it is our considered

architectural opinion that shingle roofs, while obviously attractive and

appropriate where housing is designed with such roofs in mind initially,

would prove awkward and unattractive when arbitrarily superimposed on

buildings such as these, which were designed with a different aesthetic

intent, in our opinion, additional architectural work on the exterior would

be required to create a unified design, adding yet more expense.

f. The new roofs would require over five miles of new

gutters and wood fascias, plus miles of new downspouts, to drain the long

narrow building perimeters, in addition to the high initial cost, the wood
fascia would require regular repainting unless it was covered with

prefinished metal, which would add still more cost.

instead of the HACH approach, we recommend placing

fireproof sloped lightweight concrete insulating fill atop the existing

concrete slab roofs to create positive drainage, replacing the perimeter

flashing, and reroofing with modified bitumen or other adhered membrane

roofing. As an alternate, a sloped urethane combination insulating/roofing

system could be considered, if it proves cost competitive.

2. iNTERiOR WALLS & BASE:
The 1991 HACH draft report includes abating alleged lead

paint on "all interior surfaces," and scraping interior plaster to bare

wails, and patching plaster, and repainting. This is a very costly and time

consuming approach, and does not address the condensation problem

caused by internally generated humidity condensing on cold plaster

surfaces during periods of high winter humidity. We do not believe the

lead paint test report is clear on the extent of lead paint on walls and
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ceilings. (It was not present at Kelly Village, or was not abated if

present.)

One possibility would be to avoid the issue entirely by

covering (encapsulating) all walls and ceilings with drywall, rigid

insulation, and furring channels. This eliminates all plaster work,

isolates the wall surfaces from the cold masonry and plaster behind, and
allows a completely new painted surface free of water damage,
condensation, cracks, pockmarks, etc. Lead paint abatement would then be

required only on door frames, since we are replacing all doors. If lead

paint is not widely present on wall and ceilings, and the condensation

problem is not critical, then a simple removal and paint procedure would

be adequate, as was done at Kelly Village. One drawback to the drywall

surfaces is that they are subject to greater damange from second floor

bathroom plumbing overflows and from impact damage. The would require
most costly maintenance ove the life of the project, and so we have
included this work as an optional item. If drywall is utilized, new base
would be required. However, new wood base as sugessted in the HACH
Report is extremely expensive and would require regular repainting.
Resilient rubber base would be a more practical alternative.

3. ABATEMENT:
We question the fairness and logic of comparing renovation

costs which include abatement to new construction costs which do not,

since demolition of the existing units would also require abatement and
correct disposal of these substances. Either abatement should be excluded
from both for comparison (we understand that HUD funds abatement

separately in any case) or demolition and abatement costs should be added
to new construction costs to reflect the total cost of that alternative.

4. SECURITY SCREENS/BURGLAR BARS:
We recommend good security lighting, a regular security

program, and resident-run surveillance as a less expensive and more
effective alternative to the HACH recommended screens. Security screens

are expensive, unattractive, and require regular maintenance and painting.

5. STEAM CLEANING AND SEALING BRICK:
The brick used at Allen Parkway Village is dense, low water

absorption brick. It washes easily. Steam cleaning is not necessary, and
we believe sealing would be ineffective and unnecessary on such a

nonporous surface.
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6. FURRDOWNS:
We recommend omitting the expense of HACH's recommended

furrdowns over kitchen cabinets. Without furrdowns plumbing
maintenance will be easier, and the money would be better spent
elsewhere. Most residents need the space on top of the cabinets for

storage and display, which effectively "camouflages" exposed pipes frcm

view.

7. ADMINISTRATION AND COMMUNITY CENTER RENOVATION:
We believe that earlier HACH Administration Building and

Community Center renovation estimates are extremely high, amounting to

over $60 PSF. Based on extensive remodeling and renovation experience,
we feel that $30 - $40 PSF is more than adequate. In order to allow

expanded child care and educational opportunities, however, we would
recommend a new addition to the Community Center at a later date and
have included this in our estimate, as an option.

8. SITEWORK:
We believe that the permanent barbecue pits for each unit,

jogging trails, lawn benches, etc. suggested in earlier HACH reports are

not only unnecessary, but would be a constant maintenance, theft, and
vandalism problem. The project already has convenient access to jogging
trails which are sought out by residents from all over the Houston area.

Barbecue pits will be maintained far better if they are purchased and
owned by the residents who want them. Some new playground equipment
has been included in our estimate, and additional equipment can be

privately funded through churches and charity foundations.

9. PARKING AND FIRE LANES:
Previous HACH reports state that it is impossible to meet

City required parking and fire truck access "codes" without spending
federal dollars on the demolition of existing buildings, which is

prohibited. We respectfully disagree, and submit a proposed site plan,

identified as Exhibit A, showing additional paving which allows a total of

697 convenient parking spaces (600 onsite). We assume that HACH's
reference to parking and access "codes" refers to the Houston "Land

Platting Policy Manual" for the development and platting of subdivisions.

It is our understanding that this document regulates only

parking and street design for new subdivisions, and new construction

requiring the filing of a "development plat" with the city planning

department. Therefore, unless new buildings or additions to existing
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buildings were involved, we would not be required by the city to meet any
private street or parking requirements.

HACH's 1991 plan, submitted in compliance to the April 3

court order, states that the City Ordinance "will require" 315 spaces for

190 dwelling units. As evidence, they cite City Ordinance Number 89-712.

This requirement does not apply to HACH projects or to HUD funded low

income housing. New HUD financed low income projects are required to

provide 1 car for each 3 units, which would be only 321 cars for the entire

963 unit project, or 63 cars for HACH's proposed 190 units.

Notwithstanding our position that HACH's claims are false,

and that these ordinances do aol apply, we recognize the desirability of

providing additional parking and improved access for fire trucks and other

vehicles. We have included the cost of the new paving shown in Exhibit A.

We believe this plan conforms with the requirements of the Development
Plat Ordinance, including:

a. Minimum 28 ft. private street width. (Sec 42-55(b),

p 2879 of Ordinance).

b. Maximum 300 ft. dead-end private street lengths.

(Sec 42-55(d), p 2879 of Ordinance).

c. Approved T-type turnarounds at all dead ends.

(Sec 42-550, p 2879).

d. Maximum 200 ft. hose lengths to all parts of the

buildings from fire truck parking. (Sec 42-67, p 2887 of

Ordinance).

e. Maximum 500 ft. hose lengths to fire truck parking from

hydrants. (Sec 42-67, p 2887 of Ordinance).

f. More than the required 321 offstreet parking spaces.

(Code 1968; and Ordinance 42 1/2 -
56(c), p 2880; and

Ordinance No. 82-1000, 1, 6-22-82).

From a planning and design standpoint, we recommend the

omission of the new crossover driveways shown in Exhibit A. We do not

believe they are necessary unless we must comply with the 300 ft. dead
end street limitation. The omission of these drives will save money,
preserve greenspace, and improve project security.
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10. UNIT MIX:

HACH's 1991 Plan, and previous reports, also mention an

unsuitable unit type mix at Allen Parkway Village with too few large

units. We believe this could be easily solved, at minimum cost, by simply

installing double soundproof mote! style communicating doors between
some percentage of small units, lockable from both sides by deadbolts.

This would allow instant convertibility back and forth to changing unit

mix demands. It would even permit "extended family" units, with

provision for relatives, grandparents, etc. This would be especially
desirable for tenants whose cultural patterns favor such living

arrangements.

If removal of windows, doors, cabinets, fixtures, etc. is not

"demolition" under HUD definitions, then we doubt that the installation of

new doors between units would be prohibited, either. We do not
recommend any other internal changes to unit plans. We see no problem
with large bedroom configurations having more than one kitchen and
bathroom.

C. SUMMARY OF WORK INCLUDED IN THIS ESTIMATE.

1. SITE:

a) Provide for fill, grading and re-seeding throughout the

site.

b) Repair broken sidewalks and replace where necessary.

c) Repair broken curbs.

d) Provide additional parking area in excess of code

requirements.

e) Provide new dumpster pads.

f) Provide new playground equipment.

g) Repair and resurface concrete pavement.

h) Repair/replace clothes line poles as needed.

i) Install exterior security lighting.

j) Remove dead trees.

k) Provide handicap parking and ramps.

I) Provide site directory and building signs.

m) Replace existing water distribution system, including

mains and lines to buildings.

n) Replace existing electrical distribution system,

including new primary wiring and service drops,

breakers,

o) Replace existing sanitary sewer system,

p) Provide storm drainage system tied to City lines.
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q) Backfill around foundations as needed and underneath

porches to provide proper drainage away from buildings.

r) Remove overgrown trees and shrubs next to building

foundations and walks*.

s) Renovate project administration building.

t) Renovate community center building.

2. BUILDING EXTERIOR:

a) Re-roof all buildings with positive drainage slopes.

b) Replace all windows with single hung aluminum
windows.

c) Replace all entry doors including hardware, thresholds

and peepholes.

d) Repair damaged mail slots.

e) Install new unit numbers.

f) Clean dripping tar from brick facades.

g) Clean brick and repair damaged masonry.

h) Repair damaged concrete foundations, overhangs and

porches,

i)
Provide exterior porch lights at front and rear doors,

j) Replace damaged or missing crawl space vents,

k) Replace damaged and missing crawl space access hatch.

I) Provide insect screens for windows.

3. BUILDING INTERIORS:

a) Replace all kitchen cabinets.

b) Replace ail kitchen counter tops.

c) Replace all kitchen sinks.

d) Provide range hoods.

e) Provide new ranges.

f) Provide new refrigerators.

g) Provide new water heaters.

h) Provide backsplash behind range.

i) Replace all tubs and surrounds in ail units.*

j ) Replace all medicine cabinets.

k) Replace all floor tiles with vinyl composition tiles.

1

) Replace all door stops.

m) Replace all interior doors and hardware.

n) Replace damaged closet rods and shelves.

o) Rewire all units, replacing all outlets, switches, light

fixtures, breakers,

p) Convert 50 units into handicap accessible units to

comply with Section-504 requirements.
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q) Provide smoke detectors.

r) Refinish or replace handrails at interiors.

s) Repair damaged plaster walls.

t) Seal all holes at wet walls/plumbing walls.

u) Install new drywall at walls and ceilings with insulation

and furring channels.*

v) Paint interiors,

w) Repair damaged interior stairs.

x) Repair damaged interior door frames,

y) New showers.*

z) Replace damaged interior plumbing pipes and valves,

aa) Clean and refinish plumbing fixtures; replace damaged
fixtures.

Indicates that this item is optional.

D. SUMMARY OF WORK NOT INCLUDED IN THIS ESTIMATE.

1. SITE:

a) Install new lawn benches, barbecue pits, jogging trails,

trees.

b) Prune trees to clear for new shingle roof system.

c) Install decorative fence around the project perimeter.

2. BUILDING EXTERIOR

a) Install security screen windows on all first floor units.

b) Install security screen doors.

c) Steam clean brick veneer and "seal" all surfaces.

d) Provide gutters, downspouts, and splashblocks.

3. BUILDING INTERIOR:

a) Provide vanity in bathroom instead of lavatories,

(inadequate space)

b) Provide bathroom exhaust fans in addition to operable

windows.

c) Install wood bases at masonry walls.

d) Provide window covering/shades.

e) Provide furrdown over kitchen cabinets.

E IMPACT OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES ON COST.

One of the greatest complaints voiced by contractors who have

done this sort of work for the housing authority in the past is the
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inefficiency and waste created by poor project management. Our estimate

assumes that these wasteful practices will be corrected, by order of the

court if necessary, so that dollars can be spent on providing housing for

low income residents, instead of salaries for bureaucracies. We
recommend the following management techniques:

1. Complete and thorough contract documents should be

prepared by qualified architectural/engineering firms for competitive

bidding. These documents should clearly tie-down the quantities of

materials and labor to be included in the work.

2. Unit cost bids should be avoided so that subcontractors may
take advantage of substantial quantity discounts. The cost of thousands

of new windows is completely different from the cost of a few windows.

It is our understanding that on some past projects, decisions were

deferred on the number of items to be replaced. As a result, bidders were

forced to quote low volume "worst-case" prices. As the scope of work

expanded on the job through change orders, these high unit costs were

extrapolated over thousands of units.

3. The advice of subcontractors should be sought concerning

replacement vs repair decisions. Allen Parkway Village is such a large

project that significant economics of scale are available. For instance, it

may be cheaper to "gut" all windows and replace them, as in our estimate,

rather than replace only the worst windows and attempt labor-intensive

time-consuming repair, glass replacement, and resealing of the remainder.

4. At other HACH renovation projects, the work has been phased,
with renovation proceeding on only a few units at a time. However, due to

the fact that very few residents remain at Allen Parkway, a high-volume,
fast-track "get-in-and-get-out" approach involving a large work force is

feasible. This will result in much lower costs and faster occupancy.

5. If large changes in scope seem necessary or advisable once

construction begins, they should not be handled as "change orders." They
should be "packaged" as a separate bid package and bid competitively so

that fair prices can be assured. All things being equal, the contractors

already on-site should get the bid, since they will have lower mobilization

costs and overhead. Small change orders can be handled in the traditional

way, but with "stipulated mark-up" safeguards made a part of the original

bid documents to prevent "price gouging."
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6. Depending on the ultimate role of HUD and HACH,
administrative reporting procedures and paperwork should be simplified

and streamlined as much as possible. Consideration should be given to

private project management, with turnkey ownership transfer to the

managing entity at project completion.

ill. RENOVATION COST.

A. BASE BID.

This base bid cost breakdown represents our estimate of

recommended expenditures for a complete renovation of ail 963 units at

Allen Parkway Village, plus the community center, adminstrative building,

laundry facilities, sidewalks, driveways, etc. it also includes the cost of

adding enough parking to provide the code-required 321 cars.

Again, we want to emphasize that when a particular cost item

was obtained by applying unit costs from Kelly Village to the larger

quantities at Allen Parkway Village, we used the final costs after change

orders, not the original bids. As a result, our costs include the same

proportion of cost encountered at Kelly Village for plaster wall

replacement, wet-wall plumbing pipe replacement, missing or damaged
interior wall repair, etc., applied to the larger square footage of Alien

Parkway Village.

Within the unit interiors, the base bid estimate includes the cost

of completely new cabinets, appliances, flooring, painting, electrical

fixtures, etc. for all 963 units, regardless of their current condition. We
have included the same percentage of plumbing fixture replacement as

Kelly Village, with refinishing and fitting replacement on the remainder.

(Complete replacement of all fixtures was included as an Optional

Expenditure).

The following tabulation gives a detailed breakdown of all costs

included in the base bid estimate:
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B. OPTIONAL EXPENDITURES.

The following work was regarded as desirable, but not essential.

These figures include the additional markup for bonds, insurance,

supervision, payroll taxes, overhead and profit:

1. Additional Onsite Parking Add $ 123,962

(600 Cars Total)

2. New Drywall & Base @ Interiors

(In lieu of plaster & paint) Add $ 2,420,236

3. Replacement of All Plumbing Fixtures

(In lieu of repair & refinishing) Add $ 596.889

4. Construction of a New Larger Community
& Job Training Center Addition

(In addition to renovation of the

existing center in Base Bid)

5. Gas Line Replacement Contingency
Allowance (subject to testing)

6. Window Covering Allowance

(if required by HUD)

7. Total

8. A & E and Project Management Fees

(2.0%)

9. Total Additional Cost

10. Total Base Bid and Optional Work

11. Per Unit (963 Units)

IV. PARTIAL RENOVATION OPTIONS.

In the event funding is not available beyond the remaining $8,500,000

originally allocated by HUD, consideration should be given to the option of

renovating a portion of the existing project.

Add
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In that case only one new laundry facility would be required, the

Administration Building could be left unrenovated, and site costs such as

parking, drives, sewer, electrical service, etc. could be reduced

proportionately. The project would still be large enough to create

significant economics of scale. Our recommendation would be to include

all the other work listed in our Recommended Base Bid, renovating as

many units as possible. This option could be described as follows:

A. BASE BID WITH PARTIAL RENOVATION.

Remaining Fund Allocation $ 8,500,000

Laundry Facility & Maintenance Building
Renovation (30,000)

Community Center Renovation (200,000)

Parking, Drives, Turnarounds (90,000)
A & E and Project Management Fees (3%) (247,000)

Remaining Funds for Dwelling Units $ 7,933,000

Base Bid (Not including Items above) $16,386,886

Per Unit (963 Units) $17.016/unit

Number Of Units Which Could Be Renovated

($7,933,000 -s- $17,016) 466 units

B. PARTIAL RENOVATION WITH OPTIONAL WORK.

A second option would be to renovate a smaller number of units to

a higher quality standard by including the optional work as well. This

option would be described as follows:

Base Bid with Optional Additional Work $19,654,011

(Cost remaining for units after laundry,

maintenance facility, community center,

paving and A&E fees as in Option A above)

Per Unit (963 Units) $20,409/unit

Number Of Units Which Could Be Renovated

($7,933,000 + $20,409) 389 units
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C. MINIMUM COST OPTIONS.

The third possible option is to omit ail work which is not

absolutely essential , so that available funds can be spread over the

greatest possible number of units. Almost all of the interior work

included under our base bid estimate is necessary, however, and roof

repair, masonry repair, sewer, water, electrical and plumbing replacement
cannot be omitted without risking immediate damage to the other

renovation work.

A few existing units at the project have been successfully

cosmetically redecorated and are currently occupied. The Allen Parkway
Village Resident Council has obtained bids as low as $5,000 - $8,000 per
unit. These figures are difficult to dispute since they are based on the

actual cost of repairs to certain currently occupied units. They do not
include exterior building renovation, sitework, paving, community center

and admininstration building renovation or site utility replacement on a

development-wide scale, as our figures do. If all units in a building are to

be occupied, then sanitary sewer, storm sewers, electrical service, roofs,

etc. will almost certainly need to be upgraded and replaced. This

increases the overall per unit cost.

However, some work could be omitted and the resulting reduced

per unit cost would allow additional units to be renovated. In order to

achieve this lower unit cost, the following work was omitted from the

base bid, together with a proportionate share of overhead, profit, payroll

cost, bond cost, etc.:

1) all additional parking and fire lanes $ (150,600)

2) administration building renovation (180,000)

3) new maintenance building ( 60,000)

4) community center renovation (200,000)

5) new graphics ( 25,000)

6) storm drainage system (200,000)

7) new laundry facilities
( 60,000)

8) new pavement resurfacing (247,000)

(breakout and repair still included)

9) reduced qualtity windows (100,000)

10) reduced fill, grading and sidewalk repair ( 81,410)
1 1

) reduction in general contractor's overhead (379.736)
and profit margin to 7.5%, plus reduction

in payroll taxes, bonds and other assorted

costs
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Total Cost Reduction $ 1,683,746

Base Bid Construction Cost $16,857,496
Less Omitted Work (1.683,746)
Reduced Construction Cost $15,173,750
Per Unit (963 Units) $15.757/unit

Remaining Funds $ 8,500,000
A & E and Project Management fees (3%) (247,000)

Remaining Funds for Dwelling Units $ 8,253,000

Number Of Units Which Could Be Renovated 524 units

($8,253,500 + $15,757/Unit)

V. CONCLUSION.

Based on our investigation, and the bids which we have obtained, it

seems clear that the true cost of renovating Allen Parkway Village would
be far lower than the costs claimed by HACH. Figures between $38,000
and $44,000 per unit have been suggested by HACH at various times. Our

figures for complete renovation range between $17,000 and $22,000 per
unit. This is less than half of HACH's estimate, even with a new
community center addition and all the recommended optional work
included.

Our estimate of $17,000 - $22,000 per unit is based on the

assumption that every unit will be gutted and completely refurbished,

inside and outside, no matter what its actual condition. The $5,000 -

$8,000 bids obtained by the residents are based on the cost of limited

interior rehabilitation of only the best existing units. The real minimum
cost may be in-between, but we have chosen to assume a "worst-case"

scenario for purposes of comparison with HACH's cost estimates.

From a decision-making standpoint, however, we hope this report will

lay to rest any argument that demolition of Allen Parkway Village and
construction of new units on a new site would be less expensive than

renovation of the existing projects. Our base-bid figure of $17,855 works

out to about $29 PSF. Equivalent new fireproof construction would cost

almost three times as much for the buildings and sitework, plus the land

cost, plus the HACH estimated $820,000 cost of demolition (1985
Demolition Application to HUD). In addition, lead paint and asbestos

abatement costs would still need to be paid to demolish the buildings and

dispose of the toxic refuse.
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The cost of less durable wood stud and drywall construction would

still be over $46 PSF, plus the $820,000 demolition cost, plus land costs.

Even assuming new land in an inferior but acceptable central location

could be obtained for as little as $12 PSF, and a new project built at an

equivalent density (27 DU/AC), land costs would be at least $19,000,000,
or another $31 PSF of building . This means that new construction would

cost between $78 - $110 PSF of building, versus as little as $29 PSF for

renovation. This represents an additional expenditure of $48,154,860 -

$67,293,330. In addition, the sale of Allen Parkway Village would require

the repayment of all outstanding indebtedness. ($1,937,000 in 1985).

After the payment of real estate commissions, new site acquisition

and survey costs, environmental impact studies, and administrative and

legal fees over years of potential delays, there seems little possibility

that the sale of the Allen Parkway Village site will net enough to offset

this enormous cost difference.

Given the likelihood of difficulties in finding a buyer and negotiating
a sale, uncertainties of future HUD fund allocation policies for new
projects, and almost certain neighborhood opposition to new sites, the

more likely outcome is many more years of homelessness for hundreds of

people who cannot afford alternative housing.

If the Court's decision is to direct that the project be renovated only
to the extent possible with the remaining $8,500,000 in previously
allocated funds, our recommendation would be to pursue the Base Bid

Partial Renovation Option now , which would allow the renovation of 464-

466 units. Occupancy of these units could begin within 15-18 months
from the start of construction. Once the success of this renovation effort

has been demonstrated, we would suggest renewed efforts to obtain the

additional $8,674,647 necessary to complete the base bid renovation of

the remaining 497 units. The 464 units which we propose to renovate
first are shown shaded on Exhibit A. Additional sections of the project
could be undertaken later with a minimum of disruption, and occupants of

the inital phase would have full use of parking, community center, laundry
and maintenance facilities from the beginning. Of course, if funding is

available in addition to this, we would recommend the addition of the

expanded Community Center, additional parking, and other items as
described in our estimate of optional work.

Whichever option is implemented, however, it cannot fail to be

preferable to more years of deterioration, crime, vandalism and wasted
resources.
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I4S-52 HOUSTON CODE

C«pt that the center line radius on a reverse

curve may not be less than three hundred

(300) feet. Reverse curves should be separated

by a tangent distance of not less than fifty

(50) feet. The acute angle of any intersection

shall be no less than eighty (80) degrees. Where

acute angle intersections are approved, how-

ever, a radius of at least twenty-five »25) feet

in the right-of-woy lino at the acute corner

must be provided. Intersections of local streets

must line up center line to center line, or be

offset a minimum one hundred twenty-five

(126) feet from center line to center line.

(5) Cul-de-sac right-of-way radii The radii of the

right-of-way at the end of local streets termi-

nated with a circular cul-de-sac turnaround

must be fifty (50) feet, except in those instances

where a curbed type street section is to be

constructed, and storm sewers are not planned
to be installed, but storm drainage is proposed

to be accommodated within the street right-

of-way.

(6) Dead-end streeta. Dead-end streets will not be

approved except in those instances where the

street is terminated by a circular cul-de-sac

turnaround or where the street is designed to

be extended into adyacent property.

(7) Interior streets. An interior street must be

designed to form a closed traffic circulation

system. Cul-de-sac and loop streets or similar

streeU beginning from streets within a sub-

division are interior street«. A local street

that allows access through the subdivision to

other properties adjacent to the subdivision

or which directly connects with streets out-

side the plat boundary shedl not be designated

as an interior street.

(Ck)de 1968. 5 42Vi.52; Ord. No. 82-1010, 6 1. 6-22-82)

Sec. 42-63. Alleys.

(a) General arrangement and layout Alleys may
be provided within any subdivision plat to pro-

vide secondary vehi(?Ular access to lot? which oth-

erwise have their primary access Irom an adja-

cent public street end where such public streets

nd alleys are to be served by storm sewers. Pub-

lic alleys may not be used or designed to provide

the principal access to any tract of land and may

not provide any access to property outside the

subdivision plat boundaries in which the alleys

are dedicated.

(b) Right-of-itxiy widtK intersections, curves. Public

alleys must have a right-of-way width of not less

than twenty (20) feet. Intersections with public

alleys or public streets must be at right angles,

except in those instances where the subdivider

requests and receives a variance as provided for

herein. All corners at the intersection of alley

rights-of-way with public streets or other alleys

must have at least a twenty-five-foot radius or

fifteen-foot angular cutbacks provided. Curves in

alleys should be kept to a minimum and should

have a center line radius of not less than three

hundred (300) feet. Reverse curves in alleys should

be separated by a tangent not less than fifty (60)

feet.

(c) Dead-end alleys. No dead-end or cul-de-sac

alleys will be permitted.

(Code 1968. 4 42y4.53; Ord. No. 82-1010, 5 1, 6.22-82)

Soc- 42<64. Public street and alley right-of-

way widths.

(a) Mqjor thoroughfares. All n^Jor thoroughfares

shall have a minimum right-of-way of one hun-

dred (100) feet.

(b) Interior streets. All interior streeU shall have

a minimum right-of-way of fifty (50) feet.

(c) Access streets. All access streets shall have

a minimum right-of-way of sixty (60) feet.

(d) Alleys. All alleys shall have a minimum

right-of-way of twenty (20) feet.

(e) Annual mtyor Ihoroughfart plan review. Each

year, on or before the first day of September, the

commission shall prepare and submit to the city

council a major thoroughfare plan, which shall

contain recommended setback lines, adopted with

the concurrence of the public works and traffic

and transportation departmenU. The commission

may, from time to time, and, upon the petition of

any interested property owner shall, consider an

amendment to any portion of the migor thorough-

fare plan. Any amendment of a portion approved

by the commission must thereafter be approved

by city council.

(Code 1908, 1 42V«.&4: OitL No. 82-1010. $ 1, 6-22-62)

2678 Exhibit B
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Sec. 42-M. Private Btreeta.

(a) Purpose. Development plate containing pri-

vate atreeu filed under the provisionB of article

VI of this chapter must comply with the provi-

sionB of B«ction 42-54 and section 42-69. The pxir-

pose for the regulation of privaU 8tre«U and the

standards established in this section are:

(1) To provide adequate vehicular access to all

buildings and facilities by city police and fire

vehlclea; and,

(2) To provide for the safe movement of ell vehi-

cles from a private street to the public street

system of the city.

(b) Width. The width of a private street shall

be measured fVom edge to edge across the surface

of the pavement. Tjte ri£ht-of-way width and the

payement_
width ofTprivate street are considered

"jogrBlfiw^ «n<l the terms are used interchange-

ably. The minimum acceptable unobatructed Modth

of any private street is twenty-eight (28) feet . If

parallel parking is proposed along the private

street, additional width^ma^ be required to ac-

commodate such parking.

(c) Dtadr<nd$, cul3-de-$ac and T or L-type turn-

aroundt. Dead-end private streeU must be ter-

minated by a circular cul-de-sac having a paving

radius of not less than fifty (60) feet pr.a T or.

L-tvpe turnaround designed_inoQnforfflj&QPeJ»^^^>—

the_gtandJ!gds approved bylhe fire^hiefand the

director ofthe department of tramc and transpor-

tation.

(d) Length ofcu^dt-tac or deadend private ttrteU

A dead-end private street must not extendjur-

^5ti]MiLtha*JuiiidtadI§2fi) f»«t from thenear-

est right-of-way line of the interseciing public or

private street meaaured along the center iine of

said private street to the center of the cul-de-sac

or the outer limit of the paving In the T or Ltype

turnaround configuration.

(e) /ntersecfioni. In thoee instanoea where a pri-

vate street int^Taecta with a public street paved

with dual roadways and esplanade, the private

street shall be located at an esublished espla-

nade opening. Private streets must not be direct

(straight line) p^<^j•ctlona of any public street, ex-

cept in those instances where:

Su|i|i.Ne.l

(1) Such extension is at an intersection with a

public street paved with dual roadways and

esplanade; and,

(2) The private street is two (2) separate twenty-

foot (minimum) roadways separated by a min-

imum twenty-foot curb section at the public

street intersection and the private street is

not a direct connection (straight line) between

two (2) public streets,

In thoee instances where the private street is not

a direct extension of a public street, then the

private atreet must be offset a minimum distance

of one hundred twenty-five (126) feet, center line

to center line, from any public street intersection.

Interaectlons of all private streets must be at right

angles; provided, that the commission may grant

a variance from such requirement. Right-angle

Intersections of private street* must have a twenty-

foot radius at all comers. Acute angle intersec-

tions must have twenty-five-foot radii at the acute

comer on both public and private streeU.

(0 Multiple access points to public streets. All

apartment projects containing private streeU must

have a private street system designed to provide

adequate emergency vehicular access and the pri-

vate street system must be designed to provide

more than one point of access to the project from

the public streets ac^acent to the boundaries of

the project in thoee insUnces where the f\re chief

finds, in writing, that additional access poinU

will be necessary to insiire the safety and general

welfare of the public and occupants of the projecU.

(Code 1968, 1 42V4-66; Ord. No. 82-1010, i 1, 6-22.82)

Seo. 42^. Off-atrMt rcaldantia] parUng
sUndarda for aubdtvlalon and de-

velopment plata.

(a) All plats or building sites esUbllshed in

any subdivision plat, or any development plat

containing private streets intended for the con-

struction of residential dwelling uniU, must be so

restricted to provide space to accommodate the

parking of vehicles outside of any public street

rightHjf-way in conformance with the following

schedule which is baaed upon the ratio of tht

number of bedrooms conUlned in the dwelling

unit to the number of parking spaces required

2879
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(The sice of off-street parking spaces must be same

as specifled in the Building Code and In confor-

mance with the standards approved by the direc-

tor of the traftlc and transportation department):

(1) Efnciency: One and one-fourth (1.260) park-

ing spaces.

(2) One-bedroom: One and one-third (1.333) park-

ing spaces.

(3) Two-bedroom: One and two-thirds (1.666) park-

ing spaces.

'4) Three (3) or more bedrooms: Two (2) parking

spaces.

(6) Planned unit development loU: Two (2) park-

ing spaces per dwelling unit within or aces-

cent to each lot.

(b) The total off-street parking spaces required

may be determined by adding the total of the

parking space requirements and any fraction of

one-half (H) or less must be counted as the next

smaller whole number and any fVaction in excess

of one-half (^) must be counted as the next higher

whole number. The parking spaces required above

must not be in tandem and all parking spaces
must be illustrated and dimensioned. Parking space

arrangement, sites of spaces and driveway open-

ings must be in conformance with the standards

adopted by the traffic and transportation depart-

ment and incorporated In the Building Code.

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of

this section, a requirement of one parking space

per dwelling unit will apply to residential struc-

tures owned or contracted to be owned by a hous-

ing authority, created under the provisions of Ar-

ticle 1289k. Texas Revlded Civil Statutes Annotated.

Provided, however, that such exception will not

apply unless the plat shall restrict all lots and

building sites and be oertlAed by the board of direc-

tors of the housing authority, containing a cove-

nant to the effect that leases will be made with

all tenants of the residential structure that will

include a provision thai'the occupancy of the dweU-

ing tmit may continue'bnly so long as the family

occupying the same 'owns or operates no more

than one motor vehicle. Provided, Airther, that in

the case of residential structtires sponsored or

constructed by such housing authority under aa

arrangement between the authority and the United

States Department of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment, the occupancy of which structures is to

be limited to
low-incoip^andicapped

or elderly

people, a requiremenf-nrbne parking space for

each three (S) dwelling units shall apply.

(Code 1968, 1 42V<i-66: OnL No. 82-1010, ( 1, 6-2242)

See. 48-S7. Street names for public streets.

All public streets contained in any subdivision

plat or development plat approved by the com-
mission must be named in conformance with the

following considerations:

(a) New street names, not extensions of existing

names, must not be duplicates of any exist-

ing street name located within the city or iu

extraterritorial Jurisdiction.

(b) Existing street names must be used in those

instances where a new street is a direct ex-

tension of an existing street or a logical ex-

tension (when the streets in question are not

and cannot be physically continuous) thereof,

except in those instances where the existing

street name is a duplicate street name.

(c) Street name sufTuces such as Ck>urt, Circle

and Loop ahould be designated on streets which

are euls-de-sac or in conTiguration of a loop

street. SuSlxes such as Boulevard, Speedway,

Parkway, Expressway and Drive shall be con-

fined to designated mcoor thoroughfares or

local streets designed to handle trafHc vol-

umes in excess of normal neighborhood traf-

fic generation. SufTlxee such as Highway or

Freeway shall be used only to designate high-

ways or freeways falling under the Jurisdic-

tion of the state department of highways and

public transportation.

(d) Street name prefixes such as North, South,

East and West may be used to clahiV the

genera] location of the street; however, such

prefixes must be consistent with the existing

and established street naming and address

numbering QVtem of the geaaral area in which

the street is located.

e) Alphabedoal and numerical street names must

not be designated on any subdivision plat or

2B80
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Compensating Open Space Requirements

(Lots Use Than 5,000 Square Feet in Area)

A verage A rea

ofLot* (Square Feel)

1,400-2,000

2,001-2,500

2,501-3,000

3,001-3,500

8,501-4,000

4,001-4.600

4,501-Lo89 than 6,000

Compensating

Open. Space Required

per Lot (Square Feet)

720

600

600

400
SOO
200

100

In no instance will the compensating open

space contained within any subdivision hav-

ing special lots be less than twenty-one thou-

sand seven hundred eighty (21,780) square

feet (one-half iVt) acre), or shall the compen-

sating open space required be in excess of

twenty-five (25) percent of the gross area of

the property within the plat boundary exclu-

sive of any public street rights-of-way involved

This does not apply to subdivisions having

special lots and containing less than ten (10)

acres. Subdivisions having special lots and

containing less than ten (10) acres must, how-

ever, provide compensating open space in ac-

cordance with the -ihedule. If a plat contain-

ing loU requiring compensating open space

is less than ten (10) acres, but is a part of a

larger tract being planned and developed as

an overall design, the commission may take

into consideration the overall development
scheme in the determination of compensat-

ing open space requirements provided for

herein.

(Ode 1968, 1 42V«-65; Ord. No. 82-1010, i 1. 6-22^2)

Sec. 4246. Compensating open apace.

(a) Compensating open space is considered to

be only in those areas not specifically designated

or used as lots, building sites for dwelling units,

building sites fv'-utility or storage purposes, ve-

hicular parking tots, carports or garages or drive-

ways thereto, or streets, either public or private.

These properties must be restricted for the exclu-

sive use of owners within the subdivision and

owned, managed and maintained under a suit-

able binding agreement among such property own-

ers. Compensating open spaces may remain un

developed or landscaped and may be developed

for recreational purposes and can be used to pro-

vide courtyard access from groups or clusters of

lots adjacent to public streets.

(b) Compensating open spaces used as courtyards

which are designed to provide primary access from

groups or clusters of lots or building sites adja

cent to public streets or private streets must have

an average width between the fronts of such lots

or buildings of twenty-five (25) feel with a nuni

mum width of such distance being not less thar

twenty (20) feet. The length of such courtyards

should not be more than two hundred (200) feet

extending away from the public street or private

street onto which such courtyards must open.

(Code 1968, i 42Vi-66; Ord. No. 82-1010, § 1, 6 22-82)

Sec. 42-67. BuUdlna layout; fire hydrant lo-

cation.

All buildings proposed to be constructed within

a plat containing private streets must be so ar-

ranged and located that fire-fighting apparatus

can park and_reachamLJ>art of any buildinjusdth

a two hundred-foot long hose extending from such

"equipment . Thigjwo hundred-loot hoee length must

"Eemiasured as the hose is laid on the ground anrf

may not be measured as an aerial radius from

such parked equipment. In addition, fire hydrants

must be so located and provided within the project

boundaries so that live ITundred (500) feet of
fire^

11086, extending on the ground from the nydrenT

can reach the furthernioat part oi any buTrgTng

^ittjin the boundaries oftheplat. Entrances to

airbuilding8a)nuiningre8identiardwellinge
must

be illustrated on the plat of any project contain-

ing private streets.

(Code 1968. 1 42V4-67; Ord. No. 82-1010, S 1, 6-22-82)

Sec. 4248. Buildings designed for residential

use; ftre walkways.

All buildings proposed to be constructed within

any project conUinlng private streets and which !

contain residential dwelling units and have an

overall length of three hundred (300) feet or more,

rouBt be so designed to have one or more open,

unobstructed walkways through the building at

ground level, having a width of not less than five
! I
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December 14, 1993

According to a comprehensive study of homelessness in the Houston

area, completed in 1989, there are on any given night 10,000 literaUy homeless

persons, sleeping in shelters, in abandoned and unused buildings, on the

sidewalks and in various campsites throughout the area. Another 1 50,000 are

considered marginally homeless, i.e. sleeping in inadequate housing on a

temporary basis. This includes families and groups of individuals occupying

houses and apartments that were intended for individual or single family

housing. Of flie 10,000 literally homeless it is estimated that 1500 are

children. These figures come from a study that is now out dated. There is

little to indicate that these figures have decreased but rather it is more likely

fliat they have increased. Additionally, the report stated that there are 250,000

individuals at risks or one paycheck away from being hterally homeless.

I am the Executive Director of Si.AJLCJi, a 501(cX3) non-profit

foimded in 1988 to respond to the needs of the homeless. The S.E.A.R.C.H.

organization is an interfaith coalition of churches and synagogues whose

TRANSITIONAL
HOUSING
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primary goal is to end homelessness. S.E.A.R.C.H. operates five separate programs that

provide a continuxmi of care that ranges from services necessary for human survival to

services that allow opportunity to exit homelessness permanently.

Our original program is a Resource Center that operates on a daily basis to provide

access to basic services. These include, a hot meal and snacks, laimdry and shower facilities,

mail service, telephone usage, and information and referral services. Assistance with

transportation and refeiral to our other programs is available Additionally ,
in cooperation

with 22 other service providers and agencies, an array of services are provided by

professional staff whose mission it is to serve the homeless and indigent. These services

include but are not limited to medical services, mental health and substance abuse coimseling

and referral, HTV testing and counseling, a legal clinic, services for homeless veterans and

other needed but limited services.

S.E.A.R.C.H. operates a limited Houston Works funded JTPA Job Training program.

We also operate a scattered sites HUD Supportive Housing Transitional Housing program

including rent and utility support and case management. The housing program is limited by

funding to a 60 slot program for individuals and families who are working on a treatment

plan designed to lead to independence. Those served by the Transitional Housing program

include individuals enrolled in job training, active job search, people working toward

obtaining the entitlements necessary for independence such as Social Security and Veterans

benefits, or individuals and families involved in a similar program operated by other agencies.

High quality, Ucensed child care is provides through our House of Tmy Treasures child care
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program, providing care to the children of families active in our Job Training and Transitional

Housing programs. Our newest program, began September 1, 1993 is a Mobile Outreach

program. Fimded by a grant from the Harris Coimty Community Development agency, our

vehicle and professional staff including medical personnel, travel throughout Harris County to

campsites and places where the homeless gather to provide basic item such a food, blankets,

and hygiene supplies. Information concerning available resources including those provided

by S.E.AJI.C.H. and other entities is made available. The Outreach team is able through our

cooperative efforts with other agencies and organizations to respond to many emergencies that

are encountered on a daily basis. On any given day S.E.A.R.C.H. is able to provide a large

number of services, i.e. 100-200 people served at the Resource Center, 30 enrolled in our Job

Training program, 120 people living in our Transitional Housing program, 27 children in the

House of Tmy Treasures and 35-50 people served daily thru our Outreach program. I am

proud of the service we are able to provide, but compared to the figures of 10,000 literally

homeless and 150,000 marginally homeless, there is indeed the clear need for increased

services or decreased need. Quahty shelter provided by such agencies as the Salvation Army,

the Star of Hope, and others at most total 2500 emergency bed spaces. Coordination of

services by the United Way and the Coalition for the Homeless of Houston and Harris

County has led to a degree of efiSciency in effort and cooperation, however the needs are

much greater than our combined efforts to respond.

In my opinion fliere are three factors that most affect the continuing increase in

homelessness. First, we appear to have an unhealthy economy, an economy that at this time
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does not provide the jobs necessary for the working poor to maintain financial stabilit)' and

thus a stable home. Whether due to lack ofjobs, low wage jobs, employment issues

concerning prejudice, this is not the job market I grew up in and that provided the Houston

area the level of prosperity that we enjoyed for so long. Secondly, the lack of access to and

availability of affordable housing is very significant. The supply of supported housing,

whether Section 8 Housing or similar programs has not kept up with the demand. I am not

an expert on housing, but it appears to me that there is an adequate number of units in vacant

apartments alone to house all of the homeless, but something has made it very difficult for

the private sector to respond. Property managers would soon be unemployed if they filled up

their units with people with no job or stable income. The burden then falls upon the

government to address this by providing increased affordable housing and the fimds necessary

to insure it be safe and adequate or join with the private sector in creating solutions that work

and continue to work. Third is the lack of adequate services for the mentally ill, whether or

not they be chronic substance abusers. The de-institutionalization of mental health consumers

may have resolved some legal concerns but is had greatly increased the numbers of our

fellow citizens who now live on the streets and under the bridges.

The primary purpose of this discussion today is to determine tiie needs of flic

community in relation to Allen Parkway Village. I personally have opinions based on

professional experience. I can see positives and negatives on each side of flie debate as to

whether the project should be fully renovated and restored to maximum usage or 100 xmits be

renovated and the rest demolished and housing be developed by the private sector and the
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Fourth Ward Community be revitalized.

In the early 1970's, I was employed as a Juvenile Probation Officer for Harris County.

A number of children on my case load lived in Allen Parkway village and I visited their

homes on many occasions. The concentration of at least 1,000 families, all of whom were

living in poverty, appeared to be unsafe and provide a very low quality environment. I

recall thinking on numerous occasions tiiat the future of the children of this environment

would be much better if they did not have to grow up here. In our Transitional Housing

program at S.E.A.R.C.H., families are placed in apartments large enough to meet their needs

and located near their jobs, their schools, and near public transportation routes. I prefer the

concept of children growing up in the private community rattier than large pubUc housing

facilities. To operate a 1,000+ imit public housing project with adequate management,

maintenance, and security would be a huge challenge and very expensive. Scattered site

public housing provides families and children a more normal environment and security can be

provided through die existing law enforcement and private security at less cost

On the other hand, within 2 miles of this site are hundreds of people literally living on

the streets. Last night, the 900 vacant units at Allen Parkway Village could have been used

at least, as temporary shelter until the renovations or demolition begins. APV is to me a

great example of our failure to recognize and respond to the needs of the homeless. There

are many unused apartments and buildings in this city and thousands of homeless people. If

this homelessness was the result of a hurricane or similar natural disaster, we would respond

and housing would be made available. Instead we have grown to accept ever increasing
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numbers of homeless men, women, and children on our streets. I therefore request that you

look upon homelessness as the disaster that it is and take action. Encourage the use of

available property to house the homeless or at least use it to provide temporary shelter, until

suitable affordable housing is available. End the debate and begin die processes that will lead

to providing the most basic of needs, a place to live.

Finally, I would like to invite any of you to join myself or our Outreach Team and

visit the homeless on the streets and assess for yourself the needs of the truly homeless.

Attached is additional information about S.E.A.R.CJi. and our efiforts to serve the homeless.
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S.E.A-R.C.H. FACILITIES

MAILING ADDRESS FOR ALL PROGRAMS
P.O. Box 7969, Houston, TX 77270-7969

FAX: (713) 739-9201

RESOURCE CENTER
3202 Louisiana at Elgin

(713) 529-4598

JOB TRAINING PROGRAM
MOBILE OUTREACH

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
2323A San Jacinto

(713) 739-7752

THE HOUSE OF TINY TREASURES
1529 Lombardy

(713) 921-6092
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History of The S.E.A.R.C.H. Homeless Project

January 1993

S.E.A.R.C.H. (Service of the Emergency Aid Resource Center for the Homeless) was
founded through a grass-roots effon in 1989 led by Shelly Cyprus, along with an interfaith

network of 14 congregations and other civic leaders, in response to the lack of criticaJ support
services for the homeless.

With initial funding, the board leased and began renovations on a building at the

comer of Louisiana and Elgin. On April 24, 1989, the doors of S.E.A.R.C.H. opened to

serve the homeless of Houston. On that first day of operation, six clients were fed with a

hot meal, took showers, had their laundry done, and received counseling. Within one month
the center was fiUed, serving 90 clients each weekday. With a relatively small paid staff and

over 400 volunteers, S.E.A.R.C.H. now offers services seven days a week. During 1992

S.E.A.R.C.H. served 8,077 unduplicated persons, for a total of 33, 655 visits. Over 2,000

people made their first visit to S.E.A.R.C.H. in 1992.

S.E.A.R.C.H.'s Resource Center provides a unique opportunity for outside service

providers to access the homeless population under one roof Throughout the week there are

approximately 15 various agencies that provide services to the clients.

In April 1990, S.E.A.R.C.H. received a substantial grant from Houston Works to

establish a Job Training Program. We are in our third year in this cooperative program and

have a high success rate of bringing the clients through a long-term education and

occupational training process. 1

Two additional programs were initiated in September 1992. In response to the needs

of our clients enrolled in the Job Training Program, the House of Tiny Treasures became the

only state licensed child care center serving the homeless. It provides professional care

Monday through Friday for chUdren from 6 weeks to 6 years of age. The nunuring and

constant supervision gives the children a "home" environment while instilling a sense of

suppon and self-worth.

The Mobile Outreach Program was a needed service that also became a reality for

S.E.A.R.C.H. In cooperation with the Houston Police Department, the Sheriffs office, and

Harris County Hospital District Homeless Health Care Team, our van travels to all parts of

Houston and Harris County identifying locations of homeless groups. We're able to distribute

blankets, sack lunches, information on services, and bus tokens to help the suppon process.

By this outreach we are able to identify specific areas for the Health Care Team and

MHMRA vans to take needed medical aid to the sites.

In October 1992, nodfication was received that we are recipients of a 51,800,000

grant from the Housing and Urban Development Agency for transidonal housing. This grant

will be over a period of five years.

•

1 2.0
Tn£ S.£.A.R.C.fl. HOMESSSS PROJECT fI/93)
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ABOUT THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

EARL HATCHER IS CURRENTLY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
SEARCH HOIYIELESS PROUECT. SEARCH IS A PRIVATE NON-PROFTT
CORPORATION THAT RESPONDS TO THE NEEDS OF THE HOMELESS
POPULATION IN THE HOUSTON AREA. THE FACIUTY OFFERS A
VARIETY OF SERVICES THAT INCLUDE A DAY RESOURCE CENTER
THAT PROVIDES THE CLIENTS WITH LAUNDRY AND SHOWER
FACILmES, A HOT MEAL, THE USE OF A TELEPHONE, HAIRCUTS, AND
AN ONGOING UNK TO MANY OF THE SOCIAL SERVICE PROVIDERS IN
THE CITY. THE RESOURCE CENTER WORKS WTTH SIXTEEN OTHER
AGENCIES TO PROVIDE A VARIETY OF SERVICES INCLUDING MINOR
MEDICAL CARE, MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING, VETERANS
ASSISTANCE THROUGH THE V.A. JUST TO NAME A FEW. IN THE
PAST YEARS SINCE THE OPENING OF SEARCH IN 1989, EARi, HAS
HELPED GUIDE THE PROGRAlVI THROUGH A NOTICEABLE PERIOD OF
GROWTH. UNDER EARL'S LEJ^DERSHIP, SEARCH HAS EXPANDED TO
INCLUDE THE ADDITION OF THE HOUSTON WORKS FUNDED UOB
TRAINING PROGRAM, A MOBILE OUTREACH PROGRAM THAT TAKES
RESOURCES TO THE HOMELESS IN THE COlynvTUNITY WHO ARE
UNABLE TO GET INTO THE RESOURCE CENTER, A UCENSED CHILD
CARE CENTER FOR HOMELESS CHILDFiZN CALLED APPROPRIATELY
"THE HOUSE OF TINY TREASURES", AND A SCATTERED SIGHT
TRANSITIONAL HOUSING PROGRAlVI FUNDED THROUGH HUD WHICH
ALLOWS INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES TO lYlOVE INTO TRANSITIONAL
HOUSING. EARL IS NOT NEW TO THE SOCIAL SERVICE FIELD. HIS
EXPERTISE IN THE AREA COMES FROM HIS DEGREE IN SOCIAL WORK
IN ADDITION TO TWENTY YEARS OF WORK IN SOCIAL SERVICES
INCLUDING WORK AS A DRUG ABUSE COUNSELOR, PAROLE OFFICER,
COUNSELING FOR CHILDREN AT RISK, AS WELL AS HIS RECENT
YEARS WORKING WITH THE HOMELESS AND INDIGENT. EARL HAS
PROVEN TO BE A LOCAL LEADER WHEN IT COMES TO DEALING WITH
HOMELESS ISSUES. HIS SINCERITY AND COMlYnTMENT ARE OBVIOUS
TO THOSE WHO KNOW HIM.
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WHY S^KAJLC^.?

THE ISSUE

On any given night in Houston, about 10,000 people (including about 1500 chfldrenl

go "home" to an alleyway, an abandoned building, or a cardboard box. Homelessness is

more than just the absence of a permanent residence. It is the absence of food, personal

hygiene, and medical care. It is the absence of dignity and self-respect

HISTORY

Founder of S.E.A.R.CH., Shelly Cypn:is, identified the needs of the homeless whfle

serving as a coramunity volunteer. In response to the lack of support services available to

the homeless population, she organized a task force to meet that challenge. With the

support of an interfaith network of 14 congregations located along the South Main corridor

and the community at large, S.E.A.R.CH. opened on April 24, 1989.

RESOURCE CENTER

Located on Louisiana at Elgin, the Service of the Emergency Aid Resource Center

for the Homeless (S.E.AR.CH.) operates the only full facility day shelter serving all

segments of the homeless population. The center remains open seven days a week, 365 days
a year. Clients may choose from a full menu of basic services, such as a hot lunch, shower
and laundry facilities, haircut, telephone, and use of the center mailing address. In addition,

a fuO list of service providers is available to meet individual needs.

JOB TRAINING PROGRAM

In response to the lack of an educational base for attaining independence through
stable employment, S£.A.RCH's Job Training Program was started in April 1990. Funded

by Houston Works, this program enables clients to become computer literate, to attend basic

skills workshops, and/or to obtain a GED. After one month, clients are assessed for

entrance to Houston Community College programs leading to vocational or technical

certification. Students may enroll in any certificate or clock hour course that HCC offers.

All cb'ents participating in the program are eligible to recerre a daily sack lunch and

bulk groceries twice a weeL Further, all costs associated with enrollment including tuition,

books, tools, and suppUes are covered. Whenever possible, students must be employed at

least part time while attending school. A staff job developer provides individual counseling
and job placement assistance. Upon completion of their coursework, students are assisted

in finding permanent employment
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HOIJSF. OF TTNY TREASURES

Approximately one out of twelve candidates for S.RA.R.CR's Job Training Program
was unable to enroll or complete the program due to lack of adequate child care. In

response to this problem, S.E.A.R.CH. created the House of Tiny Treasures, Houston's first

and only licensed child care center for homeless children, aged 6 weeks to 6 years. The
House reflects standards of high quality chOd care, with staff/child ratios and professional

staff credentials superior to those required by the State. Opened September 21, 1992, the

House is licensed for 14 children, and will expand to serve 24 in 1993.

The gmding prindple behind the House of Tiny Treasures is to help stabilize families.

Children whose parents are enrolled in an approved job training program are eligible.

Parents must also participate in monthly parenting skills workshops. Physical and mental

health care are provided as support services by MHMRA and the Harris County Hospital

District Healthcare for the Homeless Team. Preschool consultation for staff and children

is furnished by the Quid Development Center of the Houston Galveston Psychoanalytic

Institutes.

MOBILE OUTREACH

Thousands of homeless individuals in the greater Houston area have no daily source

of care or opportunity. Campsites in the city and county often have, as residents, people

who are immobilized by physical or mental health impairments. MobOe Outreach began

September 1992 in response to the needs of those unaware of or unable to avail themselves

of S.E.A-R-CH-'s program.

With a van donated by Southwestern Bell and a grant from the Harris County

Community Development Agency, S.E.A.RCH. staff and volimteers locate areas where

unsheltered and unserved homeless people congregate, determine their needs for service,

and carry needed services to these individuals and families.

S.E.AR.CR is working in cooperation with the Houston Police Department, the

Harris County Sheriffs Department, the Harris County Hospital District's Healthcare for

the Homeless Team, the Mental Health Mental Retardation Association, and the Veteran's

Administration to identify and provide services to those in most desperate need.

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING

A unique, scattered site transitional housing program will be starting in 1993. WUh
a five year grant from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, S.E.AR.CH.

win be able to locate and subsidize apartment housing for up to 60 clients per year.
All

clients must be enrolled in Job Training, and famihes will be eligible for the use
°^^^^

House of Tiny Treasures. Intensive case management and follow up to ensure a gradual

shift to independent living will be major aspects of this progranL
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A STATEMENT BY WILLIAM SIMON Ph.D., PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, FORMERLY DIRECTOR OF ITS INSTITUTE FOR URBAN

STUDIES, REGARDING THE PROPOSAL OF THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY
OF HOUSTON, UNDER THE URBAN REVITALIZATION DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM,
INCLUDING THE INTENT TO DEMOLISH ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE.

The structural integrity of the buildings of APV have
withstood the decade-long efforts of the Housing Authority of the
City of Houston (HACH) to eliminate them through a program of
cynical neglect and near abandonment. After numerous evasions of

opportunities for the financing of rehabilitation for APV and
open displays of contempt for court ordered utilization of these
funds, HACH, at best an abusive and exploitative slum-lord, now
moves towards its ultimate goal: the total devastation of Allen
Parkway Village (APV) and the final clearance of the Freedman's
Town district.

For more than two decades, the Fourth Ward, with APV and
Freedman's Town as its dominant features, has been viewed by some
as ripe for development. From the very out-set, the
opportunities for such exploitation was admittedly the only
reason for the systematic degrading of APV and also the
explanation of the refusal of City Government to permit any
significant remodelling or rehabilitation within the Fourth Ward.
One legacy of this unfortunate policy was that it allowed the
area to be increasingly dominated by owners whose interests were
entirely speculative; owners for whom the Fourth Ward is not a

place of history, a place for people to live and work, but a
terrain whose only compelling harvest would be dollars.

Despite the following decade of economic stagnation, which
left the city with more than a fifth of its downtown office space
vacant, a surplus of up-scale housing and a desperate shortage of
affordable housing, the dream of turning the Fourth Ward into
Fields of Profit continues to hold sway. As the free market's
value of this dream declined, alternative plans, which depend
totally upon an implicit governmental subsidy, survive. The
reconstituted vision of the Fourth Ward, with mid-rise commercial
structures and still more up-scale housing, depends upon the
obliteration of APV and even the obliteration of the last
remnants of Freedman's Town.

At present, HACH expects that the reward for its neglect and
degradation of APV, while literally thousands remained on its
waiting lists and thousands more suffered homelessness, will be
that the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) will
provide the subsidies to pay for the demolition all but a token
remnant of APV and for the partial replacement of lost housing
units through the acquisition of existing apartment complexes. A
curious message to send to the surrounding social world. HUD
increasingly comes to be seen as a kind of neurotically co-
dependent parent.

Moreover, in endorsing this proposal, HUD runs the risk of
also endorsing many of the questionable assumptions underlying
the current HACH proposal. The first of these is that the
creation of sizeable housing projects is necessarily
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counterproductive and that scattered site housing is necessarily
a preferable strategy. These are "questionable assumptions" that
must be examined.

Among these is the implicit assumption is that scattered
site and large projects, such as APV, are mutually exclusive
options or that one strategy is in all respects superior to the
other. Nothing is further from the truth. Just as there is no one
kind of family or individual who may be dependent upon their
communities in order to find adequate housing, there is no one
kind of housing option that can meet all of these needs. The
range of such needs clearly runs from large families among the
working poor or individuals, such as the elderly or disabled with
limited incomes whose major problem is their inability to afford
decent housing in the open market to "families at risk," families
with multiple problems for which housing by itself promises
little, if any, short or long term relief. What works for one
type of family or individual in need may only exacerbate the
situation of others.

The scattered site option, depending on priorities, has
already demonstrated its value in other communities. However, if
its application is to achieve positive, long-term benefits, it is
not a cheaper solutions nor one whose rewards are short-term.
To be done well, it actually may be more costly. Undertaken on
the cheap or as a quick fix for a problem that was ignored for
too long, it poses some clearly signalled dangers.

A major, almost generic danger is that of acquiring
apartment complexes so marginal in design and construction that
they run a very substantial risk of rapid dilapidation,
excessively high maintenance costs, and, in their downward
spiral, offering only a degrading quality of life. This not an
abstract concern. Houston, as is widely know, can boast having
what is among the weakest building codes in the nation. Further,
apartment industry norms suggest a twenty-five year life-span for

apartment complexes as a commercially viable property, an
expectation that accommodated very nicely to these weak building
codes.

As a result, few apartment complexes were designed for
either endurance or for occupancy by families with several
children. Even as this part of Houston's housing stock grew
rapidly during the 1960s and 1970s, there remained all during
that period a desperate shortage of affordable, three bedroom
apartments for families with young children. Yet using apartment
complexes built under these codes and optimally designed for
adult life-styles and requirements to house families with several
children is exactly what HACH proposes to do. (Failing all else,

given HACH's embarrassing, if not scandalous, record of

"speculating" in the private real estate market, it would be

prudent of HUD to maintain a higher that usual level of
surveillance on any program of acquisition undertaken by HACH

using federal funds.)
Among the dangers of a reckless program of property aside

from a waste of public dollars and needlessly adding to what
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already appears as a history of failures in public housing
programs, there are additional potential embarrassments. As such
complexes enter their declining stage, decline possibly advanced
by an intensity of utilization they were not intended to bear,
their impact upon their proximate environments must be
considered. Where other multiple-dwelling structures are present,
public housing runs the risk of being perceived as introducing
urban blight. HACH's real estate bargains tap into a pool of such
structures whose incipient economic marginality often positions
them for the sprouting "urban problems" whether or not public
housing were present. The impact may be still greater where the
complexes are proximate to private, owner occupied, single family
structures and townhouses, as is common in Houston, what they
will see is this public housing as threatening to their property
values and portending successive epidemics of "urban problems."

As can already be observed in many parts of Houston,
apartment complexes often deteriorate from over-use and poor
maintenance long before deterioration strikes adjacent single
family dwellings, creating in-roads of blight that threatens
property values in entire neighborhoods. As this happens — and
there is already some suggestions that this is already happening
in some HACH owned complexes — public housing resident will be
blamed and the use of scattered site public housing — which can
be an important part of a city's public housing program — will
be discouraged by increased resistance from local residents.
HACH should be more clear than it has been: scattered site
housing does a fine job of meeting the needs of some of those
dependent upon public housing, but it is not a cheaper way to
proceed, but among the most expensive of approaches. Effective
scattered site public housing cannot be provided on the cheap.
Moreover, it is not necessarily the best way to meet the need of
all who turn to the community for assistance in housing.

Among other potential problems of the scattered site
strategy is the danger of having the residents of such public
housing experience being treated with alienating hostility by
surrounding residents or having their children experience
informal discrimination at neighborhood schools. And not least
among such problems is the danger of perpetuating what the
acquisition of such complexes was supposed to end in the first
instance: warehousing of public housing residents. Warehousing
has very little to do with numbers, such that there is some
specific number where density becomes warehousing. Warehousing,
which HACH has engaged in for decades, is placing someone — a
person or family in need of community assistance — in a
particular space while providing none or too few of the services
that might ameliorate the conditions that made that person or
family require assistance in the first place. And that is what
this community has cynically practiced for decades, providing a
minimal by way of facilitating attractive or dignifying housing.
Nor, in any significant way that we can recall, has the HACH
board ever been an articulate advocate for anything beyond the
minimal programs that HUD requires.
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However, even were warehousing merely a matter of numbers,
its consequences must be assessed against present day
alternatives. For more than a decade, a thousand units of
potentially viable public housing has been warehoused by HACH
that could have been used to house part of the thousands who are
presently homeless. (Homeless, a word that is such a part of our
everyday worlds that it takes on a kind of indifferent
neutrality, for example, like rain or other things that cause
inconveniences and embarrassment.) Even if after an additional
decade of use, APV or some parts of it were to be demolished,
this would still have been something of a bargain for community
decency. For several thousands of families this would have not
have meant a risk-free environment, but one at least
substantially freer of risk than those they would know because of
the absence of such available housing.

HACK'S latest proposal for revitalization appears more
cognizant to the need for providing a comprehensive package of
programs to meet the needs of families at risk than any it

proposed in its history. However, the current proposal appears to
more eagerly enlist the political support of nominated providers
of service than to specify the kinds of programs to be

implemented or how they might be evaluated. More importantly,
scattered site clusters creates several problems for effective
delivery and implementation. Under such circumstances it is
harder to integrate services so that they become reciprocally
reinforcing. Similarly, residents who essentially commute to such
services, frequently over long distances are more likely to
become discouraged and will lack the kinds of interpersonal
attachments, the shared experiences of friends and neighbors,
that often contribute to the success of such programs. In that
sense, it leaves residents of complexes relatively isolated, each
struggling to realize a desirable transformation of their lives
by themselves.

Individual success stories of families at risk are possible,
it is just easier to realize this kind of goal and for more
people when individual aspiration is reinforced in a community
atmosphere that values such aspirations and where there is
visible evidence others also moving their lives in positive
directions. The potential power of community concern and
community consensus is something that we have recognized for a

long time. It has been observed in programs to facilitate the
adjustment of immigrants, to curb juvenile delinquency, and to

improve the quality of schools and the quality of student
performances. We also know what the negative powers communities
without hope and communities that have been demoralized by
indifferent and self-serving bureaucracies.

The creation of a housing coTiununity imbued with the spirit
meaningful change embedded in all the practices of community life
and reinforced by continuing experiences of mutual learning and
an exchange of services cannot be guaranteed, but is surely worth

trying. Combining health care, child care and development, and

training in occupational and social skills in one environment.
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where students and teachers are a constant or near constant
presence is not day-dreaming, but perhaps the most practical
approach if we are really serious about helping families at risk
transform their lives in positive ways. A larger site such as a

re-configured APV could become just this kind of learning center,
where learning and life enhancement occurs across the cycles of
days and weeks, a true learning environment where individual
families, through their efforts help improve their lives while
contributing to that effect for other families. A larger number
of dwelling units also will permit a more useful heterogeneity
within the larger project; a larger project allows for a

leavening of what otherwise too often become islands of uniform
poverty with families of graduate students at local colleges and
universities, as well as retired teachers or social workers, all
of whom might play mentoring roles by both practice and
example. This is the kind of possibility outlined by others giving
testimony, especially Kathy Roberts, and we will not spend time
elaborating this possibility.

We would, however, strongly urge consideration of a
renovated APV as the ideal environment for creating a campus-like
atmosphere where both new, richer dreams and the ability to
realize them are part of a common culture. APV's very size, which
affords the economy of scale that can sustain on-site service and
on-site service providers, its historic architecture, and
remarkable location commends it as the ideal location for this
kind of innovative approach. Such communities of constantly
transforming lives for many and security and decency for others,
the essential dream of public housing deserves a better test
before, as it appear to be facing, it is totally abandoned in
favor programs like that thrown together by HACH and its
consultants, whose results are anything but assured. Results that
run a considerable chance of only adding to the discouragement of
residents and the heightened, if mis-directed, cynicism of other
citizens. Because this is the larger part of the record of HACH
to date.

With considerable reluctance, one must question the motives
and integrity of the anonymous authors of the proposal that HUD
has been asked to approve. We must remember that HACH's history
in recent decades has demonstrably been one of mis-representation
and mis-management. One example of this determination to push
this program through at all costs can be observed in the
proposal's "convenient" creation of a totally new neighborhood -

"Near Montrose." What this involves is a statistical sleight of
hand that enables the proposal to include much of central
Montrose along with the statistics for north Montrose so that it
will not appear as if replacement housing was not going to be
placed in an area already heavily populated by low income
families.

We can all agree that this matter has gone on for too long,
which is 'all the more reason why a truly workable and generative
program be fully realized and not merely a land grab followed by
broken or empty promises. There are alternative plans worthy of
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TESTIMONY OF CATHERINE M. ROBERTS
TO

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

HOUSTON, TEXAS

DECEMBER 14, 1993

ALLEN PARKWAY COMMUNITY CAMPUS
A Therapeutic Educational Environment

An alternate proposal for Allen Parkway Village, Houston, Texas

The appalling state of children's' health
, education, and safety in the City of Houston,

has prompted the creation of the Alien Parkway Community Campus ,

A Therapeutic Educational Environment.

Houston's 'Report Card' will demonstrate why this plan needs to be in place.

- 150,000 homeless (S.E.A.R.C.H.)
-

26,000 on waiting list for housing (Mr. Gary Moore, H.A.C.H.)

- 7,143 births to teenage mothers

204 births to girls between the ages of 10 and 14

300 teenage mothers now attending one Houston high school and

200 of the same teenagers have 2 children

45 births to 7th grade girls in one Jr. high school

31% of children under 5 years of age, living in poverty

3rd highest in deaths due to child abuse
- 69,000 high school drop-outs (highest in the State of Texas)
- 89.2% of 2 year olds are not vaccinated

near epidemic Tuberculosis

'source: Children at Risk, Houston's Children - 1992

Houston Independent School District

Houston's problems are monumental and are increasing daily.

Health and social service agencies, churches, private non-profit care providers

all voice the same frustration -
ovenwhelming numbers, difficulty accessing all

clients in need, and the asperity of providing the critical follow-up treatment

for serious physical and psychological problems.

The physical environment in which vulnerable populations reside is a major

contributor to the myriad of social problems plaguing our cities.
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The physical environment ,of families at risk, is a major determiner of the success 2

or failure of professional care providers and their volunteers to reverse this downward trend .

It is time to redefine the purpose of public housing. Public housing as pemianent housing,

should be available for a very small portion of our population who have insumiountable

physical and mental impediments that prevent them from leading an independent life.

We cannot deny the fact that a large portion of our population will require some form of

housing assistance for many years to come. Therefore, it is imperative that we utilize many
forms of assisted housing to enable family units to access a self-supporting, independent

life style.

The effectual use of public housing should bring about its obsolescence by eliminating the

reasons for its existence ( i.e. poverty, child abuse, isolation, etc. )
. A rapid and lasting

transformation of the lives of vulnerable populations in public housing communities could

be achieved through the active involvement of the Universities and f^edical Educators in

policy-making and implementation of programs.

Allen Parkway Community Campus, A Therapeutic Educational Environment, is the framework

for a comprehensive, educational, paradigm community with the distinct goal of moving

no-income families to employed, independent, self-supporting units in 2 to 5 years.

The primary focus will be to provkle daily (on-site) ,
intensive educational, social and health

services to a large population of 1000 Infants to early elementary-age children .

Participation in assessment, education and employment training programs will be required

and available (on-site) for the adult population.

Mentors will reside in Allen Parkway Village and will provide a strong support system on a

daily basis. Each mentoring family will be assigned to and live next to a family-at-risk

and a senior citizen family.

The reskJent mentors will be;

University graduate student families

Nurse Practitioners, graduate level nursing students, and faculty

N/ledical students and other health professionals, and their families

Retired health care professionals and teachers (sad to say, they qualify to live in public housing)

Disabled veterans and their families

Young law enforcement officers and their families

Retired law enforcement offkiers and their families

Senior citizen trades persons and their families

Secretary Henry Cisneros advocates the buiWing of community with an economic,

educational and ethnically mixed population. He believes that the new direction in public

housing should be to create communities that reflect the make-up of the cities at large.
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A 51% mix of low-income families is encouraged in the RTC program,

and across the United States there are many successful examples of mixed

communities.

Scatter-site and similar types of housing is not appropriate for all vulnerable

populations. Since a large number of families-at-risk have difficulties

interfacing in the neighbortioods where they are placed, there must be

problem specific public housing environments to prepare the families

for a smooth transition.

The Allen Parkway Community Campus ,
A Tlierapeutic Educational Environment,

is based on a successful program in the early 70's in Seattle, Washington.

As a graduate student family, my husband, infant son, and I lived in a public

housing project very similar to Allen Partway Village (1100+units), and

participated in a pilot program of a mixed community with programs
under the management of the University of Washington.

Allen Parkway Village has mature trees, open green common areas,

basketball court.

Allen Parkway Village is listed on the National Register of Historic Places
- an inr)portant example of New Deal social-humanitarian concern

(which made safe, decent, well-planned housing for low -income

families a national priority), and an exceptional example of modem design.

ref. Testimony of Stephen Fox,

Architectural Historian

The buildings are structurally sound, low-rise, and the same room sizes

as Univ. of Texas, Medical Student Housing and other new apartment

complexes in Houston.

Even with years of mismanagement and neglect, the integrity of it's

construction lends itself to complete renovation.

The renovation of some units for clinic, infant and child development

labs, classrooms, etc, can be done easily due to the straightfonward

design of the structures. Example; Child care facilities require exits

front and back to open yard areas, APV meets those requirements
and others.
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Residents 4

It is imperative that 1/3 of the population be composed of mature .university

student and health profession families and law enforcement families in order

to provide a broad base of skills and the large number of working hours

necessary for implementation of the programs on-site.

Over 50% of the student families will be on need-based financial aid and

will be minorities. Many will be representative of our growing single parent

population, one step away from becoming homeless and relying on

public assistance in the long term (unless an opportunity such as APCC
is made available to them).

Example: Texas Women's University, Houston, Texas has approx.

300 students in the Nurse Practitioners and other related

nursing fields on some type of need based financial aid.

1/2 of those students are minorities, and 1/2 of those

students are single parents.

Many single parents work full-time, attend classes full-time,

share housing with 3 or more single parents and their children,

stRjggle with sun/iving from day to day. The burden can be too

much to bare and many give up and become another face in the

welfare lines.

Example: The veteran advisor at Houston Community College informs me that

there are approx. 1000 veterans attending full-time classes and that

number would increase to 3000 if there was affordable family housing

available.

Example: Veterans Hospital representatives have indicated the need for housing

for disabled, employed, (poverty level income) veterans with skills that could

be utilized in the APC Campus community while providing housing for their

families.

Example: The Texas State Teachers Association, indicates large numbers of

retired teachers
(
with sad-to-say, poverty level fixed incomes) who are

housing deprived and would love to live and work in a community such

as APC Campus.
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We must begin to take innovative steps to reverse the growing social problems i

that deprive our children of a crime-free environment in which to grow into

healthy, educated, employed, caring citizens of the future.

Allen Parkway Community Campus, A Therapeutic Educational Environment,

is one of those first Big Steps.

This is not the time for our country to waste one unit of viable housing , and

therefore, request the preservation and full renovation of all buildings on the

Allen Partway Village site with the funds already available. And to proceed

with the construction of affordable housing in the nearby Freedmen's Town

and 4 th Ward.

There is large support from all sectors of the Greater Houston Area for the

establishment of the Allen Parlcway Community Campus Plan at the site

of the fully renovated Allen Parkway Village .

For the City of Houston, we offer an Historic and an Education Corridor to

the neart)y downtown business and cultural district .

For the City of Houston
,
we offer a link to the downtown cultural district of

an attractive Allen Parkway Community Campus, and the Historic African American

residential and cultural community of Freedmen's Town / Fourth Ward .

For the City of Houston, we offer the most successful child focused

public housing program in the United States.

For the City of Houston, we offer the safest public housing community
in the United States.
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ALLEN PARKWAY COMMUNITY CAMPUS 1a.

A Therapeutic Educational Environment

Community

Population
- 1/3 Graduate student families and mature student families

(with a broad education and skill base as required by the

Community Campus Program) Transitional Residents

1/3 Families-at-Rist< with infants and elementary-age
children Transitional Residents

1/3 Senior citizens (retired educators, health care, trades, etc.)

Permanent Residents

Full Mentoring
-

All resident University, Medical, and Law Enforcement

families will be assigned to preschool, elementary, or high

school students. Mentors will provide daily tutorials, attend

formative and summative evaluations (on-site), and teachers

conferences, and become a reliable, tmsted friend.

All resident medical school, nursing and other health care

professionals are required to create and implement teaching

units and health care delivery systems on-site.

All transitional residents must be in school full-time, in a

full-time employment training program, or be in a physical or

mental health treatment program.

All transitional residents are required to worl< a minimum of

10 to 40 hours per week in APCC.

All transitional residents are required to attend most of the

practical skills, health classes and other programs in APCC.

All transitional residents are required to maintain landscaping

around their unit and are required to paint and do minor repairs

inside their units.

All transitional residents are required to share the maintenance

responsibilities for the common areas and community buildings,

under the direction of a professional management company.

All educational and practical programs are operated by residents

under the direction of the Resident Management Board.
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Service centers On-Site 2a.

Services provided by qualified residents with the assistance of

resident trainees.

Nursery and infant Care Center, Child Care (day & evening),

Pre-Schooi Developmental Center, Science Education Labs,

Clinic, Nutrition Center, Elder Care Center, Counseling,

Classrooms for adult and children, GED preparation, ESL,

Computer Labs, Library ,Employment Evaluations and Training ,

Practical Skills, Humanities, Arts & Crafts, Sports, Field Trips

Post Office, Laundromat, Community Gardens, Repair

Sen/ice Center

Frequent shuttle service to Medical Center and

all participating universities.

Security

The most significant component for a crime-free large community
is a socially mixed population , working and helping each other to

create a safe environment for APCCampus.

Resident managed crime prevention and intervention with

a security career training program on-site.

40 Law enforcement officers and their families -Transitional Residents

20 Law enforcement retirees and their families -Pemianent Residents

40 Resident law enforcement trainees and their families -Transitional Residents

Neighborhood patrol
- teams of 2 ( one law enforcement officer

and one resident trainee)

Controlled access - visitor parking areas near entrance,

long term and resident parking in designated secure areas.

Visitor and delivery registration

Towing for parking violations

Resident operated escort service within the APC Campus
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Community Standards 3a.

Participation rules will be established by the Policy Board and enforced

by the Resident Management Board.

Ttie acceptance of Participation Rules is an admission requirement

into the Allen Parkway Community Campus .

Exclusion from APC Campus for:

illegal activities, dmg use or sale, possession of firearms,

non-attendance at required classes, tutorials, employment

training ,
or health treatment programs, destruction of

property, not maintaining residence or adjacent yard,

violation of "no long \em overnight visitors" policy, etc.

Financial Considerations

Base rent established --
plus or minus, according to number

of hours worked in community, need, and skills

Some transitional residents eligible for "set-aside" funds (from hours

worked in APCC) to be awarded at the completion of their program

Teen-age students will woik in APCC and receive a wage.

Some transitional residents may be eligible for funds from the

National Service Trust Act of 1993

Student residents (all ages) will be eligible for tuition and program

supplies from Student Advocates and Mentors and other non-profit

educational support organizations.
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ALLEN PARKWAY COMMUNITY CAMPUS
lb.

ADVISORS AND SUPPORTERS
Sept. 1993

Mrs. Maconda Brown O'Connor

Dr. Kathryn Sheaffer Stream, Texas Woman's University,
Executive Director, Houston Center, MADRES

Judy Mc Far lane, Texas Women University MADRES - a community
empowerment model , Children at Risk, Nurse Practioners Program

Earl Hatcher
Executive Director of S.E.A.R.C.H- Service of the
Emergency Aid Resource Center for the Homeless

Dr. Pauline Cisneros
Baylor College of Medicine, Assistant Professor
Director, IVF Laboratory Department of Obstetrics &

Gynecology , "AVANCE"

Ms. Laura Guzdziol
Univ of Texas Medical School

Dr. Philip C. Johnson
Univ. of Texas Health Science Center at Houston,
Associate Professor of Medicine, Director, Division
of General Internal Medicine

Dr . J Kay Dunn
Univ. of Texas Medical School- "The Vulnerable and
Indigent Population" (VIP^, Mentoring Program of the
Texas Medical Center

Dr. Bruce D Perry
Texas Children's Hospital, Chief of Psychiatry Clinical
Care Center, Baylor College of Medicine, Vice-Chairman
for Research, Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences

Dr. Rebecca T. Kirkland , MD
Texas Children's Hospital, Medical Director Jr League
Children's Health Care Center. Ambulatory Services
Baylor College of Medicine Professor of Pediatrics in

Endocrinology, Chief of Academic Ambulatory Pediatrics

Dr - William Meuller
Univ. of Texas, School of Public Health, "Alternatives
to Violence Project"

Dr. Liz Kelly
Nurse Practitioners

Dr . Hardy Loe
Univ of Texas. School of Public Health

Dr. Steven Klineberg
Rice University. Sociologist

\
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page 2 h.

Dr. Phil Carspecken
Univ. of Houston. Professor Education

Barbara Peterman, M-A., M E

Univ. of Houston, Doctoral Student in Ed. Psych.
Founder and Former Director of Sunset Village School
1969-1988, Sunset Pearl Elem. School 1986-1992

Dr. Denis Shirly
Rice Univ., Dean School of Educ.

Dr. Richard Padilla
Univ. of Houston-Downtown Dean of Student Affairs

Dr. Weldon Elbert
Houston Commun . College,- Veteran Advisor and Student Affs.

Dr. Fisher
Univ. of Houston, Professor Graduate School Social Work

Dr. Jan Lin
Univ. of Houston, Professor Sociology

Dr. William Simon
Univ. of Houston Professor Sociology

Dr . John Bennett
Rice Univ. Professor Computer Science, "Next Century
School"

Dr. Rives Taylor
Univ. of Houston. Professor of Architecture Rice Design
Alliance

Dr. Steven Fox
Rice Univ. Professor Architectural Historian

Dr. William Stern
Univ. of Houston Professor Architecture

Dr. Wamble
Rice Univ. Professor of Architecture

Kennedy Colombo
Univ. of Texas. School of Architecture

Donald Bonham
Fiesta Market, and Amigos de Las Americas

Dr. Peter Rhodes
Shell Research

Mrs. Imogene Papadopoulos

Judge Michol O'Connor
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page 3 c^

Rev. Phineas Washer, John Knox Presby Church

Ms. Joanne Coleman Social Serv.Dir. St. Cyril of Alexandria

National Organization of Women Houston Chpt

Vietnam Veterans of America. Local Chpts.

Texas State Teachers Assoc.

READ

Dr. Chantal Pease
Baylor Hospital, Amigos de Las America

Sister Mary Jo May, O.P Guadalupe Area Social Services

Buyers Choice Realty

Mrs. S. Farenthold

Mrs. Clair Sprunt

Dr.& Mrs. Albert Allong

Center for the Healing of Racism

Gladys House

Lenwood Johnson

Houston Housing Concern

Mrs Ann Hershiser,
Student Advocates and Mentors, Univ. Student Co-ordinator

Uta Gruesbeck -- Harris County Psyc

Other Direction: for peacemaking

David Eisenhower

Dr. Borritt
Civil War Historian Gettysberg. University

Dr. James Horton,
George Washington University U.S. Park Service
Smithsonion. "Civil Rights Museum" in Memphis

Greater Houston Preservation Alliance

Federal Bureau of Investigation -- APCC Security Advisors

Presbytery of the New Covenant

West Houston Civic Action Committee
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Honorable Congressman Gene Green
Sub-Committee on Housting & Community Development
5502 Lawndale

Houston, Texas 77023

re: Allen Parkway Community Campus: A Therapeutic Educational Environment

There are 25,000 families on the waiting list for housing in Houston, but only 2,400 units are
available. Remodeling existing units within the center city with a 20 year pilot project would
serve to provide 900 units of housing in an area near the educational campuses and
downtown businesses.

The concept of students and their families acting as mentors with the elderly for at risk

families promotes the growth and development of the no-income families to employment and
independent units in 2 to 5 years. This would be a safe and secure community. This

development would create an educational corridor to the downtown business area. Then the

revitalization of the fourth ward, Freedmans Town, residential area will occur.

This model for Houston could be a showcase for the rest of the country with the cooperative
efforts of the educational, medical and business communities. The concept of our institutions

of higher learning working together to provide education, child care, and health care is

supported by many in the medical community.

I would be pleased to answer any questions.

Sincerely,

^ e.JjLJ^.^- o.

Rebecca T. Kirkland, M.D.

Professor of Pediatrics

Chief of Academic Ambulatory Pediatrics

Baylor College of Medicine

fvledical Director, Ambulatory Pediatric Services

Chief, Junior League Children's Health Care Center

Texas Children's Hospital

RTK:bv
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Housing Perceptions and Conditions in Houston:
An Assessment of Houston Area Housing

Nestor P. Rodriguez, Ph.D."

Paper presented to the Subcommittee on Housing and Community
Development of the U.S. House of Representatives

Allen Parkway Village

December 14, 1993

Introduction

An assessment of housing conditions and opportunities in the
Houston area present an ambivalent picture. From a middle- and
high- income perspective, Houston has the *..hird most affordable
housing market in the country.^ Houston residents who buy
median-priced homes or rent median-priced -ipartments pay
approximately 19% of their income on housvi^.g. In 1993, only
Kansas City auid Omaha had cheaper medicm-priced housing in a list
of seventy U.S. cities. Low interest ratey, slow job growth and
the real-estate crash of the mid-1980s are seen as keeping
housing very affordable for middle- and hiyi^-income earners in
the Houston area. When conparing average "lonthly apartment
rents, Houston ranks 33rd among major metropolitan areas in the
country with an average monthly rent of $47] . a figure well below
the $700-$900 average rents in many other T7.S. urbam areas.*
From this perspective, Houston becomes the "^.f fordc±)le City, a
sort of housing heaven for the affluent and economically-secure
residents in the city.

From a low-income perspective the housing sil;iiation in Houston is
very different. Low- income households in i.he Houston area face a
growing housing problem in the sharp increa.^"^ of the shortage of
low-cost housing. The shortage of low-cost rental housing units
in the Houston area has risen dramatically from the 1970s to the
1990s. According to a study by the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, in 1991 the shortage of low-cost rental housing in
the Houston area reached 43,100 units (Figure 1) ."' That is, in
1991 in the Houston area there were 43,100 Piore low- income
households more than there were low-cost rental housing units
available.' The 1991 shortage of low- income housing represents an
increase of about 4,000 xinits from the 1987 level.

The research reported in this paper was conducted jointly
with Professor Ricardo Romo (UT-Austin) , Vice President of The
Tomas Rivera Center, October 1, 1991-September 30, 1993.

""Figures cuid tables are included at the end of the paper.

1
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Facing a shortage of low-cost housing units, low- income
households are forced to live in overcrowded conditions and to

pay more of their income for housing. Of the 181,100 Houston-
area households in poverty in 1987, for exairple, 90 percent spent
more than 3 0% of their income on rent and utilities, exceeding
the federal af fordability standard.* About 69% of the 104,890
poor-renter households in 1986 paid at least half of their income
on housing costs. Among poor homeowners, 54% spent at least half
of their income on housing.

The poor also face deteriorated-housing problems. According to a
Houston housing study released in 1990. Of all poor households
in the Houston area, 31% lived in physically-deficient housing.
Among African American cind Hispanic poor renters, for exair^le,
common housing physically deficiencies include cracks and holes
in walls and ceilings, roof leaks, broken toilets, and mice and
rat infestations.^

The number of people facing housing problems in the city of
Houston is growing as the number of people in poverty is

increasing sharply among African Americans and Hispanics. Among
African Americans in the city, the poverty rate reached 31.9

percent in 1990 (Figur-2 2). This represents a 41.2 percent
increase from the 1980 rate. Among Hispanics in the city the

poverty rate reached 27.3 percent. This represents a 50.0 percent
increase from the 1980 rate.

Different groups in the Houston area in general experience
different housing conditions, mainly as a consequence of
different income and occupant (owner /renter) statuses. The 1990
census found that Anglos and Asian Americans in the city of
Houston have a homeownership rate of over 50 percent, while
African Americans and Hispanics have a homeownership rate of less
than 50 percent.

Hispanic Housing

Among Houston Hispanics, U.S.- and foreign-bom homeowners share

many housing characteristics, according to a survey of Houston-
area residents conducted last year. About a fourth of U.S. -born
and foreign-born Hispanics reported living in homes that already
were paid for. Also, U.S.- and foreign-born Hispanic home buyers
for the most part faced similar levels of mortgage payments.

The coitparison between U.S. -born and foreign-bom Hispanic
renters, however, revealed two significant differences. The
first significant difference is that foreign-bom Hispanic
renters are 2.7 times more likely than U.S. -bom Hispanic renters
to live in a low-rent dwelling (less than $300 per month) . The
second significant difference is that U.S. -born Hispanic renters
are 3 . 1 times more likely than foreign-born Hispanic renters to

live in a high-rent dwelling ($500 or more per month) . Both
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Hispanic groups were concentrated in the rental price rsmge of
$300-$500 per month.

Housing as an Issue

A 1993 survey of Houston-area leaders showed that significant
differences exist cimong leaders on the recognition of housing as
an iiiportant issue in the area's different racial and ethnic
communities. While a majority of leaders in the African
American, Anglo, Asicin American emd Hispcunic communities viewed
housing as an iitportant issue for their community, the majorities
differ significantly in size. Large majorities of African
American and Hispanic leaders stated that housing was cm
important issue in their communities, while Anglo and Asiein
American leaders showed lower concern with housing issues.

Among all groups of leaders, the concern with housing as a
community issue was inversely related to income. Specifically,
leaders with incomes of less than $30,000 per year rated the
housing issue as iitportauit at higher rates than leaders with
incomes of $3 0,000 or more.

Enhanc inq Ownership Af fordabilitv

A majority in each of the four groups of leaders indicated that
it was important to build affordable homes. A majority of each
group of leaders viewed low- interest mortgage programs as an
iitportant meauis to enhance the af fordability of homeownership .

Africam Americcin and Hispanic leaders, however, were
significantly more likely tham Anglo and Asian leaders to view
these programs as iitportemt .

The leaders varied greatly in their responses to a question
regarding the iitportance of programs providing ownership and
rental supplements (Table 1). Almost two-thirds of Hispauiic
leaders and over three- fourths of African American leaders viewed
such a program as importeuit, while less than one-half of Anglo
and Asicui leaders responded similarly.

A majority of each group of leaders also saw low-interest home
iir^jrovement loan programs as important . African American and
Hispauiic leaders rated this type of program as inportant at a
much higher level than Anglo or Asian leaders (Table 2) .

Housing for the Elderly and the Homeless

The 1992 survey of Houston-area leaders included questions
concerning the importeuice of housing programs for the elderly and
for the homeless . Large proportions of each group of leaders
regarded housing programs for the elderly to be important (Table
3) .
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A majority of leaders in the four groups also regarded housing
programs for the homeless to be in^ortant (Table 4). African
American and Hispanic leaders considered such programs as

in^ortant at a significantly higher rate than Anglo and Asian
leaders. African American leaders in particular viewed housing
programs for the homeless as iir^ortant at a very high rate.

Public Housing Support

The survey of Houston-area leaders asked the respondents to state
the level of importance of subsidized public rental housing.
Over three- fourths of the African American leaders and about two-
thirds of the Hispanic leaders viewed subsidized public rental
housing to be iit^ortant or very important (Table 5) . Less than
half of the Anglo and Asian respondents shared this view.

Regardless of the their perceptions of subsidized public housing
as an important program, African American and Hispanic leaders
tended to have negative views about the quality of existing
public housing. When asked to rate public housing in their
communities, a majority of these two groups of leaders viewed the

quality of public housing to be poor or very poor (Table 6) .

Among all groups of leaders providing incentives for local
homebuilders to construct homes in low-income areas was a popular
choice. A majority of leaders in each of the four groups viewed
this program as important or very important (Table 7).

Conclusion

Overall, the housing picture that emerges from the 1992 surveys
of Houston leaders and residents is one in which African American
and Hispanic leaders have more negative views and complaints
about housing conditions than Anglo and Asian leaders. Not

surprisingly, therefore, African American and Hispanic leaders
favor special programs to enhance the availability and quality of

housing at a significantly higher level than Anglo and Asian
leaders. This contrast is particularly salient on the question
regarding public assistance to improve housing conditions. Large
majorities of African American and Hispanic leaders viewed public
housing programs as important or very important

African American and Hispanic leaders share many views regarding
housing needs in their communities. This is not coincidental.
African American an Hispanic residents are the most economically
stressed in the Houston area, with poverty rates of 31.9% and

27.3%, respectively, conpared with Anglo and Asian poverty rates

of 7.3 9% and 16.7%, respectively. (While the most common
household size among Anglos is 2, among African Americans, Asians
and Hispanics the most common household size is 4, with Hispanics
approaching a household size of 5 . )
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with high poverty rates smd large households, Africem Americans
auid Hispanics are bearing the brunt of the Houston area's severe
housing shortage for low- income households, disproportionately
experiencing conditions of overcrowding, exorbitant housing
costs, and homelessness .

There does not appear to be a low-income housing effort in
Houston equal in magnitude to the low-income housing shortage.
While irtportcuit efforts have evolved to provide low-income units
in various neighborhoods across the city, none match the enormous
challenge of a low- income housing shortage of 43,100 units.
Moreover, the recent passage of a city ordinemce (the
Comprehensive Urban Rehabilitation and Building Minimum Stcmdards
Code) to control housing cjuality, including overcrowding, may in
fact increase the city's housing problems by reducing the supply
of low-cost housing for low- income households.

In my opinion, given this threat to the low-cost housing market
and given the absence of a major, systematic effort to
substantially expand the housing market for low- income Houston
residents, it is only logical to resist the reduction of the low-
cost housing market by so much as a single unit in the public
housing sector of Houston, including the xinits of the Allen
Parkway Village .
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Notes

1 . Ralph Bivins .

most affordable."
"Study: Houston's housing among the U.S.'s
Houston Chronicle . June 24, 1993, p. IB, 3B.

2. Ralph Bivins. "Apartment tenants get good deals here."
Houston Chronicle , July, 13, 1993, p. IC, 3C.

3. See Paul A. Leonard and Edward B. Lazere, "A Place to Call
Home: The Low Income Housing Crisis in 44 Major Metropolitan
Areas." Washington, D.C.: Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, 1992. Low-income households are defined in this
study as households with an annual income of less than $10,000.
Low-cost rental housing units are defined as units that rent for
$250 or less per month.

4. Leonard and Lazere. A Place To Call Home.

5. John I. Gilderbloom and Nestor Rodriguez. "Hispanic Rental
Housing Needs in the United States: Problems and Prospects,"
Working Paper No. 15., New Directions for Latino Public Policy
Research, Inter-University Program for Latino Research, New York:
The Social Science Research Council, 1990.
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Table 1

Importance of Homeownership and Rental Supplement
Leaders' Responses

Response
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Testimony of Frances Tarlton Farenthold
to the United States House of

Representatives Subcommittee on

Housing and Community Development

Houston, Texas

December 14, 1993

My name is Frances Tarlton Farenthold. I am an attorney and
citizen of Houston.

Upon my return to Houston from the east coast in 1980 I took

note of the obvious deterioration and lack of maintenance at Allen

Parkway Village and attributed it to the indifference of the tenants.

Sometime in the early eigh:ies the suggestion of demolition,

replacement housing and the creation of a park was brought to my
attention. I actually entertained such a suggestion. However over

the years my perspective has been fundamentally altered. One can

not be involved in the local peace and justice movement without

becoming sensitized to Allen Parkway Village and it's tenants.

Frankly, I initially became involved because there was no

public official in the city after the death of Congressman Leland the

residents could turn to. But they struggled on in a most spirited

and tenacious manner . They have been dispossessed and

marginalized; their leadership vilified. Through it all they have

retained their vision for Allen Parkway Village. Through their

commitment and efforts and despite very few material resources

they have built a remarkable network of community support

You, Mr. Chairman know the history well, I would urge

Secretary Cisneros to make an independent appraisal of the

situation before becoming a party to this latest demolition plan.

Secrecy abounds in the prior practices of the Housing Authority

of the City of Houston (hereafter referred to as HACH). For example
in 1977 and 1982 two secret proposals for demolition were

submitted to HUD. Even today openness is hardly a hallmark of the

HACH. In contrast to Houston METRO and die City of Houston, both

of which make information publicly available for public education

and comment, it is extraordinarily onerous to obtain public

information from the HACH. This Urban Revitalization

Demonstration Program Implementation Grant (herafter referred to

as U.R.D.) for example is not available in a public library. A copy
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costs $300.00. Only several nights ago was I able to obtain this, a

well used copy of a copy and it is lacking section 1 1 which includes

the Audit.

First a general comment about the proposal I take exception to

the HACH's recitation of causes of distress for the conditions at APV.
I would argue the not so hidden agenda of demolition and sale to

private interests were the causes of that distress. There was a

pattern on the part of management of intentional neglect.

"Constructive eviction" over the years reduced the tenants to a

miniscule number while the working list for public housing grew
into the thousands. Racial steering was also part of the policy.

In addition I want to comment upon several specific points in

the proposal.

In 1991 a Houston architect Philip D. Berlanger prepared a

detailed cost estimate for full modernization and site improvements
for a total figure of just under $21,000,000.00 (twenty one million

dollars) or $20,902.00 a unit. Contrast that with the

$36,000,000.00 (thirty six million) grant from HUD which involves

only 500 units of both new construction and rehabilitation. As
cited on 4-13 'approximately 350 units will be remaining at

APV. These units will be demolished with some of the

proceeds from the sale of the eastern half of the site, or if

all units are demolished at one time to make a single

parcel available for sale the city will provide the HACH a

direct grant for the demolition. The remaining 350 Units

will be replaced elsewhere in the city using proceeds from
the sale of the cleared portion of the APV site. A
commitment has been made bv the citv to fund anv
shortfall between monies from the sale of the land and the

cost of replacing 350 units..' (underlining added).

In other words whether as in the past the argument was that

the sale of the land at inflated prices would provide for over 1000

units or the one today that the city will make up the shortfall, the

basic intention is: clear the land at all costs.

For creativity in demographic description note 4-7 where to

avoid minority impact a new neighborhood Midtown Montrose is

created.
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Frankly in the light of the HACH's past record of real estate

transactions i.e. the aborted purchase of Holiday Inn-Memorial

Drive with a $2,000,000.00 (2 million dollar) outlay for renovation

and the purchase and sale of the St. Regis apartments one can

understand ones wariness and curiosity over the HACH's

replacement housing in the URD proposal.

Having a personal familiarity with Boone Road, Highway 6 and

Dairy Ashford (almost 20 miles west of downtown)! consider it

unconscionable to locate tenants who are dependant on public

transportation for jobs and services at such distances.

Further, given the past record of the HACH raises the question

of whether these replaced projects cited at 4-11 will be arms'

length transactions. We do not have the recordation data, or ihe

basis for the valuation or in some instances the ownership only that

the HACH "consultant" (4-10) made the selection. Also note (4-12)

renovation for Shadow Glen will bring the cost to $38,776 per unit.

On 7-1 there is a curious budgetary item for relocation ($5,000

for 150 units) of $750,000. First I thought it was for moving

phantom families from APV on second thought perhaps it is for

moving them in or ultimately moving them out again.

Also note (7-5); The HACH is proposing to acquire 4th Ward

property for a full multi service community center This reeks of

redundancy. APV has the largest on site community building in the

city. In addition a few years ago the city built a multi service

Community Center onWest Grey (less than 2 miles from AvPV) and

across from the American General River Oaks Development

ostensibly for 4th Ward.

I would conclude with one observation. It is very difficult to

see simple justice prevail if it involves the poor in the community.

For example, this land was originally taken for public housing by

the power of eminent domain. Since at least 1977 efforts have

been made to sell this same land for private use and gain. Simple

justice is a concept that escapes the attention of many exercising

both political and more importantly economic power in Houston.
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TESTIMONY BY JOAN DENKLER. DIRECTOR OF HOUSTON HOUSING CONCERN

TO CHAIRMAN HENRY B. GONZALEZ' CONGRESSIONAL HEARING. HOUSTON
TEXAS, DEC. 14.1993

J. Denkler will share one half of Sissy Farenthold's witness time allotment or testify

as a complete allotment witness.

I am Joan Denkler. director of Houston Housing Concern, a low to moderate income

housing education and action non-profit. My testimony relates to the vast need for

affordable housing in Houston. 5th largest city in population and 25th in response to

that need through subsidized housing, principally through federal funding.Only 15% of

poor renters who need help get it. My figures are taken from the American Housing

Survey in 1987 and made front page news in the Houston Chronicle Nov 24. 1993.

"Nearly 70 % of poor renters spent at least half half their income on housing costs."

Then why do we wonder why poor parents don't purchase books for their children?

Beside statistics, I want to address gains, potential loss and the deficit. A very great

gain to us is the Cranston-Gonzalez Housing Act. Thank you. Chman. Gonzalez. And

Sec. Cisneros. please see that the CHAS part of that is retained. Those of us who work

with it find it valuable for monitoring and to make our institutions accountable.

Another gain is the development of the Allen Parkway Community Campus plan, the

mentoring, job training, work required, transitional program that has been worked out

between physicians at our medical schools, tenants, teachers and leaders in our city. It

would provide a continuum of care for the residents and transform their lives. University

Homes public housing in Atlanta has a similar program where Clark University

students in education and social work live among the tenants. Their mentoring, role-

modeling work completely counters the idea that the students are taking away needed

housing from the poor. Chicago's rehabilitated Lake Pare housing is a similar example

where middle-dassism is allowed to return to public housing.

The president of Atlanta's City Council proposed the university tie-in with the newly

rehabilitated University Homes public housing since the students will provide "positive

role models and educational help," especially for young black males. Another analogy

to Houston is that the rehabilitation was done on housing built in 1937. older than

Allen Parkway Village.

Another example of mixing moderate and low-income people is Chicago's Lake Pare

where middle class housing with amenities and security is blended into public housing

areas.The middle class remodeled apartments, formeriy public housing high rises, are

of modest size like Allen Parkway's but have stucco over the cinderblock walls,

stainless steel sinks, etc. Harvard's public policy lecturer. Harry Spence. speaks

approvingly of this demonstration. The solution (to end the separation of the poor) is

not sut)urt)an mixed housing but a reintegration of inner-city communities."

These examples, and the many years of success of the models in Seattle and Calif,

upon which the Allen Parkway Community Campus plan are based, show that serious
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objections should not be made to giving space to low to moderate income traininq
professional, seniors, retired teachers, slightly disabled veterans. When one third of
the Allen Parkway population are mentors, the low-income residents are of a
reasonable size. The Seattle precedent had over 1000 units. Concerning density the
issue of inside vs. outside density, density and open space and housing design modify
the pnnciple of numbers of units being of utmost importance. Obviously, too many
people are not going to be packed into units; regarding density and open space Allen
Parkway at 27 units per acre is on the lower range of density: and housing desim in
the low rise buildings IS good.

^

The biggest loss of Houston's housing needs would be to lose the Allen Parkway
Village site for housing. The lands should be preserved for housing either throuqh
rehabilitation of the present buildings, which the majority of Houston architects say can
be done cost efficiently.or the building of new ones there. No United States low-
income housing has ever had such a wealth of assets -

superb public transportation
nearby job. community college, medical availability, sports facilities and open spaces
This land was taken away from Freedman's Town property owners by eminent domain
They fought the case all the way to the Supreme Court. Tenants on the housing that
replaced their houses. Allen Parkway Village, are now of all races But what a cruel
injusbce It would be to the descendants of those original property owners, who want to
see Allen Parkway rehabilitated, to wrest it away from them for the second time aqainst
their wishes. «»a«iioi

Consideration is being given by Houston's leaders to a park on this potentially razed
housing site. The thinking goes that it would be possible to turn around the land use in
the future for upscale housing, office or retail businesses. Houston does need parks in

:

certain geographical regions but not downtown. The Allen Parkway site faces the
I Bayou Parklands. is next door to Sam Houston Park, and dose to a park larger than
Central Park in New York. Memorial Pari<. Huge Herman Park is also downtown Many

i

Houstonians think we are park poor due to a flawed study in the 70ies but realize we
I

have park abundance downtown. What Houston needs to concentrate on are our
I necessities -

police, streets, education, housing.
i

I

The Houston secret is our housing deficit, being 25th among big cities in helping the
I poor with housing. By percentage of subsidized housing to population San Antonio is
I outstanding and Dallas way ahead of us. It's time to make changes and Allen Parkway
Community Campus is an excellent place to start.

(If I have a half time altotment. I will cut this statement 30% and not change the
wording. I have not been able to reach you for final confirmation on speaking. J.D.)
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TESTIMO^fY BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HOUSING
AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, COMMITTEE ON BANKING,

FINANCE AND URBAN AFFAIRS
ON

Housing Issues in the City of Houston, Texas

Allen Parkway Village, Houston, Texas

December 14, 1993

Testimony of Deidre Smith

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for inviting me to testify today to discuss

the rehabilitation of Allen Parkway Village. I am the housing attorney with Texas Legal

Services Center, the state support office for the Legal Services Programs in the State of Texas.

I am also a member of the Loose Association of Legal Services Housing Advocates and Clients,

a group of advocates for low-income housing. I have been a legal services lawyer for the past

13 years in several cities across the country. This has given me an opportunity to visit public

housing projects such as King Kennedy in Cleveland, Ohio and the Vaughn project in St. Louis,

Missouri, so I am familiar with public housing.

Today I would like to make three points. First, public housing is a critical need in

Houston as it is in every city in the United States. As we have seen over the last two decades

the rental housing market fluctuates rapidly depending on the economic envirormient. During

economic growth, vacancy rates decline and rents sore. This can leave even middle income

families unable to afford suitable housing. During economic downturns, low-income people are

the first to loose income and are unable to afford housing even if the rental rates are reduced.

The need for public housing is always critical. Thus, the preservation of all of the units of Allen

Parkway Village, as well as, all distressed public housing should be a national imperative.

The trend toward eliminating units and providing tenant based assistance as replacement
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housing for public housing units that are demolished or otherwise disposed of is very troubling.

The most effective way of ensuring affordable housing is with public housing units. Only as a

last resort should the 15 year certificates be used, because in most cities, including Houston, this

would be wholly inadequate. It is no coincidence that the homelessness population has

increased as public housing units have become vacant during the last decade. Every public

housing unit must be preserved if the nation is even to begin to address the need for decent,

safe, and affordable housing for low-income people.

My second point is that there needs to be monitoring and early intervention by HUD.

PHAs must be prevented from allowing their projects to deteriorate to such an extent that

demolition becomes an inevitable outcome. PHAs must be held accountable for their neglect

of public housing developments.

Finally, beyond the bricks and mortar, public housing developments must become viable

communities. Rehabilitation must include community centers that offer tutoring and other

support systems for children, day care facilities for working mothers and other community

services. We are losing a generation of children in the inner cities and public housing projects

and we can't afford to lose another generation. The residents of Allen Park Way Village have

hope for the future, and a vision for rebuilding their community. This vision must be supported

by state and local officials and by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The

commitment to rebuild Allen Parkway Village, and other public housing can be the beginning

of the revitalization of the communities in our cities.

Thank you, again, Mr. Chairman, and I hope my testimony has been helpful.
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"THE REHABILITATION OF ALLEN PARKWAV VILLAGE: THE ISSUE IS STILL
DEMOCRACY"

ROBERT FISHER, PH.D. PROFESSOR, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK,
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

COMMENTS PREPARED FOR U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE
HEARING ON HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, HOUSTON, TEXAS,
DECEMBER 14, iyy3

Mr. Chairman it is indeed a pleasure to be invited to participate
in this subcommittee and present to you my analysis, as a professor
of social and urban policy, of the need to rehabilitate Allen
Parkway Village. I should add that it seems like yesterday when
you conducted your last hearing in Houston and I had the pleasure
then, as well, to give testimony. When I was asked again to be a

part of these proceedings I was elated because I know well, Mr.

Chairman, what a powerful impact on the history of Allen Parkway
Village the last hearing had and I know, Mr. Chairman, the
important and absolutely critical role you played in making it

possible for us to be here eight years later still debating the
fate of this public housing site. Allen Parkway Village has not
been razed because of the efforts of activists like Lenwood
Johnson, supporters of the rehabilitation of Allen Parkway Village,
of which there are many, and, significantly Mr. Chairman,
enlightened public servants like yourself who help balance the
scales of power and do what is right for all the citizens of this
nation, not simply those with power and prestige.

Eight years ago I proposed to this committee that the struggle
over the fate of Allen Parkway Village was, fundamentally, a

question of democracy. That is no less true today. That is why
this hearing and your interest in Allen Parkway Village is so

important.

In this presentation I will discuss four fundamental
questions: (1) why are social problems so terribly neglected in

Houston?, (2) why is the city's public sector so ill-equipped and
disinterested in addressing social problems such as low-income
housing?, (3)what is the role of grassroots groups in helping to
resolve the lack of public social services and programs?, and (4)
how critical is the role of the federal government in addressing
the problem of low-income housing in Houston?

WHY ARE SOCIAL PROBLEMS SO TERRIBLY NEGLECTED IN HOU.STON?

There is, as this hearing will demonstrate, a serious lack of
affordable housing for the poor in Houston. But for any one who
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Houston'h.^'^'v ^"1-^r '^•^"tory that fact comes as no surprise.Houston has a long history of not providing services to its poor

le??In^''the"''J°''"'^-^
"^^" communities. The emphasis has been oA

nf^^i™^
the business community and the profit motive guide and

h^L^i^^
an active role m the twentieth century it has usually

community';"''
^^^vices and support for the needs of the business

elite"iho^^^^?y^;
Houston has been dominated by a commercial-civic

fn rf= 1 ^
almost sole concern has been economic growth. Growthin Itself , of course, is usually positive. Under the direction ofthe conuTiercial-civic elite, however, the resources and the

arowth^nd° t-hr^ T'V-'' ""t^-^ K^P^^^^^
'^^ serving the needs of economicgrowth and the elite which benefitted most from it. Social andpublic services were seen as unnecessary drains on the city'c;limited resources. Local government was kept weak. Taxes were

^T^L
"•

P"^^^^ attitudes, police brutality, and the threat of
right-wing violence kept potentially dissident elements, especially
^ST.5 ^? vS°P1^1^^°"'

^^^""^ numbered between one-fourth and one-
vno,^?

°^
JL^'- ^^-^^1. population, 'in their place.' Houston becameknown m the twentieth century, and especially after World War Ias a .pro-business' city. This has had profound implications for

addressing social problems and for the development of public and

class residenti'
^''''^ ^'^ public housing, for its poor and working-

In some respects Houston is not very different from otherAmerican cities. City building and city making in the U.S. hasalmost always been a profit-oriented enterprise in the Unitedstates. What is somewhat unique about Houston is that its emphasison making money, the penchant of its elite for economic growthseems to have occurred with very little concern for the impact oftheir actions on the poor and people of color. What was good for
profits was supposed to be good for Houston. Social problemsusually do not turn a profit. Accordingly social problems andservices have historically been excluded, ignored, or given scantattention by the city's leaders.

WHY IS THE CITY'S PUBLIC SECTOR SO ILL-KQUIPPED AND DISINTEKESTKDIN ADDRESSING SOCIAL PROBLEMS SUCH AS LOW-INCOME HOUSING?

The ideology of "laissez-faire capitalism" has also played arole m keeping public services few and meager, keeping the role of
government m the city to a bare minimum, and permitting those witheconomic power to direct public policy. Many of Houston'sresidents saw the first efforts in this city at public housing as
a nascent form of socialism, something to be opposed with great
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But 'free enterprise' in Houston has never really meant
business activity without government intervention. It has meant
government intervention only when it served the needs of the
business community, when it served the needs of economic growth.
If services were needed that were not "distributional" but which
were encouraged by business elites, then Houston government would
do its best, even with its meager resources, to address them. Or
it would help lobby sources with more funds, such as the Federal
government .

Government in Houston, therefore, is not a neutral observer of
the marketplace. Whether it was the Federal government' s

dredging of the Ship Channel in the early twentieth century (
which

enabled Houston to become a major port) or whether it was
depression era New Deal programs. World war II pipeline projects,
1950s highway expansion, or 1960s NASA development, the Federal
government has played a powerful role in the city's development,
and this role has been nurtured, cultivated, and enjoyed by the
business community.

But when the Federal government has sought to play a role in

directing social issues or concerns in the city, or when local
people protested for an expansion or more equitable distribution of

public and social services in the city, the commercial-civic elite
usually resisted.

This mode of operation of the public sector in Houston seemed
to change in the 1980s. But the more things seem to change, the
more they stay the same. Houston seemed to be more interested in

using the public sector to address urban problems. In response to
the economic depression and relative stagnation which Houston has
faced now for a decade many segments of the elite began to call for

public-private partnerships to address both increasing
infrastructure problems the social costs of boomtown growth
which had been ignored by the private sector — and the inability
of the private sector to address such problems.

^

MacManus observed as early as 1983 a rising "demand for new
[public] programs."

^ The Houston Chamber of Commerce began to
rethink its historical antipathy to public sector intervention on
issues other than economic growth. Transportation, public
education, air and water pollution, law enforcement, flooding and
subsidence, and a host of other mounting citywide problems demanded
attention as Houston's "quality of life" was increasingly called
into question.

' The results in 1989 of the Eighth Annual Houston
Area Survey suggested that the attitudes of Houstonians "are
becoming more liberal, more progressive, more concerned about
public spending of sorts, more wanting to see government involved
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in lueeLiiiy iiuman iieedss." "

But, obviously, private sector demands for an increased public
sector, even the desires of most Houstonians for greater government
involvement, would not likely translate into benefits for the
city's poor and racial ethnic communities. And that is why there
is still opposition among economic and political elites in Houston
to the rehabilitation of Allen Parkway Village. As Warren argues,
elite demands for public sector responsiveness tend to focus on
allocative (quality of life) rather than redistributive policies.

""

Even with the "new" attitude toward government in Houston, most
social problems still go unattended.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF GRASSROOTS GROUPS IK HELPING TO RESOLVE THE
LACK OF PUBLIC SOCIAL SERVICES AND PROGRAMS?

As it turns out, the economic crisis has called into question
the very idea of the private city, and in so doing has opened the
door for more, not less, social contestation directed at the public
sector. As elites have begun to look to the public sector for
assistance and seek an expanded role for it, so citizen
initiatives, building on the legacy of the civil rights movement,
have increasingly used local government as an arena and target for
thej r activism. Racial ethnics and the poor tend, for good and
bad reasons, not to trust the public sector in Houston. They voted
in 1985 against a light rail public transportation system because
it was not designed to service their neighborhoods. They just
helped defeat a zoning ordinance. They are wary of the role of the
local public sector, which historically has been coercive and
neglectful rather than helpful to the needs of the poor and racial
ethnics. Nevertheless since the civil rights movement and
especially in the past few years city leaders have had to address
the mounting claims of grassroots groups for an expanded and more
responsive public sector. *

And these groups — from blacks and Hispanics to women, gays,
and neo-Alinskyite efforts " — understand the importance of
pressuring City Hall to address their claims and assure either
public sector responsibility for problems or public sector
solidarity with their objectives. As Ernesto Cortes, the founder of
the local The Metropolitan Organization put it at a strategy
meeting of community organizers:

The reason you were created is to hold public officials
accountable. That whole philosophy is being challenged
at the local level, the state level, and the national
level.... There has to be a public sector. It has to be
more effective. It won't be unless you hold them
accountable. *
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Cortes 's perspective is reflected increasingly in independent
and isolated efforts throughout the city. APV is a prime example.
Tenants in Allen Parkway Village public housing have been able up
until now to stop developers and the Houston Housing Authority from

razing their homes.' The focus of their efforts was the city
housing authority and city government, and part of their success

was due to the support given by you, Mr Chairman, who sit

prominently on the House Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban

Affairs. But as Lenwood Johnson, the key organizer in the Allen

Parkway Village struggle, put it a number of years ago: "We direct

our efforts at Earl Phillips [the former head of the Houston

Housing Authority]. But the problem is not Earl Phillips. The

problem is not [then] Mayor Whit/.ire." '" The private sector groups

seeking to redevelop the area were the problem, but, unlike City
Hall and the Housing Authority, they are much less visible and

accessible targets.

Grassroots groups are fundamental to social change in a

"private" city like Houston. Increasingly efforts have begun to

mount campaigns and increasingly in some areas the local public
sector has become more responsive to such claims. But when the

local public sector remains hostile and opposed, as in the case of

Allen Parkway Village, or on other social or environmental problems
which face the city, then grassroots groups must seek external

support for their efforts and protection for their constituents.

HOW CRITICAL IS THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN ADDRESSING
THE PROBLEM OF LOW-INCOME HOUSING IN HOUSTON?

Federal assistance in addressing social problems in a city
such as Houston can be absolutely critical. As with the civil

rights movement and the Great Society, where local elites refused

to act responsibly to address segregation and poverty, the Federal

government facilitated programs and policies to help address both.

Grassroots groups depend on their ability to leverage the public
sector in order to be able to promote their objectives. They use

government as an arena, a target, and as a public servant. In

Houston, on this issue of APV, the public sector has refused to be

any of the above. If we are to value grassroots democracy in the

United States, not just boast about how wonderful it is in Eastern

Europe, then we need to provide forums, such as this hearing,
wherein the issues can be discussed, those with power can be

lobbied by those without money or power, and public servants, like

yourself, can hear the voice of poor people, people of color, and

their allies.

Watch out for other persuasive voices which pretend to be

allies of the poor and powerless in Houston. Do not believe the

argument that the grassroots in Houston is the city government,
v/hich seeks to raze APV, or that opponents oppose APV because
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Barry Klein - PubKc PoKcy Coasidtant

1309 Everett Street Houston. Texas 77009 713 •224-4144

DeconUier 14, 1993

To:

U.S. House Subcominitt:eo of Housing and Community Development

The following is a recapitulation and clarification of my remarks made today at thesubcommittee field hearing in Houston; it is part of my testimony:

1. HUD or the Housing Authority of the City of Houston (HACH) should commission a
cost-benefit (C-B) study comparing repair of Allen Parkway Village (APV) vs. the
Citys plan to demolish most of the APV units and replace them with new ones at acost of S4 5 million plus. HACH is currently repairing APV units for S7000 each-
based on this, the S8.5 million remaining from the 1979 grant of $10 million should
bo sufficient to repair all 1000 APV units.

Furthermore, the C-B study should compare the present valuw of 1000 units quickly
brought into service vs. the future value of new units. It will take a long time to
build or acquire the replacement units. Bear in mind that the City will face stiff
resistance from civic groups which many times have successfully fought attempts to
build public housing in their areas in Houston.

2. A former HACH employee, Charles Taylor, admitted under oath in 1984 that he
"manufactured" -inf lated-the cost of repairing APV. In April 1991 Federal JudgeKenneth Hoyt in Houston ordered HACH to prepare a plan to repair APV using the S8.5
million available. HACH submitted (about June 1991) a plan based on a $36,000 perunit cost, which is the falsified repair estimate prepared in 1983 by Charles Tay-lor and since repudiated.

HACH thus submitted a bad faith plan to Judge Hoyt. It is my belief that the attor-
neys for the Resident Council of APV should have aggressively attacked this bad
faith plan. The attorneys working for the Gulf Coast Legal Foundation (GCLF) failed
to do so apparently, and apparently failed to take other steps that would have
protected their clients' interests. I am not a lawyer myself; these are the opin-
ions of a layman, and I am relying in part on information provided in a article
title "The Fourth Ward Land Grab" (by Patricia Moore, published in Public News
August 12, 1992; copy enclosed. The author also submitted a copy for your records
during her testimony today. ) Since GCLF is a federally funded agency I suggest that
an investigation of GCLF by done to determine if GCLF did indeed fail its responsi-bilities to its clients.

I also suggest an investigation of the Houston Housing Finance Corporation, a local
agency created, I believe, under the auspices of a federal statute. It has appar-
ently loaned or given a total of $300,000 to advance the program to demolish APV. I
wonder if this is an appropriate use of the agency's resources. I doubt that it is.

Thank you for your attention.

Tours,

Jj) ci^^ /^ijjij:^.^

Barry Klein
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Lenwood Johnson, left, president of the Allen

Parkway Village Residents' Council, shows

how Pham Huu Tue s apartment looks allef it

Carlos Anlonx) H<» / CJvoiKcie

was renovated tor a fraction of the cost the city

housing authority is proposing to remodel other

units at the complex .

Parkway Village repair cost argued
By CHRIS B&RTON
HooSIon Chfonicie

Allen Parkway Villaee can be

rehabililaled tor a traction of the

cost estimated by the cilv housing

authori ty, the president of the vil-

lage residents council claimed

Monday
But a representative of the Hous-

ing Authority of the city of Houston

disputed the residents claim, say-

ing the groups are talking about

two different procedures

!

Lenwood Johnson, president of

the Allen Parkway Village Resi-

dents' Council, said a Houston-area

general contractor estimated the

cost of rehabilitating a single unit

would be r.266

The housing authority, however,

presented a plan in federal court

two weeks ago that put that cost at

about J38 000 per unit lor ISO units.

- Furthennore. Johnson said, if

more than 200 units of the t 00(P

unit housing project v.cre rehabili -

tated . Marco Development and

Construction would offer a dis-

City's estimate

called too high
count of at least 25 percent, lower-

ing the cost to UMO per unit

Johnson said the cost disparity

represents an effort by the housing

authority to bring about the demo-

lition of the housing project and

sale of the land to developers.

Johnson said that the VZSS
would include tl.OOO for removing
or covering the lead-based pain t

used in the units He said the

estimate also took into account the

removal of the minimal amount of

asbestos at the complex-

Id addition to those procedures,

Johnson said the ap a rtments would

be painted, repaired, and provided

with new features and appliances

when necessary The work done

would make the complex "safe,

decent, sanitary and standard." he

said

But the improyements described

by Johnson fall short of the housing

authority's standard of rehabilita-

tion, said HACK Executive Direc-

tor Joy Fitzgerald The work pro-

posed by Marco Development and

CoDStnicUon would merely pre-

pare the units for oew residents,

she said

"I think we're using different

definitions." she said "Theres a

difference between making a unit

ready and rehabilitating it We are

talking atiout making the units

viable with longer lifespans that

will improve the living cooditiooa

of residents."

Johnson said the new estimates

would be part of a plan the resi-

dents' council intends to submit to

Ui DisUict Judge KenDelh M.

Hoyt

Hoyt has been presiding over the

housing authority's dispute with

the residents' council over whether

to renovate the complex or demol-

ish part of the structure and sell

the land to developers.

In April. Hoyt ordered the au-

thority to submit a plan for at least

partial renovation of the dilapi-

dated bousing project
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The Fourth Ward land grab
)n the fight to keep their homes, the residents of Allen Parkway Vilkige have faced some
tough opponents: local developers, tfie city's housing autliority, and sometimes even tf>eir

own lawyers. ry . , ^ i Z'fi -9S.

HomsUM Unwvf B*—
Jim of tea yc« Ika^«<APV-s«

Story irvd photos by fanoA fAooK (Mio$>.soopaAPV^

Id (be oy at Hoitaaii, the lot of nT4finn
wattutg for pobtjc hownnf lo becscDc ivuUbk
>artudci OMKT 14.000 Baq».
AUea Pvkwsy VUl^c IAPV^. uuMed wuli

of Buffalo &«you d^aceni to dowwowiL n one

of HooaoDi m»;ar pubUc bouiint facUstct-

Buk Ami^tbe IMO 1.APV 1 jOOOnaiiiodsy
rry»rww onc-durd of (be pubbc houung «nds

dcfigned fcK (vntlm n the cvy of Howson.

Tbe Haannj AuQ>oru>' oftbc Ctf> ofHouaon
(HAOli hu waned lo doooaiti tbe Alka

PMk«-ay Eacilxy for more than a decile Due b
pMt lo [be housinc aulhanry'i maaascmest

pnOKci Bi thai looe, ibe populatioo of tbe

(aoUy bai declio«] frocQ nearly fuU occupaacy
loibe pmn thai lodav approuiajiely V {Kmiiet

b«c tfac Eaoiiry'* 1X100 oaiu.

After u consuucuoA. tbe facitsy was fcased

off frocD tbe fwrouodiog btack coamuniiy, anl
for )«art. uduJ ibe dcacgregMioQ of tbe 1 960'i,

(»ty «rhsa «Kn allowed lo move buo (be

projea- Then, m the 1970't. HaCH quxily

began bypMimg Uack bnidKt wties Gliing
vacan aparuDcnii m APV r^ni*"^an and

Vjetnarrirte refugecf were placed dinoly mo
APV without being pu on wtsmg luL

A rcpoi laier cotmucnoaed by tbe botumg
nabonry «aclf Touod Uui "Ibe sccnng of

ladoduaete leudenii appean lo hive been an

tftemp to tsolaie ibe hovuiog pnfsa bvga tbe

Founb Ward and the tar^ bl^^k cmsooiKy
Bd (o defuae the ueuc [of dernotiioal as

pobucaJ cxncer'v
~
A1m>. according lo I Uarvuu

camztiy pcixling agatnsHAOL tbe '^"""^
freeze was enacted to keep vactted UBm «APV
eaipiy in ofdei to juafy dcmobuarL

By 1983. Asiam made up 60 pcnxni of ibe

ficiliry'i dwutdUng popuUuon. According to

Leawood lohntoo. currou pnudeiu of ibc

Renden CouikiI of AUen Parkway Vdla^
(KCAPV). the dedioc wat acceknied by tiv

"""ing anbonry maoaga, who claaoeil to

icniat. may ofwhomdid dpi tpeakEngUth. thM

tbefacUity was due lobe larrk^Twntf any iimc

In September 1983. the houang aiubonry
released "Technical Repon' it had
communoncd lo Look lUo ihe fcasibilxy of

trfaabUMaiing or dcnMliatuAg APV The repon.

compiled by a four-member rctearcb icam.

favored demoliiion.

Seme of the rcpon't figures, botvever, v^z
later found to be lutpect. Tbe emmaied
rcnovauon cost of S36.000 per unit hai been

disputed sirtce a was anaounced. firs by rcsidcnu

andaaiviaiasearly as 19B3. andagatnis 1990

when Paula PhiUips. dircaor of housing and

conxiBinaydevelopmeni forthe Cry ofHouflon.

lold (he ChroiticU thai typuria] apaHmeo
leaovation cocti the csy S6.^00 per uniL

Meanwhile, housing auihoniy head of

dcvclopREAi and planniivg Qiartci Tavlor savl

after he resigned to 1984 that he was

"manufadunng the hell ool oP the APV
leoovauoncoaefiunatei and thai Eari F^LiUipt.

then executive direm or of cbc bousing atahonry
blew ihey —ue beu^g aanufactured. When d^
he «>y thu'* V''hexi the AG_U Oicd a Fnedom of

infonsaionAa tequeiL Taylor said be was told

t^ bousing aiahorVy asoRKy Marcu iohnson to

make up &gun* th« would bade up tbe Techiacal

Repoci s SSA-OOt^-pei-utut eximae
It seems Ukx evsythmg Iha s happened,

ocp by flep. tiat boea dacoed toward getting nd

ofAUen Parkway Village.- Taylor taid when he

resigned "Alien Parkway repreunii
mcgadollarr «§ a big deal tad deals arc meani
to be tomeal.''

Furthermore, on Apnl 3. 1991. US Diana

Judge Keonoh Hoyt ruled thai the boustng

dbonry uufl tpead the remauder of a 1979

federal appropnaiioe earmarked for Alkn

Padcway VilUge. From tbe ortgmal allocat»a of

SIO milbon. US coilban lenuuni This works

openuons. could DO kngcrdimb tbe oarway to

ha bone The honsoig aaborvy gave her five

OF^ lo vacBe andmo^ lo *"'^^*^^
de^^lopmetv

RecBufy. Abcu Handle. kooftime tcsidca:

from other le&aDts. made lepeaed requem u>

avwcdoacno berfiKBd^ Besdes teeLnf uaaafr .

Lenwood Johnson, president of the Resident Council of Allen

Parkway VOlase and perhaps the last obstacle preventing the sale

and redevelopmeat ofMen Parkway Village and the surrounding

aory htnMingt haoaesaicBacfiaarof tarMd-
new apphaooet mM
lkfeMr«hik.rKke

loibe '40t. eJi

appbaaces are oi

ones not markd f

were nocroy mD"^d M
Adamaei refual by t

fcn otf any vacaed ^ai
the NML011N CkrTMK^r

year-old woman who h-
17 yean was deaxd pe

ground floor ^jaauKat.

rvokaHe-icptaccmcn na

he cotnptaiaed (hat herbedroom ceUsg leaked

and flooded her loom when P rainro

In 1991, she was raped ID her apartmenL after

having requeued for Kvcnl weeks iha her

exienoT door be fixed. Resalcat believed thM

ifac rapttt ludoia m a vacxK. LAboardcd aparuneot
aexi door Thti aparttoea lemauneJ i^pec uisil

federaJ cooumssKmcn came to APV Last

WR oolea The bouamg auibonry aeakd the

matter before weal lo coun and allowedAbcu
Handle to Eaove doter to ber frvoda.

Lenwood JotauoTL pteudeni of the ReaKkn
Couaml of Allen Paikway ViU^ (HCAPV).
was one of the fim to face msnagcoKau
harassment At reported by the New Yotk
GMordtvt 1 Houston cotrespooifca: Greg LetT>y

mAuguaof 1990.pobac calfed by tlK Ivwang
aiahoruy disupied s reialcsi' T»-«iyg ^^
knocked turn to the ground A tn^lc pared
dttJ»lll-«1 by«lgn-V<« eipf>P»TlfHnTir r-t>.»Try|.

in hu fomer worlq^lace , Joteuoe Cm appeared
City Hall in 1983 along wnb activia Barry

Klein lo denounce ibc bowsing aottersy'i
Tcchnjcai Report- wtich couleoMed APV as

~^]nsaund~ and "tininhj^w)'^^
"

Tbe leiKle&ii mU bvuig a Allea Pukway
Village wars to oay n theu batoes and have

taken tbe bouimg atkbomy lo coon over the

iBUe- In 1984 the Resideai f'-m] of Alka
Patkway Village passed a reaob«MB IP hac Gidf '

Cou: Leg^ Foundatan (GCXFV • te^ mi
foundjtion funded by pnvae dwuue* nch as

the Unaed Wr> . lo repteseni ihem in coorL

While [he bousmg asbocsy 1ptaot to demofadi
APV had been rejeoed on legal pmndi three

Umes by tbe U^. Depaitmcm of HoosMg anj
Urton DevetopcDea. GulfCom monieyi tpeat
four yean on the ax. 1983 through 1987.

before dhng lawnu cfaaipng thai HACH't
pUns lo deiODiish w«re lUegaL

Robert ^^f* i GO^ anotnev »*igff**< to

iheAPV'caae.expuinedLhe delay tins way "Vfe

wviied to 6ra exhauc HACX's adauustiauvt

cntnplami remedKi before taking the caae to

cotin." [^irvtg ths pcrwd. the popuMwa of

APV declined from full occupancy to

appTOximaety 200faauljct.

Lc 1987. a mass discoaacctioD of 4S) APV
anAs took place. Tbe housuig aKhOTKy dug op
and cu off witer pipes and lempvcd gas and

grmrads nd 1to(~ eleanc wues wcie cxfowo.
Though the disposal of these oyttt* vioUaca the

federal ""—"t"*
renncung the remt^val of aic

and viable housing ouu from the mvket. Gulf
Co«it faded to punue the maOer in coon after aa

DUial teqiKsi for temporary restramaig order

wu J^^Tiy^
Tht Houiion Kouiiag Coaeera. an

orgajurai ioo made op of over 100 churches and

communtfy groups, has opposed dcmolKioo of

APV for mart than ten yean in 1 988. booung
marfta Barry Klein, rcpresennng the Hoostoc

Hiwsmg ConccRi and the Reixlent Council of

Alkn Pvkway Village, apfaoaclied Gulf Coasi

boardmemben coaccrniog problems tbe

Resideai Council was having with the

foundation 'i lawyers.

Through KJeui. the Rfudect CouncxI rec^^ncd
thai more lawyen be assigned to the APV
lawtuos. tXrug the mrrtrg. Kian tays. "1 was

nackcd |vcrtttUy] by oik of tte Cvtf Com
boardmcmfaeti. who lold me they dcvty do
have board mciofaers who don' I waM tku ntf to

. who had hwd m the projca for

Unelk: Mooroe. after

ncncsand fourttODacfa

Mainienaace faded to repair her broken

wBkdow aficrrwo btoglary Mieafxs lafi February
Maattfiunce penonacl Ad come on. but the

panmeai OiU was not lecved Laer her bed.

recUncT don. [ekcphooc and oenorul ef!ea(

After this coniroatama. the problems the

resalea t were having wuh GulfCoast aecmBd 10

eaK.Lenw(Mdlahnsaa toldthe HousngCooeem
tha the cutude of the Ktoraeyi had imptpved
GCU MUtney Sue Sert poAieed an aiceUea

bneffortbcApVlawtnas GulfCoaa allocated

funds lo pay for an apprusai whach sbo^red that

the pn>peiTy on wtuch APV tm was worth only
S28 ouXlion. not tbe $120 oullioii often

1 by HaO{ in other •Jn.-rwn^r^t txtdi

I Oteir 198! requea ku to

HUD (a permunoo to demolish the projea.
fiowcver the case was *^;ging oil uung Vp

the leiowoes ofboihG(U and the federal cotvt

lynem. In caaes like ihu. urvotvutg complex
ittun andexientive ;aun itm: federal cooru
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AUGUSrU. 1992 jEsm:sm
trequenily oitlci both udcj lo ftcccpi mxdc (arm

of xlieTQUivc dupuic fcwhfltoo lucli a* ouuidc

ovdiMioiL Thu wat eucUy whai tuppcaed in

APVicue-
Thc fmn thai won the ununa lo mcdiaic the

dupuic benvecR KAOi and the ResKlcBi Council

of Allen Pwtway Village wat Conflict

Managcmeni.Inc (CMItVtuJcthecontnciw«
to be >v»ided throu^ coa^uuve bidding.

CM teeov to have hid an unusuaJ adviAUge
Whtk other nKdiaion h^ only a few dayr'

notice lo pirparc and nibmil bid propouU, CMl
was aware of the ntuatioQ moolha ut advance. Id

a Icner to the AUen Paricwvy Villafp TcauuU

Aiiocialion. Michael T ciniey, NatioiuJ

Director of AticnuUve Dupuic Rnoluiion

Scrvicei (or Legalgard. a Pim burgh-based

conipeiiioc of CML f^pliiivr^ hn objecmos to

the sckamn proccaa:

board o( another meeting with CMI he would

anead in Bodoo. Ttx pirpox o( the laeeting

wms. in Byrd'i mecio. "negotiaiing (or an

agrecmeni with Confbct Marugemeni. Inc lo

offer mDre ncgoiiaiion tkilii traming to aU of

legjj tervicet naUoawKk"

ConfLaManageiiKai. Itk. and HACHcnteied
tnio a proresiional loviccs contrad on or aboa
Oa. 30. 1991

Adding huther to the lesidenis' nupKUxis.
GCLF had obtained SIOO.OOO to pay (or the

mediaiioDwtthouttfaev clients' authonzauoooT

knowledge. The fui^ came from the Hotwoo
Hottsmg Finance Cofporaiion (HHFC)- Thu

corporatjoa ctcaied by nate law an! funded by
redcral lax -ejicmpt bondi . had already given the

housing luthoniy • S200.000 micrut-frec loan

in May of 1991 to develop a plan for the

dcmobiwn of AUen Parkway Village. The new

SIOOJDOO for G<XF was a loan-grant. « u lo be

Demolition of Alien Parkway ViUage has progressed as tar as
the excavation and disconnection of water pipes in some
places.

"We receireda ba on OcL 3. 1991. aiMJ were

i«()uired to cubcmi propoaal by 3rOO pja. od
Oa 6,1991 llui left ui four wofkmg days to

dectde on appropnaic mediaion an! submit a

detailed proposal. We believe the corcfany thai

was awarded the bid. Coafba Managenmi.
Inc. . hadmuch longer toprcpan and O) boui their

pnipoial
~

[n addiUoD. APV rcsidenu have grown
nupicious of the Iks thai picviousty existed

between CM] and Exocuivc Duccur Robert

Byid lo 19S9 and 1990. Byrd had attended

lenaiun m whidi CMl had been reuiwd to

brK( legal- lervicei repracntanves ovionwuk
on the use of oegotiaDon m court catcs. In Juik
of 1 99 1 . four monihs befoic the awarding o f tlK

anliauon contract. Byrd nobJJed Ok GC3-F

repaid with proccedi (rom the sale of the APV
(Mupcriy, if and when thai event occun.

Ej4)lau»dOCUmo»TieyRotociiSobas:''We
were both there 10 mediaie. and tince the housing

aulhonryhJKlaire^rcccivcd funds (ramHHFC
we felt thu was in balance

'

In 1 991 . on the rccocnmendaiion of the Rev.

Vincent Thompson of St. Ajuk's Caibobc
Quuch. mdcbCT of the Houston Houni^
ConcsTTi, the Couadl lecuied the aaxislance of

Di. Fred A. Ortcans as co-counselor toGO^ on
a pro bono batu.

In a kenei KM to G<XF dirTOor Robert Byid
and daiedOa 3 1 . 199 1 . Orkansantknmcd tlv

(oundaiion's UOic of going doar-ix>-doar and

atlempbng lo sepante Vietnamese and black

lesKlenit frotn the ConnctL "% also ob|ea to

underfaanded and advenanal methods being

en^kiycd to 'divide and conquer' and remove

Lmwood Johnioa. pnndoa of the Rcsidenl

Council, froip his posnion as an able rpo Itnman
for ihis group." read the lenei.

Gulf Coast inorney Robert Sohns admits to

gomg to the rcikdenu on a one-to>^>ne basts to

penuade ihem to mrdiaif '1 wai jusi domg my
job It was the boardmemben dccisioD lo

mediale They (eh iBigatioo was not worting.
and ihousaiwls of doUan of the foundaion's

money, not lo mcniMa tnse. would be wasted on

appeals, prooedwcs and more liugaitoa." sasd

S<]iuu. "You work on something ail those yean
You like to Ke it come to an end. I had hair when
1 started."

Gulf Coasi boaidmemher Joseph IVnslcy
lefuet Sohns' tiaiement '^o T>k board had

nothing to do with bow the lawyers decide lo

handle the caae- Ehreaor Robert Byrd is the one

who maka those deciuoni
~

Gulf Coafl
'

s aOen^ to draw the lenanis tnl o

medialMn gnrw (tningci. Accorduig lo residenis .

Gulf Coad iataot RobcA Byrd took a personal
laicres in one teaani named Shuley Johnson,

visaing her family often uid helping lo solmi

DnanctaJ aid Erom a rcligwui mainjiion for her

family. When the leiuittatgantui ion had agreed
was not in their best mieiesi to suppon

mediatMin, Ms. Johnson changed ber ponuoo
and agreed lo suppon 0.

With Mf- Johiison's agtccmenl to mediaic,

GCLF refused to reprcscni ihe tenants'

ofganifaiion or any other resident, cit uig possible

cnnfljcts of inunot The foundaiion decided lo

tepseseni ber alonc^

After a '"-'"ig u Judge Hoyi'i chambers,

tuwever. thewomm suicd that she (till dc (ended

ihe residents' potitioo. She proceeded to

withdraw (rom the case.

Gulf Coast then continued to mecs with Judge

Hoyi without involving the APV tenants.

Reniliuig documents and motjoni were filed

aod Miaied wuhou RCAPV pmideni Johnson s

Imowledge
The APV teoams are ao longer irpiesenicd by

the Gulf Coast Legal Fowwtaajon. but by an
aueoaie o( Miner A Orleans, the firm tlua

ongmallycameon boardas co-counsel toGCU^
Eaecuuve Dneaor Byrd always oppowd co-

covnsel assmance InaknerwnllcntoRCAPV
and datedOa - 1 7 . 1 99 1 . be nated. "GC1J= IS not

commiomg to a co-couiuel iclatMUuhip with

bun (Orleans] of anyone clae m this case."

However, the leaton thai GC1.F anomeys gave
tenants (or not pumiing a mofc aggiessivc

Uigation araicgy was thu they did not have

enough help.

Lfnwood Johnson and APV rcsideni Wessx

Scyrus. along wuh their pro bono allomey
Cometius f^rry. a Miner & Orleans assocuie.

are now u the mediaiion table wuh the housing

aiMhoniy and its host of experts and legal

rcpreaenLaiivet. Johnson and all APV lesadeau

are under a gag orderw«h threai ofjail ifthey do

not participate in DCgotuiion woh Conilio

Managcmcoi. Inc.

1/ the bousing auibonty succeeds in leanng
downAlkn Parkway Village, the approxunaiely
37 acres of Allen Parkway Village wjl most

likely become a ciucuJ pan of rcdevclopmenl

An Alien Parnway Village
resident tends one of the many
gardens in and around the

housing project.

plan (oi thai pan of dowmown. particularly the

area known ai Freedmen s Town
The poieniiai sak of this valuable pKCc of

property has siractcd a lot of aaettun from

developers, among them American General

Insuivice.lhe Grmthai has authoredtheFounden
Park proposal to create a residential commutury
within walking duiance of downtown.

American General has appamtly been keeping
close Labs not only on the APV land but also on

the residcntt' legal bankv In lobbying the local

govcmmeni for the creaiion of a Tax Incmneni

Fuunong fill- 1 Dtttno lo make their Founders

Park scheme feasible, Anxncan General rumed

(or help lo Ihe law firm of Vinson attd Elkms.

which helped drafi the suie legubtion oeatinp
TIFDutnOs

Vinson and EUiins arc alioconneaed to one of

the main playen in the Allen Parkway begal

struggle
— ibc Houston Housing Finance

Corporalton. Vinson and Elkiru also helped pass
the legislauon that oeaied HHFC T)k HHFC
has iniervened in the legal uruggk overAPV by
loaning moitey to both sides to pay for meduuon
of Ihe conflKt — and. prvsumaUy. a rapid and

ixty icnkmenl wuh the residcnis who are the

mainobstack to the sak o(thc properry
Once sold. Lhe APV Land cmi Id become part o(

« TIF Didncl which couM include all of the

Fourth Ward and parts of North Moniroae This

would displace 3.000 icnien u> the area known
as Ficedmen s Town, ui adriawn lo iJk number
of peopk lunsed out of pubbc housing

With over 14.000 names on the lisl of those

waiting (oi pubbc housing, the (ae of AUen

Parkway Village s 1 .000 units wiQ play a Urge

part ui determining whether Houston's future

pubbc housing probkms arc addressed o:
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Rehabilitate or raze /»7^<w c/^/f'T^ '(/

^!l!:^^^^;-^i.lage
decision co.es .oZZloZ'^""

""

"1«<1 (or a naUonal IndiuUy

/fp^y

3» LORI ROORIQUEZ

Parkway VUlage, oUlcUb of the
Mousing Auihorily or the Clly of
Houston haj uJd It aU boOido-ra
to moaey.
They have jald that iatx there

IS not enough federal fuadini
available lo cover the «6j muu<,oP"« ug of rehabUJUtioo itmakes more economic leue to
raze the project, sell the JTi-acre
u-aci west o( downtown and usi
ttie proce«<l» (or newer pubUc
bousing.

Fwwu*.

1^^- ^ol!..ll ,uvth.'prl^A
'-"

Aia it all up, according to the
mousing autionty, ia<j the c«{ per
apartment eomej to ^U OOO
Yet even u Qty CouocU re-

cently wiggled iu way out of a i-
year-old commitment to support
the demoUUoo, extensive rehibLU-
tations were under way at two
other equally old and dilapidated
bousing project! using »4 mUlloain teileral funding.

""^oo

That cost p»y iBartintnt »«r.,_
10 1 10 OOP

,

li!
^ tha'i!^^"'

""SS
estimated i-n..

p.. .Ilrn ^„^J^
apartmr-nt

—" ^ ' *'":'

nl^' '""projects an the Mg-unlt
£!fC2lUi2ma.o««r B Mercado
aei5olthilo«i^ to UaSTthe
north Houiton that opened to 19J9
Allen Parkway opened U 19«'

f've years after iUuTlndS
years before Clayioa.

'^'

Another rehabiliUUon rectntlv

Gr«^.^ rfwnV'
'^^ '°<^"^' •'"-^

ISM 1 "O'^onia, conjtnicted InS68 la northeast Houston, wori«dsuch a miracle it hai^^.

. _,„ ~"^ •"' • nauonai In- T "? >"«nl It wUl probably geLThat U.6 million rehabtUtaUon

For every hot water beaur at

«m. to only „.eoo p. apar?- ?^£.'J iriJi^V;.^" ?«
Even six Y»r, .„„-„.-„ ,^„ ««jr ^^8J"i«r

at Clayton and
Jusln?

ainh^i^.Y
...-.' --^ ;;-' rf"^'

"^7 *"
rejiuested, or J1S3

<me»U (or flj.

I seemet

fto
(igure^otamed bv

• I , ,„ "° <^'"' Ubertlei
Union ofJomton ij psi under the

'I think the' great
majority of Council
still supports
demolition and
believes Allen

Parkway needs to
be torn down, but

-— - --- «w K^'iuoni, Darbe-
cue

grilUsiutlng paths or jogei;^ tocMed to the re<„i^t!HUD for Clayton and KeUy

r,?^/ H ^ <»-«»»Mel with the
Gulf Coast Legal Foundation irTa

^wjuit against the houstog au-
thority and HUD by AUen Park-

[]!!^l^° come up a ^^,j;^'-^^°-««^8egood plan first.'

Councilman B*n R(y«s

^J«"«™ of Liformatlon Act, the»« minioo Allen Parkway e»U-mat. allocala. WS for every (root

ud ruoo to paint each- apu?meat, tt also toclude, hot V,"Ji««t«n for mo eactand refftgj.aton (or H9S each.
™"'«"

But the KJ million reouert to i. I.m."T'"^ st^ncootiuaed re-
tie Department of HouX^d ?a''"i'iUon

of Allen Parkway wu
"™5 P«elopment for CUytoo 7° "P^ave and recommended
»«1 KeUy aUotted only ,iS^° demoUUon and sale of the 3?"
Iroot doors, or C6S less than at "^i™,.fr"='- P'^f» endorsed the
Allen Parkway. Smoke aJairi ff^'»l't»"<'n estimate, commis-
"•rt prtcedlt only tl5. or ISO less

"'°*" '**^ ^^ demoUUon re-
tt" M Allen Partial. P^iS ""/'l?'',

"• "<>
<=*')- leaders co^

«^M«tme« co« oilT nSko?
' ''''*™^ " '«'°'-e Jiving that re-

11,000 less than at AUen ParkWav » .._i-antway. s«. HOUSINa on Page JC.

Kenneth Hoyt.

„J^« *?«* mUlion esUmate was
originally compUed by New York
consultant Rol>ert Aprea. who had
prevwusly worked with houslne

rttk^"|J\°\^^'P'^"'^''
..

"ewark, NJ, bousing author-
ity. Aprea was hired by houslne
commissiooen at PhUlips- .ugge^Uon and worked with CtTrlesYaT
Uji^ (onper boosing aiithorlty head
of devdopmeat and planntogi

J^u^?r^ '^^^ concluded re-
habUltaUon of Allen Parkway was

9uest their original blessing.

'^asfeer 'lia. T.vlL- ^\A k. J^.-

^magmicturiag
the k*ll o... awtr.

in tu depoalUan. Taylor said be
worked up "Cadlllae- level rehl!
billutloo estimates that broke down
to «7.000 p«- Allen Partly .pl?S
raent, m«0 per KeUy VifiaVe
apartment and ^.m^Li^

Aprea later issued bis report esti-

maUngthecosiatw.w'^l"And When the ACLU later olrt 1^.,FOl request, Taylor said he was Wld
^^J^^'^i '""lonty attorney Marcia Johnson to make up (Igui tha,backed up Ue report. .

JS^e
lutea 1 wouM day, ,„ .

up with !i.i

met.>imi; In
j.
ISiaTTE;

rehabilitatinn cost
"
TaylorJi .̂

apj another wohrerthe; >.„„(,.-
tured numbers to show irT::;^:
catiooT

"—
'

When Taylor Uter disagreed with
housing authority officiaU about

eadily empty out
/. hC said he was

"

ostraciied and ridiculed."

Taylor did not return telephone
messages but he t^a previously been

nfoTJft"
" * "'Sgruntled ei^.

Ployee by Aprea. who also did noi
return telephone messages. PhilUps^ previously called criUcisms o(

U^e
AUen Parkway estimates nit-

?1J^ 'J?' '**""'"' " interview
and issued a brief statement.
"The board of commisitonen oi

the housing authority' has made a
commitment to City Council to re-
consider Allen Rarkway^ViUaeeIrom the

beginning using new cur
rent and updated informauon. am.-
without preconcepuons of the ^^.

i'it i?
» *»"* »e-re back to squareone, the sutement said.

^
The housing authority wiU soon

begin another badly needed rehabiUtauoo at the venerable 5«.^ c"
ney Homes in the Third Ward usuie
•bout J11.5 nuUion from HUa

aJ!lf SftrSf' iPinment comes to
aboutmm - or >u,6M less than

P.*rk^
"Panmeat cost for .Aller

Parkway given %\x years ago.

But the idea of
demolishing Allen

Parkway, and opening the way (or

2!/rri° p"h 'fP^'"""''
'*" conceive,

before Phillips . joined the housint

""""?'>'.
»" >""" "SO- Prev.ou^

officials had twice secAuy sent de
molitioo proposals to HUD to 197"
When it was

discouraged by in;
i-arter sdmimstraUon and to 198When It was aborted byHUD o(f.
cials concerned with peJistent m s

Homes . apartmenL
later meetto

f;
in hr.

'^Tfl ""f
'"

,

;

il "ais concerned with peraistent

^gT^^al^^!^ management Of agency moniet
way uuiiuiei. w ere not M gk .n>.,rn;- Newly elected Mayor Kalhy V• He responded the cosu were tabJaw and they would never be ahl.^

/tistifydemiushtogM^S'?^':,'^yillaie W Ih Inm rA. Mil...,-'''V:^^S?^-^^l
/^"Wh?, ?*»>?^ «be meettog.

Newly elected Mayor Kalhy Whiinure pressured the' previo^' „^
nussioners to remove the prevum

resigned en masse and Whhm.
appototed a ^Z^-^l
SS^-j^eri^and PMlI^Tt^v
r^ led the housing authority i
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reflect itie opinions o' the Houston Chronicle

by Bob Sablatura

THE
HISTORY of public bousing in

HottstoQ has always been ooe of

politics
and controversy. It be-

gan lo the early IHOs wbeo the federal

govenunent begao (uodlog the cod-

ttnictioo of new, government-operated

public bousing projects. Tbe early pro-
jects were built, not only to house low-

iDcome families, but also as a means of

clearing areas which the bousing au-

thontyubeled as slums.

One of tbe first public projects was

San Felipe CouAs, now known as Allen

Partway Village. Built on a segregated

basis, It was inlended to bouse the fami-

lies of unemployed wbite workers. Tbe

bousing authonty chose to build Allen

Parkway VUlage in tbe 4tb Ward, a pre-

dominantly black area which borders

tbe west Side of downtown. Although the

black community opposed Its construc-

tion, the bousing authority labeled the

neighborhood a "blighted area" and

buiU the project In a mtI of the ward

known as Free<lman's Town, named for

tbe freed slaves who moved into tbe

area after the OvU War.

After tbe Qrst round of public pro-

jects was built, Houstonians voted

against the construction of
any

new

public bousing units. For more than 20

years, oo new units were added to Hous-

ton's public bousing slock. Not until tbe

mid-1970s did the city begin constmc-

tlon of new units. Because of the 20-year

moratorium, Houston still runs far be-

hind other major cities in the number of

public bousing units available lor low-

Income residents. Meanwhile, the de-

mand Is high. Tbe housing authority cur-

rently bas more than 5,000 eligible

families oo Its waiting list for public

bousing.
In the midst of the shortage, the Hous-

ton Housing Authority has announced its

intentions to denoolish Allen Parkway
Village, a project that represents

more
than ooe-tkrd of the aty's occupied
Dublic housme.

Tbe JustlBcalioo is a study done for

the boiuing authority and released as a

report \n September 1981 The report
claims the 40-year-old project would

cost too much to renovate and recom-

mends the site be sold for redevelop-
ment Under the current housing

authority plan,
residents of the

project
will be relocated into new bousing the

housing authonty will construct, into

existing apartments the agency will ac-

quire and renovate and rent-subsidized

apartments.
A close look shows that the report and

Allen Parkway

Village should

be renovated
Sablatura works in the petrochemi-

cal instrumentation field here and is

also a free-lance wnter.

the bousing aulhonly's relocation plan
are seriously flawed-

The report claims that to renovate

Allen Parkway Village would cost J36

million, or ^.000 per unit Even with

the cost of picnic tables, barbecue grills,

skate pavements and a special joggmg
trail that price tag seems ouite high.

Sao Antonio bas recently undertaken

a renovation of two of its older public

housing projects. The first, Victoria

Courts, cost just over $18,000 per unit

Tbe second, Ala zan-
Apache,

a project

larger than Allen Parkway Village, is

projected to cost only $15,345 per unit,

or coDsiderably less than half the

amount of what the housing authority is

estimating for tbe renovation of Allen

Parkway Village, Furthermore, the

housing authority plans to renovate

Dayton Homes, a public project just 10

year? younger than Allen Parkway Vil-

lage, with a list of
repairs apparently

similar in scope, for wtiat I estimate to

be about $14,500 per unit Tbe agency
bas not

explained why it expects Allen

Parkway Village to cost more than

twice that amount
One of the reasons given against reno-

vation in the report was the lack of

willingness on the part of the U.S. De-

partment of Housing and Urban Devel-

opment to commit adequate funds for a

rehabilitation program
A review of past HUD actions shows

this is incorrect In 1978, Ht'D allocated

$10 million exclusively for the use of

renovating Allen Parkway Village. Be-

cause the housing authority was already

seeking permission to tear down the

project very little of the money was
ever used for repairs. In 1982. the hous-

ing authority requested that it be al-

lowed to spend $5.6 million of the

allocation lor emergency repairs, but

HUD refused the request because the

long-term status of Allen Parkway Vil-

laee was ui question.

In addiUon, HUD bas $2 billion to $5

billion to distribute nationally to up-

grade public housing, but when the

housing authonty applied for $105 mil-

lion of that fund for moderoization pro-

jects, it deliberately left Allen Parkway
Village out of its request It is the bous-

ing authority, rather than HUD. which is

not committed to renovating Allen

Parkway Village.

The final decision on Allen Parkway
Village will be made by HUD. If the

federal agency gives the bousing au-

thority permission to tear down tbe pro-

ject it will be up to HHA to find

replacement housing for Allen Parkway

Village residents. In a recently released

report. HHA laid out its $33 million plan
to relocate those tenants. The plan in-

cludes the construction of 150 new fam-

ily units. 400 new units for the elderly

and 450 existing units which the housing

authority plans to acquire and renovate.

Under current HUD regulations, all

1.000 of these units must go into areas

where there is a "non-minority" accu-

mulation of residents. That translates

into while, middle-class neighborhoods;

neighborhoods which have not shown a

willingness to accept public bousing

projects-
Several years ago. tbe housing author-

ity announced three new public housing

developments, a 105-uoit project in the

Westbury section of the city, an 80-unit

project tn Spring Brancti, and &4 units in

the Allen Genoa/Pasadena area. Almost

immediately, the residents in these

areas began to protest They packed

public hearings and demanded the hous-

ing authonty build the projects else-

where Because of public pressure

brought to bear on elected officials, one

has been canceled, one put on indefinite

hold, and the third is being fought j

through the courts.
|

Tbe housing authority's announced

policy of building and acquiring com-
j

[ilexes

no larger than 100 units means at

east 10 neighborhoods will be targeted

for the new bousing projects. The hous-

ing authority bas not announced where

it plans to locate these projects, but

judging from the past massive public

opposition can be expected.
when all of these factors are taken

into account the housing authority's
motivation must be questioned. Why
would it insist on waging a political bat-

tle to build and acquire 1,000 public

bousing units when the l.OOO-unit Allen

Parkway VUlage caii be renovated for

the same pnce, or possibly less?

Tbe answer can be found in the hous-

ing authonty's own report In addition

to recommending that Allen Parkway
Village be demolished, it also laid out a

complete redevelopment strategy for

the housing authonty to join forces wilb

the city to use the powers of eminent

domain and general obligation bonding

powers to bring about massive redevel-

opment within the black neighborhood.
'

Since last November, when the bous-

ing authonty voted to accept that rec-

ommendation. City Planning Director

Efraim Garcia bas been busy trying to

orchestrate that
redevelopment

How-

ever, as long as Allen Parxway Village

remains wi^n the ward, the neighbor-

hood is not as attractive for new devel-

opment For redevelopment to begin;

Allen Parkway Village must go. and the

city of Houston is counting on the hous-

ing authonty to get nd of it

The sad part of all of these politick
maneuvers is that If the housing author-

ity
succeeds with the plans to tear down

Allen Parkway Village, the entire

neighborhood will probably be scraped
clean to make way for new develop-
ment II that is the case, some 5.000

residents will lose their homes. Because

most of these residents have very low

incomes, many may be forced to turn to

public housing to survive In the name
of helping the poor, the housing author-

ity will only bring about a greater de-

mand for public housing and aggravate
an already bad situation.

Allen Parkway Village should be ren-

ovated. The housing authority should

stop allowing itself to be used as a
polit-

ical pawn for the city administration.

After wasting seven years Tigbting to

nd itself of the project the agency
should get on with tbe job it was em*

powered to da. to provide safe, sanitarv

housing for the city's lower-income resi-

dents.
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PART I
- CRITIQUE

INTRODUCTION

This document is an analysis and response to the technical report titled .-IWeAi Parkwav Village Founli
Ward prepared for the Housing Authority of the City of Houston (HACH) and released September 1983
It has been prepared at the behest of residents of Allen Parkway Village and the Fourth Ward and ap-

proved for distnbution by the Fourth Ward Ministerial Alliance. Freedmen's Town Association, and
Resident Council of Allen Parkway Village.

A major reason for the preparation of this paper is that the formalized input of the area residents

has been essentially ignored by the HACH consultants. Repeatedly the residents stressed their wish that

the 1000 units of Allen Parkway Village (the APV) be rehabilitated and the whole Fourth Ward pre-

served for its current residents. However, the finished report shows that no creative thought was devoted

to this objective. Indeed, the charge to the research team implicitly called for demolition of the APV and

the redevelopment of the Fourth Ward (p. 1-2).

Our conclusion that demolition and redevelopment of the ward is the goal of HACH is supported by
the fact that Indo-Chmese are apparently steered to the APV "in (an) attempt to isolate the project from

the Fourth Ward and the larger black Houston community and to defuse the issue (possible sale of the

public housing project) as a political issue" (p. II-9).

Further evidence is found in a 1981 report by HACH dunng the chairmanship of J. L. Phillips which

"indicated that a historical district should be created in the Fourth Ward to quell protests from people

opposed to changing the character" of the ward (Houston Chronicle 3-27-83). The consultants' report

does call for a histoncal district (p XII-7).

Rumors have been surfacing for years that sale of the APV is the goal of HACH and some city officials.

A Freedom of Information Act request last spring by the Houston Chronicle brought to light a series of

HACH documents spanning several years, confirming the truth of those rumors {Chronicle 3-27-83).

In May of 1983. HACH assembled the four-member research team to study the feasibility of rehabili-

tating the entire APV. or demolishing the .APV. or a combination of both. In September 1983 the fin-

ished report was released. The consultants recommended demolition. No one is surprised. It was known

that several commissioners, including H. J Tollett. the chairman of the board of commissioners, t'avored

sale or lease of the site [Chronicle 1-29-83. 3-27-83). In July. HACH officials began acting publicly as if

they knew what the conclusions of the report would be: "Houston Housing .Authority officials are

working on long-range, comprehensive plans for redevelopment of Allen Parkway Village. Clayton

Homes and the Fourth Ward" {Houston Post 7-1 7-83). Hence, it is obvious and logical to conclude that

the consultants" recommendations were pre-ordained.

If the consultants' suggestions are followed, within a few years only a fraction of the current Fourth

Warders would still be residing in the ward, probably all in propeny owned or controlled by H.ACH. a

notoriously poor landlord [Post 7-22-82). .Most of the b.OOO people who live in the ward today, mostly

in privately owned housing, will have been displaced. .Moreover, a Federal requirement obliges H.ACH to

find replacement housing for everyone directly displaced by HACH decisions. A dozen new projects

would have to be built or purchased to meet this obligation.

On November 15. 1983. the HACH board decided to pursue the consultants' recommendations

(E.xecutive Director's Memorandum, 1 l-14-83;/'osf I l-l6-83;C/i'-o«(We 11-16-83)

Another reason for the preparation of this critique is to alen the citizenry to the enormity of the

proposal HACH is contemplating. The thrust of the proposal urges H.ACH. the City of Houston and the

Harris County Hospital District to jointly lease their combined holdings as one parcel H.ACH would

be the lead entity in deciding future use of the property.

Never before has an agency oi Houston or any city in Te.xas ventured so far from its natural sphere.

This proposal would change the role of government here. City taxes and credit and power of eminent

domain would be used to forcibly change the land use of an area. HACH. the city and the hospital

district will each become a financial partner in the subsequent development.
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Following IS a listing of the land involved nonh of West Dallas: HACH owns about 3" acres (the

APV). and the city owns about 14 acres (the public works facUities). The Hams County Hospital District

owns the estimated 13 acres used for its headquarters and Jeff Davis Hospital (p MIl-5i Another four

acres (approximately) are pnvately held and would be taken by condemnation or threat of condemna-
tion. The total is 68 acres from downtown to 100 feet east of Taft Street and from West Dallas nonh to

Alien Parkway.

The consultants also propose a comprehensive redevelopment plan to encompass the entire study area.

296 acres, which mcludes properties west to Taft and south of West Dallas. They urge that special

pnority be given to development of the "publicly held property" South of West Dallas. This would in-

clude Wiley Park, Gregory-Lincoln Education Center and old Gregory Elementary School (pp. XI-7. XII-

6-8). This would, of course, involve the Houston Independent School District (HISD). More land would

be taken by the city or HACH for housing development south of West Dallas.

Every taxpayer should be apprehensive about the "little Brazilia" being proposed next to downtown.
Just as that planned development drained away Brazil's money and energy, so may this new example of

grand planning affect Houston. Residents of all city council districts outside District C should worry
about the disproportionate amount of bond money and city services to be focused on District C. Since

the mammoth development would be a major asset to the downtown area, homeowners, busmess people
and real estate developers with investments tied to the decentralization trend of Houston growth should

be concerned about the extraordinary subsidy proposed for their prime competitor, the central business

district (CBD).

The consultants favor the 68 acres north of West Dallas be kept in public ownership and leased to

developers. This proposal would result m higher property taxes for everyone in the overlapping jurisdic-

tions; the city, county, school district, etc., for it keeps the land off the tax rolls and compels H.ACH and

the city to purchase land for replacement facilities. An alternative suggestion to sell the land with plan-

ning restnctions has built-in inequities, too.

CHAPTER 1
-

THE FOURTH WARD IS VIABLE TODAY

Notwithstanding the lack of imagination found in the consultants' analysis and conclusions, some of

the research is commendable. For the first time empirical and demographic evidence is presented which

shows the Fourth Ward (the pan in private hands) is a viable functioning neighborhood.
The ward is marked by a strong sense of pnde and cohesiveness (p. II-5). The cnme rate in the ward is

declining and is lower than neighboring Montrose (p. III-4). It has fewer transients than other areas of

Houston (p III-4) and more children per household than most areas of the city (p. IV-I ).

Physically the ward is on the upswing. Several commercial buildings have recently been renovated

(p. VII-8>. and one-time vacant lots now have improvements (p. VI-7) A change missed b> the consul-

tants is the construction of a new church on West Gray.
The condition of the housing has been discovered to be far better than most people realize. "Most of

(the) foundation problems were not beyond inexpensive repair (and amount to) some minor pier repair."

Only two occupied structures were beheved by the researchers to be actually unsafe (p VII-" )

The report found many homes with non-structural problems, the most common of which 'is lack of

paint on house siding, but this, the consultants concluded, is only an aesthetic problem (p. VII-^)

The Founh Ward. "The Mother Ward for Black Houston," is alive and functioning. It lives as a low

income neighborhood. There is no arguing that the ward is not a perfect neighborhood But it survives.

Its superb location and very low rent structure (only S77.00 a month per unit m 1980. one third the

Houson averageXp. IV-7) are trade-offs which keep the ward attractive for residency
The unfortunate image of the ward as crime ridden and decaying must be blamed on the HACH

administrators who for years carelessly screened tenants and deterred maintenance on the .APV. as well
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as other projects it owns iPosl 7-::-8:). Blame must also be placed at the doorsteps of the Dangerous
Buildings Division of the Public Works Department and the Health Department They do not attack the

problems of (respectively) neglected vacant buildings and the overgrown debns-filled lots ip, VI->^i m
the ward

CHAPTER : -

GENTRIFICATION IS AN OVERBLOWN THREAT

Decentrahzation is the dominant urban pattern in Houston, as it has been since the 1 890"s when the

Heights, our first masterplanned satellite city, was platted. It is a far more important trend than the

"return to the innercity" movement which began in the late 1960's. A glance at any Sunday news-

paper's real estate section is ample confirmation of this fact.

Dozens of masterplanned developments are in progress in the Houston region, scattered all the way to

the county hne and beyond, as are hundreds of smaller projects. Only a minor portion are within the

610 Loop. Downtown has only 14% of the county employment.
Since most growth is taking place far from the core area, gentrification, the movement of well-to-do

citizens into low income areas, is not an overwhelming force. Every innercity neighborhood which has

become popular with restorationists and affluent home buyers retains large pockets of low income
residents. Witness Eastwood, the Sixth Ward, West End, the Heights and the Binz area. Even Montrose,
the granddaddy of Houston's "revitalized" neighborhoods, still has many poor residents.

In fact, some "gentry" purchasing homes in the Fourth Ward would be an asset. It would broaden the

sentiment of support for the ward.

CHAPTER 3 -

PRIVATE OWNERSHIP IN THE WARD

The popular myths about the Fourth Ward have done it great harm. The research conducted :'or the

technical report is providing taxpayers a service by refuting some of those myths. One is that which

claims that most of the ward has been purchased by a few speculators and investment companies. The

report shows that ownership of the residential sections of the ward has been stable with few recent sales

of note (p. lX-6). In fact, 71% of the pnvately held lots are held by owner-occupants and others who
hold no more than nme lots each. Ownership is divided among dozens ot individuals. Frank Spata. the

best known of the large investors, holds only 3"^ of the pnvately held lots in the study area (pp. V'lII-3,

4.5 I. Obviously, "property ownership is quite lYagmented" in the central Fourth Wjrd (p. l.\-bl.

CHAPTER 4 -

ANALYSIS OF CHAPTER 10:

"ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
COST ANALYSIS"

The technical report, in most respects, appears well done in the chapters devoted to the cackaround o(

the Fourth Ward and the APV. The chapters devoted to land use. building conditions, land values, owner-

ship, and the demographic profile of the parts of the ward held publicly and pnvately are even better.

But the report fails in the final chapters where it deals with preservation oi the .APV and the ward.

A crucial chapter is the tenth. "Allen Parkway Village Physical Conditions Cost .Analyiis," because

the decision on the future of the APV "will Ukely have a major impact ... on the balance oi the Fourth

Ward (p. 1-;).

The chapter's author predicates his analysis with this statement which is not historically jcciirate.

"HUD (the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development) has not been willing to commit ade-

quate funds to carry out a substantial and sufficient rehabilitation program" ip \-2>. In ;jct. HLD lias
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consistently held the opposite attitude: recent Houston Posl articles have indicated this (see 5-15-83.

5-18-83), and a letter from the Dallas HUD office to a member of the Resident Council confirms it:

"HUD is committed to maintaining the units at Allen Parkway Village in a decent, safe, and sanitary

condition as long as they are occupied by low income farnilies. However, we are reluctant to ap-

prove the expenditure of funds for a major renovation of Allen Parkway Village until its long-term

future IS decided." (Letter from Hubert W. Dutton, Acting Area Manager. HUD. -l-;i-83.)

In 1982 HACH calculated it needed S5,676.300 to "provide safe and sanitary conditions" in the

APV and requested a grant from HUD. The list of repairs included some long-range improvements (see

PhiUips-HUD correspondence in Appendix) and is similar to the "Rehabilitation Cost Estimate" of the

technical report (p. X-6). It amounted to S5,676 per unit (1,000 units). HUD refused the request because

the long-term status of the APV was in question.

Just this year, in fact, HUD had $2-$5 billion to distribute nationally to upgrade and modernize

public housing. HACH applied for $10.3 million of this fund, the Comprehensive Improvement Assis-

tance Program (Chronicle 1-29-83, 3-23-83), but deliberately left the APV out of the request. Undoubt-

edly this was because HACH has not wanted to commit to preservation of the APV. (Incidentally, a

similar pattern of withholding federal funds for capital repairs and social services occurred in the rest of

the Fourth Ward. For many years no Community Development money was spent in the ward (p. III-5;

Forward Times 3-21-81)).

Thus the information in Chapter 10 is immediately suspect. This chapter which focuses on the econo-

mic question of whether the APV is worth repairing contains assumptions and data which are flawed.

Questions of interior layout, design, landscaping and "functional obsolescence" are subjective and far

removed from simple rehabilitation. Furthermore, some statements made regarding the condition of the

units are incorrect and casually researched.

The director of maintenance was not interviewed by any of the four consultants. Members of the

Resident Council have not reported observing the consultants investigating the project: yet. the report

claims a close inspection was made (p. X-2).

A truly incredible statement declares the extenor walls of all buildings in the .\PV must have new

facades due to energy inefficiency and water seepage. But research reveals the walls are 12 inches thick

with two dead spaces, excellent for insulation, and that they do not leak. The 1982 grant request to

HUD (see Appendix) does not call for replacing wall facades. Water does seep through the roof at points,

but HACH should be prepared to replace the roofs since they are now 40 years old.

The report asserts that all the APV infrastructure, including utilities, needs to be replaced However,

research shows the APV to have no more water and sewer line breaks than other pans of Houston oi a

similar age and that the streets, curbs and sidewalks in the .APV are mostly in good repair.

The technical report concludes that nearly everything in the .APV must be reconstructed and moder-

nized. That IS not an economical approach. Furthermore, a preliminary investigation suggests that all

cost estimates are set higher than they would be if bid competitively. It is significant that no sources are

cited for the estimates.

The technical report concludes that rehabilitation would cost 536.200.000 (S36.200 per unit) ip.

.X-IO). That IS not a realistic figure. In 1978 (or 1979) HUD allotted SIO million to rehabilitate the APV.

For 1.000 units that averages SI 0.000 a unit (p. X-S.Posr 5-15-83). (Note p XI-2 indicates the S3b.200

per unit is for the APV reduced to 900 ""dwelling units" However pp X-b. \-~ and X-10 show cumula-

tively the calculation was reached by estimating for 1.000 units.)

More reasonable is the cost per unit for the Clayton Homes rehabilitation which was announced

recently by Earl Phillips. Executive Du-ector for HACH. Total estimated cost is S5.062. 288 lor 348 units,

which breaks down to SI4.546 per unit. Since Clayton Homes is only 10 years younger than the .APV.

and the lists o( repairs virtually identical, the rehabilitation costs should be comparable The total cost

for the APV rehabilitation would then be SI4.546.000 (S14.546 x l.OOOl This figure is less than half

the calculation submitted in the report. Economies of scale would likely reduce the cost still turther.

The fact that San Antonio is able to modernize its public housing projects at about SI 5.000 to S 18.000

per unit confirms this line of thinking {Post 1 l-l-i-83).

An important unanswered question, in the words of Consumer Rc/joits. is "Wlut i^ the beit buy"".
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the rehabilitation program at S5.676 per unit, one at S 14.546 per unit, or the one at S36.:00 per unit'
One can also denve useful information I'rom the published tlgure for the construction of the S4 3 mil-

lion. 86-unit project planned for the 1500 block of .AUen-Genoa Road near Pasadena. That project is

slated to cost 550,000 a unit, which is SI 3,800 more than the S36,200 figure calculated per unit for the

"gold plated" APV rehabilitation. It is 535,454 more than the cost-per-unit t'igure for rehabilitation of

Clayton homes, which, as state above, would be roughly the true per-unit cost to rehabilitate the APV.
.New public housing at 550,000 a umt means that replacing the 1,000 .APV units with new projects

would cost 550,000.000. That figure jibes with a calculation made in 1979 by HUD when it decided it

would be wiser to rehabUitate the APV and allocated 510 million to HACH for that purpose (Chronicle
3-:7-83, p. X-5).* (The story of that spent, or perhaps partially spent, 510 million is worthy of a special

report by itself.)

What does all this research and calculation mean? It means the rehabihtation cost estimates are in-

flated at least 100% to 600% and that rehabilitation is much more sensible than building replacement
housing which would cost eight times the most economical rehabilitation figure.

For unknown reasons a decision was apparently made to base the cost estimates on reconstructing the

projects to River Oaks standards, not simply restoring the units to a useful status (the estimates even

allow for bar-b-que grills and jogging trails).

CHAPTER 5-
HACH AND HOUSTON OFFICULS ARE THE
FOURTH WARD'S BIGGEST ENE.MIES

If HACH implements the recommendation of the technical report with the city's support, the histori-

cal circle will be complete.

In 1940 the city chose to put the housing project now called Allen Parkway Village at the north edge
of the ward. This placement was done in the cause of fighting "blight" despite the protests of residents

of the ward (pp. 11-7,8). Since that tune, additional Fourth Ward land has been taken by the city to e.x-

pand the public works facility. In the area of Gillette Street on the west side of the .\?\' . the city now
holds 14 acres.

The feared 'forces of private development" (p. Xl-3) are not nearly the threat posed by the forces

of public development. Private developers do not have condemnation power EXCEPT when they work in

partnership with the city.

Now It IS proposed by the consultants that HACH and the City of Houston coordinate redevelopment
of the ward, deliberately stimulating, guiding and subsidizing market forces which are held at bay by

existing Fourth Ward conditions. The first act of this program would be demolition of the .APV.

Once agam the given reason is to fight "blight" in the ward (p. III-5). But blight is not a proper term

to describe a vital neighborhood which has been a home, or place of business or employment or worship,

to generations of black Houstonians. The look and conditions of poverty do not mean death and decay

.Vlany blacks have prospered and moved to more affluent neighborhoods (p lll-l ). .VIost current residents

do not want to leave it. A running news story familiar to Houstonians is the Fourth Ward's struggle to

preserve itself from redevelopment.

• The .APV has only 905 livmg units today. (The others were used to add bedrooms to some units and

for a child care center.) But based on HUD regulations, we believe HACH would be obliged to provide

housing for at least 1,000 households for these reasons: 1) the proposal would have HACH condemning
a total of 45 pnvately owned houses and apartments along the north side of West Dallas and u\i streets

which abut it; 2) an unknown number of houses and apartments would be condemned south oi West

Dallas for a high nse and other 'housing development" < p. XIl-Si; 3) as recently as February 1982. HLD
told HACH It must replace 1 ,000 units (Chronicle 3-27-83); 4l all the technical report's calculations are

based on 1 .000 units ( p. X-7).
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Scores ot' blacks were displaced by the construction of the APV in the early 1940"s. The remamine
Fourth Ward became overcrowded as it absorbed "displacees" (p. II-8) This pattern is likely to recur

until the Fourth Ward as a neighborhood for poor people, mostly black, is obliterated.

The "revitalization" planned by HACH and the city planning depanment tor the ward will be no

different than the "urban renewal" programs of the 1950's and bO's which eventually became known as

"Negro removal" programs. It is disturbing that the city planning director has proposed use of the Te.xas

Community Development Act which is used "to spur controlled development" in blighted areas. "The

program works similarly to the old Federal urban renewal program." (Posr 7-17-83)

The preservation of a few blocks to honor the Freedman's Town idea, the creation of new community
services, visual access to the bayou, a black history museum in old Gregory Elementary, promises of

affirmative action jobs and periodic opportunities to comment on the HACH master plan (pp. XII-4 - 6)

are all virtually worthless. Such promises are relatively inexpensive tokens of appeasement which deflect

opposition, win acceptance and sidestep the real issue: the redevelopment plan will force the Fourth

Warders out of their homes and neighborhood and erase a major part of the commercial activity which

serves the ward.

As residents are displaced, the commercial establishments would lose their trade. This process, com-

bined with public taking of commercial property, would shut down businesses and cause owners and em-

ployees to lose their livelihoods. All remaining customers, many of whom would be elderly, or simply

earless, would lose ready access to retailers.

Thousands of former residents and the few hundred left behind, living mostly in HACH housing,

will have lost their homes (rented for the most part, but long-time homes nevertheless), their churches,

the familiar streets and stores, and the "support networks" of friends, relatives and institutions which

make up the fabric of their community (p. 1-2).

CHAPTER 6-
INTRUSION SOUTH OF WEST DALLAS

The consultants' proposal that HACH be a "lead entity" in a o8-acre development north of West

Dallas IS awesome by itself. The larger proposal is even more disturbing. This would put HACH and the

city planning department in charge of a "comprehensive and coordinated" redevelopment program af-

fecting 296 acres which would intrude south of West Dallas (p. \l-'). Urban Development .Action Grants.

Community Development Block Grants. Economic Development Administration loans and grants and

the HUD housing subsidy programs would all be aimed at the Fourth Ward (p XIl-8>. a veritable arsenal

of redevelopment.

The first intrusion would be the construction of a 10-story highrise for the elderly (the least threaten-

ing of all the minorities) (p. XII-7), which would result in the taking of at least a block. New construc-

tion such as this with the accompanying infrastructure improvements needed to suppon it would be

like adrenalin pumped into the veins of the major CBD real estate interests and developers. This is their

market area and they would be the quickest to understand the new opportunities. Thus new construc-

tion in the heart of the ward would function like removing a keystone from the Fourth Ward edil'ice. The

net effect would result in the destruction of the Fourth Ward neighborhood.

Equally worrisome is the collateral suggestion ""to acquire other properties within the Fourth Ward for

housing development" (p. XII-8). This means more forced taking and condemnation of land, bigger and

better infrastructure improvements for higher density redevelopment, and more displacement. Since sucii

housing would not necessarily be public housing, the result may parallel the Denver experience, where a

highrise for the elderly and 75 townhouses to be sold to moderate income buyers replaced a housing

project iPost 5-1 5-83). The Dallas Housing .Authority has a plan to sell Washington Place (comparable to

the .APV) and build new housing for the elderly only iPosr 5-1 5-83 1. (This scenario is becoming a national

pattern which indicates that the elderly are an attractive and useful subgroup of the poor Local housing
authorities can satisfy certain HUD requirements for replacement housing and satisfy demands of various
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members of the local political establishments to get nd of noisome and inconveniently placed projects, i

Altogether the proposals are highly threatening: the use of eminent domam (p. XI-9). the tappma of
city funds for infrastructure improvement to allow a "comprehensive development scheme." andthe
placement of "publicly supported facilities" (p. Xl-8). (An arts centers' Sporting facilities' A public

heliport' A state government building' There are a number of special interest groups who could develop
plans to serve this idea.) These proposals, whatever their ultimate form, would do unprecedented damaae
to the ward; the Fourth Ward would be no more.

CHAPTER 7 -

TWELVE NEW HOUSING PROJECTS

Part and parcel of the plan to demolish the 1 .000 units in the APV is a commitment to provide re-

placement housing in projects dispersed throughout Houston in low crime neighborhoods where the poor
are not heavily concentrated. This policy is a requirement of HUD. Since the intention is to limit the

projects to a maximum of 80 units, as few as a dozen would be built or purchased to replace the .APV

(perhaps only nine, if HUD allows the 300 units planned for the elderly in the highrise as an acceptable

tradeout). HACH, in fact, hopes to replace more than the number of units lost (p. XI-9).

But there is no assurance that construction of so many projects is politically or even legally possible.

'The most recent attempts by HACH to construct public housing in nonconcentrated or suburban neigh-

borhoods . . . have been unsuccessful for various reasons" (p. I-l). Thus Spring Branch. Westbury and the

city of Pasadena have successfully used political and legal techniques to resist public housing in or near

their areas. This resistance is quite logical in light of the HACH record as a landlord. The "dwindling"

public financmg for operations and mamtenance (p. 1-1 ) guarantees future problems.

.An alternative idea that could eventually be substituted is the use of housing vouchers. But HACH
officials have concluded that HUD voucher rules do not respect market realities. For example, single

women with several children are especially difficult to serve under the current programs.

CHAPTER 8 -

HACH AS .MASTER PLANNER

If HACH is allowed to lead the city and the hospital distnct into the mixed use development business

as lead entity in a "little Brazilia," there is sizable risk for the taxpayer. The HACH board and staff have

no experience in masterplanned development. Nor does the city"s planning department which, theoreti-

cally, would be advising the HACH commissioners. The Haws of the technical report under discussion

here show that the use of consultants does not guarantee thoroughness. (Miscalculations by the hired

advisors of the .Metropolitan Transit Authority are vivid evidence of this fact.)

Additional nsk can be discerned m the fact that the HACH board and the mayor who appoints them

are part of the political process. Their decisions would unavoidably reflect the politics of the moment.

Since cost effectiveness is not their guiding concern, as it is for private developers, many uneconomic

decisions would be made. Errors of judgement on projects this large do not become apparent until years

have passed. .Most officials responsible will have left public life or taken on new political roles. But debt

payments on the bonds will remain the taxpayers' responsibility.

CHAPTER 9 -

"A COMPLEX. CUMBERSOME PROCESS"

One of the most perplexing conclusions the consultants offer is the prediction that all the groups and

Individuals they say should be involved in the "complex, cumbersome process of planning and develop-

ment" I p. .Xl-9) would cooperate. But the consultants at several points make statements that should have

led them to the opposite conclusion. They acknowledge that a "high nsk" exists that the public entities
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would not cooperate effectively, and that community groups could not be ""unified"' ip. Xl-lli. T'ney

also foresee difficulties obtaining adequate levels of public funds to stimulate development and political

resistance to the use of emment domain powers ( p. XI-9).

The consultants propose a "Project Area Committee' be created. It would represent i without formal

power, one has to believe, like the Citizens .Advisory Board to the .Metropolitan Transit .Authontyi

tenants, land owners, and local institutions. But creation of such a group would be ""a difficult task"" i pp.

XI-9, XII-7).

In spite of all their understanding and candor about the difficulties their proposal would encounter,

they sweep all doubts aside with the simple statement, '"The potential advantages to all involved should

encourage cooperation" (p. XI-1 1). The consultants' optimism is unconvincing.

The goals and concerns of all the parties involved are not congruent, and m the case of developers and

tenants, or owners and tenants, are at odds. Houstonians should remember that the harmony of govern-

mental councils or citizen groups acting as advisors to public agencies is often shattered by bitter political

fighting.

One example is the feud among board mem'oers of the Gulf Coast Commumry Services .Association

which erupted into a lawsuit by one member against several fellow members in 1980 tChronicle "-16-80).

Another example is the rancorous power struggle between the Citizens Partiapation Commission of the

Community Development program and its director in 1982 {Post 10-31-82).

One cannot hope that HACH would escape these problems. Its recent history is replete with instances

of petty corruption, careless attention to duty, and secrecy, which is on-gomg. Its behavior as lead entity

in the planning process would surely generate friction iPost 7-22-82, 7-1 7-83 ;C'i/-o«/c/e 3-22-83. lO-l 1-

83).

.All in all, cooperation would not be possible among the divergent interest groups. Political division is

inevitable. The tenants in the .APV and the whole Fourth Ward, being for the most part landless and

politically powerless, would be overwhelmed.

CHAPTER 10 -

I.NEQLTTIES OF TIF DISTRICTS

The consultants propose a 68-acre Tax Incremental Finance (TIF) district m the area between down-

town and 100 feet east of Taft and north of West Dallas to .Allen Parkway. There are many inequities to

such a proposal. .All the overlappmg tax junsdictions would have their future tax revenue based on

property values frozen in the base year, probably 1984. For this reason the County and the School

District by law must each have an appointee on the board. .All increments in tax revenue would be used

to pay off special bonds sold to finance public improvements in the TIF district.

The bonds would be issued without public approval, and their term may be for as long as 20 years.

Therefore all taxpayers would be taxed at a higher rate to compensate for the missing increments in

revenue, or government services would have to be reduced. The effects would be a slower justice system,

fewer teachers, fewer road improvements, less fiood control, etc. The trade-offs are numerous.

Public officials from across the state have complained about the loss oi projected increments in tax

income. .All taxpayers are sacnficing money or services to assist special projects m TIF Jistncts.

CHAPTER 11 -

DISTRICT C IS THE PRLME BE.NEFICIARY

City Council District C is the only distnct which would benetlt from the TIF district. But TIF income

IS not likely to be enough to fund all the improvements in the district since tax increments are not a

boundless source o f money .

The TIF district set up to fund the SI 00 million bayou beautitlcation program is now conceded to be

woefully insufficient. City park bonds are planned to prop up the project. If H.ACH should decide lo

i
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lease the land to developers, the improvements, but not the land, will enter the tax rolls.

In either event, with or without a TIF district, general revenue bonds would be needed to construct

the public improvements HACH and the participating developer decide are needed ipp XI-". 8i. The de-

velopment program envisioned by the consultants takes in 296 acres, far more than the TIF distnct

alone. The infrastructure work would be extensive. No one knows how much until H.ACH adopts a plan,

which would be based on one or more developers' proposals (p. XlI-8).

Distnct C, specifically its north end. would be the beneficiary of the general revenue bonds. It will also

be the beneficiary of all the federal programs the consultants want focused in the redevelopment area:

Urban Development .Action Grants, Commumty Development Block Grants, Economic Development .Ad-

ministration Loans and Grants, and the HUD Section 8 programs (p. II-8).

The eight remaining council districts would be denied their full share of benefits from tax mcrements,

bond sales and the federal programs.

The bias in municipal spending would strengthen if the masterplan proves faulty or is badly managed.

Extraordinary financial efforts would be needed to save the mvestment. This scenario is a genuine pos-

sibihty if many blocks in the ward are cleared, extensive infrastructure is installed, and the expecta-

tion that great amounts of spin-off development would follow is not realized (p. XI-9). (This occurred

in the Vista Verde section of San Antonio several years ago, where Efraim Garcia, director of the Hous-

ton Planning Department worked as manager of the planning office of the San Antonio Redevelopment

Agency.) Citizens may be called upon to make more sacnfices to enhance the development and "sweeten

the deal" for developers.

CHAPTER 12 -

SUBSIDIZING THE COMPETITION TO OTHER
ACTIVITY CENTERS

The HACH-sponsored masterplanned development would be subsidized by general tax monies iTlF

and general obligation bonds), federal programs, and sacnficed taxpayer services in all overlapping

junsdictions. The dispanty is unfair in terms of the normal cnteria forjudging the appropnateness ol tax

expenditures. It is also unfair to taxpayers whose investments are in parts of the city outside District C

and theCBD.

This group includes ordinary businessowners and homeowners whose investments are m activity

centers apart from the CBD. Especially hurt are the investors m the two or three dozen masterplanned

developments in other parts of the region. The infrastructure costs of these mvestors. developers are not

subsidized, nor are public facilities budt in their developments to attract more investment.

CHAPTER 13 -

CARELESS ANALYSIS OF RISKS AND TRADE-OFFS

A glanng flaw of the report is the shallow analysis supporting the recommendations. Many nsks are

unanalyzed (some are discussed above), many trade-offs are not noted, and many assumptions are not

examined.

I. The consultants offer no rationale for concluding that since absentee owners own. most o( the

Fourth Ward, the ward probably cannot survive without public sector help, though this idea is

fundamental to their recommendations (p. Xl-9).

;. In spite of knowledge that 37 acres of land, the APV site, could be too large for the market to

absorb ip. IX-2), the consultants recommend assembling 68 acres to put on the market Further-

more, they recommend that developers submit proposals to HACH for housing development in the

entire study area ( pp. .XIl-7. 8). virtually all of the Fourth Ward. 296 acres.

3. The consultants estimate the value of the APV site at S45.00 a square foot because that is the

value of the recently appraised Harns County Hospital District west of the APV. Then, again in
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spite of knowledge that a large tract can overwhelm the market, they assert that partially because

the APV site is nearly three times the hospital district site, it "should" be worth substantially more

per square foot (p IX^).

To reach this point, they chose to ignore a special appraisal of the APV site commissioned by

HACH in 1 978 which produced a cost of development value of S6.20 a square foot i p. I.X-r< i. This

figure, escalated to 1983 values by compounding annually at lO^c. becomes S9 97 Thus, the

37-acre APV is worth 516,068.848. This calculation is a more conservative approach.

4. No replacement cost is offered for the Public Works Department facilities which take up approx-

imately 14 acres close to the APV. No estimate is made of increased operations cost forced on the

E^Jblic Works Department because of a move to a less central location.

5. No attempt is made to estimate the net income to HACH if the land is sold after

a. HACH takes and pays for the approximately four acres of private land along West Dallas:

b. HACH takes and pays for land south of West Dallas for housing, open space, infrastructure

improvements, etc.;

c. HACH supplies 1,000 replacement units;

d. HACH pays lawyer fees for the inevitable battles with civic associations fighting placement

of public housing in their neighborhoods.

6. No estimate is offered of total land and construction cost of new projects needed nor of the

impact on the tax rolls. (1,000 new units of the density of the planned Westbury project would

remove 66 acres from the rolls, 78% more acreage than the APV site. 1.000 units constructed in

the density of the planned Almeda-Genoa project would require 119 acres. 220^^ more acreage

than the APV site.) The tax rolls of all overlapping jurisdictions are affected; the city, the school

district, etc.

7. No calculation is made of how HACH will apportion profits between itself and the other owners

(the city, the hospital district and eventually HISD). No formula is suggested to account for the

differing values of the tracts, and the value of the city's unique contributions of bond money,

federal programs and city services.

8. If leasing is chosen instead of selling, no estimate is provided of cash tlow needed to build or ac-

quire the replacement housing. (A rough extrapolation of some H.ACH data shows that construc-

tion of 1.000 units with support facilities and creation of an investment program to replace fed-

eral rent subsidies requires S70.000.000 be available at the onset. Can a lease arrangement provide

this when sale of the 37-acre site at S9.97 a square foot would generate only S I6.0b8.848')

9. No contingency plan is offered if some of the land fails to attract buyers or leasees

10. No serious attention is given to the problem of the overlapping authority and often contlicting

goals of the hospital district, the county, the school district, the HACH board, the city planning

department, the city public works department, city real estate department, city parks and recrea-

tion department, community development and resident relocation offices, the .mayor, the TIF

board (if it materializes), the state historical commission, and HUD. This amounts to 14 different

entities. In addition, the owners and residents, the banking community and legal community

(necessary for bond sales), and the development and business community are si.x interest groups

which would be part of the process (E.xecutive Director's Memorandum. 1 1-14-83 > This amounts

to 20 entities and groups.

11. No effort is made to ascertain the amount of federal subsidy the recommendations require to be

successful. The consultants slight the fact that federal support is shrinking for housing authorities

nationwide, as it is for Urban Development .Action Grants and similar programs.
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PART II - RESPONSE

INTRODUCTION

It IS regrettable that the technical report ,s not better than it is A great deal of admirable research wasdone tor it. but the conclusions and strategies wrung from the data are questionable on several counts
The recommendations embody a radical depanure from the historic role of government in Houston

Obvious and serious questions about tax equity are not addressed, nor is the propriety and politicalwisdom ot moving public housing tenants and other Fourth Warders, who clearly do not want to move
into neighborhoods where they would not be wanted.

More than that, the recommendations ignore the fundamental facts that it would be cheaper to reha-
bilitate the APV than build new projects, and that the Fourth Ward is more or less intact protected by
existing conditions.

HACH and the city should simply respect the current realities. The costs to the taxpayer would be
much less, and no hardship would be imposed on the residents of the ward.

CHAPTER 1
-

A REALISTIC PRESERVATION APPROACH.

The first step to understanding the correct approach to preservation of the Fourth Ward is to realize
what has protected it so far. Since the early 1950's, the conventional wisdom has been that the Fourth
Ward was sittmg on land far too valuable for events to leave unchanged. But change it did not since con-
sti^ction of the W5 oveipass. in spite of 20 years of feverish growth in tht downtown on its east Hank
and extensive rejuvenation of Montrose on the west and south sides.

The reason is simple - the Founh Ward has too many unattractive features:
1. Fractionated ownership (and unsettled estates), making it difficult to assemble land for re-

development;
2. Proximity to .Allen Parkway Village;

3 Old water, sewer and stormwater systems which cannot support large scale redevelopment;
4. Extremely narrow streets.

5. Inconvenient connections to downtown. Only West Dallas offers easy two-way access. The 1-45

overpass and ramps, the Houston Lighting and Power Company downtown substation, the .Allen
Center garage (two blocks long, seven stories high), and the new commercial structures east of
1-45 are major obstructions to new streets, overpasses or skyways into the ward. .Altogether
they amount to a "Chinese wall" protecting the ward.

6. Bad image, attributable to the conditions at the APV, neglected buildings and lots, a popular
misconception about high crime rates and the deteriorated commercial and residential structures

along West Dallas and West Gray, which is all most people see of the Fourth Ward.
Excessively high prices set by current owners who are misled by myths of Fourth Ward de-

sirability;

8. Competition from near-downtown land south of Pierce Elevated, especially along TraMS. Milam.
Louisiana. Smith and Brazos, which is on the CBD street grid and lacks the Fourth Ward prob-
lems;

9 Awkward access to the ward from the freeways;
10 Resistance to selling by owner-occupants and the 16 churches in the ward.
I I The sewer moratorium which has limited the size and density of development

Altogether these factors have been the instrumental causes for the preservation of the ward. The
tirst (our are the most crucial of the reasons. For developers they are insurmountable problems. Only
HACH and the city can solve these problems. The local governments can demolish the .APV. assemble
the land using the power of eminent domain, and use bond money and Federal programs to lund in-
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frastructure improvements - all at no direct cost to developers.

[f the aforementioned conditions are violently disturbed, the Fourth Ward could not be kept intact,

and most of the residents would be forced to leave.

CHAPTER : -

RECOM.ME.ND.ATIONS

Allen Parkway Village should be rehabilitated. All dwelling units would quickly be brought back into

use. More of the needy poor would receive the service HACH is designed to provide. (Only b56 units are

in service today. HACH prefers to keep units empty (apparently to minimize resistance to demolition).

Rehabilitation would be faster and only one-third as expensive as building new projects.

Rehabilitation would also obviate the need to build or acquire replacement housing. Otherwise twelve

new projects would cause political upheaval in every council district where one is placed. Some districts

would get two or more projects.

Immediate rehabilitation of the APV would help preserve the entire Fourth Ward. A simultaneous

move should be to establish a non-profit corporation of groups and individuals in the private sector. The

mayor and councilmember from District C could be invited to sit on its board , but their energies would
not be needed for its direction. The Freedman's Town Association, Fourth Ward Neighborhood Council,

Residents Council of Allen Parkway Village, the Fourth Ward ministers' groups, and the Greater Houston
Preservation .Alliance should be represented. The Asian-American Alliance and the Council of .Asian

Organizations may wish to participate out of concern for the Indo-Chinese residents of the ward.

The Neartown Association. Downtown Houston Association and Central Houston Incorporated should

be invited to participate. The service area of these groups nearly surround the Fourth Ward, and all are

recognized for their concern for innercity renewal. The Neartown Association has already declared its

concern for the Fourth Ward's future, and its service area overlaps part of the ward.

Membership and leadership should come from all parts of the community where there is declared

interest in bettering inner-city life. One organization which could be especially helpful is the Houston

Committee for Private Sector Initiatives which already has a standing committee exploring housing and

revitalization strategies.

.An appropriate name for the organization is the Society for the Preservation of Fourth Ward. It

would have a simple purpose: acquire land in the Fourth Ward.

This plan would not be comprehensive, it would not be coordinated with 20 entities and groups, and

the society would not have the power of condemnation or ask the city or HACH to use theirs. It would

simply act as part of the market for Fourth Ward property.

The ward might survive without such a plan, but this strategy would be its insurance policy The exis-

tence of such a society would, in itself, discourage speculation and redevelopment

Operating and capital funds would be raised by donations No tax funds would be committed. The
land to be acquired would be one or more lots in the critical blocks, which are those most attractive for

immediate development at the borders of the ward and along arterial streets. The society would apply
the Identical strategy being used by the city to preserve its options to expand the new convention center

^Post 'i-ZS-S3). In that case the city is making strategic land purchasesto interfere with potential develop-
ment.

i:
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There is much that might be done with the purchased or donated property to enhance the ward and
inspire enthusiasm for the society's plan, but that would be a secondary goal. The primary purpose is to

leverage the natural market forces which are protecting the ward.*

Thanks to the technical report the median value of owner-occupied housing is known to be quite
reasonable - only S36.800 in 1980 dollars i p. lV-5 ). In today's terms ilO':> annual escalation, com-
pounded) the median value Is S49.000. an astonishingly low price for a home in the shadow of Cullen
Center.

Prices like that should attract "urban pioneers" ready to invest "sweat equity." Most would be black,

we can hope, for housing in that pnce range is within the range of moderate income households. The
terms should be reasonable since real estate in similar neighborhoods is usually owner-financed One
should expect some white homebuyers. too. In fact, homebuyers from all racial groups, since some of

each group have always shown willingness to settle in each others' neighborhoods and that is for the

best. The more natural integration, the better for all.

By and by. as the society's plan is implemented, the absentee owners will tire of their "wait and see"

attitude (p. III-6). They would raise the level of maintenance on their properties, and the unrealistic

prices many have placed on them would finally drop. Homebuyers would become their market.

CH.APTER 3 -

HOPEFUL FUTURE

In a few years we hope to see annual Fourth Ward festivals. Finally average Houstonians will have

occasion to visit the genuinely quaint Fourth Ward. They will discover its stroll-around ambiance, narrow

European-like brick streets. Victorian homes (some quite diminutive) and tiny yards. Just as pleasing will

be the multitude of churches, many o( which are surprisingly grand in light of the modest circumstances

of the builders.

Once renewal of the ward reaches this level there will surely be home tours. Owners of the showcase

homes will be able to e.xplam to visitors the advantages of life in their ward: 15 minute walks into down-

town, ten minute shuttles to fashionable shopping areas, and quick access to Montrose art activity and

night life, .^nd always with a commanding view of the downtown skyline

•
.Acquisition of key lots in a number of the following blocks would be sufficient

I . .Andrews .Addition, blocks 40, 4 1 , 42

:. Castania Addition, blocks 6. 8. 9, 10, 15, 25. 26.31

3. Baker Addition, blocks 45, 50. 53. 59, bO. 68. 69. 70. 7 1 . 89. 90

4. Runnels Addition, blocks 67, 90, 92, 94

.Acquisition of a lot or lots m each block enumerated would not be necessary for the plan to succeed.

The more that can be acquired, the better the "insurance."

13
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SOME HACH PROJECTS

REHABILITATION PROJECTS

Allen Parkway Village (37 acres)

536.200.000

1000 units

Clayton Homes

55.062,288

536.200 per unit

348 units

NEW PROJECTS

Kennedy Place (5.7 acres) - Built 1982

52,900.000

514.546 per unit

548.333 per units
60 units

Westbury (7.0 acres) - New construction iproposed)

55.500.000
= 552.380 per unit

105 units

Spring Branch (6.0 acres) - New construction (cancelled)

53.875.686
548.446 per unit

80 units

Allen-Genoa ( 10 acres) - New construction (proposed)

(allocated)
54.300.000

= 55 1.190 per unit

84 units

(Figures include cost of land. The basic data was acquired from H.ACH. October and November. 1983.)

SAN ANTONIO HOUSING AUTHORITY PROJECTS

REHABILITATION PROJECTS

Victoria Courts (40 acres)

5 1 2.000.000

660 units

Alazan-Apache

518.000.000

1.172 units

(Source. Houston Post 11-14-83)

518. ISl perunit

SI 5.3-18 per unit
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HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF HOUSTONP.O. BOX 2971 . HOUSTON. TEXAS 77001 •
(713) 961.1541

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

November 14, 1983
COMMISSIONERS

H. J. TOllETT
OliMftiWAfl

ZINETTA BURNEY
VKtOUllMAM

JOHN ZIPPRICH II

CHAR ROTHROCX

LUIS CANO

EARL PHILLIPS
tXfOjnvE OKECTOI

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

H. J. TOLLETT, JR., CHAIR.^ttN
AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

EARL PHILLIPS. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (f^
RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING BOARD OF COWISSIONERS
DECISION ON ALLEN PARmv VILLAGE/F0Ur7h WaJS s?UDY

he C tv of So, .tnn h.°'

' °^ Conriiss oners of the Housing Authority of

rnL^JL t ?w^^S
^^''^ ^^""^ carefully reviewed the technical reportcompleted by the Research Team, chaired by Mr. R6bert F Aorea en??tlPdA en Parkway Village/Fourth Ward" regarding severa cour e of a on

fS^rth u! Tr^
^vai able in dealing with Allen Parkway Village and the

CO rentloJditZ^^'r^H I'' ^'"''
'''' '''' '''' background infonra ion.current conditions, and development strategies.

f5? TrlTJ 'Tkm°' ^^-^^
"'"" outlined .^re (1) full rehabilitation,(2) partial rehabilitation/partial deTolition. (3) full demolition with

4) f^n'L^f >"^'/^'''
''''" '"-'^'^ Villa e site indeoenien ^J. nS

i-JiofvlIgln^affe^cte'Sarif^s"
"''' ' "^P-^^-'- ^-^'°--t Program

The advantages as well as the disadvantages were weighed very rar-'jllyand starf supports the recommendation r^de by the Research Team in favor
0, scenario 38 which is Full Demol ition/Pisoos ition With a 'o-3r=^<=r-s--..e
Development Program involving all af^'ected 3art:es .

' ^"^

I am urging the Board of Commissioners to suooort this recpnrendation asthe proposed action of the HACH and to direct the staff *o ca-rv ou'" 'he
following actions in conformance with Title 24 of the Code of -'^.^^.r^'l

"

Regulations. Part 870 which sets forth requirements concerning r^cu^sts
by Public Housing Agencies for The Housing and Urban Ceveloorent a-c-oval
to demolish buildings or dispose of real prouerty of ?HA owned low in-ore
housing projects.

"

Accordingly, staff should be directed to provide written notification -o
the tenants of Allen Parkway Village and the Resident Council of this
proposed request to HUD and afford then reasonable time to corment and
offer alternative suggestions. The Boara of Commissioners is required
to give full and very serious consideration to all the cor^iments and
alternatives that will be submitted by tne tenants to HACH.
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Page 2

At the time that a request is submitted to HUD, the tenant comments
must be included along with the HACH

'

s position concerning the comirents
and alternatives. The staff must also be directed to develop a complete
relocation plan for those anticipated displaced residents to other
decent, safe, sanitary and affordable housing and should explore
existing and potential federal revenue funding sources to accomplish
such relocation and replacement housing. The relocation plan must
also accompany the HACH's request to HUD. It should again be made
increasingly clear that the direction should center around the Allen
Parkway Village Site being used as leverage both to maximize housing
opportunities for low and moderate income people as well as to benefit
the total Fourth Ward Community. The major thrust therefore in our

judgement has to be through effective coordinated planning. We feel
that a total quality development process must occur with the required
mix of income housing and with the necessary movement to generate a

large parcel making it possible to apply various redevelopment tools
which would ultimately offer the greatest potential benefit not only
to Allen Parkway residents and those residing in the Fourth Ward,
but to the City of Houston in general . We see this comprehensive
development program offering a comprehensive solution to a most

complex problem.

Recognizing the development strategy must take into account market

conditions, availability of infrastructure, the total neighborhood'
conditions along with proposed land use, we see a potential maximjm
utilization of land ultimately having a very positive impact in this

very strategic part of our city. I therefore, would recommend that
staff begin to communicate with the various entities in the anticipated

hope of developing a public/private joint venture development corpora-
tion. This joint venture development corporation should have as its

intrical pieces representation on the public side from residents of
Allen Parkway, those concerned with the historical preservation area,
recreation, education, hospitals, housing authority, city planning and
real estate interests. On the private side representatives from the

property owners, home owners, banking community, legal, business

community, and representatives from the development area all working
together to help establish a direction that this total Fourth Ward

Development program can accomplish.

As recommended in the study, I see the Allen Parkway Village site

possibly being utilized in a 'and lease mechanism enabling financial

generation of monies over a lengthy period of time to assist in the

continued operation of low and moderate affordable housing programs
in our city.

Our staff sincerely hope that the various entities from the City of

Houston, the Harris County Hospital District, the Houston Independent
School District, our residents of Allen Parkway Village, Fourth Ward

residents, and area property owners can join us in -oving forward to

upgrade living conditions for all the residents of the Fourth Ward.

A comprehensive, coordinated plan should enable the public/private

joint venture development corporation to be totally involved in all

aspects of the planning and development process.
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Page 3

We feel that the Housing Authority of the City of Houston Soard of
Conmissioners should be designated by the Mayor of our city as the
lead entity in coordinating the redevelopment and revital ization

effort in cooperation with City Real Estate and Planning departments
since the Housing Authority is the major housing production agency
in this city. It then should play a major focal point as it is

already intimately involved in the neighborhood and is best suited

to carry out this effort.

I would ask that you direct the staff to submit to the Board of

Commissioners within the next sixty (60) days a status report relative

to those items detailed in this memorandum.
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U.S. Department o( Housing and Urban Development
Dallas Area OMice, Region vi

1403 Slocum Street. P O Box 10C50
Dallas. Texas 75207

April 21, 1983

Ms. Rosa Lee Washington
Treasurer of the Special Committees
Allen Parkway Village Resident Council
1656 Alien Parkway Village
Houston, TX 77019

Dear Ms. Washington:

This i.s in reply to your letter dated March 13, 1983, concerning
the future of Allen Parkway Village.

In 1977, the Housing Authority of the City of Houston
submitted a request to HUD to approve the disposition (sale)
of Allen Parkway Village. A second proposal to dispose of

Allen Parkway Village was submitted in 1981. Since that second

proposal was submitted, there have been changes in the City
Administration, the Housing Authority Board of Commissioners,
and the Management of the Housing Authority. . The new personnel
have neither withdrawn the proposal to dispose of Allen Parkway
Village nor have they requested that HUD continue processing
the proposal.

HUD is committed to maintaining the units at Allen Parkwav

Village in a decent, safe, and sanitary condition as long as

they are occupied by low income families. However, we are

reluctant to approve the expenditure of funds for a major
renovation of Allen Parkway Village until its long-term future

is decided.

If we may be of. further service to you or answer any

questions for you, please contact our Houston Multifamily Service

Office at the following address. James M. Wilson, Supervisor,
Two Greenway Plaza East, Suite 200, Houston, TX 77046.

Sincerely,

Hubert W. Dutton

.Acting Area Manager, 6. IS
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'

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF HOUSTON '/,
P.O. BOX 2971 • HOUSTON. TEXAS 77001 •

(713) 961-1541 /'•-li-'/c.

//

OFFICE OF TH6 EXECUTIVE OiKECTOR :J^--

COMMISSIONERS

H. J. TOLIETT

ZINETTA BURNEY
V1CXCHAi«MAM

JOHN ZIPPRICH II

CHAR ROTHROCK

LUIS CANO

EARL PHILLIPS
UKUTTVt Otl6CTO«

September 27, 1982

Mr. Jim Wi'l son
U. S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development -"^--Jf

Two Greenway Plaza East, Suite 200 ~-~--^__''''-~"^"'--- .-'ii--"

Houston, Te.xas 77046
"" *

' " -'

Dear Mr. Wilson:

After having a lengthy discussion with individual Board Merriiers

and the Chairxan, H. J. Tollett, I was directed to communicate
with your office prior to the end of the federal fiscal year.
We are respectively requesting that your office aporove e-er-

gency items of repairs paid from the regaining dollars left
from the SIO million designated for modernization work at
Allen Parkway Village.

Be advised that no final decision has been made by our Soard of
Comissioners relative to the selling or complete renaoil itation
of this development. However, there is a need for iiw.ediate

emergency repairs totalling S5, 575. 300.

We recognize that if we do not obligate these funds at this tine
that the regaining dollars wouls be returned to the HUD Central
Office. We further recognize that there is no guarantee that

your office can give prior approval for those additional rrocern-

ization services needed at this ievelc:-ent in t-.e future.

I respectively request your approval. Attached is a listing of

said items to be addressed.

Thank you for your anticipated courtesies and assista'-^ce.

Sincerely,

Earl Phillips
^

Executive Director

EP:djg

Attachment

cc: Board of Commissioners

Mayor Kathy Whitmire, City of Houston
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MINIMUM REPAIR REQUIREMENTS

TEX 5-4 & 7 Allen Parkway Village

Following is a list of repairs required to be perfomed at APV in orde'

to facilitate on-going operations in orcer that we provide safe and

sanitary conditions.

1. Gas Distribution System

Repair leaks; replace defective risers and

manifolds; replace defective shut-off valves

and test system. S 150,000

2. Hater Distribution System

Repair as necessary at valves, on mains and

at building services. Provide vandal proof
hose bibs each building. S 75,000

3. Sewer Collection System

Install manholes and 8" and larger storm and

sanitary sewers and inlets at drainage problem
areas. S 175,000

4. Sitework

Expand parking facilities; widen fire lanes;

level sidewalks and repair; resurface streets

and repair; install fencing. S 4C0,CC0

5. Electrical Distribution System

Replace poles, conductors, mast arms, guys,
transformers, cut-outs and service drops
where necessary to restore system to a safe

and sound operating condition. Install

security lighting. S 490,000

6. Electrical Dwelling Unit Improvements .

Repair and replace main panels; install new

service panels; upgrade interior circuits;
install interior fixtures and smoke detectors. S 745,000
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MINIMUM REPAIR REQUIREMENTS
TEX 5-4 4 7 Allen Parkway Village

7. Building Remodeling & Rehab.

Re:air windows and install security screens; repairdccrs and frames and install security screen doors-

^^^?iJ.;o^ r"" "^^^ '''\^^^
^^'^^^ ^^^^ screeningand locking devices at crawl space openings; repair

masonry work at exteriors; install new plumbing
fixtures and trim where needed and repair existingwhere warranted to assure sound operation; replaceho: water heaters and install space heaters; install
new ^loor tile throughout; plaster, seal, paint and
decorate throughout. ? i y,ic nnnS 1,416,000

8. Reef Repairs

Patch, repair and/or replace roofs as warranted by
condition. Install new Insulation board built up
at center of roofs to accomplish perimeter drainage-install new scuppers, gravel guards, vents, flashing
etc., to restore to sound condition.

'

3 500, GQO

Sub-Total S 4,051,000

9. PHA Administrative Costs
5 324 q-q

10. Dwelling Equipment 5 800,000

Sub-Total 5 5,175,000

11. A 4 E Fees ? negotiated price
for separating bid packages and
min-i-um design requirements.
(2'.) of construction Amount 5 31 n-'Q

Sub-Total S 5,256,000

12. Terrporary Relocation Costs S 150,000

Sub-Total $ 5,406,000

13. Contingencies (52) . $ 270.300

Total Costs $ 5,676,300

Funds Available S 8,599,^82

Fund Balance After Repairs S 2,923,132
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JAN 2 7 1983

Mi. brl FhUllp*
iMcuclTa Dlraccor

BouilBj Autborltj of Eou«tra
K Box 2971

Bouitm, TX 7725:-99JO

DMr Kr. rhUllpi:

Tout r«qu««t to uM $5,676,300 of tba 1979 ?B:;IF fund* for rtpalr*
to TQ S-4 tad 7, iLll«s F&rlcvay VilL«t*i ^ dl*«pprov«d.

Tb« Btjorlcy of Um ItCBS propooad In jeiiT raquaic wmv althar for

leac range laproTaaiact, or th« lt«a< ^r* of tb« icop* that can b« cux-
rantl7 Balntalsad vlthls rwir Op«ratlnj Iudg«t. Am the statua of thaac
tvo Frojacta la In ^uafClon, «a do not >*''''^ It prudast to aaka aajor
•spaodlturaa fjr Itama of thla oatura and uadar thaaa elrcumacancaa.

Our racaat flald rrrlsv did ra-raal too ralacad itaaa that vould b«

approprlata for corraetioa out of tha fHVIf fimda aa follova:

T«o nood (alactrleal) polaa aaad l^Mdlaca
raplacaaraot and approzlaataly 20 araa llghta
ahort out In baar; raina. Accordingly, you
ara authorlxad to corract thaaa t«o ttaaa

oalng tha prvrloualy approprlatad FHUIF fnsda.

Thaaa azpandlruraa abould total approxlaataly
$12,000 and ha chargad to Berk Itas Ftvmhar

M-79-7(e) of tha Budgat.

We vlll eoaaldar, on an Individual haala for Frcjacta TZX 5-4 and 7,

tha approral of FECI? azpandltura* for ^Mrganey itaaa only. Such Itass

ahould be (1) bayond tha financial llalca of your Operating Budgat; (2)

oacaaaary to maintain tha »<'<" babltahli dvclling unit raqulrasenta,
and, (3) outalda tha capacity of your aincananea ataff to pcrfors.

Ita

If you daalxa further dlacuaales in regard to the eligible
t, plaaaa contact Mr. Floyd Cos at (713) 954-6859.

aergency

Slnearely,

6.8PlA:Cox:srJ 1-27-83

FMA

:s>.(:Lji>iiei.i;E

or Ros*''0 R Sa-ros

95^-68*59 ^— ^ "^"L
CONcJasesCE

I
CO»»C-<»»ENCt C0*-C-0 = 6nce'

DCNCE
CODE

Cox/^ Violecce

•'•vcui •OtT.on -uO-'i3 '««
-FICWXL RECOROCOPY
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Long-smoldering GCCSA board feud

erupts Into state district court lawsuit
BY PETE BREWTON
Chrooide Staff

Quarreling among board members of the Golf Cba«t
Coamnimty Services Aasodation. a heltxhe^xwr ageo-

)

S!;i5f -^}!E!f^
^ * '^'""^ aJJ^mg threat of .m.m-

^ "^.SSSf^'^r' "^ «'8''' community and

<Ja,^^r^"^"^ fire from Us mother agen-cy, the US. Community Servicea Admimstration sice

^ failing to carry out tu misaioo to iteip theloor ^
fcr poor admini^to^ttoa

J2L"^^i^J^*^ °®«^ Norman Riemer

•gency haa all "the mgredients to scif-dcstnjct" -
meoung It was headed for a cessation of federaJ fladinc

^jjfjjeagency
goes out of business, about 600 jobTwo^

The lawsuit is the rwiilt of severaJ vfurr nf r.n^:„j
among ^acuoiB on thP hnarj and within fVrgl-;^
eacfltiTing to take over the agraEy!

^
Some of the feuding is between btadn and Mexicao-

Ammcans, and much has taicen place dunng stormy
board meetings lasting as long as seven hoursTor until 2
a.m.

The GCCSA is supposed to render aid to the poor the
Handicapped and the elderly, maintain anti-dnig pro-
grams, weathenze homes of indigents and help alcohol-
tcs*

It ftinded the legal actions which resulted in sinele-
member seats of Houston City Council.
The lawsuit by Ms. Alix "and all others similarly

srtutated asks for a temporary mjunction against boart
members J.E. Moms, Gennella Gray. George DiJlard
Maria Del Carmen Garcia, Bart>ara Greer. Eddie Green
and Frank Velasquez.
Ms. Alix represents the Hams County Council of

Organizatwns. a black political group; Green represents
themayor of Baytown, Velasquez represents Mayor Jun
McConn; and the others represent neighborhood dis-
tricts.

The lawsuit also names as defendants W F. Biggs with
me Channel Area Economic Deveiopmem Organization-
George Gray, with Purpose Inc. ; PA. Barrett, with Area

ly
Action Board; Martha .Moreno, with Neighborhood

United for Equality and Vohintary Actwn; Frank Ge^v-
er, with United Fund; Mano D. SUva, who recenUy
resigDed as GCCSA executive director; .McConn and
Baytown Mayor Emmett Hutto.
The board memt)ers represent some county commis-

siotjers. the mayor's office, the county judge's office and
K) districts ui Hams County.
The lawsuit, filed .Monday, had aimed to bar the indi-

viduai defendants from attending a board meeting .Mon-
day n^, but Ernesto Valdes m. attorney for the
plaintiffs, said this request was denied by the court.
The lawsuit also asks that the defendants be enjoined

from "intimidating, threatening or contacting" the piam-
tiffis and not be allowed on the premises of the GCCSA at
6300 Bowling Green.

VaJdes said a meeting l<! scheduled today between the
parties and the CSA's regional office.

The major complaint, he said, is that the board is not
in compliance with its bylaws, pnmanly in its makeup
If this can be resolved, the lawsuit wUl be dropped
Valdes said.

The lawsuit says defendants have so disnpted board
meetings that the CSA regional otTice identified them as
"a small group determined to remodel the agency to its

hiing or to destroy It.
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New housing chief's job:

Repairing image of HHA
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Houston Chronicle Section T. Psfe 1 3

, ,. ,HUD rescinds memo bidcKing wOrK oii public housing
A change of heart by federal officials

apparently
las increajseo cflances (Bat

pubUc nousmg units here may oe "in?

proved.

The Department of Housing and Urban

Development abruptly has withdrawn a

proposal critics said would have signifi-

cantly curtailed improvements to the na-

tion s public housing.

The Housing Authority of the
city

of

. Houston m rebruary applied tor iiu'7

million 10 matte improvements at various

public housing projects.

Charles Taylor, in charge of planmng
at the city housing authority, said housme

officials hope to make imprrjvements a(
ope
houthe public housing proiecis over a five-

year period and thai the tlO 3 million rep-

resents the first year s speriding.

.-Vccording to a memo made public
Monday. HUD called back a directive to

its field oiTices that Aouia have delayed
rammit'.ine $2 5 Siilion in public housmg
improyemeni lands and cnangea ihe pri-

orines tor t'lnancing the Comprehensive
Improvement Assistance Program
"This IS a significant yictop.- for public

housing.
'

said H.ot>ei .Mjttin. e.xecutive

director ol the .National .\ssocialion ol

housing and Kedevelopment Ullicials.

The group and ttie Northeast-Midwest

Congressional Coalition led the fight over
the public hoiBing modernization pro-

gram The two groups released copies of

IJejHVrP jjieaifl'pnd lElated'Wrrespon''
aence.

— -

rFhei^ro^iesajonal coalition argued'
•Jiin HL'D iecreiarv Samuel Pierc* that

tne 52 3 Billion is a means ol rapidly cre-

ating up to 90.000 jobs, as well as helping
the public housing authonties in the Frost

Belt, which contain some of the nation's

oldest, largest and least energy-efficient

public housing.
About 3 million

people
live in the 1.3

millioo uiuts of public housing across the

nation.

Congress provided tlS billion for the

improvement program in Uecember .

Feb. 9, Philip Abraras. HUD assistant

secretary for housing, sent a memoran-
dum to agency field offices setting out

oroposed new pnonties for approving

public housing authonty fund applica-
tions and reducmg modernization stan-

dards.

. It gave comprehensive noderr.iiation

programs the lowest possmie priority"

In a memorandum dated Marcn 16 and

made public Monday. Abrams told the

HUT) field offices 'previous ir.structions

are superseded by this nonce
'

He re-

stored comprehensive moQemization ap-

plications to a priority second only Co

those tor proiects naving emergency con-

ditions "that pose an immediate threai to

tenant health or safety
'
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Emilio Ortega, a U.S. Postal Service employee,

prepares to deliver soma mail at one of the hun-

dreds of units at Allen Parkway Village, a dilapi-

dated public housing project sitting

property near downtown Houston that,

cials are thinking about selling

r^lUjA'.

Tale of a sale cone sour
BY R.^LL REYES
Chronicle StafT -?--27-?^

6

C;tv housing officials as ea.'.y as :3" began ;aK;r.E action to

sell .Allen Parkway Village, a dtlapiaated puolic iiousfna proieci
tiiat sits on 37 acres of pnrr.e real estate just west of do»niO'.'n
Houston, newly released documents snow
And federal officials once tentatively agreed that .Allen Park-

way Village, built in 1944. snould be sold, but the plan was never
earned out. according to the documents
The project is on the north eage of the Fourth Ward, one of

Houston s oldest blacK communities The location has long been
viewea oy builders and developers as an e.xtensi&n of downtown
Houston.

The deteriorating complex, with its boarded-up windows, gut-
ted apartments and bleak exterior, has become an ugly land-

mark for motorists approaching downtown on .Allen

Parkwav The sprawling complex has 1.000 units but about 80 of

tnose are not inhabitable for various reasons including unsafe

sanitary or electrical conditions Of the 920 units available for

housing earlier this year. 729 were occupied
' Rumors have circulated for vears among Fourth Ward resi-

r.ents mat the proiect was semg sold, but ihose reaons verê

,
Ccnied or dismissed bv cilv and .housing nificiais

Soecuiaiion that it will re sold has begun anew wnh the

current executive director of the Housing .Authority of tticcityof
Houiion and several commissioners aaying that a decision

s.-.ould be made soon about wnether lu sell the land

If that talk turns to action, it won t be the Tirsl li.me housing
fficials have sought to gel rid of A.len Parkwav Village

Documenis obtained bv the Chronicle under the t'ederal Fre^

the L CW-unit facility ^
In adnition. the report stated, procteoi^; :h

Parkway \'illage would be usea :o oujaisubhc h

unspecit'ied locations. A <2" 3 ~-: •"r;.'''.V>jn:i tr.

opment. a $4 3 :ii:.on. J-'. l-.e

S3 2 million. ^}0-anit townhouse protect he t*-

)

The Proiect i
'

report h.so proacsed using .-

rehabilitate three e.xisti.ig hou?i:;e tacililies —
.

laije. 2901 Fulton St . Keilv Village. 1191 Grove ;;

Homes. 3260 Truxilio St.

The report . nich listed oo author was sent

mem "f Housir.g ario I'rban ?'jie!ormeni !a:e~
1978. federal oificiais uroie to Rooert L .Moore. •

director of the Housing Authority of the cr.y of Ht .

ing procedures for selling a project such as .^

Village
In July 1978 officials of the DeparL-nent of Houi:

Developm.ent wrote Moore again asKing for act;;,

regarding the proposed sale. They apparently nf :

reply and that proposal died for lack of action

J L Phillips, chairman of the housing author"'

r:n. tiri .:

."rC!r.;i«C ..-

^dom of Intormaiion .Act snow ::iat huu.'iiRt; oii'iciais in past ^e^rs
'

ave studied several dirfereni prcpcsais
'. i seii :r,e ;^ciU\\ ,

The documents have been edited by teceral oilicials to dele'e

he estimated value of the property However current a.nj for-

mer housing officials estimate the property migni be worth

between S300 million and $500 million

A housing authority report dated September 1977 cites a plan
•a relocate residents of Allen Parkway Village to new and exist-

.og public housing The repcrt crvpiicallv entitled "Proiect S .

• .-timaied that it would cost ij .i .-ml.on m relocate residents of

commis'^icners in No'.em.-er 1981 .iroie HUD.pifc..- :. —^it ^ .-

;ng Allen parsway '•iiia£e '.^ouid save the leder,. i.t.'.ti'^.tT.".

.-nillions of collars because proceeds of the sale co..':' •^e .-?-' 'r

suild new public huusine ai .lo expense to the .^.•vi^ rv<r-r
.T.ent

Phillips wrote that Houston housing auihorir ': a.- t.:.

estimated that b.iildmg new nousing ins'ead oi ri.-.i.t.-i..-u-fc -..-

len Parkway Village wunid save the lederal gr.,'S\';r:;i. •.'''.

million over the course nf 20 >ears

Phillips wrote that .\ilen ParKwav Village re.citr.' -v;:.!

also benefit tiecause they wojla no lOnger iive u :-c*i.a;;iia.'d

jpanmenis
.A report sccomtrarving Phillirs' >tt^r ndica'ec "tiat .'. "j'-jd

cost .^txi..! '.') m.i.op to juuu ; .''' --« o^Ci.' '.:..5ir.i; asar t-

T.fnis 111 .-es.jce \i en Pp.rKwav . .^.^e one ?i.;-.ation in tne

repoit siateo 'hat no resiacnts woi.iu pe moved out ..:it;; replace-

ment housing was available To :cssen the cor.t^ntration ot

iow-inconie resiaents m one area, '.he prcposai i'?quire<i that

new housing be built on at least f»e oiiiereni site;

The report stated tnai the new housing couio d« buUt by 'he

Id-'^^A r\ - aA
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With downtown Houston's skyline in the back-

ground, Sinh Thang. 11, left, and Anh Bich Tm, 6,

walk between rows of apartments at Allen Park-

way Village, a public housing project just west of:-
downtown. Rumors have circulated for years that;
the public housing project would be sold.

Records show city's plan to sell Allen Parkway Village

housing project bujried, in^a tangle of politics, red tape
authority or by a developer, and suggested that in either <S3e
the sale once of Allen Parkway Village include the costs of

builduig reolacement housuig on another .iile

^-<3.-HM

TTv report armmnanvin^ Phillip-i' letter indicated that a his-

luld

~ - ^^^'

- ,^^-
mostlv residential area .

toncal disinct should be created in the Fourth Ward
protects irom people opposed to changing the character olm

Later in November 1981 . Phiiio D. Winn, assistant HUD secre-

lar>'. wroie lo housing oiTicials and praised the housing authon-

ty's proposal, saying that HUD waa "pleased to aiwrove the

outlines 01 this highly innovative concept and we have directed

our Dallas area olTice to cooperate witti you .

"

Three months later, in Febrgarv 1982. a HUD official special-

mng in "properly disposition" recommended that Allen Park -

way be sold to "disperse low-income families to belter areas .

reduce crime, create decent .housuig land) aid commercial de-

velopinenl and increase property tax revenue
"

Roy Demmon, HUD special assistant for multifamily acquisi-
tion and property disposition, who wrote the memo, estimated
that It wouM cost about {50 million to build 1.000 new apart -

ments 10 replace Allen Karkwav Village . ^ .y To.acyo
One unanswered question concemea money — big money In

the memo. Demmon raised the question of who would keep the

profits of the sale Housme officials eitiiected millions m profits

even after allowing for vanous expenses including movmg resi-

dents and building new projects.
Demmon did not recommend but suggested that federal ofTi-

ciais might consider claiming the protits. suKe the federal go~
emment had loanea all monies for construction and funded
iihe' project for 40 years

Demmon said ihai "because of the size of the sale, the best

available commercial real estate consultants should be hired"
to plan the sale of the property
Demmon subsequently met with local housing ofGcials to dis-

cuss several aspects of the proposed sale.

The next step was for the housing authority to subtmt a
detailed schedule outlining specific costs and iimeubles for

vacating Allen Parkway Village.
In .March 1982. William McClellan then executive director of

the housing authority, submiited to HUD a 3J-oage Tinal pro^
posal" that mcluaed a scheoule of dates and expenses

Whether a bid process was used or if the property was sold

through a broker, all residents would be out of .Mien Parkway- ,

Village by December 1983. the report stated . -•

But by .March 1962. .McClellan. who had been drawing criti- .

cism for other housing autnonty matters, was fighting to keep-
his job.

The new mayor. Kathy Whitmire. wanted McClellan out anq^ .

wanted to appouit a new board of housing commissioners.

HUD ortlcials. however, either ignoring the imminent purge

by .Mrs. Whitmire or thinking that the new mayor would proceed
•

with plans to sell the property, continued their paperwork.
Elbert T. Winn, deputy area manager of HLT). wrote to Phil-

lips, chairman of the board of commissioners: on .March 16. 198?..

asking for Houston housing officials to prepare a status report

for HUD reganiing the saie of the project
* '

Winn stated in the letter that the federal government was
coTicerned over the reaction of Allen Parkwav '>':ilaee resioents

"who consider these their homes with r.o other place :o go

when they heard about a possible saie The resioents. Wrnn
'

suted. need to be assured that they would be provided adequate
housmg before Allen Parkway Village was closed or soid.

Winn ended his letter by stating. I strongly urge the Board ot .

Commissioners and the staff to handle all future negotiauons
concemmg the sale of any project in a businesslike manner and
without undue publicity

*

However, jnder pressure from .Mrs Whitmire. Phillips re- •

signed and McClellan was fired in April 1982 The plan to sell

.Allen Parkway Village gathered oust

.Mrs. Whitmire subsequently named five new housing board .

commissioners who selected Earl Phillips as new executive
director of the housing authonty

PhiUips. since assuming .McClellan s old job has com.plained .

several times about insufficient money to rehabilitaie Allen

Parkway Village and has been stucvmg the possibility of selling ,

the proiec t He ano several r-.ew members oi the boaro otcom''

missioners favor selling or .easing T.e .ar.Q '.o pu:;c more puouc .

housing ano Lmprove existing .lousuig
But before this can occur, the process to get nd of the eyesore .

will have to begin anew its trek througn the city and federal

bureaucracy -
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Director finds himself
^'^'^^

c

on 'establishment's side'
Wf laOR BHUtANCB

-• < • I- .
'

( C n HoMton Haalmi AntlioritT oWd*!*
JwJdt tt »U AUen Parltw»T

'once latomy flDd himgeit embroUed

KcopuuvcEy a/nt bow priidibmbuud re-

|; OBly IM» time, he wffl rwrntni the/

fmed tad (Maolsced

HHA COIOaaBIONKBS IKE ansld-\
Qin^ optlonj (or redeveloping AJlen

Psrtwv VUlage. > l.OOO^uiit public

booibig project oa the ed^ d dovntown.

The pn)ect It oo the rlzn at a ouinty
black adjtibartuod tkit drvejofien ay
11 ripe (or revttaliatloD.

Duitiig tbe late IStOa, Ptdlllpa wu an

<^ JH f
. A w<i ometlmea mUltant spolces-

man for Uw black cofmntmlty iB NewviL
Intact. Ui career la boosing began as a

reftllt Q< bis eflorta to Imprtive social coo-

dttiODa In the poor oelgbbarlioods at that

dtjr.

ShortlT after Newark's 1367 summer
riots, wblcb continued ftr 16 days and
resulted In 26 deaths, federal and state

ofllclala alnJro^^ed a plan that would ha%^
displaced thousands at Central Ward

tMlllIf; » m^'^e nxm for IS^acre re-

search Institute.

>i^r

AB OBHUNALLT PLANNB), the S9S

mlllloa New Jtney C.r«gc of Medldw
and Dentistry would have uprootgd 20.000

hLwHf:;^ and would liav« had tittle or ao

rvUtibnsfaip to the sJum community,
Pttffllpi WM amwg ttww who [ought

that plan.

Aa a result al their eflortt. a aetUg-

ipmt WM reached among federal, state

and hlack dvlc leaden. It waa agreed
/ the hospital would be built on 57.9 acres

\ riiher than 150 acres and replacement

< ^?iaJ"fl would be found for displaced

>( fwldepts
.

College ofllcials also agreed to opente
the Newart Qty Hospital, which had
btfo Imown Locally as "the Slaughter-

'" house," and to invest OJ million repair-

l^ Ing It so it coold better serve low-income

people.

"' ERA COIOOSSIONEBS have said

they hired Phillips. In part, because his

par' b*cti«s demonstrated a sensitivity to
'

,
the oe«ds and asplratloaa of thcae living

ff' to low-income neighborhoods and an abi-

.̂ ,P Y*lT^ lima*
:

Acrow the connirT. a aomber fl< bat-

Uet are brewing between local and feder-

al oaiciali amdoM \u aefl pabbc boiaing
pToiecta and^fte tenants and nearby re«-

dents who wonld be aflected b? such a
nwgc

rin-Tashgt,^
__^ Bflharteq

OP a rcaeardi project >|ined
at tearaJM

more- aiwnt such battles and theiy
outcomea.

_ THr Nattonal

wtdch has <

^1

AND 1HB WABONAL Cow-Iacome
Homteg Ooilitkip li lobbying to present

from enacting new regulatJom
hfftiirinf^ tn.

thoritla to sefl prolectir

Hoodsff autborlttes to a number of

dtleg have (flacosMd selling older, poorly
maintained projects. In a few dttes, ef-

Torts to kU aging projects have received

commifflity support, bi other dOea. such

eflorts have caused a knd, public outcry.

Housing off^H*!* Interviewed by The
Houston Post said the soccesa ol such

attempts generally la coodngent upon
the Impact at the [Topoaed project on

nearby residents, the involvement at

neighborhood leaders during the plan-

ning stages and the strength of relocation

plana.

JW MCWVBB, LOCAL HOtJSINO otfl-

dala are railng Colorado's oldest sutaa-

dtaJ housing pttriect. about a mUe and a

hail west of oowntownTi

mODtha," Helm said. "Tt ultimately was
approved because at the strength of our

redevelopment plan."
In Oklahoma Cltr. no one has objected

h> the bousing anthodty'a dedalon to sell

Hamfltoo Courts, a 14-year-old, aban-
dotted projected located on 88 aci^s in an

outiytng Industrial area, newspaper re-

porti Indicate. Tte site is three miles.

Crom grocery stores and bus lines.

THE W4TNZI PAOJECT was vacant
lor ttiree years and severely vandalized.
aidd Jack G. Womack. executive director

of tha Oklahoma Oty Housing Authority
A private developer recently bougbt the

project which coat tS million to build, for

SL3 TTrilll^n .
be said.

In
,

other dtles. local houainji officials
have announced their desire to sell pro-

jccta. then (Aanged their minds due to

adverse local reactionT

. In San FYandaco, BAayor Olanne Feln-

stdn recently indicated she would sup-

port sale of the North Beach protect . The
a-jear-old. 229Hmit prote<;t Is on prime
real estate near Ftofaerman's Wharf.

Tenanta, merchants and the Tele-

graph Hill Neighborhood Association

qnidtly organized to flght the propoaed

^(t^, said Calvin P, Welch, project coor-

dlnator tor the San Francisco Informs-

Hon Clearinghouse.

-^

, and have«>coun-
tared little oopodtfon.

Deover'i three-phaae. %Xi milMoo re-

development plan tor the site calla for

conatractlon at a 60.000 square toot medi- „.^„_^.., „
jcal

tacfll^.
an U-«tog high-rise protect announced she

for the glog^y "^..
^ townhousM that of the project,

'

wtti be soCTto moderate tocome tiuyers. Galveston H
I who had lived at Las Caaiias

— a I8*«alt 41-y«ar-old project con-

structed from dnder bloda and designed
aa low-rent temporary bousing for fam-

ilies at Worid War n soldiers — have

been moved to other public bousing pro-

jects.

PEB8DADIN0 federal housing offl-

0als to cooperate In the redevelopment'

orolect "was not easy." recalled John P

Helm, general manager of the Denver

Hwi^ng Autlxylty ,

'

'We'stpiggled through the HUD (US.

Department of Housing and Urban De-

velo(Rnenl) bureaucracy for almost IS

THE NEIOHBOBBOOO association

waa coocemed redevelopment would ay ")•

p-evate already bad irattlc and paritln^ ^'^ ''

want^P.^prohlema In the area. Merhants
to avoid increased competition and re-

tain a succeasfol youth lobs program at

the protect . Welch said.

Soon after tenants, moxhants and

homeowners began meeting. Felnsteln

00 longer supported sale

Welch said.

Galveston Houslnj; Authority eommis-

sioners last summer vo ted against f pro-

poaal to sell Magnolia Homes, a dllapi-

dated l<7-unlt project on prime real

estate near downtown, after residents vi-

gorously protested the sale.

MABJAJUTO "MAX" SendejasJr..

GHA eiecudve director, said he Is glad

the 30-year-old project berween the revl-

tallad Strand area and the University of

Texas Medical Branch, was not sold

••We need Magnolia Homes.
"

Sendejas

said, pointing out 800 people rurrently

are walXlng for public hou^ng units "If

we we,e to destroy 147 units. *riere

would the people go?" he asked.

.'f-'-
'r-'
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K}i\ mulls

ramshaclde

units' fate

""Hvr.

By LEIGB BIXMA.SCE
Put Reporter

^ 1^
•/v.^

Moselle Monroe. T7, would lUie 'o

;oend 'J.e rwt of her life at ihe Bluebon-"
"et Apanmenis m Alien ParKway yil-
a^? . a aprawmjj. qeierloraugg public

dousing project near dovonown Houston.

3ut 3fie aomlta sne sieepa with a gun
'Jnder her ptllow to ward oU burgl&rs.
Across mere.

'

she said, pointing to tlie

family secdon. "we call tbai the tieatbes

part because tliere is boopln'. boUerta'.

cussin' and shootln' all nl^L"
Still. Monroe would ratber not move to

a suburban hlgb<lse for tbe elderly. "I
' wouldn't want lo go to Wcstbury because

It Is too far." Monroe said. "I am old. It

would be too many changM lo maHe."
Uke many o< Its residents. Allen Park-

way Village's face Is deeply eicbed with

age. Its structure Is trail, and Its elecnl-

cal. water and sewer systems are near

collapse.
Houston Housing Authority ofGdals

are considering wbetber me I 000-unli

prolect on 37.acres worth about f7W mil-

ion should be renovated or sold .

Pnxeeds from the sale would enable

clUclals to build a protect for the elderly

(n Westbury and other subsidized pro-

ects elsewhere.

Some Allen Paricway Village residents

aid they would welcome the opportunity

.3 move 10 a safer, more secure, quieter

•jttif. -:.

A'llile E. Gasaway, T6. Is one of those.

^2quent cancer treatments have '.eft

^^asaway frail, and he said he Is tired of

ylng ^u^^larl2^;3 ^nd hara^ised .

A decision aoout We future of the pro]-

'<-i must be made soon, officials said,

jecause Allen ParKway Village has be-

^me so badiv deterorated it -Jireatens

-e health and safer-' of resiaents.

'There Are rr.^'rr %:r.iruir^l ilscal

i.id :ommunlcat:on problems at A'len

^irxwav.
'

said HHA Ejcecuuve Director

; ar: Phillips. "There also s a .acn of

.jpport services tnere.

'The large concentration of families

here. In itself, creates problems tnat are
Hfflcult to resolve." Phillips said.

Many of the poorest people served by
•ne authority live at Allen Partcway.
\>'nere the average rent paid by tenants is

;5«.33 — the lowest at any of HHA's 14

protects. Public .housing tenants pay rent

tqual to 2S percent of their Income.
Most Allen Parltway residents arewel-

f tre mothen. Vietnamese refugees or e l-

.- eriv people coilecung meager Social Se-

. unty checits.

Much of Allen Parlcway Village is no

<nger habitable During Apnl. more

-W*"" "Wild nat moffJftiiCffWIjgy
WtUiMuiate «a^ a£^
r-~:C;ndft1t:i»-^t- tJK-~deca>ing project

fose legal, fiscal and ethical questions.
Residents say the proiect's decaying

f ecalcal dlstr.builon system causes fre-

r ent oiac^Quts . Elderly residents are

;..mfled when "Jie electncal fadures oc-

c ir at night and say cnme is tiad enough
> nen the ughts work.

Last year. HHA otflculs requested
.*"

'
.niiUon m federal funds for pmertten-

'^caus, mucn ot wnicn *as to oe

Monroe against moving: 'Too many changes'

explonns r«lcveiqpment_options wrthout

enaangenng the lives of -gstaenu. PhJi-

Upa said.

Bu! cfflc'.aia refase 'o ^o^rd T^oneyj^n
emergpr.cy rgpairs ^

at
^
* L-en c^'^ricvay 'f :t

\ ^

!>en'. ^mprovin^ Aiecirlcal and gaa sys -

r«Tr.3 ai
Tp
e oroject. ,• -*s ,

-- ' •' \ '<

HHA had requested the *»meniency
iTint. oe drawn finm \ "ilO mUlon rAno
• rion /ram 'he ^" S ^^r^itmegt

^

'f

/ ,

.:.s:ng \za '.'rsan Deveiopmem awar7-

Jhat ?rani waa awarded with the stlp-

u^Uon It could not be
spent if 'he ^om-

'^ *x was to b» soi'i jo. j;t!e money rias

10 >? '?rn -jown s>*verii ."^ars '•om

)iQw. :po*cesmen said-

"A'e 00 not thlnx it is prudent to maJte

major expenditures for iterm :f this na-

ture and under jhese
"ircjmstancesT^

sa:d Rogeiio R Santos, ieputy supervi-

sor ^->r -nuairg .-'-aiagenr.ent In KL'Os
Houston uiflce

HUD offlc-Jia nave agreed co spend
i

$12,000 '^Q emerirency repairs at Allen

Parlcway Vliuue. rie tioney a to ^
spent ro replace :*o -^ood electrical

poles and aoouc 20 area jg-iis that shon
out dunng figavy rr.ins a: r.e sroiect.

rhil.ip^ ^id the HLL*'s pcsiuon ls un-

realistic. "Zven il a Mnai determination

were m«iJe tcxlay to seil. .t still would

take two vears (or 'Jie r.ec^ssao process
to lake place.

'

he said

HHA Chainr^an K J Toi.eti Jr said he

and allow HUD to do Thl^ -a ua for any

longer than ^e have to.
'

L)espue Aiien Parkway's prohlerai.

HUD regulatloas wUJ make it dlfflcult tor

local housing officials to setl the prolect

easily or quickly.

H^/D regulations. Issued 'n 1379 itlpu-

'ate tr-at PT.acutation :!e
_

cst«tcereo .ga-

"sible '-:.i:?S3 '- '-^ouifl pe nore eypenaiv? ,

has tyec. ipistrared cy 4l L. ! position.

txn spent aui -iLD officials are threat-

ening to recapture ii.

An_em' .-gency repairs gramwould en-

it ;3le HHA Qtflcials to spend .Tiore time

"Tf-ds rward j -i-ry concerned aoout

the condition of Allen P:::xv.ay VUlafie.
"

ToUett recently "^td .iKa^f residents.

"W« Aie not ^ina to su ne(; ana fucs

our tncnos. We are not going to s:t here

Conner HUT) Secretary Pstrlcla P-o

^rts Harris formulated many of the res-

olutions maxin? it .:lT:cu11 tor puoiic

housing authorities to dispose ot proiecu

According to the Housing *r.d Commu-

rUly Development Amt^n-amena ot Vf>^.

'^molluon or disposition shail be ii«ec

only AS a '.ast reson. ;n thoie ipvci^
situations *here it can 3e convincin«ly

demonstrated that continued opertoon
u :ow-income public housing cannot oe

:ustlfled."
Caner administration reflations ?lso

PlAue SM Patorv' pM« ^
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Future uncertain for Allen villaeers
o> -

From page 1 <l«P«ronent

rtqufre loal iinhoriag ta imr tht tag.

>!. retjOMblt moving (v»t« V^ ^\^^^^^
taanta. ^^

ypfl* U years »jo, t
^okeuiua said.

^•il!, *"?«*' •" Jlvn, to How pre.

gToB 1 PToWt had S,.^ p.U l-,[^
!!^uS

"" •"" '"^-^^
"

fit!i fauilag «u *ai«Md to Mug
*«5«J»*7

«« « tbe DH«.doo bTS
•we oreuptod by wtute. lemmvlly u».
employed realdeoti.

Ta dlmoritlon <

y pJbUcTk»u.ini, nfas:^ \ f^LI
^ *" ""^^ ' ^™!

««-„.,.^. "^«» I ina «HlltT m,u. I,
ijt^ r-,.^r=^MTWd to ln^ovMe tdrtiM^ fg^. ;:;

Reagu idminlitratloo bouxing offl-
d«l» haw taten a dlflermt view o< the

P**^
to preaerve aglag puhUc tuuatiu

projecta. Shortly after Reagan took <i-
dce. It WM jinw..»/~i^ Hi, admlniMT.M^
favored demoUuoB o< S.OM i»ihn<- k^.^'— unla by 1383.

\ti» month, HUD waa in Kjv»
Umed new. reUked fe«ulaUo^l5';;5?)

doa wouJd be delayed.
A ^in*nim«n (or HUD In Waihlnaton

tald thelaue \xx coatroveraUj the de.
janment wanted to «nidYpm,v.~ri.^.
ladooi In gnaier depth before maktag
•them public.

>—
.*u«^

Oallaa houaing oOdalj lald they lave
oiJcovered eHjUng HUD reguUUoos
maJw it dUBcuit to «U such protects.

In DKllaa. HUD offldais have bees re-
luctant to J. »nt Onal approval ai a ^le
to Baylor UnlverHty Medical Cewer
Oallaa oOdala old. Acd i gnup o( eefr
ana have died suit against federal and
UjoJ bousing agencta In tn attempt to
blodt the sale.

Q Dallas oCDcUls SKceeo it win be
the Ont Ume a puhUc boualt'g projecthaa been sold In Texas slace >be HUD
reglaaai oOce la D>llaa began kc^tag

Kt a number
Jecta I

a number a pubUc housing pro-tcnm the country react their «>-
year anniversary, bousing offloals ix*

y««ailng whether kxal Jurladlctkios
bave a continuing rwponslhiUty (or oper-
atiag low-lncooe luilca.

And lawmakers are debadng to whatqtent the tedersJ govermnenl should Im-
poae renrlctloas as dl«pa«tiao o< oubUc
loualag projects.

^^
When Allen Parkway Village was built» yenn ago. It provided hotalng (or

wwte flimlllei facing tempwa^toiidal
<limcultta..Puhdcj^tog^^were (creed to mte«rat> «ibddlad tgi^

f«0». ahOOt 80 DBTMt (rf AlW P.ri,.

jny-s rwid,^,, '~ "^—
I,
n pnMack Mri 7 pffcwil whll»

Many Of tne residents wfeo Uve In theMack neighborhood surrounding Allen

!2irJi^™*«lope<l as a residential
"•"•nMrhood (or middle- lad up[)er-lD-
come proftsalonal people

tiv^L^i'^"^
"™ oelghborhood «>

tlvua said, HoustoQs oUesi black com-
munity may cease to eilst
TV stxalled Fourth Ward, a mostly

Ulack neighborhood Ju« w« « dowi
towi In which Allen Piricwsy \a situated.

, \J^'^ history The community was
(ounded in 1866 by Creed slaves, who
named the cotnmualty Freedmanstown.

ilembers a< the Freemen s Town Aa-
•odatlon Inc. have been conducting re-
search on the historical Jlgiuflcaace <A
the black neighborhood and are working
to have the area declared an alstortoS
district.

Uwya- Fi^nk F Spata. an Italian ah-
sentee Landlord who owns a lot o< rental
property near Allen Partway, however
aays trying to have the Fourth Ward de^
dared an historical district is ndlcuious

Almost every house in the Fourth
Ward Is frame, X feet from the property
uae and on a substandard street, Spata
said. "It la Just pride,

'

he aid. -Ttase
people think. My grandlather Uved thor
at one time,' and don't want to see homes
tan down.'

^^
Spata said the time has come (or the

elly to redevelop the Fourth Ward. That
'

procca should begin with the demoUdon
of Allen Parkway Village, be said.
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Housing Authority votes to demolish

deteriorating Allen Parkway Village
-41

BY JONATHA-N DAHL
Qirooicle Staff //-/£?

The Housing Auiiority of the city ol

Houston has voted lo demolish Ailen

Parkway Village and rnake the housing

proieci s prime, near-downtown property

available for development
In a cramped meeting room Tuesday,

the Housing Authority board voted 4-0 to

develop plans to tear down the 39-ve3r-

old proiect. relocate its 2.600 residents

and form a development corporation ttiat

will study A-avs :o revitalize the neiglT
-

boring P'ounii 'A'ard
area^

Housing Authority officials said it

would probably be at least two vears be-

See related story. Sectioo 1. Page 11.

fore any residents were moved and the

project razed

The board s decision —
subject to tjie

approval of the U S Department o( Hous-

ing and Urban Development
- drew im-

mediate and heated cnticism from black
leaders of the Fourth Ward who say they
fear developers will now uke over their

neighborhood. The complexs residents
are primarily Indochinese. but blaclis

have led the opposition to destroying the

project and have vowed to t^ke legal ac-
tion.

This IS a slap in the face of -.he black
people 0} Houston, said L- raood Jonn-
son president of Allen Parxwav s resi-
dent council

But Housing Authority board Chairman
HJ Tollett maintained the decision to
demolish the project was in the best in-

terest of the Fourth Ward because the
project had deteriorated beyond repair
Tollett said the board simply lacked the

money to properly repair the project and
the authority had the legal and moral
responsibility

'

to take action

It lust doesn t make sense to lust sit

around and let people live the way ihev"

(See ALLEN PARKWAY. Page 10)
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Allen Parkway Village
Politicians Plot to Raze Public Housing in Houston

BY SCOTT HENSON
Houston

ON
MAY 18, FRESHMAN HOUSTON Congressman Craig

Washington held a public hearing in Houston to discuss the

fate of Allen Parkway Village (APV), Houston's first and old-

est public housing development. Washington has suggested repealing
the Frost-Leland amendment established by his deceased predecessor.
Rep. Mickey Leland, barring the federal department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) from approving demolition plans for the

1,000 units sprawled across a 37-acre tract within walking distance of
Houston's central business district (CBD).
Despite the fact that 94 Houston-area churches and community groups

have approved resolutions opposing such a measure, for more than 10

Continued en page 6

Top: Fourth Ward
buildings contrasted
with Houston

skyscrapers

Right: APV
Residents Council
President Lenwood
Johnson protests a

steering committee

meetingfor the

Founders Park

development

Photos by
Patricia Moore

iln^B

l^^^i FREEDMEN'S
'"^^' TOWN!!!
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Allen Parkway Village
Continued from pogo ono

years ihe Housing Auihonty of ihe Cily of Hous-

Ion (HACH) has sought approval to demolish

APV and sell the pnme real estate underneath it

todevelopers. who it hopes will create a San An-

lomo-slyle riverwalk along the banks of the Buf-

falo Bayou, between the CBD and the wealthy
River Oaks district to the west. Any redevelop-
ment of the site other than complete restoration

of Allen Parkway would require the repeal of

Frost-Leland. Washington, who represented
HACH as the trial attorney in the long legal light

with APV residents, announced last October that

he would "revisit" the question of repealing the

amendment in the next appropriations cycle.

About too people attended the 9 a.m. hearing

on a muggy Houston Saturday, but the residents

of APV picketed outside. Their bitterness toward

their former courtroom adversary overflowed in

flyers that questioned whether Washington is a

"Champion of the poor ... orVaitor." and chas-

tised him for proposing to repeal Frost-Leland.

Another flyer declared, "Almost enough to make
a cynic blush. Craig Washington has an "open
mind" on legislation he himself proposed. Open
for what? Late bids.'" In fact, very few mmds in

Houston are still open over the Allen Parkway

Village question.

Washington had lined up a panel of politicians

to face the crowd with him: Houston City
Councilmembers Vince Ryan and Eleanor

Tinsley, State Rep. Larry Evans, and Harris

County Commissioner El Franco Lee. Wash-

ington quipped that this issue was a safe one for

the other politicians because "If it works out we
all take the credit: if not. then I take the blame."

The others could only muster a nervous laugh;

APV is a dreadfully serious issue for Houston

politicians. Midway through the session, most

TTT

m
rmt)

cmmTE

m
PAiRiCiA Mooee

APV residents protest a hearing held by Congressman Craig Washington.

And referring to Washington's "Pass the Torch

to Craig" campaign after Leland's death. Whit-

ing pointed out that "one of you got elected say-

ing "the cloak is falling on my shoulders* ... I

voted for you because of your intellect. Don't

use it now to destroy your own people.
'

TTie roots of this bitter dispute run deep into

the 1 26-year history of what was once called the

"Mother Ward" tor blacks in Houston, a history

that's threatened with obliteration by a massive

redevelopment scheme that would engulf not

only APV, but all of the Fourth Ward and pan
of Montrose, a neighborhood to the south. The

One flyer declared, "Almost enough to make
a cynic blush. Craig Washington has an 'open
mind' on legislation he himself proposed.

Open for what? Late bids?"

of the group had left, and only Washingtion and

Lee remained to face the crowd.

Martha Waiting, a lifelong Fourth Ward resi-

dent and granddaughter of the preacher Jack

Yates (who taught ex-slaves to buy land in the

ward after emancipation), eloquently explained
the concerns of many Fourth Ward residents. She

reminded the panel of the late Congressman
Leland's desire to prevent APV's demolition.

APV site, for geographic and historic reasons, is

the hub of the Fourth Ward area. For developers

American General Corp. and Cullen Interests to

implement their "Founders' Park" plan. APV
must first be demolished. Not unlike the Ameri-

can General development proposed on South

Padre Island {TO 4/19/91, 5/17/91). the devel-

opers in this case have already petitioned and

received from the Legislature changes in the law

governing a special district, a Tax Increment Fi-

nance District (see sidebar, page 9). that would
allow them to collect tax money to finance their

development.
The story surrounding HACH's attempts over

the last decade to raze one-quaner of Houston's

public housing stock, at a time when Houston

waiting lists for housing have more than 6.000

applications filed, deserves close attention.

Enclosure Acts
The buildings that comprise what is now Allen

Parkway Village were built in 1944 to house

white, wanime defense workers. The 37-acre

project was opposed by most of the black com-

munity because APV, then called San Felipe

Courts, sits on the original site of Freedmen's

Town, the oldest black neighborhood in Hous-

ton, where emancipated slaves settled after the

Civil War. Freedmen's Town was home to

Houston's first black newspaper, its first black

chamber of commerce, and a music scene that

spawned the likes of B.B. King and Lighmin'

Hopkins. The ejection of black property owners

by eminent domain to build San Felipe Courts

contributed to the enormous economic disloca-

tion already caused by the Depression, which hit

blacks segregated under Jim Crow much harder

than whites. Later, the construction of Interstate

45 separated another large chunk of the Fourth

Ward from the residential area, further facilitat-

ing the area's decline.

Though the buildings are only two or three

stories tall, for developers APV's shadow looms

6*JULY 12. 1991
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over the «itrance to the Fourth Ward from down-

town, prompting caution about building along
Buffalo Bayou west of 1-45 among even the most

rabid boosters and developers. The original

construction ofSan Felipe Courts insulted Fourth

Ward residents. The project is situated with its

back to the neighborhood, and no arterial

connections link it to the Fourth Ward. After the

war San Felipje Courts was used for low-income

housing for whiles; it wasn't until 1968 that the

cit> allowed the first blacks into what was by
then called Allen Parkway Village.

By 1976, 66 percent of Allen Parkway Vil-

lage residents were black, and the complex
maintained 95 percent occupancy. Bui in 1977,

developers were already eyeing the prime real

estate south of Buffalo Bayou. The Houston
Chronicle uncovered documents through
Freedom of Information Act requests to HUD in

1983, revealing that the Housing Authonty had

twice secretly petitioned HUD. once in 1977 and

again in 198K to allow the demolition and sale

of APV. The second proposal was enthusiasti-

cally supponed by the new HUD officials under

the Reagan administration.

In a remarkable series of articles published
June 9 and 1 0. 1 985. The Dallas Morning Ne\\s'

Craig Floumoy produced what is slil! the most

thorough investigation of the APV controversy;
a controversy which has benefited from periodic
flashes of brilliant journalism. Floumoy reported
that in 1977. a developer HACH officials won't

name met behind closed doors with the HACH
board. As a show of good faith, the developer
left a $ 1 million check on the table. HACH efforts

to demolish the project began soon thereafter.

In one of several hard-hining articles. Roumo>
documented how after 1 976 HACH had illegally

channeled Indochinese refugees into APV.
passing up black and Hispanic candidates on the

waiting list. APV Residents Council President

Lenwood Johnson contends that this policy of

'"steering" candidates was an explicit attempt to

minimize opposition to demolishing APV by

slashing the number of residents, and by divid-

ing APV from the mostly black Fourth Ward.

Floumoy points out that in 1976, 5 percent of

APV residents were Indochinese; nine years later

that number had jumped to 57 percent. Mean-
while, the number of black APV residents de-

clined from 66 percent in 1976 to 35 percent in

1985.

This illegal channeling had gone on for sev-

eral years. A housing authority special commis-
sion later conceded that. "The steering of

Indochinese residents appears to have been an

attempt to isolate the project from the Fourth

Ward and the larger black Houston community
and to defuse the issue as a political concern."

This strategy came sharply into focus when then-

HACH Executive Director Earl Philips declared

that the Indochinese residents at APV had "vio-

lated the [waiting list) process," which he said

made them "squaners." With that excuse. HACH
felt it could threaten these "squatters" with evic-

tion and force them out. Lenwood Johnscm says

PaTRiOA MOORE

Allen Parkway Village Residents Council President Lenwood Johnson

the housing authority's manager for the complex
told all the residents to immediately vacate the

project, because it was due to be torn down at

any lime. With that warning, said Johnson, the

mostly Asian population at APV left in droves.

As quickly as they left. HACH began boarding

up apartments after tenants moved out. Today
only 41 of APV's 1.000 units are occupied, and

HACH has boarded up the rest as pec^Ie moved
on or were evicted.

Houston Metropolitan magazine reported in

June that one room used by the authority as a

storage space contains at least "130 stoves, re-

frigerators, water healers, heating and air condi-

tioning units, and almost 100 gallons of Glidden

paint." But APV residents receive none of these

amenities; the paint and appliances are for use at

housing projects on land less desired by the

Houston rich. Former HACH official Charles

Taylor lold Floumoy that. '"There was an over-

The Texas Observer • 7
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Left: A typical kitchen at Allen Parkway Village. Right: Appliances destinedfor other public housing in
Houston are stored in a building on the APV site. Tenants were promised improvements that never came.
all scheme ofdepleting occupancy at Allen Park- ing APV. But in fact, in 1979 HUD auihonzed

way Village." $10 million lo renovate the project. Lenwood
To understand why the Housing Authority was Johnson, who has served as president of the Allen

so anxious to sell off APV. oge must consider ParVway Residents Council since 1983. says that

when he moved into APV in 1980. he was told

the apartment would soon be renovated, with new

PATaOAMOORE

the context of other projects at HACH in the same

period (see sidebar, page 12 ). In 1981 the

Chronicle acquired an audit of HACH under
the Freedom of Information Act, revealing that.

"Financial responsibility at the multi-million

dollar Housing Authority of the City of Houston
became so muddled that employees were learn-

ing accounting on the job and auditors were try-

ing to match 100.000 checks with their bank
statements while searching for numerous lost

records." The audit showed "that in the three

years ending 1981. checks totaling SI.3 million

were not recorded on the books while checks to-

talling S2.5 million were recorded twice." ac-

cording to the Chronicle.The authority's gen-
eral fund was out of balance by S622.673.

preferably by placing one of their own real-es-

late projects on it.

According to a November 1 983 Texas Monthly
article, in 1979 the Wortham Foundation, the

philanthropic arm of American General

Corporation, gave the chamber of commerce
appliances, doors, windows and a paint job. As $500,000 in seed money to study redeveloping
of June. $1.5 million has been spent on "admin
istrative expenses." architectural drawings that

were never used, and cleaning out and boarding

up apartments after people moved out. None of

it was spent on refurbishing APV.
In its second secret proposal in 1 98 1 . HACH

projected a minimum bid for APV of $72 mil-

lion, although "the value may be in excess of

S250 million." Cleariy HACH hoped that sell-

ing the lucrative land near downtown would bail

them out of their fiscal troubles in its other

projects. But it's doubtful that HACH would
have been so anxious to sell if there weren't a

A housing authority special commission later
conceded that, ^The steering of Indochinese
residents appears to have been an attempt
to isolate the project from the Fourth Ward
and the larger black Houston community and
to defuse the issue as a political concern."

according to the audit. Amidst federal cutbacks

by the incoming Reagan administration. HACH
requested $14 million in 1982 to refurbish sev-

eral other housing projects, but only received $7
million.

With all these budget constraints, as well as a

purge of the entire HACH board by incoming

Mayor Kaihy Whitmire (after which she installed

her own set of political patrons), one initially

would have sympathy for HACH not refurbish*

waiting market for the property, and luckily for

them, some of Houston's biggest developers
were starting to take interest in redeveloping the

"blighted" area between 1-45 and River Oaks.

Lffestylas of the
Rich and Inperlal

While HACH was trying to get its fiscal house

back in order, a group of developers were al-

ready planning how to "beautify" Buffalo Bayou,

the bayou. The chamber hired Rice architecture

professor Roy Tapley lo work up a master plan
for the four miles along the bayou from Shep-
herd Drive to downtown.

In summer 1980. Tapley presented his pro-

posal to the Houston City Council, which ap-

proved it unanimously, along with a $1 million

allocation for a demonstration project along the

bayou between Allen Parkway and Memorial
Drive. The Wonham Foundation chipped in an-

other S500.000 for the project. Architect S.I.

Morris, developer Walter Mischer. and ihen-Firsi

City Bancorporalion Chajrman James Elkins, Jr.,

boosted a project called "Fantasy Island" as the

first phase of bayou beautificaiion after the dem-
onstration project.

The Legislature supplied the project's fuianc-

mg by creating Ta.x Increment Finance Districts

(TIFD). which allowed the developers access to

public funds for the project. TIFDs freeze

property-tax revenues to the county and the

school district at the appraised value at the time

the district is created, and allow the district to

keep all of the increase in property taxes result-

ing from increased development in the area.

TIFDs also allowed the city council to use

eminent domain to force property owners in the

distnct to sell their land.

Unfortunately for Mischer and co.. on the same

day Texas voters passed the constitutional

amendment approving TIFDs. then-Houston

Mayor Jim McConn was ousted from office by

Kathy Whiimirc. who refused lo activate a TIFD

approved by the lame-duck city couikiI lOdays
before her inauguration. Presumably because

they backed her opponent, this particular batch

of developers, who had been the "golden boys"

8 -July 12. 1991
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Imminent Destruction
The fight over Alien Parkway Village isn't just

about 1,000 units of public housing. As Fourth

Ward Martha Whiting points out. its about the

future of the Fourth Ward in Houston. Araeri-

can Geoeral Corp. and its partner Cullen Inter-

ests want to buy the AP%' property to fill out a

broaderdevelopment scheme called "Founders

Park." that would "redevelop" the Fourth Ward,

and part of the Montrose neighborhood to the

south. (See TO 5/17/91). 'The resources for

accomplishing this transformation cannot come

exclusively from private sources," declai es the

Founders Park project summary. The develop-

ers propose that the city create a controversial

mechanism called a Tax Increment Finance

District (TIFD) to fund inlrastnjcturc for their

project.

TlFDs generate capital for development by

establishing a freeze on property tajc revenues

forthecount>' and the local school district, and

then giving all future increases in tax revenues

(the "increment"), to ih;; TIFD. That includes

lax revenues generated from increased devel-

opment, as well as routine increases m revenues

due to the effects of inflation on real estate.

TlFDs also have, with the approval of the cit>'

council, the power of eminent domain. A
Founders Park planning document says emi-

nent domain will only be used to acquire right-

of-way for roadways, etc.. and when "other

parcels on a particuUir development site have

been assembled and a holdout makes it impos-

sible to move forward with the plan."

TIFDs have not yet been widely used in

Houston, although several have recently been

proposed in addition lo the one for Founders

Park, In Galveston there are 10 TlFDs. all of

which are mired m ldw\uiLs with the Galveston

Independent School District Ed Schwab, an

attorney forGISD. said of TlFDs. "our experi-

ence dowTi here has been a nightmare." One

Galveston TIFD spent 55.5 million on public

works Now. he says, "the thing ha,s gone

kaput." The &5-5 million has mmed into S9

million, includmg interest, and not enough de-

velopment has occured to even pay the debt

service. Meanwhile, GISD loses not only the

tax revenues from any future development, but

also from normal inflation, said Schwab.

The city of Bellaire. an upper-income com-

munit> in Harris County, created a TIFD to fi-

nance street and utility repair and landscaping.

Ultimatel), Bellaire sued Harris County for

foiling to rebate $500,000 the city says is owed

lo it. Houston Post columnist Kate Thomas has

penned several stem polemics against TlFDs

in the pa-st year. Thomas said "it's reasonable

to ask why Bellamy can 't just raise iis own taxes

ID pay fordowntown street and landscaping im-

PATnOAMOOK

Fourth Ward residents would lose their homes if the city creates a TIFD

provemenis. That's what cit>' govenunents are

for. But then why should they if they can get the

money from HISD and Harris County instead

for ihe next 20 years?"

Thomas questions the fiscal wisdom of politi-

cians who tout TlFDs: "While these districts are

In Galveston
there are 1

TlFDs, all of
which are mired
in lawsuits with
the Galveston
Independent

School District.

wrapped in the flag of economic redevelopment.

the> beg the question of how the county, the city

and the school district will replace the lost rev-

enue. It's easily answered, however, they just

raise taxes."

While Ihe long-term effects of TlFDs will

provide headaches enough for future taxpayers,

in the context of the Fourth Ward the effects

would be much more immediate. In the last

legislative session, far-ranging changes in

TIFD legislation included the removal of the

statutory requirement that the district be zoned

no more than 10-percent residential. (Accord-

ing to press accounts, then-State Senator Craig

Washington supported the amendment.)

The establishment of a TIFD in the Fourth

Ward would provide a mechanism ^eminent

domain) lo uproot the mostly residential area.

And, unless the project went belly up like the

one described in Galveston, the district would

provide the developers with the financing they

need U) build an upper-income residential area

for the white-collared, white-skinned profes-

sionals who work downtown.

The 1989 amendment toTIFD law, installed

by then state senator Craig Washington, tfial

provides that one-third of TIFD money will

go to low-income housing, will not help the

short-nin problems created by dislodging the

more than 5.000 residents of the Fourth Wards.

Destroying these people's homes and casting

them into homelessness would be an unccm-

scionable tragedy. Doing it with taxpayers*

money would be an even greater disgrace.

Whether a TIFD works well and the Four*

Ward becomes gentrified, or it goes bankrupt

and taxpayers pick up the tab. its hard to sec

bow its creation would be in the short ot l<Mig-

term best interest for the people who currently

live there. —S,H.

The Texas Observer • 9
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of the McConn administration, were personae
non gratae umJcr Whitmire. Today, however.

American General Corporation, the parent

company to the Worthara Foundation, is back

again, proposing that Houston destroy the Fourth

Ward in order to gcntrify it.

After Whitmirc's election, the Fantasy Island

project was dead; but Whitmire shared the de-

velopers dream of "beautifying" the blighted strip

along the bayou. Whitmire demanded and re-

ceived the resignations of the McConn-appointed

HACH boanl ofdirectors in the wake of the scan-

dal over the 1981 audit, and named her own
board. By 1983. Whitmirc's board pushed APV
demolition as pan of its own agenda for its own

purposes. The board hired consultant Robert

Aprea to estimate renovation costs. Aprea came

up with a per-unit cost of $36,000. substantially

higher than previous estimates and similar

projects (see sidebar page 1 1).

Although Charles Taylor, a former head of the

housing authority section responsible for deler-

PATTbOA MOOSE

Scenefrom the Fourth Ward in Houston, March 1991

mining renovation costs, said in a sworn

deposition that he invented the numbers — m
his words he "manufactured the hell out of* a

list of itemized costs to support Aprea's estimates— HACH still relies on the $36,000 figure in its

planning. HACH argues that the per-unit cost

prohibits retiovation. and thai it would be cheaper
[o tear down APV and sell the land. Aprea's $36
million figure for total renovation of the project
includes ajogging trail. pavilUon. barbecue gntis
and $370,000 in landscaping. Floumoy reports
that Aprea's estimate to paint APV apartments

ranges from $910 to $U60; at Kelly Village,

another local housing project. HACH estimated

similar paint jobs at $300. Enir\ doors at Kelly

Village were estimated at $ 1 20 each; at APV they

were S385.

HACH Executive Director Joy Fitzgerald does

not dispute Taylor's accusations, saymg she had

no part in the process that created those estimates.

(She was not yet executive director at the time.)

She acknowledges that HACH still uses Aprea's
estimates, with some additional line items

included. She said concentrating on the estimates

misses the point that HACH wants to demolish,

not renovate. APV.
Lenwood Johnson and Houston activist Bany

Klein then stepped into the picture, launching a

lengthy written critique of .^prea's "Technical

Report," arguing that the number* were inflated

"at least 1 00 to 600 percent." That response was

the beginning of what would turn into four sepa-
rate lawsuits filed over the next eight years.

Johnson has been the driving force behind the

lawsuits and the movement to stop demolition.

Though he knew nothing about law before su-

ing the housing authority. Johnson has done

much of his own legal research. He spent three

years studying physics at Praine View A&M.
and !0 years in the chemical industry' until re-

peated toxic exposure left Johnson, a single par-

ent, disabled. In 1980. down on his luck, he

moved into .-Mien Parkway Village.

Johnson has. in the course of his struggle, be-

come what the Houston Press called an "urban

folk hero." and he has tirelessly defended his

home while championing the cause of the

homeless and the expansion, rather than demo-

lition, of public housing. Over the last several

years Johnson. Klein, and a small but growing

group of supporters led by the Allen Parkway

Village Residents Council, held the wrecking ball

at bay against powerful opponents including

-Mayor Whitmire and then-State Sen. Craig

Washington.

LoKvyer Craig
TTie resistance by Johnson and other residents

couldn't have begun at a more opportune time.

In November 1983. the same month Johnson arvd

Klein issued their response to HACH's techni-

cal report, the Whitmire-appointed housing au-

thority board voted lo demolish APV. and for-

mally submitted a third proposal to HUD the

followmg year. Boosters in the Whitmire admin-

istration gushed m their excitement over demol-

10-JiA.Y 12. 1991
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ishing the project. (Later, when Whitmire asked

her lo transfer from the HACH board to the city

planning commission, HACH administrator Char

Roitrock told the Houston Press she responded.

"But Kaihy. I want to ride the bulldozer through

Allen Parkway Village")
Soon after Aprea's estimate and the third

HACH proposal, the legal battle ensued. But

APV residents didn't expect lo have to fight their

liberal state senator in the courtroom to preserve

one-quaner of the city's public housing stock.

In an August 12. 1985 interoffice memorandum
obtained last year by the Houston Press, a

housing authority staffer explained the basis for

her reccomendaiion that Washington be em-

ployed by the city "to handle Allen Parkway

Village litigation." The competing law firms

were evaluated on a 100-pomi system, but the

scoring seemed biased toward Washington get-

ting the job from the start The largest scoring

issue on the form was "Holdmg Office." which

entitled the candidate to 25 out of 100 points.

(Washington was also penalized two points for

having five allegations of unethical conduct

pending before the state bar.) Washington was

the only officeholder jn the running. The lawyer

^^^Hi^^^B
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also w(Mi five points for being a "polilica] activ-

ist" and five for being a "communiiy activist."

This margin put Washington over the top; he beat

out his closest competitor by 29.5 points.

The board had questioned whether a conflict

of interest existed for Washington, since as slate

senator he represented the Fourth Ward area. The

document says that Washington, as well as State

Rep. Larr\' Evans, both behevcd thai "1. the

general feeling among their constituents is not

in opposition lo the demolition — that such op-

position comes from a tew vocal blacks in the

Ward and a number of whites outside their con-

stituency and 2. The proposed HACH actions

promote the best inIere^Is of their constituency

Therefore no conflict of interest is presented
"

In 1985. however. San Antonio Congressman
Henrv' B. Gonzalez, who co-authored ihe cur-

rent federal housing law. interjected his formi-

dable self between the bulldozers and APV. and

made HACH's courtroom appeals moot.

Gonzalez chairs the subcommiiee on Housing
and Urban Development which oversees public

housing. At Mickey Leiand's request. Gonzalez

held hearings in Houston and even toured APV;
he ordered a General Accounting Office audit

and asked thai HUD delay th> application pro-

cess. The HACH application to desiro> .APV was

finallv relumed, and declined, in 1989.
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Mickey Letand's Legacy
Mickey Leland was one of the "few vocal blacks"

from the Fourth Ward who fought the HACH
proposal. Leland grew up in the Fourth Ward,

even though his chief financial backers were

liberals from River Oaks, and he took credit for

bringing Gonzalez into the process in 1985. In

1987. Leland, working closely with Lenwood
Johnson, helped sponsor the Frost-Leland

amendment to the 1988 HUDappropriations bill.

which prohibited (he use of federal funds for

demolition of APV. In the CongressionalRecord

of June 22, 1988. Leland clarified his intent

concerning the Frost-Leland amendment, saying
thai ii prohibited spending federal funds for

demolition "including any further administrative

development or review of demolition applica-

tions concerning the listed developments." In

other words, HUD bureaucrats couldn't even

consider demolition applications on federal time.

Leland had effectively prevented demolition, and

the amendment would have made him the bro-

ker of whatever deal finally got cut concerning
APV. For a short while, APV residents could

rest easy.

But Craig Washington kept boosting Fourth

Ward redevelopment even after Frost-Leland

passed, while HACH appealed the amendment
in the courts. In his last term as sute senator in

1989, Washington supported a senes of amend-

ments to TIFD legislation for which Founders'

Park developers admit to lobbying. In his cam-

paign for Congress, Washington took credit for

an amendment that would use one-third of all

TIFD money for low-income housing. (HUD
regulations require that any demolished public

housing be replaced on a one-to-one basis.) But

according to press accounts, Washington also

supported a change in TIFD law thai repealed a

- restriction that the districts cannot be set up in

areas that are more than 10-percent residential.

That cleared the way for the Founders' Park

developers to use a TIFD in the mostly residen-

tial Founh Ward.

Leland's untimely death in a plane crash over

Ethiopia altered the political landscape for

demolition boosters. Craig Washington capital-

ized heavily on his friendship with the late

Leland; his chief campaign theme (and logo
proudly urged voters to "Pass the Torch to

Craig." While campaigning for Congress, Wash-

ington unveiled blueprints for the Founders' Park

proposal while speaking before a group of

downtown Houston businesspeople. according
to the Chronicle.

In October 1989. Washington entered into the

Congressional Record a proposal to "revisit" the

"question of repeal" of the Leland portion of the

Frost-Leland amendment. While not explaining
when this topic had been visited first, Washing-
ton went on to promise that he would investi-

gate his own proposal and. if convinced he were

right, that he would act on it by the next budget

cycle.

Meanwhile. Allen Parkway residents were

busy with a more immediate fi^t: the legal battle

;. It- Ar »_•> r,j: ^- < i^V, -*

^t-:

PATRiClA NMDOSE

Indochinese resident atAPV stands next to her garden

to keep HACH from tearing down APV despite

Frost-Leland. APV residents ultimately won an

injunction on April 3. 1991 keeping HACH from

using federal monies for the more than $600,000

in demolition costs, effectively stopping HACH
in the short run. The judge ordered HACH to

develop a plan to spend the remaining S8.5 mil-

lion in HUD funds already allocated to APV. To

comply with the judge's ruling. HACH proposed
to rehabilitate 190 units for $8.5 million (based

on its $36.(XX) per unit estimate), and to tear down

the rest to make way for redevelopment.
Soon after the court's decision, Washington

announced the May 1 8 public hearing to discuss

his proposal. Just as, if he had lived. Mickey
Leland would have brokered the final deal, now
the fate of APV and Fourth Ward fall into

Washington's hands.

Speakers at the hearing, however, were not im-

pressed when Washington said he wanted to

maximize the amount of public housing suppon
In Houston. Community activist Ester King told

The Texas Observer • 13
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Washington, "nobody demonstrated any concern

for public housing until nch folks wanted that

land. Now everybody's concerned
"
Washing-

ton angrily lashed out at a woman who told him

thai "on the day you and Mayor Whitmirc drive

those bulldozers onto the grounds at Alien Park-

way Village. Mickey Leiand will be standing

As Allen Parkway
Village goes, so goes

the Fourth Ward.

there with us in your path." After her statement,

"Pass the Torch to Craig" Washington admon-

ished her for quoting "a man whose lips are

sealed in death."

Manha Whiting pomted out that although the

media coverage and publicity for the hearing said

(he topic would be APV. the signs in the foyer
said "Fourth Ward Hearing." "UTial we are really

talking about," said Whiting, "is Fourth Ward."

She repeated a phrase that has become a cliche,

used by ever>'one from Mickey Leiand to the

Houston Post to Lenwood Johnson — the one

truth on which all parties agree: "As Allen

Parkway Village goes, so goes the Fourth Ward."

Whiting is correct. Ultimately. fKX)r people
must live somewhere, and the area where their

grandparents hand-laid brick streets after the city

refused to pave the roads seems an appropriate

spot. They like the Fourth Ward for the same

reason rich people want their residences there:

It's close to downtown, and until the city and

county began shutting them down in the last five

years, many city services dotted the area. Boost-

ers argue that "redevelopment is inevitable" be-

cause of the "blight" in the area. Maybe so. But

then the question becomes, "development by
whom and for whom?" If redevelopment really

is inevitable, shouldn't it be by and for the people
of the Fourth Ward? D

PeTEft ROftfftTSON

Fourth Ward residents at a Freedmen *s Town Association celebration

Editors' Note: The Observer contacted responded. Also. HACH Executive DirectorJoy

Congressman CraigWashinnton's office several Fitzgerald returned our phone calls after

timesfor comment on this story, andfaxed him deadline: as a result, only limitedforms of her

a list ofquestions. At press time he had not yet comments made it into this article.
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Resident Council

of
Allen Parkway Village

924 Allen Parkway Village

RO. Box 21371 Houston. Texas 77226

(713) 951-9188

(MR. KLEIN)

Former HACH Official Admits He Lied

Attached is an extract from the 10-7-85 deposition of
Charles Taylor, who was employed by HACH as Director of

Development and Planning in 1983. He served as staff to the
four person research team hired to produce the study that
recommended demolition of APV, released September 1983
("Technical Report Allen Parkway V i 1 lage / Four t h Ward").

In this testimony, Mr. Taylor admits he lied when he prepared
"manufactured" estimates to justify demolition of APV.

He also indicates he did so with the encouragement of
Earl Phillips, the executive director of HACH.

Mr. Bruce Griffiths, staff counsel for the Greater Houston
American Civil Liberties Union, conducted the deposition.
He is the questioner ("Q"); Mr. Taylor is the answerer ("A")
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Q (By Mr. Griffiths) Mr. Taylor, I'm handing

you what's been marked as Exhibit 3, which are a secies

of clippings from some articles that appeared last June

in th« Dallas Horning News under the by-line of a

reporter naaed Craig Flournoy. Oo you remember did you

ever talk to Mr. Flournoy?

A Yes.

Q You're quoted fairly extensively in these

MC CROCKCN ft NOKTON

counT ffCPonrcRS

HOUSTON. TEXAS
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PAGE NO 2 9

articles, and I've caken the liDerty ot •joing through

and underlined everywnere that I can tind that you were

quoted either directly with quotation marks or

indirectly where he says, Taylor says that so and so.

I

I wonder if you would go through there
I

and take a look at it and see if there's anything there

where you're misquoted or your views are misrepresented.

A I don't see any misquotes there.

Q Do you see anything where, because the quote

was taken out of context or misused somehow, it

misrepresents your views?

A Well, it's hard to remember anything word for

word, but that seems to be the substance of Che

discussion that we had.

Q Do you disagree with anything he said you're

quoted as saying in there? Have you changed your mind?

A No.

Q On «ne page, it has a headline Estimate to

Update Houston Project Call Inflated. You ace quoted as

saying, *(I was) manufacturing the hell out of them and

h« (Phillips) knew they were being manufactured.'

Was that -- is that still your position

as far as the figure of Allen Parkway Village goes?

A That's still my position.

Q How do you or why do you think that Mr.

MC CWACKCN ft NORTON
COURT KEPORTEBS

HOUSTON, TEXAS
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PAGE NO 30

Phillips knew that you were "manufacturing tne hell out

of those figures?

A Weil, we worked late in manufacturing those

numbers tnree days, as a matter of fact, m order co

come up with them by the deadline; and on two of the

days that we worked late, Mr. Phillips came back. The

first cime he came back, I explained what we were doing

and why. He smiled and said, "Carry on."

Q What did you tell him specifically?

A Basically, that we needed to come up with the

working papers to justify the rehabilitation cost

estimate and I had thrown my working papers away, I did

not keep them, and what we were doing was going back

through the plans and specifications to cone up with the

estimates and unit prices to justify the rehabilitation

cost.

Q So, you're talking about manufacturing what's

'been marked as Exhibit 2 in response to the Freedom of

Information or the Open Records Act request?

A Yes.

When you were working on your rehabilitation

costs for the Technical Report, did you have an opinion

as to whether or not the Housing Authority, your

supervisors in the Housing Authority wanted the housing

or the project to be rehaoilitated or did they want it

MC Cr»ACKlN ft NO»TON

couHT r»tror»Ti»»

MOuCTON. rriAt
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PAGE NO. 31

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

to be demolished?

A I had the realization that the supervisors ia

the Housing Authority wanted the project to be

demolished.

Q And on what did you base that?

A Conversations with Earl Phillvps and his

start. These were in staff meetings.
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'' (MR. KLEIN)

Resident Council press release
of

MAY 30, 19 89

Ml^ P I- ' • 1"// PHESS CONFERENCE - APV CO>l>rUNI'rY BUILDING
.\lien rarKway village co^^^ACT person - lenwood johhsom, president

3Zi *;;3n ParKway village PHONE (713) 951-9188
=0 Box 2137". Mousion. Texas 7722S

(713) 951-9138

HOD CRACKS THE WHIP!
HUD HAS TOLD HACll IT

l.L >iUST REPAIR AND OPERATE APV AS HOUSING FOR LaV-INCOME TEMANTS.

2 MAKE ITS LONG TERM DECISION ON APV BY JUNE 22,1989.
3... SHOULD WITHDRAW ITS APPLICATION TO DEMOLISH APV.

4 . . . SHOULD CONSIDER "COMPREHENSIVE MODERNIZATION" OF APV.

Tomorrow, represenatives of the Housing Authority of the City of Houston
(HACH) are slated to appear before the Houston City Council. Council expects
to hecu: answers from HACH on its options regarding APV, and HACH's reponses
to charges and assertion made by its critics.

The Resident Coiincil believe this is an appropriate moment to release
a letter mailed to Joy Fritzgerald, Acting Executive Director of HACH, on
May 5, 1989, by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
(Attached.

The letter makes these points:

I.) ' HACH "must comply" with Federal laws and regulations that
require a PHA (Public Housing Agency) to maintain and operate
APV property as housing for lower income tenants. Since HACH
does not have HUD's approval to demolish APV, HACH must comply
with its ACC (Annual Contribution Contract) obligations
"through the use of KACH's general purpose operating subsidies"
received from HUD (p. 3) .

II.) HACH must decide its long term intention for APV within 4 5 days
from the date of this letter, that is, by June 22, 1989 (p. 3).

III.) HUD suggests to HACH that it may wish to withdraw its applica-
tion to denvolish APV, "and instead turn its attention to a

comprehensive modernization plan for APV."

• The letter implies that nearly $10 million of funds allocated to APV
in 1979 are availiible for long term repairs (p. 1).

The HUD letter confirms statements made by the Resident Council and
the Houston Housing Concern. Ho longer can HACH officials claim that HLT)

won't LET them repair APV. HACH BETTER LEARIJ TO LIVE BY THE LAW.

In another new development this month, HUD filed a motion in court

which acknowledges that HACH, HUD's codefendant in a lawsuit brought by
the Resident Council, May Be In Violation of the 19 37 Housing Act and the

1987 Housing and Community Development Act. The lawsuit is based on the

fact that HACH has frozen admission and transfers within APV, has fostered

vacancies, and condition of disrepair at APV. We believe this is an impor-
tant concession on the part of HUD and we are eager to see the case go to

*********court
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(MR. KLEIN)

823 Paichester Street

Houston. Texas 77079

713 467-2996

y^^^-^
^^^7

A Resolution addressed to the Gulf Coast Legal Foundation request-
ing additional assistance to Allen Parkway Village residents.

1)

//

WHEREAS, The Housing Authority of the City of Houston (HACH)
is using a three-part strategy to evict Allen Parkway Village
(A?V) residents or pressure them to leave:

1. '

Assessing improper repair charges and unfairly high utility
charges that- peoplf^ have difficulty paying, and adding ex-
pensive late charges when payinents are late.

2. Assessing unfair late charges when tenants are unable to
n-.ake a tir.ely rent payment, because of a flawed payment

\ policy of the Texas Department of Human Services.

3. Ignoring tenant requests for grievance hearings to protest
late charges (though the hearing is ordinary due process
and part of -he Lease Agreement) .

2) WHEREAS, HACH has managed to reduce the APV occupancy to 57
households, mostly because of the effectiveness of its three-
part strategy;

3) IfflEREAS, KACH uses this strategy against tenants in other hous-
ing projects, too;

4) WHEREAS, The Gulf Coast Legal Foundation (GCLF) has connnitted
resources since 1984 to help the residents fight HACH, but
they are proving to be insufficient;

5) WHEREAS, GCLF has committed itself to helping all housing author-
ity tenants keep their certification for public housing; be it

RESOLVED , That Houston Housing Concern requests the GCLF to increase
Its legal assistance to APV residents for the purpose of

stopping the practice of assessing improper repair charges

reforming collection policies for utilities and rent payments

ensuring due process

AND

RESOLVED , That whatever reforms GCLF can force HACH to implement should
be applied to all tenants in all the HACH projects and programs.

Adopted fCcc^^. f\ Z'/-? Qi,-,'c-<L {y^
3QiKi\ DEN'KLER, DIRECTOR
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HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE CITY OF HOUSTON
UIXI OO BOX 2971 . HOUSTON. TEXAS 77252-2971 . (713) 9et-154l • FAX (713) »«Mri2 . FAX (713) 9610S11

DATE December 3. 1993

TO Joy Fiagerald. Executive Director

FROM: Roben L. Reyna, Director of Houiing Managemem

SL-BJECT APV OCCUPANCY RATE

YEAR
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Urbnii Revitairaanrn Dcraonatmiion (URD)FY 199S

ImpicmcnmnoTi and Plftnning Cr«m

Applications Selected to

Partcipote

i

1
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1
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i-^ :..=.". U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES r-V^v ::..:.
-

.-Vl^ '."*'-•?•
•;<*•="• SUBCOMMITTEE ON MOUSiNG AND COMMUNITY ;'!sc£. S..-.1 .^J.i..

"'V"«'.--C5 DEVELOPMENT rri'^.'—Vs .-.'

*"
0' TMI

. '•: s

^ "*."='" COMMITTEE ON BANKING fiNANCE AND UBBAN AFFAIRS .:-....!>:.

ONE MUNOREO THiHO CONGBESS ::: ;:!.:<
- SO"-- :*«0v i«* B303 fl*-«ui»»« nousi 0*»'CI Builo-hg

WASHINGTON DC 205 15-6052

November 10, 1993

The Honorable Henry G. cisneros
Secretary
U.S. Department of Housing

and Urban Development
451 Seventh Street, S.W.

Washington D.C. 20410

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I am writing to request that the Department of Housing and
Urban Development cease and desist from all actions that would
result in the demolition of vitally needed public housing units
in the Allen Parkway Village Public Housing Development, which is
located in Houston, Texas. I understand that the Housing
Authority of the City of Houston submitted a plan to the
Department in May, 1993, in which it revealed it's intention to
demolish at least 850 of the lOOO units in Allen Parkway Village.
Since the Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development was
never made aware of such a request, I would appreciate you
informing me as to what actions, if any, the Department has
taken, or may take, in regards to this matter. Please provide
the Subcommittee with full disclosure of the details concerning
this issue.

As you may know, Allen Parkway Village is located on prime
residential land, on 37 acres adjacent to the city's central
business district, which has been valued at up to $108 million.
I understand that private developers are continually interested
in purchasing the land at a price that would be deeply discounted
and leave the existing tenants and future residents without
shelter. 1 must remind you that low-income housing advocates ard
tenants over the years have fought the sale and the demolition of
Allen Parkway Village. In response to this opposition, I believe
there has been a concerted effort to drive away the remaining
residents from Allen Parkway Village. In fact, I believe that
rehabilitation funding has not been systematically allocated to
the project in order to increase residential flight and building
deterioration at the project.

This is not the first time that the Subcommittee has raised
concerns regarding Allen Parkway Village. I must emphasize that
the Subcommittee has had a long-standing concern regarding the
need to rehabilitate Allen Parkway. In October of 1985, the

•7il-SS4 0-94-11
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Subcommittee held a field hearing on the housing needs and
conditions in Houston. During that hearing, the pressing need to
rehabilitate this 1000 unit project, which represents
approximately 25% of all conventional housing units in Houston,
became vividly apparent. Eight years later, this pressing need
still exists, because today Houston confronts a rise in
homelessness and in the lack of affordable housing units for low-
income Americans.

The Subcommittee may be holding a field hearing in Houston
this December that will address the concerns and issues that I

have raised. This hearing is part of the Subcommittee's efforts
to focus on the need for rehabilitation of our public housing
developments nationally in order to house our nation's low-
income and homeless persons.

In preparation for a potential Subcommittee field hearing, I

reguest your response to the following:

1. What is the amount of rehabilitation funding— for each fiscal year beginning in 1978 —
that the Housing Authority of the City of

Houston has received under the public housing
modernization program, and how much has been
allocated from those amounts for the
rehabilitation of Allen Parkway Village?

2. What role has the Department played in

developing demolition plans for Allen Parkway
Village?

3. As the City of Houston struggles with a

rising homeless population, how much, if any,
will the city be receiving in additional
public housing development funds and homeless
assistance?

4. Mas the City received any severely distressed
public housing funds for the renovation of
Allen Parlcway Village?

I would appreciate your guick response to the issues and

questions raised in this letter, particularly as the Subcommittee

prepares for a field hearing and attempts to determine the

Department's role in this matter. With every best wish, I r*m*:r

Sincerely,sincerely, ^

rtCnty bT ^nzalez ^ *

Chairman
HBG : mag
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COALmON FOR TtlE HOMELE66
ofHouston/Harris County, Inc.

1021 Mam, SuRe 1830, Hou«oaT«su» 77002 Telephone: (713) 739-7514 FAX; (71 3) 739-0808

eoEci/nvc coiwrTTB

PmUnt
PagOudv

DavU Benton

Sfatycypna
JaniMOiiir

H. J. TolM. Jr.

Dofta WilBimi

SBtT.H.
MalynBwnMrin

Dr. Jack BealvM

Ma|or FMvi OvbtMom
Ctfwiins Cligp
Dr. Judti Cravan

TedDharMrin

JoyHtz^ntd

lA.

Jama Lobar

Tony Nooaaa
RobanSetvs
MorfccTanal

BXBCVmSORECTOtl

8alySI#nHn

Deceaber 6, 1993 DEC -
9 1993

WartngtonOCOfficB
The Honorable Gene Green
U.S. Bouse of Repreaentatlves
1004 Longworth Bouse Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Green,

The Coalition for the Boaeless of Houston/Harris
County wants you to be aware that of $150 allllon
appropriated by the Congress for Supportive Housing
grants under the McKinney Homeless Assistance Act no
money was awarded to Houston/Harris County even
though eighteen organizations submitted
applications . A listing of Houston applicants and
HUD disbursements is attached.

Research indicates that Houston regularly falls
short con^ared to cities of similar size in the
receipt of federal grants for abating homelessness.
Your leadership and guidance in changing this
situation would be greatly appreciated.

In hopes of future success in the federal grants
application process the Coalition offers to forward
to your office a listing of all Houston 2irea program
applicants for $979 allllon in 1994 HUD homeless
funds following each program application deadline.
Honld it be possible for a member of your staff to
contact the Coalition office and advise accordingly?

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Tour
public service as a member of Congress and your
demonstrated personal concern for the plight of
homeless people is most appreciated.

Sincerely,

sally Shipaan
Bzecutive Director
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COALZTZOK FOR TE8 HQKSLSSS 07 EOTISVOV/HXBRZ8 COOHTY, ZVC.

sTnoASY or s.b.p. osaht
ALLOCXYZOVS

X993

NATIOKVriDE 1,389 APPLICATIONS HERE RECEIVED BY H.U.D. , 43 WERE
CHOSEN.

APPLICATION DUE DATE: MAY 21, 1993
SUPPORTIVE HOUSING PROGRAM APPX<ICATION WORKSHOP: APRIL 7 & 8, 1993
(DALLAS, TEXAS)

EIGHTEEN (18) HOUSTON AGENCIES APPLIED BUT DID NOT RECEIVE FUNDS:

1. HARRIS COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (SUBMITTED 3

APPLICATIONS)
3100 TIMHONS LANE, /220
HOUSTON, TX 77027

2. HARRIS COUNTY MHMRA
2627 CAROLINE
HOUSTON, TX 77004

3. S.E.A.R.C.H. (SUBMITTED 3 APPLICATIONS)
P.O. BOX 7959
HOUSTON, TX 77270

4. HOUSTON AREA WOMEN'S CENTER
3101 RICHMOND, #150
HOUSTON, TX 77098

5. HARRIS COUNTY HOSPITAL DISTRICT
2525 HOLLY HALL
HOUSTON, TX 77054

6. WESLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
1410 LEE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77009

7. CASABOOM - YMCA (SUBMITTED 2 APPLICATIONS)
7903 SOUTH LOOP EAST
HOUSTON, TX 77012

8. HOMELESS INTERVENTION SERVICES - STAR OF HOPE
5009 CALHOUN
HOUSTON, TX 77004
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9. FOUNDATION OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN WITH AIDS
2400 AUGUSTA, STE. 375
HOUSTON, TX 77057

10. REHAB MISSION
1701 JACQUELYN
HOUSTON, TX 7705S

11. SOUTHEAST KELLER CORPORATION
6530 NUNN
HOUSTON, TX 77081

12. MERCY HOUSE SHELTER
4202 OLD SPANISH TRAIL
HOUSTON, TX 77021

13. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORP. OF FREEDMAN'S TOWN
1017 WEST DALLAS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77019

14. COLGATE RESIDENCES
413 COLGATE
HOUSTON, TX 77087

15. CHALLENGER NETWORK OF HOUSTON
P.O. BOX 540971
HOUSTON, TX 77254-0971

16. N.E. HOUSTON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
8304 CLEBURNE
HOUSTON, TX 77078

17. MINISTRY OF JESUS CHRIST AND THE LIFE CENTER
817 WEST DALLAS
HOUSTON, TX 77019

18. INSTITUTE FOR CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
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PORTY-THREE (43) AGEKCIES HAVB BEEN SELECTED TO RECEIVE FUNDS:

CALIFOHHIAi

XOXAI. AMOUBT - $25,959,564.00 (31%)

CIZZBS:

CITY AND COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES $723,784
LOW INCOME ELDERLY UNITED-COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE PROJECT

CONTRA COSTA $4,190,153
SHELTER, INC.

LOS ANGELES $1,740,545
1736 FAMILY CRISIS CENTER
LOS ANGELES $2,036,267
SINGLE ROOM OCCUPANCY CORPORATION

RICHMOND $3,358,810
RUBICON PROGRAMS, INC.

SACRAMENTO $12,844,465
HOUSING AUTHORITY OF THE COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO

SANTA MONICA $1,065,540
STEP UP ON SECOND

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIAi

XOZAL AMOUNT - $2,974,9«3 (4%)

CITZESi

WASHINGTON ^ $2,974,983
THE SALVATION ARMY

TOTAL AMOUNT - $940,245 (1%)

CITIES:

WILMINGTON $940,245
MINISTRY OF CARING, INC.
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FLORIDA;

TOTAL AMOUHT - $2,879,740 (3%)

CITIES t

FT. LAUDERDALE $998,490
COVENANT HOUSE FLORIDA

HOLLYWOOD $1,358,581
THE SALVATION ARMY

'

ST. PETERSBURG $522,669
BOLEY, INC.

ILLINOIS; "^-

TOTAL AMOUNT - $7,513,856 (9%)

CITIES:

CHICAGO $690,999
CITY OF CHICAGO, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
CHICAGO $6,305,375
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
CHICAGO $517,482
TRAVELERS & IMMIGRANTS AID

INDIANA;

TOTAL AMOUNT - $1,115,278 (1%)

CITIES;

NEW ALBANY $1,115,278
ST. ELIZABETH'S SOUTHERN INDIANA

LOUISIANA;

TOTAL AMOUNT - $2,293,558 (3%)

CITIES :

NEW ORLEANS $2,293,558
VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF GREATER NEW ORLEANS

MAINE;

TOTAL AMOUNT - $923,973 (1%)

CITIES:

SOMERVILLE $923,973
SHORTSTOP, INC.
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MMtTUVOTt

XOXAL AMOOBT ~ $7,654,2«1 (9%)

CITIES t

BALTIMORE $7,096,469
CITY OF BALTIMORE

FREDERICK $557,772
CITY OF FREDERICK

HASSACHUSETTS ;

TOTAL AiraUHT - $3,370,945 (4t)

CITIES:

BOSTON $1,234,357
JUSTICE RESOURCE laSTITUTB
BOSTON $2,136,588
TRUSTEES OF HEALTH & ffi^SPITALS OF THE CITY OF BOSTON, INC.

mCBiqAgj

TOTAL AMOOBT - $1,442,421 (2%)

CITIES:

YPSILAHTI $1,442,421
SOS CRISIS CENTER

MISSOURI:

TOTAL AMOUNT - $2,353,155 (3%)

CITIES:

ST. LOUIS $2,353,155
INTERFAITH RESIDENCE D/B/A IWORflATS —
MINNESOTA:

TOTAL AMOUNT - $1,407,440 (2%)

CITIES:

MINNEAPOLIS $1,407,440
HENNEPIN COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES DBPAB^fENT
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KSW YORK;

TOTAL AMOimr - $9,236,513 (11%)

CITIES:

NEW YORK $1,973,628
THE DOE FUND
NEW YORK $975,564
THE BRIDGE, INC.
NEW YORK $764,290
TRUSTEES OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK $2,895,923
POSTGRADUATE CENTER FOR MENTAX HEALTH
NEW YORK $1,319,265
HOMES FOR THE HOMELESS, INC.
NEW YORK $1,307,843
AIDS RESOURCE CENTER

OHIO;

TOTAL AKOUNT - $973,870 (1%)

CITIES I

CLEVELAND $537,700
TRANSITIONAL HOUSING, INC.

DAYTON $436,170
MIAMI VALLEY HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES, INC.

OREGON:

TOTAL AMOUBT - $4,971,496 (6%)

CITIES:

PORTLAND $1,587,324
TRI-COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES CONSORTIUM
PORTLAND $3,384,172
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES WEST

PEMHSYLVaillA;

TOTAL AMOinn - $1,516,705 (2%)

CITIES:

PHILADELPHIA $1,516,705
126 HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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TEXAS;

TOTAL AMOUHT - $6,002,200 (7%)

CITIES:

DALLAS
THE FAMILY PLACE

SAM AIJTONIO
THE SALVATION ARMY

VIRGIHIA;

TOTAL AMOUHT - $667,623 (.8%)

CITIES:

CHARLOTTESVILLE
REGION 10 COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD

WASHINOTOM;

TOTAL AMOUHT - $335,985 (.4t)

CITIES :

SEATTLE
SEATTLE KING COUNTY PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL

$5,327,839

$674,361

$667,623

$335,985

TOftKL'. $84.533.791

TOTALS FOR TEE TOP 10 CITIES IN THE NATION: (BASED ON POPULATION)

1.
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(MS. DENKLER)

823 Patchester Street

Houston, Texas 77079

713/467-2996

ENDORSEMENTS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF ALLEN PARKWAY

VILLAGE AND FOURTH WARD/FREEDMAN'S TOWN

1 Texas State Teacher's Assn
2 Houston Area NOW, also NOW USA.
3 Christ the King Catholic Parish
4 St. Anne de Beaupre Parish Council
5. St. Mary's Catholic Church
6 United Church of Clear Lake
7 Woodforest Presbytenan Church Session
8 Dominican Sisters General Council
9 St Giles Presbyterian Church
10 Good Shepherd Presbyterian Women
1 1 Holy Name Catholic Church
12 Casa Juan Diego
13 St. Benedict the Abbot Catholic Church
14. First Unitarian Church
15 St. Francis of Assisi Catholic Church
16 St. Charles Borromeo Catholic Church
17 Westminster Presbytenan Church
1 8. St. Vincent de Paul Society of

Assumption Catholic Church
19 PInecrest Presbyterian Church
20 Martin Luther King Community Center
21 St Joseph's Catholic Church
22 Women in Action, Inc

23 Immaculate Conception Catholic

Church
24. St, Francis Cabrini Catholic Church
25 Our Lady of St John Catholic Church
26. St Cyril of Alexandria Catholic Church
27 St Albert Catholic Church
28. St. Philip of Jesus Catholic Church
29 Sign Painters Local Union 550
30 Macedonia Missionary Baptist Church
31 1988 Harris County Democratic

Precinct 30 Convention
32. 1988 Texas Democratic Senatorial

DIstnct 13 Conventon
33. Shape Center
34. Greater Houston Preservation

Alliance

35 Wellsprings. Inc.

36 Houston Client Council
37. Texans for Improvement of Nursing Homes
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38 YWC A (Young Women's Christian Asso.)
39 Queen of Sheba Grand Chapter, O E S of Texas, Inc

40 U M W Scottish Rite Grand Lodge of Texas, Inc

41. Student Assn of U of Houston Graduate School of Social Work
42 Augustana Lutheran Church
43 Holy Rosary Catholic Church
44 Friendship Baptist Church
45. IVIount Horeb Baptist Church
46 Rose of Sharon Baptist Church
47 Hunger Committee of Presbytery of New Covenant
48 Advocates for Quality Low-Income Housing
49 Women for Justice

50 Our Lady of Guadalupe Catholic Church
51 f^^others on the N/love

52 St fvlonica s Catholic Church
53 Building New Alliances

54 St Peter Claver Catholic Church
54 United Food and Commercial Workers, tVleatcutters and Allied Food and Ins.

Workers, District Local Union No 408, AFL-CIO
55. Notre Dame Catholic Church
56 Christ the Redeemer Catholic Church
57 St Frances Xavier Catholic Church
58 St Alphonsus Catholic Church
59 Our fvlother of l\^ercy Catholic Church
60 Corpus Christi Catholic Church
61 All Saints Catholic Church
62 St Luke the Evangelist Catholic Church
63. Our Lady of Mt Carmel Catholic Church
64. Holy Ghost Catholic Church
65 St Elizatjeth Ann Seton Catholic Community
66 Our Lady Star of the Sea Catholic Community
67. Prince of Peace Catholic Community
68 St Jerome Catholic Church
69 St Francis de Sales Catholic Church
70 Assumption Catfrolic Church
71 St fvlark the Evangelist Catholic Church
72 St Vincent de Paul Catholic Church
73 St Anne's Catholic Church
74 First Presbyterian Church. Texas City
75. Business Existence League
76 Oaks Presbyterian Church
77 National Board TS U Alumni

78. Woodlands Community Presbyterian Church
79 St Catherine of Siena Catholic Church
80 Texans for Improvement of Nursing Homes
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81 . Harris County A F.L-C.I.O

82 St Johns Presbyterian Church

83 Grey Panthers

84 Coalition for a Better Houston

85 Clean Water Action

86 Theresians Journey Community
87 Houston Human Rights League
88. Peace Links

89 Houston Common Ground

90 Fourth Ward Health & Education Center for Youth, Inc.

91. The Life Center

The following groups endorsed individual resolutions:

92. St Matthew the Evangelist Catholic Church

93 Amencan Civil Litjerties Union

94 Harris County Council of Organizations
95 Black United Front

96 Houston Residents Citizen Participation Commission

97. Resident Council of Allen Parkway Village

98 Freedman's Town Association

99 Fourth Ward Ministerial Alliance

100 Fourth Ward Neighborhood Council

Individual Endorsement: Bishop Ben Oliphant, United Methodist Church
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Nt994
1308 Gillette Street
Houston, Texas 77019

December 31, 1993

Honorable Henry B. Gonzales
Chairman, Subcommittee on Housing

and Community Development
B-303-Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Attn: John Valencia

Dear Chairman Gonzales:

1 attended the hearing in Houston, Texas on December 14th in Allen
Parkway Village; however, due to my husband's illness, I had to leave
before my time to testify. Would you please include the enclosed
statement as part of the hearing record?

Any attention given to this matter would be greatly appreciated.

•x*;/'-
/'
Jacqxieline BeckhsuB
Resident, Freedman's Town

Enclosure
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For the past forty three hears, my husband and I have been
residents and home owners in Freedman's Town. This was once a very
viable and liveable community, where neighbors stood in watch for each
other and their children. One might have compared us to a small town,
where everyone knew what was going on in the lives of their neighbors.
In essence, the community served as an extended family.

Under the watchful eye of neighbors and teachers who cared, my
husband and I were able to raise and educate four children to have self
pride and a strong sense of community. They have each attended college
and are now working within their chosen professions. My husband and I

were not alone in the effort to improve the lives of our children; many
of our neighbors had the same aspirations and worked tirelessly to earn
tuition and expense money to achieve the ultimate goal for their
offspring: a college degree.

In Freedman's Town, we are often referred to as "poor". I suppose that
if one's self-worth is measured by tangible commodities, such as money,
real-estate and political clout, then we would fit the definition;
however, these things are not high on my list of priorities. As the
rich and powerful sit high atop their glass buildings, in plush offices
looking down into this community, they are to know, despite her
surroundings, therein lives a very "rich" woman by the name of
Jacqueline Beckham. She is rich in family pride, heritage and the love
of a husband to whom she has been married for forty-two years. Blessed
with four adult children and five grandchildren, all of whom, by the
Grace of God, enjoy good health. We own our home, a place where our
children visit almost daily. This is a place of comfort and refuge when
needed, their heritage, but most of all, it is the place to be because
Mom and Dad live here. These are just some of the things that make me
"rich" because these are things money cannot buy and we have not stepped
on or over anyone to achieve these riches.

Congressman Gonzales, my husband and I are both retired. We were
looking forward to enjoying our "golden years" peacefully, surrounded by
family and friends, but it appears as though the power structure has
other plans for us and our neighbors. For years, our community has
suffered from cancerous neglect by the city of Houston. In their
relentless efforts to rob us of our Historic District, they are
systematically tearing down houses, threatening the use of eminent
domain since most of the houses are very near the streets and just
recently. City Council passed a curb ordinance. I find it ironic that
the city is taking every possible measure to preserve the Historic
District in the Heights area, where our former Mayor, Cathy Whitmire
lives. Freedman's Town is neglected and seemingly despised just because
we continue to exist.

As I sat through the hearing at Allen Parkway Village, I felt such anger
and frustration, listening to the rhetoric, half truths and some blatant
lies coming from our city officials. It appears their chief purpose in
life is to demolish Allen Parkway and will stop at nothing to achieve
this end. They play with words to cloud issues and insult our
intelligence. Our Honorable Mayor, Bob Lanier, is himself a developer,
with a vested interest in the demolition of A.P.V. For Secretary
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Cisneros, I have grave doubts that he will serve the tenants at A.P.V.
I felt he was straddling the fence at one point: on one hand saying what
he thought you wanted to hear then back peddling to placate the Mayor
and Housing Authority officials, on the other.

During a lunch break. Secretary Cisneros was tzOcen to view one of the
apartments by Housing Authority officials. (It was one of the worst
apartments in the complex.) A tenant asked Sec. Cisneros to view one of
the renovated units, he declined. This tells me that his mind was
already made up. So much for fairness, open-mindedness and caring.
Maybe, one day, he will remember "from whence he came". Power and money
often allows one to forget.

In your opening statements, you praised the Housing Authority for the
treatment your received, and in my opinion, deserved. Well,
congratulations. Congressman, because you were privileged to seen a side
of them that we have never seen. To the tenants of A.P.V. , the Housing
Authority officials are their worst nightmare. I have attended meetings
and have been astonished by the insensitivity and disrespect shown to
Mr. Lenwood Johnson and the elderly tenants. These officials have used
every tactic imaginable to rid them of A.P.V. Since the elderly are the
most vulnerable, they are often threatened with eviction, have their
requests for simple repairs ignored, and placed in isolated areas, away
from their neighbors. The complaints go on and on. Why must the
elderly be subjected to this type of treatment?

The Joy Fitzgerald you saw and heard at the hearing was very eloquent,
soft-spoken and intelligent; however, this is not the Joy Fitzgerald we
know. During a meeting, Ms. Fitzgerald's actions were so flagrant, that
I felt compelled to tell her: "...you are the one whom the slave masters
sent to spy on and flog their fellow slaves. Often the masters did not
want to "dirty" their hands, so they sent you forward to do the dirty
work and you gladly carried our their wishes. In this case, you have
been sent to destroy your own people." The establishment does not want
to be out front in this, because it would be bad public relations; they
would be seen as the bad guys.

As a resident of Freedman's Town, I attended a meeting during the
mediation process. This was a "kangaroo court". Seated at the table
that day were at least five lawyers (which included a former Judge, Ms.
Gabrielle McDonald) ; niimerous Housing Authority officials and the
mediators. Mr. Lenwood Johnson, Ms. Wessie Syrus (who had to leave the
talks due to health problems) , and one unpaid lawyer represented the
opposing side. After leaving that meeting, I was exhausted, frustrated
and unable to imagine having to sit, day after day for nine months,
being badgered and berated when the scales of Justice were so out of
balance. When you are outnumbered seventeen to three on any given day,
the process does not work well.

We have also watched Mr. Johnson's health deteriorate under the stress.

Watching his dogged determination about this issue year after year, is

nothing short of amazing, in my opinion. Having no money, unfulfilled
promises from lawyers, and uncompromising beliefs, our community admires
him for his accomplishments. He has been accused of grand-standing by
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the media, simply because he believes in what he is doing.

It is so sad that we, as people do not believe in a "higher being". But
Congressman Gonzales, Z do believe, not only in God, but in divine
intervention. By all accounts, A.P.V. should have been demolished years
ago. Considering the money and man-hours spent in planning the
demolition of this community, isn't it amazing that Allen Parkway
Village and Lenwood Johnson both still stand?

Congressman Gonzales, thank you for your time and attention given to
this matter. It was a pleasure to watch the process. My only regret is
that I was unable to speak to you at that time.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Beckheus
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The Honorable Henr^' E. Gonzale:
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gonzalez,

Our Presbytery consists of 112 Presbyterian churches
throughout southeast Texas. At our November meeting,
commissioners from these churches voted to support the
Transitional Housing Model put forth by Katherine
Roberts for Allen Parkway Village. We believe the
model addresses not only the crying need for low income
housing, but works toward creating community as well,
something which is desperately missing in American
society today.

We thank you for comint; to Houston for a public hearing
on this issue, and ask for a speedy resolution to this
matter. The poor in Houston have gone without housing
much too long.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Dahnke

fi^i'/f^j.

cc: Mr. Henry Cisneros
H.U.D. Building
451 - 7th St.

,
S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20410
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THE FUTURE OF ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE,
RESIDENT NEEDS, AND THE FATE OF FOURTH WARD

by

Jan C. Lin, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor
Department of Sociology
University of Houston

Houston, TX 77204-3474

December 14, 1993

This paper is sutmitted as written testimony to the Houston "field
hearing" of the Subcommittee on Housing and Community Development,
of the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs.
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The Housing Authority of Houston's (HACH) current plan to utilize
$36 million in federal Urban Revitalization Grant (URG) monies to
demolish all but 850 units of public housing at Allen Parkway
Village (APV) is derived from an unenlightened approach to public
housing provision that does not really meet the needs of low-
income Houston residents of public housing, who are primarily
children, single parents, and the elderly. There are a number of
problems with the HACH proposal which do not meet federal
regulations on URG grants. Furthermore, preservation of a
centralized inventory at APV . instead of the scattered site
approach proposed by HACH, facilitates better resident access to
jobs, schools, and social services. Finally, the HACH proposal
to redevelop the bulk of the 37-acre APV site (after a land sale
to private bidders) will endanger the status of the adjoining
Fourth Ward, eventually displacing many of the low-income
residents who reside there.

PROBLEMS WITH THE HACH PROPOSAL

The HACH proposal did not include the input or have the support
of the APV residents. It furthermore does not have the support
of the community or church leadership of the adjoining Fourth
Ward neighborhood. This is a significant matter, since "resident
consultation" and community input is mandated in federal
regulations on request-for-proposals (RFPs) for URGs.

The low-density architectural design of APV is arranged in
Zeilenbau configuration, a formation of low-rise rectangles in
parallel rows, rather than high-rises. Adapted from Utopian
German social housing designs of the 1920's and 1930's, APV
builders had a noble and humane vision of what public housing
could be about: the park-like campus of APV was intended to
provide low-density apartments with maximum sunlight and fresh
air. APV was put on the National Register of Historic Places of
the U.S. Department of the Interior in 1988. APV is also
recognized as a historic place by the Texas Historical
Commission.

In the City of Houston, the official list of applicants waiting
for public housing exceeds 6,000 names, yet this proposal to
demolish the 1000 unit APV would destroy essentially one-quarter
of Houston's current inventory of slightly over 4000 units (these
4000 units are contained at fifteen multiple-unit sites; another
366 individual units are in "scattered sites") . This is an
outrage since Houston already is horribly inadequate when
compared to other cities in providing publically-assisted
housing. It is the nation's fourth largest city in total
population, but ranks only seventh in the number of public and
subsidized housing units. Philadelphia has fewer people than
Houston, but more than twice as much public housing.
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RESIDENT NEEDS AND SERVICE DELIVERY AT ALLEN PARKWAY VILLAGE

In the Fall of 1992, I was invited to Allen Parkway Village on
the invitation of the President of the Residents' Council,
Lenwood Johnson, to meet with households at the site to observe
living conditions and discuss their needs and concerns. Nine
households, out of the 29 households that still occupied the
site, were interviewed. The age-range among the nine heads of
households we met with was 32-85. The median age was 64. Three
of the households were large families (5-9 persons in the

household) headed by young women, ages 28, 32, and 38. Three of
the households were small families (3-4 persons in the household)
headed by older women, ages 62, 64 and 67. Three of the
households were small families (1-3 members in the household)
headed by elderly residents, aged 80, 85 and 85.

All of the households appeared to be living in substantial

poverty. Nine of the households were headed by women. Only two
of the households were headed by men. The average length of
residence at APV was 15 years.

A number of both minor and major problems were observed in terms
of physical housing conditions at the nine housing units visited,
ranging from broken tiles, peeling paint, to leaks in pipes and

plumbing. Some households featured new paint on the walls (the
result of volunteer efforts on the part of the Coalition for a

Better Houston and the Church of Christ) . Some households

complained of security problems, including windows and doors that
would not lock properly. Many problems felt that the outdoor

lighting needed to be improved because the project was very dark
at night. Many households had faulty smoke detectors, rodent and
roach problems.

When asked where else they would live if they would prefer
relocating to an alternative site, every household said they
preferred to stay at APV. The most common reason given was
"convenience" to downtown, to nearby churches, to schools,
transportation (mainly bus stops) . Many of the residents

reported feeling a strong sense of "neighborhood" and "community"
in view of APV's proximity to Fourth Ward. Many residents
mentioned the convenience of the Fourth Ward Good Neighbor Health
Care Center. Five households had children attending Fourth
Ward's Gregory Lincoln Elementary School, and one at a nearby
church school, both located within five minutes walk of APV.

Although on-site social services in the form of counseling are
not currently available at APV, six households felt that such
services would be useful. When asked about what kind of

counseling they felt was needed, priority was given to substance

abuse, physical abuse (including sexual assault) and family
counseling. They also showed an interest in classes for self-
defense and ways to improve self-esteem.
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When asked about what kinds of health problems they suffer from,
six heads of households reported problems, including high blood
pressure and arthritis. One of the older mothers had a serious
diabetes problem, and had also suffered a stroke, leaving her
incapacitated and confined to a wheelchair. Her daily life
depended on the assistance of the children in her family. These
are the kinds of residents that would benefit from expanded on-
site social and health services at a completely rehabilitated
Allen Parkway Village.

THE IMPACT OF REDEVELOPMENT ON THE PEOPLE OF FOURTH WARD

The population of the adjoining Fourth Ward is very similar to
the population observed at Allen Parkway Village. Fourth Ward's
population is primarily African-American, and includes
disproportionate numbers of elderly, households with large
numbers of children, and single parent households. These
households are in severe danger of displacement if the HACH
proposal to redevelop APV in favor of higher-uses of land is
implemented, with the appreciation of land values that would
result.

Table 1 (see appendix) compares the demographics of the Fourth
Ward with the population of Harris County. Black Americans are
certainly the majority (65%) in Fourth Ward, but it should be
observed that Hispanics are a sizeable minority (31%) . The
numbers of Hispanic residents is very likely an undercount,
furthermore, with the prevalence of undocumented aliens gmong
this group. When turning to the age profile, we can see that
there are disproportionate numbers of children (33.4% of the
population is under 18) in Fourth Ward as compared with Harris
County in general (where 28.6% is under 18). The percentage of
the elderly (65 years and over) in Fourth Ward is twice (14%) the
proportion in Harris County (7%) . Fourth Ward's high proportions
of youthful and elderly populations are balanced by a shortage of
adults in the prime working years (25-44) . Only 28% of this
cohort is found in Fourth Ward, as opposed to 37% in Harris
County as a whole.

Table 2 shows that Fourth Ward is furthermore a population living
in severe poverty. Median household income in Fourth Ward in
1989 was only $8,701, as compared with a median of $31,473 for
households in the broader Houston metropolitan area. Fourth Ward
households when compared with Houston metropolitan area
households in general were more often recipients of social
security income (34.2% as compared with 16.2%) and public
assistance income (27.8% as compared with 5.5%). Nearly half of
all Fourth Ward families (48.1%), furthermore, were living below
the poverty line in 1989, as compared 12% of families in the
Houston metropolitan area. Finally, households headed by single
females with incomes below the poverty line constituted 23% of
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Fourth Ward families in 1989, as compared to 5.3% of families in
the Houston metropolitan area.

When evaluating the housing status of Fourth Ward residents,
Table 3 shows that there are a disproportionate number of renters
(over 96%) when compared with Harris County (where 48% of the

population occupies rental housing) . Furthermore, over 92% of
Fourth Ward residents paid a contract rent in 1990 of less than
$250 a month, as opposed to about 20% of Harris County renters of

housing. The median contract rent in Fourth Ward was $150 a

month, as compared with a median contract rent of $3 39 a month in
Harris County.

The statistics presented above confirm that Fourth Ward is
a population of desperately poor struggling households headed by
the elderly or single matriarchs with many children. Many of
these older residents have serious health problems that cuts down
on their mobility; many rely on visiting home health care workers
to give them regular treatment.

The double incidence of grinding poverty and being severely at
risk in terms of serious illness is not surprising. Residents of

Fourth Ward and Allen Parkway Village endure lives of struggle
because they have been brutalized by the injustices of racial

inequality in the labor market or they have simply fallen through
the cracks. We can't tear these people away from their

supportive families and we don't have the public funds to put
them in costly nursing homes. An approach of scattering elderly,
severely ill residents in far flung units when most are too poor
to maintain automobiles is also a terrible mistake.

Scattered site housing works best for those public housing
residents that are already transitioning out of poverty. It is

not a solution for the at-risk, vulnerable, desperately poor.
Furthermore, middle class communities are increasingly averse to
the placing of publically-assisted housing in their

neighborhoods. For all the reason stated above, the scattered
site approach is fundamentally flawed. Houston's existing public
housing inventory at Allen Parkway Village needs to be preserved.

A preservation of Allen Parkway Village for purposes of public
housing and other institutional purposes would engender the

gradual improvement of living conditions in the adjoining Fourth
Ward in a much more sustaining way, with a minimum of

displacement, than a solution that focusses on redevelopment of

the land for higher purposes of affluent residential, commercial
and office uses.
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Table 1

Demographics of Fourth Ward
Compared with Harris County, 1990

Fourth Ward

2,255 100^Total population

Race /ethnicity
Anglo/Other
Black
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific
Native American

Age
Under 18
18 to 24
2 5 to 4 4

45 to 64
65 and over

Source: U.S. Census of Population and Housing, 1990.
is defined as census tract 400.26.

Harris County

2,818,199 100%

50
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Table 2

Income and Poverty Status
of Fourth Ward compared with Houston PMSA, 1989

Median household income

Households with social
security income

Households with public
assistance income

Families with income
below poverty level

Single female householder
with income below
poverty level 23.2% 5.3%

Source: U.S. Census of Population and Housing, 1990. Fourth Ward
is defined as census tract 400.26.

Fourth Ward
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Table 3

Housing Status and Contract Rent Profile of
Fourth Ward Compared with Harris County, 1990

Fourth Ward

Occupied housing units

Owner occupied housing units

Renter occupied housing units

Contract rent (specified
renter-occupied units
paying cash rent)

763

3.7%

96.3%

Total
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December 15,1993

The Honorable Henry B. Gonzalez

United States House of Representatives
Ravbum House Office Building
Room 2413

Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: Allen Parkway Village, Houston, Texas

Dear Sir

We are writing to you to request that this letter be included in the published hearing
minutes for the "Rehabilitation of Allen Parkway Village, Houston, Texas" field hearing
held at the Allen Parkway Community Building on December 14th, 1993.

We request that at their earliest convenience the Office of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) and the Housing Authority of the City of Houston (HACH) assess

die effects of their (noposed work at the Allen Parkway Village and initiate consultation

with the Texas Historical Commission as per 36 CFR 800 in accondance with fee

guidelines for Section 106 consultation. As of today, the consultation process has not been

initiated by either HUD or HACH. Alternatives to the proposed demolition, such as fee

"Allen Parkway Village Campus, A Transitional Housing Model", need to be seriously
considered. Contrary to the position that continues to be put forward by HUD and HACH
officials, Allen Parkway Village can be properly modernized and retain its historical

significance. Thousands of historic properties aU across the country have been rehabilitated

for modem uses under the Secretary of fee Interior's Standairls for Historic Preservation

Projects. Texas Historical Commission is prepared to begin the 106 process and work
with HUD and HACH to seriously explore solutions for Allen Parkway Village.

We recommend that a meeting be set up to explore preservation alternatives for

Allen Parkway Village which would include fee Washington HUD office, the Houston
Field Office of HUD, fee Housing Authority of the City of Houston, fee Advisory Council

on Historic Preservation (ACHP), the Allen Parkway Village Residential Council, local

historical groups, along wife fee Texas Historical Commission.

We appreciate your involvement in this field hearing and are encouraged by the

participation at the meeting. If you should have any questions or cocnments, please feel

The State Agencyfor iHistoric (Preservation
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firec to contact Stan Graves at 512/463-609-1. If you would be so kind as to provide the

Texas Histwical Cormmssion with a wrltisn transcript of the hearing we would appreciate

it

Sincerely,

CimisTunnell
Executive Director

CT/SC/GSH/nrc

The Honorable Henry Cisneiios, Houdng Cecritary, HUD
Ms. Margie Elhot, Greater Hoiict-n P.;cer/aticn Alliance

Ms. Joy Rugerald. HACK
V. ^/'Iter '^^^ric, IIUC, Fort W?r-""' ? "nc""J CVfj''''.

Mr. Joe Garza, HACK
'

.

Mr. Andrew Johnson, HUD, Hcustc n FisH 0*ficc

Ms. Lee Keatinge, ACHP
Ms. Claudia Nissley, ACH?
Ms. Libby Barker Willis, Natior^ Tr.i.- fc«-H stone Preservation
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